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ABSTRACT
The value of the general good is usually formed by market price. However, the cultural 
heritage sites are not only judged by market price, since the cultural heritage sites have the 
features of public goods like environmental goods, which also have a non-market valuation. 
Hence, the value of cultural heritage should be evaluated through non-market evaluation 
methods.
The aim of this study is to examine the particular characteristics of cultural heritage 
resources, which is distinct from natural resources, by calculating recreational demand and 
value through evaluation methods.
The evaluation methods which have been studied so far were examined in this study in order 
to select the most appropriate one and finally ‘Zonal Travel Cost Method’, ‘lindividual 
Travel Cost Method’, ‘Hypothetical Travel Cost Method’ and ‘Double Bounded 
Dichotomous Choice Contingent Valuation Method’ were selected. Linear regression with 
Estimated Generalised Least Square, Count Data Model (i.e. POISSON and Negative 
Binomial model), and Linear and Log-Logit model were used to derive the demand model of 
evaluation method.
For the main study, two heritage sites were selected: one is a cultural heritage: Hahoe 
historic village (HHV), the other is a natural heritage: Juwang mountain national park (IMP), 
used to compare the site of a cultural heritage. These sites are very similar, except that the 
former has historic characteristics and the latter has natural characteristics.
According to the results of this study, the particular characteristics of recreation demand and 
recreation non-market value of cultural heritage, which are distinct from those of natural 
heritage were summarised as follows: Firstly, the travel cost has more effect on the 
recreational demand of a natural heritage site than that of a cultural heritage site. Secondly, 
the visiting demand of cultural heritage site is less sensitive to the variation of the quality of 
the recreational environment than the visiting demand of a natural heritage site. Thirdly, the 
model fit of demand models in cultural heritage resource is not good, compared with that in 
natural heritage. Finally, the non-market recreational value per capita (per adult) of a 
cultural heritage resource is larger than that of a natural visiting resource.
Ill
These characteristics result from two causes: (i) visiting purposes of cultural and natural 
heritage differ each other, (ii) cultural heritage has the strong characteristics of originality 
and peculiarity. Therefore, substitute destinations, if any, are few. On the other hand, there 
are more substitute places for ‘natural visiting resources’, given similar travel cost being 
concerned.
Based on these findings, the following suggestions were made: Firstly, in the case of cultural 
heritage, unlike natural resources, the number of visitors is not raised even if the quality of 
recreational environment of cultural heritage site has been increased. As a consequence, 
restoration as well as extension of facilities in cultural heritage should be considered 
carefully and avoided, if the intention is simply to increase visitor numbers. Secondly, it is 
suggested that events, education or exhibition programmes should be progressively 
developed in an attraction so as to highlight its originality. Thirdly, the scope of promotion 
must be enlarged, as cultural heritage is less affected by distance than by natural heritage is.
Finally, the results of this study provide several conceptual and theoretical contributions as 
well as practicalities to decision makers in the tourism industry. There are three main 
contributions in theoretical terms: (i) the results of the study verified that travel time is 
appropriate, as a proxy variable of travel cost in deriving TCM model. This research proved 
that the existing model which uses travel distance seems imprecise, (ii) it was empirically 
verified that the recreational values of a site are very different depending on evaluation 
methods in the study. So far there has been no systematic comparison and evaluation of 
different methods based on the same dataset, (iii) this research broadens the HTCM study. 
The previous studies have estimated the demand models under the only assumption if the 
quality of recreational environment (QRE) has improved so far, this research estimated those 
under the assumption that current QRE is stable and has decreased as well. By doing this, 
the answer to ‘how do the variations of QRE affect on demand and value’ was verified. 
Besides this, in practical terms, the findings provide crucial information for decision-making 
for a controlled number of visitors in HHV, entrance fee, and a marketing strategy to 
increase profits in HHV.
IV
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background o f the Study
1.1.1 Importance of Recreation Demand Modelling and Non-market 
Valuation for Cultural Heritage Resources
A heritage tourism resource possesses unique cultural scenery and characteristics (Walsh et 
al, 1984; Sellar et al., 1986). Goeldner et al. (2000) noted that historic sites have been 
popular attractions for both domestic and international travellers. According to them, over 
one quarter of all adults (about 54 million) in the US reported visits to historic places or 
museums in 1996. In the UK, heritage tourism has often been cited as one of Britain’s most 
vital economic sectors. England alone has over 2,000 historic buildings, which are regularly 
open to the public, together attracting more than 70 million visits per year. Combined with 
estimates of a further 100 million visits per year to other fee-of-charge heritage attractions, 
the heritage sector is a major component of UK tourism (Fyall and Garrod, 1998).
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Since the concern with cultural heritage resources has been growing in the tourism field, the 
substantial issues of decision making regarding cultural heritage resources have also been 
increasing. It results in a very serious issue for the tourism industry (Gaffar, 1997; Leask et 
al., 2002).
Wahab (1997, p. 37) points out the importance of the issue as follows:
“.. .There is so important issue in this field. It is the decision-making of the balance 
between tourism development and heritage conservation: everyone wishes growth and 
prosperity and at the same time everyone wants to keep their cultural heritage 
flourishing and intact. In the real world, there are many decisions that are taken every 
day by people in the public and private sectors, which have impacts on both tourism 
development arid heritage. All these decisions affect the balance between 
development and conservation...”
However there are a large number of questions about this. For instance, what is the proper 
level of expenditure on cultural heritage? Should preservation and restoration efforts be 
supported by tax revenues? Should cultural heritage be self-supporting, either through user 
fees or donations and subscriptions? To answer the questions, an accurate evaluation of 
cultural heritage resources is important.
The result of the recreation demand modelling and evaluation provides information that can 
be used when addressing a variety of policy issues related to cultural heritage in the 
following fields (Pearce et al., 2002; Ready and Navrud, 2002; Rolfe and Windle, 2003).
• Evaluating whether to undertake projects to protect or restore a cultural heritage site.
Determining the level of investment in ongoing activities to provide or protect a 
cultural heritage site.
Informing decisions when choices have to be made among competing objectives 
within cultural heritage. Public preferences can help when making decisions among 
cultural heritage goods. While there is always a central role for expert opinion in 
deciding which types of cultural heritage site should receive attention, information 
about the general public’s preferences over such decisions is a useful complement 
to expert judgement.
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•  Informing decision over the level of funding of a cultural heritage site. Public 
values for a cultural heritage site can provide a strong argument in favour of public 
funding.
For these reasons, it is necessaiy to derive recreation demand model and to evaluate cultural 
heritage resources with appropriate and reliable methods.
1.1.2 Difficulty in Evaluating Cultural Heritage Goods
Values of general resources are usually formed by market structures such as real-estate 
transactions. However, the value of cultural heritage resources is not judged by general 
market organizations. In the case of this type of resource, its value can be measured only 
when the resource is damaged and is used for some particular reasons and the purpose is 
determined. Therefore, in general, the value of resources cannot be simply measured (Bull, 
1995; Sinclair et al., 1997; Upneja et al., 2001).
From the economic point of view, cultural heritage resources own the features of public 
good such as environmental good, which has a ‘non-market’ value. Therefore, it is not easy 
to measure the price of a heritage tourism site (Sellar et al., 1986; Brookshire et al., 1982; 
Walsh et al., 1984; Rolfe and Windle, 2003). Given this background, the value of cultural 
heritage is measured through non-market evaluation methods.
1.1.3 Research Trends in Cultural Heritage Evaluation
Although non-market valuation techniques have been applied in thousands of studies of 
environmental good worldwide over the past 40 years, the interest in applying these 
techniques to cultural heritage sites is quite recent (Carson and Mitchell, 1993). Since the 
1990s, the number of studies has increased, but they are still veiy much in the initial phase 
of applying these valuation techniques to the cultural heritage context (Navrud and Ready, 
2002).
There are several distinctions in estimating non-market values of cultural heritage resources 
using equations as follows:
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•  Various aims
There are various practical aims in valuing non-market values; for instance protecting and 
restoring project (e.g. Nidaros Cathedral in Norway, 1991; Fes Meddina, 1997), renovation 
plan of historic town area (Grainger Town in Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, 2002), cleaning 
programme (Lincoln Cathedral, 1998), admission charge plan (modem art galleries in Turin, 
1998; Durham Cathedral, 2002), and constmction plans for a new tunnel and road for a 
cultural heritage site (Stonehenge, 1998) and so on.
• Limited objects of research
It has been performed only for Cathedral (e.g. Pollicino and Maddison, 2002; Navmd and 
Strand, 2002; Willis, 1994, etc.), historic buildings in town centre (Garrod et al., 1996), 
historic monument (Boxall et al. 1998; Maddison and Mourato, 2002), and regional theatre 
(Bille, 1997 ; Forrest et al., 2000), museum (Bravi et al., 2002) so far.
• Various market extensions
The estimation has been executed from a small scale resource such as local heritage (e.g. 
aboriginal rock paintings; modem art galleries; regional repertory theatre; a local historic 
town area, etc.) to a large scaled resourced such as world heritage site designated by 
UNESCO (e.g. Bulgarian Christian-Orthodox monasteries; Fes Meddina; Stonehenge; 
Durham Cathedral, etc.). Even though the number of cases is small, there are many different 
trials for aims and objects.
1.1.4 Issues in Evaluating Cultural Heritage Resources
The following three issues are indicated when non-market evaluation of cultural heritage 
resources is examined. Firstly, in spite of the obvious links between questions of the 
conservation of natural and cultural goods, there have been unexpectedly few applications of 
non-market valuation techniques to cultural assets. Only a small number of studies have 
been applied to cultural heritage sites (Pearce et al., 2002). Secondly, existing research has 
been focused only on stated preference techniques (i.e. CVM). Although revealed preference 
methods have a number of methodological merits, there exist very few applications (e.g.
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Martin, 1994; Forrest et al., 2000). Finally, the characteristics and value of cultural heritage 
are too different to estimate using the same methods as those for natural resources.
The different characteristics between cultural and natural resources can be summarised as 
follows: The main objects of previous recreation evaluation studies are the recreation 
activities which have dynamic and experiential characteristics. Nonetheless, in terms of 
cultural heritage, ‘distinctiveness of attraction’ is a main motivation in choosing and visiting 
attractions. In other words, recreation activities such as fishing, mountain biking and 
tracking etc., can be carried out and enjoyed anywhere. It does not need to be in specific 
sites. In contrast, since a cultural heritage has its own particularity, it has few substitutes.
Furthermore, a market extensions of the sites are different from outdoor recreational 
resources. Cultural heritage has various range from local to international market extension 
compared with natural outdoor recreational resources. Hence, existing non market 
evaluation methods for outdoor recreational resources may not be applied to cultural 
heritage resources in the same way.
1.2 Objectives o f the Study
The aim of this study is to examine the particular characteristics of recreational demand and 
non-market value of cultural heritage resources, which are distinct from natural resources, 
by estimating evaluation methods.
Two main conceptual research questions are set up to achieve this aim. First, Does 
recreation demand and non-market value vary with evaluation methods? Second, Is there 
any difference in recreational demand and non-market value between cultural heritage and 
natural resources? The latter is the main question of this study. In order to verify this, the 
first question should take precedence over the second question. It is anticipated that not only 
different results of demand and value would be obtained when different evaluation methods 
are used (even if the same resource is studied) but also the evaluation results could be 
different when the characteristics of the resource (cultural or natural) are different.
To answer the two conceptual research questions above, the following nine specific research 
objectives are established. These objectives can be again grouped into three depending on
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characteristics: (i) Verifying travel time as a proxy for travel cost, which is a crucial variable 
for deriving a TCM model, (ii) Evaluating a recreation demand model and non-market value 
of cultural heritage and natural resources adopting the verified travel cost, (iii) Determining 
the characteristics of recreation demand and non-market value of cultural heritage by 
comparing estimation results.
For this study, the zonal travel cost method (ZTCM), the individual travel cost method 
(ITCM), the hypothetical travel cost method (HTCM), and the contingent valuation method 
(CVM) are selected to derive recreational demand models and non-market values. The 
characteristics of the selected evaluation methods are as follows: Firstly, ZTCM, ITCM and 
HTCM are indirect preference evaluation models and CVM is a direct preference evaluation 
model (Pearce and Turner, 1990; Adamowicz, 1995; Boxall et al., 1996; Hanley et al., 1997). 
Secondly, Classified into two relying on dependent valuable: one requires actual revealed 
data (ZTCM and ITCM), and the other requires hypothetically stated data (HTCM and 
CVM). HTCM, recently invented, has the characteristics of both TCM and CVM. Finally, 
ITCM, HTCM, and CVM are derived through individual data. However, ZTCM is derived 
using the average values of the respondent’s residential zone. In the main study, the same 
variables derived from the same data set are used to derive evaluation models.
The details of nine specific research objectives are as follows:
Research Objective 1: Validate ZTCM with travel time (ST-ZTCM) by comparing it with 
Standard ZTCM (S-ZTCM), and compare their CSs from both methods.
It will be confirmed in the pilot study (Chapter 5) that ‘travel time’ could be a vital variable. 
The ‘travel distance’ has been currently used as a proxy for ‘travel cost’ in TCM. Since the 
recreation and leisure time are finite resources (Chavas et al., 1989), reducing travel time to 
a destination results in increasing available time to spend at the destination (Sen et al., 1999; 
Jiang and Morikawa, 2004). This indicates that recreational visitors tend to reduce ‘travel 
time’ as much as possible. As a result, when visitors choose a travel route, they prefer the 
shortest way in terms of travel time (Brainard et al., 1997; Sen et al., 1999; Brownstone et 
al., 2003; Hensher and Sullivan, 2003).
Since ZTCM is a spatial demand model derived through the relationship between the ‘travel 
cost’ and ‘visiting demand’, it could be inferred that the model employing the ‘travel time’
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as a proxy for the travel cost explains recreational visitors’ behaviour better than the 
currently used standard model (the standard model is associated with the distance to the 
destination). However, it is too difficult to calculate the accurate travel time, as there are 
many factors that may affect the travel time such as road traffic congestion, the width and 
speed limits of roads. On the other hand, it is not too difficult to calculate the distance from 
the residence to a destination using a map. It seems to be a reason to adopt the travel 
distance instead of the travel time as in the previous studies. On this basis, the research 
objective 1 is produced. ZTCM is used to achieve this. Many researchers have observed that 
ITCM is superior to ZTCM, as individual data is used for the former and secondary data (i.e., 
average data by regional group) for the latter to derive the model. Therefore, each individual 
data of respondents can not affect the model in ZTCM. For this reason, it is easy for ZTCM 
to examine the influence of travel cost in a model and it is applied to verify Travel time.
Research Objective 2: Examine the discrepancy between using actual revealed data method 
(ITCM) and hypothetically stated data method (HTCM-NOW) in Individual TCM (indirect 
preference method).
This research objective demonstrates ‘what can be affected the results of the derived model 
and value according to the dependent variable; whether it is actual revealed data (ITCM) or 
stated hypothetical data (HTCM)’ in ITCM.
Research Objective 3: Examine the difference between direct (CVM) and indirect (HTCM- 
NOW) preference method.
This objective examines ‘how the discrepancy of deriving procedure affects the result of 
model derived’ under the control of other factors. Both HTCM and CVM require 
hypothetical stated data as a dependent variable. HTCM (NOW) is estimated under the 
assumption that the current recreational quality of site is , stable, which is the same contingent 
circumstance of CVM.
Research Objective 4: Examine the differences of derived demand models of evaluation 
methods, according to the characteristics of resources both cultural and natural.
To verify this objective, all derived models in this study are compared. All factors are 
controlled except for the distinction of cultural and natural resources. The procedures to
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control other factors will be explained later in this chapter. In conclusion, variables and 
model fit are compared in turn.
Recreational value is evaluated by using recreation demand model. Generally, consumer 
surplus estimated using TCM can evaluate use-value only, as it is derived in consideration of 
the actual outcome. Conversely, it has been proposed that CVM can estimate non-use value, 
since it is on the basis of hypothetical behaviour in the future, which can be expected from a 
contingent situation. Furthermore, it is expected that HTCM can be used for non-use value.
It is on the basis of hypothetical behaviour (i.e. willingness to visit), meanwhile deriving 
procedure of HTCM is the same as that of TCM. Here, recreational values estimated using 
TCM and CVM are Marshallian Consumer Surplus (CS) and Hicksian Compensating 
Variance (CV) respectively.
Research Objective 5: Verify the differences between CS estimated from individual 
methods and spatial (zonal) methods in TCM (Indirect preference method).
For this objective, the consumer surpluses (CSs) are calculated using the comparison of 
ITCM and ZTCM. Both methods require actual revealed data as a dependent variable. 
Consequently, CSs are calculated based on different evaluation methods. This objective 
examines this.
Research Objective 6: Examine the influence of data differences upon CS (i.e., actual 
revealed data and hypothetical stated data) in Individual TCM.
To achieve this specific objective, CSs are calculated from the actual revealed data model 
(ITCM) and the hypothetical stated data model (HTCM) are compared. The influence of 
data difference on CS is also demonstrated.
Research Objective 7: Demonstrate the variation of CS depending on the variation of 
quality of resource in indirect preference methods (TCM).
This objective identifies the variation of CS depending on the variation of quality of 
resource using HTCM.
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Research Objective 8: Verify the distinction between Marshallian CS and Hicksian CV.
In order to evaluate CS and CV using the same data set and verify the distinction between 
them, recreational values estimated from ZTCM, ITCM and CVM are compared.
Marshallian CS is estimated from ZTCM and ITCM, whilst Hicksian CV is evaluated from 
CVM.
Research Objective 9: Ascertain the difference of derived recreational values depending on 
the characteristic of resources whether cultural or natural.
For verifying this objective, all estimated recreational values are compared in this study. It 
will be estimated whether the characteristics of resources can affect the results. By 
examining the objectives of the study, the recreational demand of cultural heritage 
resources, which differ from natural resources, is calculated.
1.3 The Structure o f the Study
This study is composed of eight chapters and appendices. Figure I.l briefly illustrates the 
framework of the current research.
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Chapter 2 is a literature review on non-market evaluation methods and their related 
concepts. The chapter is divided into two sections. The first outlines the concept of 
economic value and non-market value and the problems of non-market value of an outdoor 
recreation site. The second section deals with the general idea of a non-market evaluation of 
out door recreation attractions. For this, the related concepts to measure non-market value 
are reviewed, focused on the definition of Marshallian consumer surplus and Hicksian 
compensating variance. In addition, the classification and characteristics of evaluation 
methods are briefly discussed to estimate consumer surplus and compensating variance.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to investigating the theoretical underpinning of the non-market 
evaluation of cultural heritage resources. The chapter starts with reviewing the concept of 
cultural heritage resources. Moreover, the concepts and types of heritage resources are also 
explored. The following section analyses previous cultural heritage evaluations and 
compares them with natural resource evaluations.
Chapter 4 introduces the first step of methodology for the main study. The main methods of 
an outdoor recreation site to estimate non-market value are compared and non-market 
evaluation methods are selected for this study. Furthermore, the methodological 
distinctiveness of selected methods is discussed, in the consideration of purpose and 
characteristics of the main study.
Chapter 5 addresses the second step of methodology for this study. This chapter deals with 
preparatory studies to determine methods for the main study. It also provides key 
information and the methods for deriving models. Therefore, these preparatory studies 
signify more than a pilot study and are very important for the whole research. Additionally, 
two preparatory studies are implemented. First, study 1 is based on Warwick Castle. It 
derives ZTCM, ITCM, HTCM models and calculates recreation value using the standard 
method. By doing this, the disadvantages of the standard model are identified and solutions 
are discussed. Second, study 2 sets a bid price for a questionnaire of double-bounded 
dichotomous choice CVM. For this reason, an open-ended CVM survey is performed in 
Hahoe historic village.
Chapter 6 presents the third step of methodology for the study. This chapter focuses on the 
methodology for the main study, which is derived passing through the two steps above. In
11
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addition, the selection procedures of the object of the study and the outline of questionnaires 
are demonstrated.
Chapter 7 provides the findings of the study. The chapter begins with deriving a 
recreational demand model and estimating the recreation values in HHV (main object of 
cultural heritage) and IMP (comparison object of natural heritage) as the means of choosing 
evaluation methods. The chapter also compares the derived models and the estimated values 
of HHV and JMP. Then, it identifies the characteristics of the recreational demand model 
and recreation value in cultural heritage resources by differentiating the HHV results from 
the JMP results.
Chapter 8 offers an overall discussion and conclusions of the empirical outcomes obtained 
from the previous chapters and makes suggestions for further research in this area.
12
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW I: 
NON-MARKET EVALUATION OF OUTDOOR 
RECREATION RESOURCES
2.1 Introduction
The demand estimation for outdoor recreational commodities is quite different from the 
demand estimation of conventional goods (Pearse, 1968; 1972; Boyle et al., 1988; Valencia, 
2002). Since recreation resources are ‘non-market’ goods (i.e., they are not traded in markets 
with explicit prices), their economic values are not easily observed (Choy, 1991; Tisdell, 
2001; Lew, 2002).
The purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss the theoretical basis of non-market 
valuation methods. This chapter is divided into two parts: The first part demonstrates the 
related concepts with the economic value and the non-market value, and the second part 
discusses the welfare change measurement and non-market evaluation of the outdoor 
recreational resources.
13
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2.2 Recreational Non-M arket Valuation o f O utdoor Recreation  
Resources
2.2.1 Non-Market Value
2.2.1.1 What is Economic Value?
According to Bateman et al. (1992), the definition of the value is, firstly, the relative 
importance, or desirability, of some goods compared to other goods. This reflects solely the 
preferences of individuals. Secondly, in psychology, a core belief of an individual and one 
which is resistant to change.
On the other hand. Ready and Navrud (2002) described ‘value of good’ as follows; the value 
of a good is defined as either (1) the amount of money the potential consumer would be 
willing to pay get the good, or (2) the amount of money the owner of the good would have 
to be paid in order to induce him or her to part with it. It should be noted that this approach 
gives complete sovereignty to the individual. Good has value only because individuals want 
it, and are willing to trade money in order to get it. In particular, this definition of value rules 
out existence values for good independent of people’s preferences for that good.
Similarly, Boulding and Lundstedt (1988) have noted that the economic concept of value is 
much more ephemeral than the definition of value used elsewhere. Conversely, in 
psychology, values are regarded as deeply-held and almost immutable. In addition, Rokeach 
(1973, p. 59) defining value as
“...an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is 
socially or personally preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end- 
state of existence... ”.
In the case of a good that is traded in markets, consumers can compare their own value for 
the good with the market price, and decide whether or not to make a purchase. If the 
consumer does purchase the goods, then we know that the value for the goods must have 
been larger than its price. Owners (or producers) of good can compare its value with the 
market price, and decide whether or not to sell. If an owner sells, then their value for that 
good must have been less than the market price (Ready and Navrud, 2002).
14
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In a market equilibrium, the marginal consumer and the marginal producer will have 
willingness to pay and willingness to accept respectively for the good, that is just equal to its 
price. For that reason, we can view the market price as a signal of the good’s marginal value 
to both consumers and providers (Loomis et al., 1998).
In this point of view, economic values are useful if they describe the trade-offs which must 
be made in choosing between two or more alternatives. Therefore, if economic values stand 
in the way of clarifying that trade-off, they should not be used but another decision support 
system should be used (Bateman et al., 1992).
2.2.1.2 Non-Market Value
It is evident that in general, the value of good is market price according to the definition of 
economic value, as mentioned earlier. However, there are some goods, which are not bought 
and sold in the real market and therefore, the good’s value can not be estimated from their 
market prices. Even though non-market value is the value which exists in reality, it is not the 
value which is bought and sold in real market.
The values of the general resources are commonly formed by market structures such as real- 
estate transaction. However, the practical problem of economic value is one of deriving 
credible estimates of that value in contexts where there are either no apparent markets or 
very imperfect markets (Pearce and Turner, 1990). Therefore, the value of public goods is 
not judged by general market organisations (Hanley et al., 1997).
Although the non-priced elements of the environment have been emphasised, it should not 
be forgotten that a number of environmental goods and services are traded in the market 
where excludability, such as private consumption rights, can normally be exercised. In the 
market, the exchange value is indicated by the price at which it is traded. Nevertheless, in 
economics, it is recognised that the use value can be greater than this price for all but the 
marginal consumer, on the assumption of a downward sloping demand curve from left to 
right, as there are many purchasers who are willing to pay a price above that which prevails 
in the market (Sinclair and Stabler, 1997).
15
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In general, there are some goods which have non-market values. Such goods are often called 
public goods. Additionally, Bateman et al. (1992) refer to non-priced goods and suggests 
that ‘those which are not bought and sold in a market and for which, consequently, there are 
no market prices from which to estimate their value’. For this reason, the characteristics of 
public goods cause market failure and market failure results in a non-market value (Carson 
et al., 1996).
2.2.1.3 Market Failure
Public goods and Quasi-Private goods
According to Bateman et al. (1992), public good is a good which cannot be marketed, 
because the producer cannot restrict the consumption of the good to particular individuals, 
and nor does its consumption by one individual diminish its availability to other individuals. 
Public goods are those from which no one can be excluded from consuming or enjoying. 
Examples often cited in the economics literature are street lighting and open space amenities. 
The private sector has little or no incentive to supply such goods or services as it is difficult 
to exclude consumers, for example, having access to a mountain or beach. Even if partial 
exclusion is possible, some individuals known as free riders, if not compelled to do so, 
would consume them without paying, for typically where payment is voluntary. As a 
consequence, it is likely that under-provision by the private sector would occur (Sinclair and 
Stabler, 1997).
The goods entering an individual’s utility function divide into three classes: pure private 
goods, quasi-private goods, and pure public goods (Mitchell and Carson, 1989). Pure private 
goods are bought and sold in organized markets where those participating have an 
identifiable individual property right to the goods. The process of buying and selling leads 
consumers to reveal truthfully, at least to some extent, their preferences for these goods if 
they are to have them (Comes and Sandler, 1986).
In addition, pure public goods, such as air visibility or the national defence program, have 
no explicitly identifiable individual property rights because consumers cannot be excluded 
from enjoying them. Since they are not traded directly in any market, we can observe neither 
a competitive market price for these goods nor the quantity of them desired by consumers 
(Mitchell and Carson, 1989).
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According to Mitchell and Carson (1989), ‘public goods’ are divided into two types, quasi­
private goods (public goods with individually held property rights) and pure public goods 
(public goods with collectively held property rights). The benefits of both kinds of public 
goods result from the values individuals place on these goods. These values are subjective 
and multi-dimensional.
On the other hand, some researchers refer quasi-private goods to quasi-public goods (e.g. 
Comes and Sandler, 1986; Carson et al., 1996), however most researchers refer it to quasi­
private goods. Mitchell and Carson (1989) explain the quasi-private goods as follows:
“.. .For example, hunting permits issued by government have a purchase price, but 
that price is not determined solely by the give-and-take of the marketplace. Rather, it 
is usually arbitrarily determined-often below market price. Thus, while values for 
these goods are not determined on the basis of competitive prices, it is often possible 
to observe the quantity of these goods consumed by individuals...”
Consequently, in general, outdoor recreation resources for recreational activities (e.g. fishing, 
mountain biking, tracking, etc.) are classified as a pure public good. Furthermore, some 
national parks and cultural heritage sites, which have a entrance fee, are categorised as a 
quasi-private goods as shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1
Classes and Characteristics of Goods
Class of goods Characteristics Examples
Pure private Individual property rights
Ability to exclude potential consumers
Traded freely in competitive markets
Agricultural products 
Automobiles 
Financial services
Quasi-private Individual property rights
Ability to exclude potential consumers
Not freely traded in competitive markets
Public libraries 
Recreation in parks 
TV frequencies
Pure public Collective property rights 
Cannot exclude potential consumers 
Not traded in any organized market
Air visibility 
Environmental risks 
National defence
{Source: Mitchell and Carson, 1989, p. 57)
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What is Market failure?
Ledyard (1987) notes that ‘the best way to understand market failure is to first understand 
market success’. The market system is considered successful when a set of competitive 
markets generates an efficient allocation of resources between and within economies. 
Efficiency is defined as Pareto optimality- the impossibility of reallocating resources to 
make one person in the economy better off without making someone else worse off. If 
consumers and producers are rational such that they maximise their private net benefits, a set 
of markets where each person has the opportunity to exchange every good with every other 
person will generate a socially optimal allocation of resources (Hanley et al., 1997).
Market failure is a core concept in economics, influencing the way that economists view 
environmental problems and possible solutions to them. The concept effectively underpins 
all of environmental economics. The inability of markets, where demand and supply are 
determined by price, to provide some goods, especially environmental ones, either at the 
level society considers optimal or at all, arises essentially from the public goods nature of air, 
land and water resources. Access to these cannot be excluded unless private property rights 
can be exercised so that, as a consequence, no price can be charged to those enjoying their 
benefits. In practice, high levels of consumption tend to reduce the enjoyment of individuals 
or other adverse effects are generated, although consumption by one person may not reduce 
that by another (Sinclair and Stabler, 1997).
Additionally, Bull (1995) and Samuelson (1989) mentioned that the allocation of free 
resources or public goods, un-priced characteristics of products etc. are ascribed to market 
failure. Market failure implies that decentralised decisions based on these prices, or lack of 
them, do not generate an efficient allocation of resources (Boyle et al., 1988).
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2.2.1.4 Reasons of Market Failure
This section is to explain the reasons of market failure, which are ‘externalities’, ‘Non­
rivalry and Non-exclusion’ and ‘Asymmetric information’ etc.
Externalities
The externalities are the classic special case of incomplete markets for an environmental 
asset. They are a main cause of market failure. If the consumption or production activity of 
one individual or firm affects another person’s utility or firm’s production function so that 
the conditions of a Pareto optimal resource allocation are violated, an externality exists 
(Choy, 1991; Tohmo, 2001).
The external effect does not work through a market price, but rather through its impact on 
the production of utility or profit. The set of markets is incomplete in that there is no 
exchange institution where the person pays for the external benefits or pays a price for 
imposing the external costs. A and B’s dispute about pollution in the river C is an example 
of a negative externality. A’s disposal action has a direct negative impact on B’s production 
of safe, enjoyable raffing and fishing. If transaction costs are too great, so that the market for 
clean water or pollution control is non-existent, a wedge is driven between the private and 
socially optimal allocation of resources. Therefore, those given markets are incomplete 
(Hanley et al., 1997).
Moreover, the externalities are almost an inseparable part of public goods. Any good which 
is free tends to be undervalued and accordingly abused insofar as the detrimental impact of 
its use imposes no cost on the individual and so is ignored. Free access can lead to over-use 
and deterioration, for example, erosion of footpaths, ski runs or fragile ecosystems and 
natural environments are also used as depositories for chemical emissions and effluents 
(pollution) and physical residuals (waste) arising from production and consumption (Sinclair 
and Stabler, 1997).
As can be seen in Table 2.2, the costs of traffic noise to residents living on major highways, 
or of surface pollution caused by diesel oil and litter on coastal waters, could equally arise 
fi-om tourism or from other commercial activities. On the other hand, there are some 
externalities which arise directly out of the specific feature of tourism that purchasers
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consume at the point of production. These are externalities connected with the movement 
and temporary relocation of people. Most externalities are therefore people numbers related 
(including congestion, crime and physical wear and tear on assets-but also including better 
local amenities and communications) (Bull, 1995).
Table 2.2
Classification of Tourism Externalities
Type of Effect
Who is affected Economic Effects Social Effects Environmental
Effects
Mainly
Individuals
Benefits new transport 
links, new 
recreational 
amenities and 
shops, rising 
property value
positive 
demonstration 
effects (e.g. better 
health care, 
education)
enhancement of a 
view
Costs falling property 
values, inflation
traffic and people 
congestion, higher 
crime, negative 
demonstration 
effects
spoiling views and 
landscape (visual 
pollution), noise, 
air and water 
pollution, litter
Governments
and
collective welfare
Benefits increased direct 
and indirect tax 
revenue
increased value of 
culture, reduced 
loss from 
migration
preservation of 
flora and fauna
Costs maintenance of 
infrastructure 
tourism amenities 
if no user-pays 
system
extra policing 
health services, 
fire protection, 
sanitation and 
garbage
destruction of flora 
and fauna
{Source: Bull, 1995, p. 174)
The generation of externalities and the need to consider distributional issues are founded in 
the need to evaluate demand in order to make decisions on the allocation of resources. 
Demand evaluation, or perhaps more correctly the estimation of consumer benefits, is 
necessaiy irrespective of whether or not demand is expressed through the market. Except 
under specific conditions, economics accepts that the market price does not necessarily 
represent the value of a good or service and clearly for non-traded commodities, where no 
price exists, it does not suggest a zero value. In the latter case, means have to be devised to 
attach value. There are thus two elements to estimating consumer benefits. The first is to
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establish what is meant by value in use and non-use. The second is to employ techniques to 
ascertain that value (Bull, 1995; Tohmo, 2001; Tisdell, 2001).
Non-Rivalry and Non-Exclusion
An environmental asset is considered as a pure public good if its consumption is non-rival 
and non-excludable. A pure public good is available to all and one person’s consumption 
does not reduce another person’s consumption. Non-rivaliy implies that the marginal social 
cost of supplying the good to an additional individual is zero. Therefore it is not Pareto 
efficient to set prices that will exclude anyone who derives positive marginal benefits from 
the public goods -  a market failure exists since a private firm cannot profit by providing a 
pure public goods for free as dictated by Pareto efficiency (Braden et al., 1991).
According to Hanley et al.(1997), the market failure to allocate resources efficiently is when 
it is impossible or at least very costly to deny access to an environmental asset. If A’s 
consumption of an asset rivals B’s consumption but they both have legal access to the asset 
and an incentive to capture as many of the benefits that the asset provides, as soon as 
possible, before the other person captures them. In such cases, people may overuse the asset 
relative to what is best for society. When overuse occurs as the result of non-exclusion the 
market has failed to signal the true scarcity of the asset.
In addition, since everyone benefits from the services provided by a public good and no one 
can be excluded from these benefits, there is a fear that people will ‘free ride’. A free rider is 
someone who conceals his/her preferences for the goods in order to enjoy the benefits 
without paying for them. Free-riding thus implies that the market will provide less of the 
public goods than is socially desired, by this means misallocating resources away from the 
environmental asset to private goods where the conditions of rivalry and exclusive use hold 
(Hanley et al. 1997; Tisdell, 2001).
Asymmetric Information
Market failure can arise when one person in a transaction does not have full information 
about either the actions or the ‘type’ of the second person. ‘Type’ can imply the unknown 
quality of a goods or the hidden characteristics of an agent such as inherent intelligence. For 
example, asymmetric information exists when an insurer knows more about his level of
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precautionary behaviour than the insurant, or a seller knows more about the quality of a 
product than a buyer. Without complete information, markets will be incomplete and can fail 
to allocate resources efficiently (Choy, 1991; Hanley et al., 1997).
2.2.1.5 Types and Characteristics of Non-market Value
A majority of researchers divide non-market value into use-value and non-use value, (e.g. 
Krutilla, 1967; Pearce and Turner, 1990; Freeman, 1993; Adamowicz, 1995; Perrings, 1995; 
Smailes and Smith, 2001, etc.). As the classifications and definitions of sub-values of use- 
value and non-use value are different depending on researchers, it is not easy to classify sub­
values of use-value and non-use value. Here, the definitions of use and non-use value is 
detailed and the concept of sub-value are indicated.
In addition. Figure 2.1 shows the various economic values. There are many sub-values under 
the total economic values. The figure also shows that classification (market value or non- 
market value) of values is so difficult in deed.
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Figure 2.1
Economic values of a Forrest
Use Values Non-use Values
Option values Bequest valuesDirect use values(structural values) Existence values
Indirect use values
(functional values)
Future direct and 
indirect use values
Total Economic Value
Value of leaving 
use and non-use 
values for 
offspring
Value from 
knowledge of 
continued 
existence
Outputs 
(in tenns o f  
commercial 
commodities or 
services etc.)
Benefits 
(in terms o f  
economic production 
support or protection 
o f  economic 
production and 
property)
timber
recreation
bark
beekeeping 
charcoal 
firewood 
special events 
etc.
Ecological function 
value, eg. 
water catchment 
habitat value 
soil formation 
nutrient cycling 
pollution absorption 
climatic stability 
pest control 
etc.
(Source: New South Wales Resource and Conservation Assessment Council, 1996. 
qtd. in Smailes and Smith, 2001, p. 147.)
Use value and Non-use value
The use values are values related to some forms of activity or expenditure (e.g. of money or 
time). Values associated with outdoor recreation are the most frequently cited examples of 
use values (Adamowicz, 1995). The use value is a value to the individual arising from the 
consumption of, or access to, a good (Bateman et al., 1992).
Moreover, it consists of all the current direct and indirect ways in which an agent expects to 
make physical use of a public good (Michell and Carson, 1989). According to Cameron 
(1988) and Sinclair and Stabler (1997), this is both direct and indirect, for example the 
occupation and use of an historic building, whether purchased or rented, would represent 
direct value which may include CS. Its appearance, giving pleasure to occupiers, the local 
community and tourists, would give rise to indirect value, constituting an un-priced
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externality and therefore necessitating the estimation of the benefits to arrive at a total use 
value.
On the other hand, the non-use values are values that are not associated with any ‘economic’ 
behaviour (Adamowicz, 1995). According to Sinclair and Stabler (1997), economists 
suggest that there are two main forms of non-use value: option value and existence value. 
Some researchers (e.g. Pearce and Turner, 1990; Glass and Corkindale, 1995, etc.) refer to 
existence value as intrinsic value. What is more, sometimes, bequest value and quasi- 
optional value are included into existence value depending on researchers (Braden and 
Kolstad, 1991; Markandya and Richardson, 1992).
Sub-values of Use and Non-Use Value
The earliest work of ‘existence value’ can be traced back to 1967 done by Krutilla (Mitchell 
and Carson, 1989; Randall, 1991). A piece of notable pioneering work about ‘option value’ 
and ‘quasi-option value’ is done by Arrow and Fisher (1974) and Henry (1974) respectively 
(Plummer and Hartman, 1986). The details of sub-value of non-use value (i.e., existence 
value and bequest value) and use (i.e., optional value) are as follows:
Existence value
The existence value, a representative sub-value of non-use, is a more complex and unclear 
form of value in that it can be considered as unrelated to demand. People may have 
preference for and therefore place value on the continued existence of resources, with no 
intention of ever using them. Therefore the preservation of both natural and man-made 
resources may be advocated because it is recognised that they have intrinsic value. 
Individuals may be willing to pay simply to know that an area or building would be 
conserved even though they expect never to visit it. This is mainly relevant in the case of 
world land marks, the rain forest or Grand Canyon, for example, but may also be relevant 
for whole historic city centres/public urban spaces (Fisher and Hanemann., 1987).
Additionally, resource economists often use the term ‘existence’ to refer to non-use values. 
Here people obtain utility from an amenity for various reasons other than their expected 
personal use. In contrast to use values, which occur because people are physically affected 
by an amenity in some way, existence values involve the notion that a person does not have
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to visit a recreational site to gain utility from its maintenance or improvement (Michell and 
Carson, 1989).
On the other hand, many people believe that there are existence values in environmental 
assets such as national parks, public parks in town centre, etc. They are of value in 
themselves and just because individual human beings have preferences for them. There is no 
reason to reject the idea of intrinsic values because the idea of measuring preferences is 
adopted (Pearce, 1993).
Option value
The meaning of the option value is to use the specific resources in the future (Freeman,
1984; Perrings, 1995). The value an individual places upon reserving the right to use a good 
in the future even though he/she does not wish to use it now (Bateman et al., 1992).
Weisbrod (1964) focused on uncertainty and what became known as ‘option value’ e.g., 
some people who do not now visit a wilderness area have a positive willingness to pay to 
protect it in order to preserve their option of visiting it in the future.
Furthermore, this is the potential benefit which consumers might derive from resources. It is 
an expression of willingness to pay for their preservation so that they retain the possibility of 
using the resource in the future. In this sense, option demand is a quasi-use value. It may be 
extended to include an option for others to enjoy the consumption of certain resources- a 
kind of vicarious demand (Bishop and Herberlein, 1982; Plummer and Hartman, 1986;
Glass and Corkindale, 1995).
Bequest value and Quasi-option value
According to Brookshire et al.(1983), demand is , occasionally, discriminated by the 
(current or future) generation. The term ‘bequest value’ has been coined to suggest the value 
which the present generation places on resources, where it expresses a willingness to pay for 
their preservation for the benefit of future generations. This can be constructed as a form of 
option demand and is viewed as such here.
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For example, potential tourists might be willing to pay to prevent an historic building from 
being demolished or a forest felled or a beautiful coastline from being developed 
(Cummings et al., 1986). An individual may wish an environmental resource to be preserved 
for the sake of future generations and will value the preservation of that resource. It means 
that some people could have a positive WTP for the wilderness area because they want to 
preserve it for future generations (Bowers, 1997).
On the other hand, the quasi-option value is the information value gained through the delay 
of an irreversible decision (Bateman et al., 1992). The quasi-option value of the future 
information made available through its conservation (Perrings, 1995). The essence of quasi­
option value lies in the possibility that information can be acquired at a future time which 
would allow the person valuing the amenity to make a better decision. Quasi-option value is 
always positive since it is the value of information conditional on undertaking a particular 
current action.
Total Economic Value
Many values are considered as a sub-value of use and non-use, as has been discussed so far. 
However, an ambiguity remained concerning the definition of the concepts that was not 
resolved until the 1980s, because they were expressed verbally rather than mathematically. 
Thus, estimating values seemed to be impossible.
Even if non-market value of public good is estimated by existing evaluation method, it is not 
obvious that estimated whole non-market value can not be accurately divided according to 
name of sub-values. Therefore, estimating the details of non-use value using evaluation 
method is meaningless.
This issue is discussed by Randall (1991) who points out the ambiguity of non-use values, 
which have been mentioned by many researchers. Furthermore, some economists debate the 
validity of important categories of non-use value, as well as the relevance of others. They 
differ on how the various categories of use and non-use value may add up to the total 
benefits of a resource service or amenity. Hence, it is reasonable that total economic value 
(TEV) is calculated leaving sub-values out of consideration as an alternative (Randall and 
Stoll, 1983; Boyle and Bishop, 1982; Randall; 1991).
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It should be noted that the definition of total economic value (TEV) is different depending 
on researchers. According to Sinclair and Stabler (1997), TEV can be expressed as:
TEV = Use value + Non-use value consisting of option value + Existence value.
Additionally, Pearce (1993) argued that total economic value can be expressed as:
TEV = Direct use value + Indirect use value + Option value + Existence value.
These definitions are similar far from Mitchell and Carson’s (1989). For example,
TEV = Use value + Existence value
To conclude, it is evident that calculating TEV is better than calculating individual value for 
non-market value estimation, although the definition of TEV is argued amongst researchers.
2.2.2 Recreational Non-Market Value of Outdoor Recreation 
Resources
2.2.2.1 Out door Recreation Resources as Tourism Goods
An outdoor recreational resource is a tourism good associated with environmental good at 
the same time (Burkart and Medlik, 1981; Bull ,1995; Sinclair and Stabler, 1997). 
Recreation activity is an important tourism activity that enhances the welfare of individuals 
and society as a whole. Therefore, people devote a large proportion of their resources (i.e. 
monetary and time) to recreation activities explicitly or implicitly (Choy, 1991). Sinclair and 
Stabler (1997) mentioned that outdoor recreation resources, such as beaches, seas, 
mountains, lakes and forests, constitute the natural resource base while historic cities, 
heritage buildings and monuments, are what might be called the primary tourism resources 
base and are the essential component of the product.
The demand for tourism involves a substantial amount of public goods (Bull, 1995). The 
goods and services of the tourism field, normally, have the character of the public goods 
(Sinclair and Stabler, 1997; Tribe, 1999). These may be defined as existing facilities which
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are under-utilised, where an individual may make use of them without reducing the amount 
of the facilities available to others (Samuelson, 1989).
An example is given by Bull (1995) to explain the concept. Assuming that families travel by 
car for a long distance when it is the off-peak season. They may use the road network, public 
or national parks, beaches, and they may ‘consume’ sceneiy by looking at it or taking photos, 
without impinging in any way on other people. Of course, if the same family were to travel 
in a peak season, there might be considerable opportunity costs, from traffic congestion, 
overcrowding at destinations and spoilt views.
Additionally, travel and tourism suppliers will also use combinations of the same scarce 
resources that other producers use. There have been various attempts to list and categorise 
those resources which are statistically significant in travel and tourism (Murphy, 1985). The 
concept introduced by Bull (1995) can be described by means of Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2
Significant resources for travel and tourism
Scarce resources
.Labor and 
enterprise 
Including public 
goodwill
Capital
/  Public Private \
/  provision provision \
/  (e.g. a ccess  and
/  Infrastructure)
Land
Especially Its attributes such a s  
scenery and activity basis 
(e.g. beaches, sklable slopes, water areas)
Free resources
Climate, Culture and Heritage, 
including 
way of life
(Source: Bull, 1995, p. 6)
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Figure 22  shows that tourism frequently is built upon a basis of free resources, with a 
mixture of publicly and privately used scarce resources superimposed. Thus, there is a 
combination to form what tourists may perceive as the ‘product’ they are consuming, and 
what suppliers are producing.
On the other hand, tourism product are generally classified into ‘resource-basis’ and ‘user- 
orientation’ (Burkart and Medlik, 1981). Resource-based products tend to be those unique 
attractions created by nature or past human activity, whereas user-oriented ones are more 
widely spread and are likely to have been created specifically for tourist use. Examples of 
resource-based products could be: national parks, unusual wildlife in its natural habitat, or 
cultural heritage sites, and of user-oriented products: amusement facilities or convention 
centres. However, most successful tourism products are neither entirely of one type nor the 
other (Tisdell, 2001).
In travel and tourism generally, some resources are unique or so individual that they are 
irreplaceable. To offer a similar or identical tourist experience to visiting Stonehenge or the 
Tower of London would be either impossible or uneconomic (Bull, 1995). Such resources 
are usually those at the base in Figure 2.2. Attempts have been made to substitute capital for 
land but most ‘base’ resources are more or less fixed.
In the meantime, the outdoor recreational resources is largely an open access environmental 
resources, the subject also covers the valuation of both the non-priced and non-use goods 
and services it provides (Sinclair and Stabler, 1997). Environmental resources are directly 
linked to tourism. If the environmental resources were to be degraded in a given destination, 
it is likely that tourism would decline. Therefore, an evaluation of current environmental 
issues and developments and their analysis within economics is particularly relevant to 
tourism.
Additionally, the operation of tourism firms reflects the market-driven characteristics of 
other sectors where the environment is treated as a free good, in this case an essential input 
as well as an element of the final product, so that problems occur, especially over­
exploitation of the natural resources base and the generation of non-priced adverse effects 
(Tisdell, 2001).
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Therefore, many governments are extending controls over tourism and its use of resources 
for economic, social and environmental reasons. The controls may be direct, such as straight 
prohibition on development or rationing of access to foreign exchange in order to purchase 
imported equipment, or they may be indirect, such as imposing special taxation or 
influencing development from the demand side (Sinclar and Stabler, 1997).
2.2.2.2 Recreation Non-Market Value of Out-door Recreational 
Resources
From the economic point of view, the outdoor recreation resources own the features of the 
public goods such as environmental resources. Therefore, it is not easy to measure the value 
of the outdoor recreational resource as it has the ‘non-market’ valuation (Bull, 1995;
Sinclair and Stabler, 1997). Recreational resources are not valued by the market (Bockstael 
et al., 1991).
The amount of resources used in public outdoor recreation activities is not determined in the 
competitive market. Hence, no equilibrium prices are known for determining the quality of 
outdoor recreation demanded and supplied. The fact that prices for these goods are not 
observed in the market does not mean that they have no value. They should be valued just as 
market goods are valued as long as they enter human preferences (Randall, 1987; Choi,
1989).
Consequently, the most public recreational resources (e.g. lakes, seas, and parks, etc.) are 
not priced in the market place. They are assigned an implicit value based on political or 
institutional considerations. That is, explicit markets generally do not exist for these goods 
that allow for market price discoveiy. Without market price discovery, the value of 
recreation resources is difficult to measure. Consequently, efficient allocation of recreation 
resources is difficult. Therefore, non-market valuation methods requiring considerable 
creative efforts have been developed by researchers (Choi, 1989; Valencia, 2002).
On the other hand, the pursuit of economic values may involve estimating values where 
markets are absent, and correcting market estimates of value where markets are distorted. 
Creative valuation methods are needed to measure the demand and supply or value of public 
outdoor recreation resources (Randall, 1987).
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2.3 Non-m arket Evaluation M ethods for Out door Recreation  
Resources
This section consists of three sections. The first part deals with that why non-market 
evaluation is necessary for outdoor recreation resources followed by the basic concepts 
which are essential for evaluation methods are reviewed. Especially, the concepts of 
Marshallian consumer surplus and Hicksian compensating and equivalent variation are 
highlighted. Final part examines the concepts of WTP and WTA and followed by comparing 
their advantages and disadvantages.
2.3.1 Why is Non-Market Evaluation Necessary for Out door 
Recreation Resources ?
Many researchers emphasize the necessity for evaluation of the environmental resources. In 
particular, evaluating non-market value is inevitable for the accurate cost-benefit analysis  ^
(CBA) of environmental resources (Brookshire et al., 1992; Hanley and Spash, 1993; 
Freeman, 1993; Sinclair and Stabler, 1997; Betz et al., 2003).
In many occasions, because CBA is a vital criterion for decision making on environmental 
resources, it is very important to estimate CBA precisely. Here, the key point is accurate 
figures for the each item of costs and benefits. Estimating non-market value can provide 
accurate figures for analysis. Furthermore, as Stabler (1995) indicated, the figures for the 
CBA should be a precise monetary value.
Even if the need for non-market evaluation is widely recognised, it is hardly adopted to non- 
market value of an environmental resource (Freeman, 1993). In addition, Brookshire et al. 
(1992) argued that the CBA has traditionally focused on the use values of environmental 
resources. However, other values should be counted as part of the total value of an 
environmental resource.
 ^The CBA method originated in the 1930s in the US where there was a need to show not only the 
direct value of public expenditure on flood prevention programmes to agriculture but also the wider 
indirect benefits to others likely to be affected by floodwater.
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On the other hand, evaluating non-market value is vital for policy-making. Sinclair and 
Stabler (1997) illustrate the position and role of evaluation resources in whole 
environmental economics (see Figure 2.3). Figure 2.3 is underpinned by the fundamental 
economic presumption that individuals act rationally (i.e. consistently) to maximise their 
self-interest. The value of goods and services is expressed through prices. Choices have to 
be made because resources are scarce in relation to unlimited demand.
However, in the view of environmental economics, the conventional market analysis is at 
odds with the long-term maximization of welfare because it is based on restrictive 
assumptions and ignores some phenomena relevant to sustaining human existence. In effect, 
it is argued that economic analysis should encompass preferences for goods and services 
which are not traded in markets. From Figure 2.3, it can be seen that environmental 
resources have the characteristics of market failure as a public goods. Also the sequence of 
procedures of valuing resources is described for decision-making and policy-making.
To conclude, it can be shown from the figure that monetary value estimated using non- 
market evaluation methods is directly employed for not only policy instruments but also the 
policy of public and private sector regarding ‘Dominant feature determining human activity 
and behaviour’ (Freeman, 1993), such as analysis of specific problems, market economy, 
political and social environment and so on. The non-market value evaluation of 
environmental resources including outdoor recreational resources is directly adopted for 
analysis of specific problems and decision-making on policy instruments in the concrete. 
Besides that, it is employed to the various related fields.
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Figure 2.3
The scope and content of environmental economics
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Faced with budget constraints and growing needs for environmental actions, government 
agencies must make difficult decisions about policy, e.g. on the allocation of public funds to 
environmental projects. In making such decisions, policy-makers may consider many 
objectives, including environmental quality and effects on people’s quality of life. To 
compare economic costs and benefits of such decisions, they will need to demonstrate in 
monetary terms the economic benefits of their investments. For some decisions, such as 
those involving the provision of rural amenities or serious public health or safety concerns, 
economic considerations will be secondary. However, even in these situations, policy­
makers will need to make decisions that involve trade-offs or allocations of natural resources 
-  decisions that call for economic analysis. This will help those who need to make practical 
use of economics for these types of decisions (Alberini and Cooper, 2000).
Nonetheless, it is difficult to make decisions on distribution indirectly involve the pricing 
problem because of the difficulty of evaluating the benefits and costs of reallocating 
resources for use by future generations (Sinclair and Stabler, 1997). The valuation of 
resources is an essential step in the process of intervening to mitigate the effects of market 
failure for unless public goods or externalities are assigned values, it is not possible to 
devise appropriate instruments to effect changes in the market.
Thus, economic valuation is useful in a number of contexts. Project and programme 
appraisal cannot be comprehensive or adequate without it. Setting national priorities for 
environmental policy is better informed if economic values are known with some degree of 
certainty. The entire objective of ‘sustainable development’ almost certainly cannot be 
interpreted without some idea of the value of environmental services ad assets (Hanley and 
Spash, 1993).
Additionally, the valuation of environmental resources can assist the process of better 
decision-making. In so doing it offers the potential of more cost-efficient public choices, so 
that limited public income is spent to the best advantage (Pearce and Turner, 1990). Tisdell 
(2001) argues that the quantitative analysis of recreational use and benefit provides 
justification for continued and increased funding from constrained government budgets.
In particular, there are five important reasons for environmental policy-makers in estimating 
the value of non-marketed goods (Alberini and Cooper, 2000) as follows: (i) to justify and
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decide how to allocate public spending on public infrastructures and social services, and 
conservation, preservation or restoration initiatives relating to agricultural and 
environmental amenities; (ii) to consider the public's values, and encourage public 
participation and support for environmental initiatives; (iii) to compare the benefits of 
different projects or programs; (iv) to prioritize conservation or restoration projects: and (v) 
to maximise the economic benefits per unit of money spent.
The necessity of outdoor recreational resources is mentioned by Bull (1995). According to 
him, the valuation and allocation of these non-tradable items becomes important in the out 
door recreational resources. First of all, if the pressure of demand within tourism and from 
other activities makes a hitherto free resource scare; for example if demand for beach use 
rises, should an allocation mechanism exist (such as assigning property rights and charging a 
money price for beach use, as happens on many beaches in Italy and France) Next, where 
there is a cost (including an opportunity cost) involved in supplying public goods such as 
access roads, national parks or policing in destinations.
As a consequence, the most important reason for estimating use and benefits of non-market 
goods such as outdoor recreation activities is to determine value for the purpose of efficient 
allocation of resources to individuals and society. With respect to outdoor recreation, the 
economic estimation of use and benefit is important for public decision-making. The 
feasibility of a project should be made based on all benefits and costs of the project. If costs 
exceed benefits, the project should not be undertaken (Choi ,1989).
Therefore, creative valuation methods are needed to measure the demand and supply or 
value of public outdoor recreation resources (Randall, 1987). Here, not only valuating 
outdoor recreation resources but also choosing and developing a suitable evaluation method 
are very important. The concepts related to measurement of non-market are introduced in 
next part.
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2.3.2 Measurement of Recreational Non-market Valuation
2.3.2.1 Theoretical Overview of Welfare Change Measures
This section briefly reviews some basic concepts related to the measurement of welfare 
change. Non-market value of environmental resources can be estimated by measuring 
welfare change. As Bateman et al. (1992) noted that welfare is some aggregate of the utility 
levels of the individuals making up the population.
The basic concepts of measuring welfare change in this section are based on Boyle et al. 
(1988), Mitchell and Carson (1989), Kolstad and Braden (1991), Bateman et al. (1992), 
Freeman (1993), and Valencia (2002). According to them, measuring of welfare change can 
be divided mainly into two situations: (i) price changes when the quality of environmental 
resources is stabile, (ii) the quality or quantity of environmental resources change when 
price is stabile. This section reviewed focused on the former situation because the non- 
market value estimation of the current environmental resources is the main concerning in 
this section.
Freeman (1993) suggested that considering first the simplest case of only two goods and the 
welfare gain associated with a non-marginal decrease in the price of one of these goods in 
order to introduce the alternative welfare measures. Five alternative measures of this welfare 
change (that is, consumer’s surplus, compensating variation, equivalent variation, 
compensating surplus, and equivalent surplus) have been identified in the literature. Among 
them, compensating surplus (CpS), and equivalent surplus (ES) belongs to the latter: the 
quality or quantity of environmental resources changes when price is stabile. On the other 
hand. Consumer’s surplus (CS), compensating variation (CV), and equivalent variation (BY) 
are a concept for measuring welfare change when price changes on the assumption that the 
quality (or quantity) of resource is stable.
According to Freeman (1993), a concept whose origin can be traced back through Marshall 
to Dupuit. As Marshall explained it,
“.. .The individual derives from a purchase a surplus of satisfaction. The excess of the 
price which he would be willing to pay rather than go without the thing, over that
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which he actually does pay is the economic measure of this surplus of satisfaction. It 
may be called consumer’s surplus.. .(qtd. in Freeman, 1993, p. 46)”
Marshallian CS is the most commonly used measure of welfare change. It is defined as the 
willingness of consumers to pay in excess of their actual payment (Pearse, 1968; 1972; 
Clinch and Murphy, 2001). In estimation monetary values for environmental resources we 
are concerned with how changes in the provision of environmental public goods impact 
upon individuals’ utility. Traditionally the welfare gain or loss fi-om such changes of 
provision has been approximated by changes in CS, the area underneath the ordinary 
(Marshallian) demand curves and above the price level (which may be zero or positive 
dependent upon the property rights of the goods) (Mitchell and Carson, 1989; Valencia, 
2002).
If markets existed for environmental goods and services, their economic value would be the 
sum of actual payments for the commodities plus an appropriate measure of CS. CS 
generally refers to the excess of individual’s willingness to pay (WTP) for a good, as 
reflected in a demand curve, over actual payments. Markets divulge the price and quantity 
data from which demand curves and actual payments can be deduced (Braden et al., 1991).
Furthermore, the Marshallian demand curve tracks the ‘full price effect’ which occurs when 
the provision of a good changes. In general, it has been used to show how much the quantity 
consumed of a normal good increases when its price falls. A practical problem therefore 
arises in estimating the Marshallian demand curve for an environmental public goods. 
Without private property characteristics, such as excludability, a good cannot be traded in a 
market and the price/consumption information required to estimate the Marshallian demand 
curve will not be directly observable. One solution is to estimate the Marshallian demand 
curve via a surrogate market, for example, using incurred travel costs as a proxy for the 
recreational value of an out door recreation site (Bateman et al., 1992)
However CS value has a disadvantage, it could be inaccurate when income effect and 
substitution effect appears, because price effects are compounded by income and 
substitution effects (Kolstad and Braden, 1991). This ‘income effect’ means that the full 
price effect can be a misleading indicator of welfare change. For example, suppose the 
government wished to raise consumer welfare by a subsidy lowering the price of bread. As 
its price fell so consumers would buy more bread (the positive ‘substitution’ effect).
However, the boost in perceived incomes also provided by this subsidy is unlikely to be
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channelled towards a low-elasticity good like bread but instead will be used to buy other 
goods, i.e. here the income effect is negative with regard to the consumption of bread as the 
individual switches his increased perceived income towards the purchase of other goods 
(Bateman et al., 1992). The full price effect will be the sum of these substitution and income 
effects, i.e. in this example it will provide a consumer surplus which underestimates the total 
welfare gained by providing the subsidy (Mitchell and Carson, 1989).
On the other hand, the other four measures of welfare, the so-called Hicksian welfare 
measures, are refinements of the Marshallian CS. The Hicksian approach evaluates welfare 
change as the adjustment in money income necessary to maintain a constant level of utility 
before and after the change of provision. Two such welfare change measures are feasible for 
such an approach. The ‘Compensating Variation’ (CV) is the money income adjustment 
(welfare change) necessary to keep an individual at his initial level of utility throughout the 
change of provision, while the ‘Equivalent Variation’ (EV) is the money income adjustment 
(welfare change) necessary to maintain an individual at his final level of utility throughout 
the provision change. We therefore have two approaches to measuring welfare changes 
(Kolstad and Braden, 1991; Bateman et al., 1992; Clinch and Murphy, 2001).
Hicksian’s four measures of welfare changes can be explained according to Figure 2.4 as 
follows:
Compensating Variation (CV) is the amount of compensation that must be taken from an 
individual to leave him at the same level of satisfaction as before the change (Desvousges et 
al., 1983). CV is defined as the quantity of income that compensates consumers for a price 
change, in other words, returns them to the original level of utility (Kolstad and Braden, 
1991). The CV is sometimes described as the maximum WTP for the right to purchase the 
goods at the new price level, that is, that lump sum payment that the individual would be 
willing to make which would just exhaust the potential for welfare gain from the new price 
(Desvousges et al., 1983). This measures asks what compensating payment is necessary to 
make the individual indifferent between the original situation (A in Figure 2.4) and the new 
price set. Given the new price set with consumption point B, the individual’s income could 
be reduced by the amount of CV and that person would still be as well off at point C as at 
point A with the original price set and money income. The measure CV is often interpreted 
as the maximum amount that the individual would be willing to pay for the opportunity to 
consume at the new price set. However, for a price increase, CV measures what must be
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paid to the individual to make that person indifferent to the price change. For price decreases 
the CV cannot be greater than the individual’s income; but for a price increase, the CV could 
exceed income (Freeman, 1993).
Equivalent Variation (EV) is the amount of compensation that must be given to an 
individual, in the absence of the change, to enable him to realize the same level of 
satisfaction he would have with the price change (Desvousges et al., 1983). EV is an income 
change that could be used in lieu of the price change to yield the same utility as the price 
change (Kolstad and Braden, 1991). This measure asks what change in income (given the 
original prices) would lead to the same utility change as the change in the price of xi. As 
shown in Figure 2.4, given the original prices, the individual could reach utility level u\ at 
point D with an income increase equal to EV. EV is the income change equivalent to the 
welfare gain due to the price change. The EV measure has also been described as the 
minimum lump sum payment the individual would have to receive to induce that person to 
voluntarily forgo the opportunity to purchase at the new price set. For a price increase, EV is 
the maximum amount the individual would be willing to pay to avoid the change in prices.
Both the EV and CV measures allow the individual to adjust the quantities consumed of 
both goods in response to both changes in relative prices and income levels. The remaining 
two measures are defined so as to place restrictions on the individual’s adjustment of the 
consumption bundles (Freeman, 1993; Clinch and Murphy, 2001).
Compensating Surplus (CpS) is the amount of compensation that must be taken from an 
individual, leaving him just as well off as before the change if he were constrained to buy at 
the new price the quantity of the commodity he would buy in the absence of compensation 
(Desvousges et al., 1983). This measures asks what compensating payment will make the 
individual indifferent as to the original situation and the opportunity to purchase the new 
quantity x ”i. This is the distance from B to F in Figure 2.4. This measure is closely related 
to the CV measure, the only difference being the restriction on adjusting the purchases of xl 
in response to the compensating change in income (Freeman, 1993).
Equivalent Surplus (ES) is the amount of compensation that must be given to an individual, 
in the absence of the change, to make him as well off as he would be with the change if he 
were constrained to buy at the old price the quantity of the commodity he would actually 
buy the new price in the absence of compensation (Desvousges et al., 1983). This measure
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asks what change in income is required, given the old prices and consumption level ofxi, in 
order to make the individual as well off as that person would be with the new price set and 
consumption point B. In Figure 2.4 the ES measure is the vertical distance between the two 
indifference curves, holding the consumption of good xi at the original level, that is, the 
vertical distance from A to E. The ES measure is closely related to the EV measure, the only 
difference being in the restriction on the adjustment of the consumption of xi in the former 
case. The ES measure is larger than the EV measure for price decreases because it must 
include an income equivalent to the individual’s welfare loss stemming from the inability to 
adjust the consumption ofxi so as to equate the marginal rate of substitution with the price 
ratio (Freeman, 1993).
The four measures of welfare change are theoretical refinements of the ordinary CS (Hicks, 
1943). Each can be defined in terms of the underlying individual preference mapping. Figure 
2.4 shows two difference curves for an individual. Assume that an environmental 
improvement reduces the cost of producing xi so that its price drops from Po to Pi. In 
response to the price reduction, the individual shifts from the consumption bundle marked A 
at utility level uo to consumption bundle B at utility level u\. What is the welfare benefit of 
the price reduction to this individual? Four alternative welfare measures can be defined in 
terms of good X2, which is taken to be the numeraire. The units of X] can be taken to 
represent income.
Particularly, the first two concepts (CV, EV) are more often used than the latter two (CpS, 
ES) because the concepts of the latter two measures are too restrictive to be applied in the 
real world (Freeman, 1979).
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Figure 2.4
Four measures of the welfare gain from a price decrease
E V
CV
0
{Source: Freeman, 1993, p. 47)
According to Kolstad and Braden (1991), the detail of CV and EV can be summarised as 
follows (see Figure 2.5). Mathematically, let income be Y, Suppose prices change from Pq to 
P\, and as a result, utility from Uq to U\. Then compensating variation and equivalent 
variation are
CV (f0, f  i) = 1, fVo) -  g (f0, Uo)
E V (f0, f  i) = 1, Ui) -  e(fo, U])
(2 .1)
(2.2)
Compensating variation provides income to maintain initial utility (U o). Equivalent variation 
removes that amount of income necessary to yield the same utility as the price change {U\). 
Because the derivative of the expenditure function with respect to price is the Hicksian, or 
compensated, demand function, equation (2.1, 2.2) can easily be seen to be integrals under 
Hicksian demand curves from Pq to Pi. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The area to the left 
of h{P, U\) between the prices Pq  and P\ is the equivalent variation (ABEF), and similarly 
for h{P, Uo), the area is the compensating variation (ACDF). Also shown in the figure is the
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ordinary demand curve, x{P, Y). It intersects the Hicksian curve for Uo at P q and the curve 
for U\ at Pi.
Figure 2.5
Ordinary and compensated demand
p
{Source: Kolstad and Braden, 1991, p. 29)
This study is to valuate cultural heritage resources using CS and CV. The reasons for 
adopting CV instead of EV will be explained next part. In this part, the concepts of CS and 
CV are demonstrated in detail by describing Figure 2.6, Freeman (1993) suggests.
Marshallian Consumer’s Surplus
In Figure 2.6, panel A shows one individual’s preference mapping in the simple two-good 
case. Suppose that the price of good xl falls from P q to P \.  The individual responds by 
moving from the original equilibrium at point A to point B on the new budget line. In panel 
B of Figure 2.6, these equilibrium positions are plotted in the price and quantity plane. 
Points A and B are on the ordinary demand curve holding the price of good %2 and money 
income constant. Since the Marshallian CS associated with the consumption of a good at a 
given price is the area under the demand curve, the change in surplus for a change in the 
good’s price is the geometric area P qA B P \ in panel B of Figure 2.6. In mathematical form.
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S= r  x^(P,M)dp (2.3)
•P i
where S is the change in surplus.
A similar problem arises when the Marshallian surplus measure is generalized to 
simultaneous changes in all prices. In this case, S is defined as a line integral. This integral 
will be independent of the path of integration (that is, the order in which prices and/or 
incomes are assumed to change) only if the income elasticities of demand for all goods are 
equal. The income elasticities of all goods can be equal to each other only if they are all 
equal to one, in other words, if preferences are homothetic. Finally, if the prices of only a 
subset of all goods change, a unique S exists if the marginal utility of income is constant 
with respect to only those prices that are changed.
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Figure 2.6
Compensating variation and the Hicks-compensated demand curve
Panel A
CV
Price 4
Panel B
X0
{Source: Freeman, 1993, p. 51)
Hicksian Compensating Variation
Suppose now that as the price of good is decreased, income is taken away from the 
individual so that he remains at the initial utility level and indifference curve uq (see Figure 
2.6). Given the price change and the compensating income change, the individual would be
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in equilibrium at point C in panel A. Point C is also plotted in panel B. Points A and C are 
on the Hicks-compensated demand curve, a demand curve that reflects only the substitution 
effect on the change in relative prices. The income effect of the price change has been 
eliminated by the device of compensating withdrawals of money income. Since xi is a 
normal good by assumption, that is, it has an income elasticity greater than zero, the Hicks- 
compensated demand curve is less price-elastic than the ordinary demand curve.
Although the CV is defined in terms of uo, it also measures the amount of money required to 
raise utility from wo to u\ at the new set of prices. The CV is equal to the area to the left of 
the Hicks-compensated demand curve between the two prices, that is, the area PiCAPq. The 
partial derivative of the expenditure function with respect to P gives the change in 
expenditure (income) necessary to keep the individual on uo for small chariges in P. As 
shown above, this derivative gives the Hicks-compensated demand curve, that is, it gives the 
optimal quantity for xi, holding utility constant. For finite changes, the integral of this 
derivative is the area to the left of the Hicks-compensated demand curve, that is, the CV. In 
other words,
CV= h ,( p y ) d p  (2.4)
Unlike the Marshallian measure of surplus given by equation (2.3), this measure does not 
rely on any assumption about the constancy of the marginal utility of income. This is 
because this measure integrates along a constant utility indifference curve at u q . In the many- 
good case, when several prices change, the CV of the price changes taken together is the 
integral of the set of compensated demand functions evaluated by taking each price change 
successively. The order in which the price changes are evaluated is irrelevant.
2 3 ,2.2 Comparison of the Welfare change measures
The research by Willig (1976) offered that rigorous derivations of expressions relating CV, 
CS, and EV. These expressions provide a way of calculating the magnitude of the 
differences among the three measures for given prices, quantities, and income. The 
differences among the three measures depend on the income elasticity of demand for the 
goods in question and CS as a percentage of income. The differences among the measures 
appear to be small and almost trivial for most realistic cases. The differences are probably
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smaller than the errors in the estimation of the parameters of demand functions by 
econometric methods.
Furthermore, Hanemann (1989) showed that in the context of an environmental commodity 
for which there is no close substitute, differences between EV and CV may be large due to 
income effects. The income effects are magnified because the individuals have access to a 
highly valued environmental resource. This access dramatically increases their effective 
income.
The two measures EV and CV will be the same if the income elasticity of demand for good 
Xl is zero. In this case, the ordinary and Hicks-compensated demand curves are identical. 
With positive income elasticity, the EV exceeds the CV for price decreases, but the CV 
exceeds the EV when price increase is considered. The difference between points C and B in 
Figure 2.6 is one of income level. If the income elasticity of demand forxi were zero, the 
income differences would have no effect on the purchase ofxi. The CV and the EV would 
be exactly equal and they could both be measured by the area under the ordinary demand 
curve (Winpenny, 1991). the higher the income elasticity of demand for xi, the larger is the 
difference between the EV and the CV, and the larger is the difference between the EV and 
the CV, and the larger is the difference between the EV and the CV, and the larger is the 
difference between either measure and the ordinary CS (Bojo et ah, 1990; Freeman, 1993; 
Perman et al., 1999).
Particularly, the CV and EV measures of welfare change differ because their frames of 
reference are different. For example, in the case of a price decrease, the CV takes the initial 
price set as an individual’s frame of reference and asks the maximum amount that the 
individual would be willing to pay for the opportunity to consume at the new price set (i.e. 
WTP). On the contrary, EV takes the new price set as an individual’s frame of reference and 
describes the minimum amount the individual would be willing to accept to forego the 
opportunity to purchases at this new price set (i.e. WTA) (Boyle et al., 1988; Randall, 1994; 
Clinch and Murphy, 2001).
Many scholars insist that CS is located between CV and EV(e.g., Randall and Stoll, 1980; 
Mitchell and Carson, 1989; Freeman, 1993, etc.). However, Willig (1976) has demonstrated 
and justified CS as an approximation if the Hicksian measure of welfare if the income effect 
of a price change is small. Based on the study of Willig (1976), the difference of CS, CV,
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and EV is less than 5% except that CS of environmental resources is such a large part of 
income or elasticity of income against price is great. Nevertheless, the difference of them 
could be significant if good is very expensive (e.g. house or car, etc.) or if good has high 
elasticity of income against price.
In addition. While Willig’s opinion is widely accepted by majority of researchers and quoted 
frequently in the literature, there is evidence for a considerable measure of disagreement 
about experimental results. For instance, even if CS accounts for a small part of income or 
elasticity of income against price is small, there is big difference amongst three types of 
welfare change measure in many occasions (Seller et al., 1985; Coursey et al., 1992 in 
Markandya and Richardson; Hanemann, 1999).
2.3.2.S Differences between WTP and WTA
The concepts of CS, CV, and EV, which have been reviewed earlier, are adopted for 
estimating welfare change. This part details the concept of WTP and WTP to calculate CV 
and EV of evaluation methods.
The conception of evaluation method for estimating Hicksian CV and EV is willingness to 
pay (WTP) and willingness to accept (WTA). According to Alberini and Cooper (2000), 
both CV and EV can be elicited by asking a person to report a willingness to pay (WTP) and 
willingness to accept (WTA) amount. For instance, the person may be asked to report his 
WTP to obtain the good, or to avoid the loss of the good. Formally, WTP is defined as the 
amount that must be taken away from the person’s income while keeping his utility constant:
V(y-WTP,;?,^i;Z) = V(y,p,go;Z) (2.5)
where V denotes the indirect utility function, y  is income,^ is a vector of prices faced by the 
individual, and qo and q\ are the alternative levels of the good or quality indexes (with qi > 
qo, indicating that qi refers to improved environmental quality).
WTA for a good is defined as the amount of money that must be given to an individual 
experiencing a deterioration in environmental quality to keep his utility constant:
y(y + WTA,p,qo;Z) = Y(y,p,qi;Z) (2.6)
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In equations (2.5) and (2.6), utility is allowed to depend on a vector of individual 
characteristics influencing the trade-off that the individual is prepared to make between 
income and environmental quality. An important consequence of equations (2.5) and (2.6) is 
that WTP or WTA should, therefore, depend on (i) the initial and final level of the good in 
question (qO and ql); (ii) respondent income; (iii) all prices faced by the respondent, 
including those of substitute goods or activities; and (iv) other respondent characteristics. 
Internal validity of the WTP responses can be checked by regressing WTP on variables (i) -  
(iv), and showing that WTP correlates in predictable ways with socio-economic variables 
(Alberini and Cooper, 2000).
Therefore, WTP is the maximum amount of money that an individual would be willing to 
give the achieve a change and still be as well off as before. WTP represents a buyer’s best 
offer. WTA is the minimum amount of money that an individual must receive in order to 
forego the change and leave the individual as well off as if the change occurred. WTA 
represents a seller’s reservation price (Loomis et ak, 1998).
As Hanley et al. (1997) illustrated that this concept with the fictitious character, ‘Paul’. The 
results are shown in Figure 2.7. As the quantity of the good rises, as an example, it might 
consider pairs of ospreys in Scotland, Paul’s total WTP increases: for example, he is WTP 
more to protect 100 pairs than for fifty pairs, since, as a birdwatcher, his utility is higher for 
100 pairs than for fifty. Note that as the number of pairs ‘offered’ continues to rise, his total 
WTP (his total value) increases at a decreasing rate.
Figure 2.7
Willingness to pay for wildlife protection
Total WTP 
total value (money)
T.WTP
50 100
No. o f  pairs o f  Osprey protected (Q) 
{Source: Hanley et al., 1997, p. 43)
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Transforming 2.6 into a marginal WTP curve, by measuring the increase in total WTP as the 
number of pairs, Q, rises we get Figure 2.8, which shows marginal WTP decreasing but 
always positive (no satiation is setting in). Marginal WTP declines as Q rises due to 
diminishing marginal utility.
Figure 2.8
Marginal Willingness to pay for wildlife protection
Marginal WTP/ 
Value (money)
M.WTP
50 100
N o. o f  pairs o f  Osprey protected (Q) 
{Source: Hanley et al., 1997, p. 44)
On the other hand. Figure 2.9 shows Paul’s marginal WTP curve, which it is termed as a 
marginal value curve, MV*^ , since it indeed, shows the value at the margin to him of 
increasing number of ospreys. His friend is also a birdwatcher who is even fonder of ospreys: 
his friend’s marginal value curve, MV^, thus lies above Paul’s at every point (we assume, 
for simplicity, that Paul and his friend have equal incomes). Drawing MY curves as smooth 
and continuously decreasing is a theoretical assumption which makes the maths easier, but 
which may not be borne out in reality. However, the assumption of declining marginal 
utility does seem well supported by the evidence.
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Figure 2.9
Marginal Willingness to pay for two people
(money)
50 100
No. o f  pairs o f  Osprey protected (Q)
{Source: Hanley et al., 1997, p. 45)
Figure 2.10 shows the derivation of WTP and WTA for an individual who is offered an 
increase in environmental quality from Qo to Q i. This figure shows utility as being a 
function of two things: environmental quality, Q, and income, Y. The curves Uq and U i are 
indifference curves. These have the property that along a given indifference curve, utility is 
constant (thus this individual is willingness to swoop income for environmental quality). 
Indifference curves are shaped the way they are drawn as we assume diminishing marginal 
utility, as in Figures 2.10. The further an indifference curve is away from the origin, the 
higher the level of utility, thus Ui is greater than Uq. We start at point a, with income of y 
and environmental quality of Qo.
Suppose environmental quality increases to Qi. With the same income, the individual moves 
to point b, on a higher indifference curve. They are thus better off. Their maximum 
willingness to pay for this increase in environmental quality can be calculated. This is the 
most income they could give up from point a and still have utility equal to Uo.
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Figure 2.10
Indifference curves and the value of an increase in environmental quality
(income, y)
Budget line
W TA
WTP
Qo Q.
Environmental Quality (Q)
Note:
Environmental quality increases from Qo to Qi. This increases 
consumer utility from Uo to U i along their fixed budget line, m oving  
the consumer from point a to point b. This also im plies consumers 
have a maximum willingness to pay o f  WTP. Alternatively they  
would be w illing to accept compensation o f  WTP to forgo an 
improvement in environmental benefits. N ote that W TA is greater 
than WTP.
{Source: Hanley et al., 1997, p. 48)
As a consequence, it is shown that this amount is the vertical distance labelled WTP in the 
figure, that is the distance (be). This diagram can also be used to work out the minimum 
compensation this individual would have to be offered to forgo the improvement in 
environmental quality. Starting at point b, if income rises by the amount shown as WTA, 
this keeps the individual at utility level Ui, even when environmental quality stays at Qo. 
Thus the difference (da) is equal to WTA. Note that, the way the diagram is drawn, WTA < 
WTA (Johansson et al., 1995; Hanley et al., 1997).
The differences between WTP and WTA have been studied by many scholars, e.g. Coursey 
et al., 1992; Bateman et al, 1992; Loomis et al., 1998; Hanemann, 1999, etc.
The CV literature has a number of studies demonstrating substantial empirical differences 
between WTP and WTA (Bishop and Heberlein, 1983; Knetsch and Sinden, 1984; 
Brookshire and Coursey, 1987; Coursey et al., 1987). Economic theory suggests that the
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difference between WTP and WTA should be small if income effects are small (Just et al., 
1982; Freeman, 1993; Alberini and Cooper, 2000) or close substitutes exists for the 
commodity being valued (Hanemann, 1991). For example, Willig (1976) suggest that 
Hicksian WTP and WTA measures should generally lie within 2% either side of the 
Marshallian consumer surplus - assuming that the appropriate measure of income is net 
income rather than, say, short term, discretionary income (net income less expenditure fixed 
in the short term).
However, even when these conditions appear to be met in empirical studies, unreasonably 
large disparities between WTP and WTA have been observed (Hammack and Brown, 1974; 
Mitchell and Carson, 1989; Boyle and Bergstrom, 1999).
According to Bille (1997), on account of the many disappointing results with the WTA 
measures, a great number of empirical studies have shown that WTA is systematically larger 
than WTP for the same good, and the difference is far greater than can be explained by the 
income effect. The difference can in certain cases be of the magnitude 1:10.
Therefore, it can be concluded that it is better to use WTP than WTA. (U.S. Water 
Resources Council, 1983; Mitchell and Carson, 1989; Carson, 1998; Arrow et al., 1993,
Bille, 1997; Loomis et al., 1998; Cooper and Osborn, 1998).
2.3.3 Evaluation Methods for Recreational Non-market value
2.3.3.1 Classification of Non-market Evaluation Methods
Non-market evaluation methods were invented the early 70’s and have been developed to 
meet the needs of the times. Such non-market evaluation methods were classified by various 
standards.
The characteristics of method are reviewed by analysing these methods and standards of 
categories in this section. Particularly, ‘Direct / Indirect evaluation approaches’ or 
‘Expenditure function / Income compensation approaches’, which are widely recognised, are 
analysed. Moreover, other approaches suggested by many scholars are examined.
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Direct I  Indirect Preference Evaluation Approaches
Direct / Indirect preference evaluation approaches were adopted by Smith et al. (1986), 
Pearce and Turner (1990), Hanley et al. (1997), and Adamowicz (1995). They mentioned 
that the non-market evaluation methods are usually divided into two approaches: direct 
methods and indirect methods. Firstly, direct methods seek to infer individuals’ preferences 
for environmental quality directly, by asking them to state their preferences for the 
environment resources. In the other side, indirect methods seek to recover estimates of 
individuals’ WTP for environmental quality by observing their behaviour in related markets. 
Additionally, Adamowicz (1995) pointed out that Direct techniques involve descriptions of 
situations to individuals and assessment of their valuations through direct questions. Indirect 
techniques use information on actual behaviour to build economic models of choice.
The former, direct approaches, considers environmental gains and seeks directly to measure 
the money value of those gains (Hanley et al., 1997). This may be done by looking for a 
‘surrogate market’ or by ‘experimental’ techniques. The surrogate market approach looks 
for a market in which goods or factors of production are bought and sold, and observes that 
environmental benefits or costs are frequently attributes of those goods or factors (Pearce 
and Turner, 1990).
On the other hand, indirect procedures for benefit estimation do not seek to measure direct 
revealed preferences for the environmental resources in question (Hanley et ak, 1997). 
Indirect methods seek to recover estimates of individuals’ WTP for environmental quality 
by observing their behaviour in related markets. In the TCM, for example, the analyst tries 
to infer the value people place on an outdoor recreational site through their expenditure on 
travel to the site (Pearce and Turner, 1990). The indirect procedures do not constitute a 
method of finding the WTP for the environmental benefit (or WTA). What they do is to 
estimate the relationship between the ‘does’ and the non-monetary effect. Only then do they 
apply WTP measures taken from direct valuation approaches (Smith et ak, 1986; 
Adamowicz, 1995).
They argued that direct valuation methods, such as contingent valuation method (CVM) and 
stated preferences method, can elicit both use and non-use values. However, indirect 
methods, such as the travel cost method (TCM), random utility method (RUM) and hedonic
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pricing methods (HPM), can only estimate use values, owing to the assumption of weak 
complementarity (Pearce and Turner, 1990; Hanley et ak, 1997).
Expenditure function / Income compensation approaches
‘Expenditure function approach’ and ‘Income compensation approach’ are another 
classification method, which are broadly accepted. This approach is supported by Randall 
(1984), Bockstael et ak (1987) and Choi (1989). However, according to Randall (1983) and 
Bocksteal et ak (1987), in principle, both ‘income compensation’ and ‘expenditure function’ 
approaches are based on the same theory of economic value.
The income compensation approach relies on direct analysis of survey data from individuals 
responding to hypothetical market conditions. On the contrary, the expenditure function 
approach uses actual market data on transactions in market goods for estimating demand of 
non-market goods. Therefore, assumptions of weak complementarity should be made for the 
approach to be theoretically valid.
Based on such a classification as this, the TCM is categorized as an ‘expenditure function 
approach’ whereas the CVM is classified as an ‘income compensation approach’.
Other Classifications of Methods
Mitchell and Carson (1989)’s classification
According to Mitchell and Carson (1989), their discussion of benefit measurement methods 
focused primarily on the relationships among the various types of behaviour-based methods. 
They classified sixteen different benefit measurement methods into four types according to 
whether the method relied on preferences revealed in observed or hypothetical markets and 
on a direct or indirect linkage between the method and the WTP value. On the basis of these 
two methodological characteristics, any method for estimating environmental and resource 
values can be placed in one of four possible categories:
• ‘direct observed methods’ (e.g. Competitive market price. Simulated markets. 
Referenda, Parallel private markets, etc.),
• ‘indirect observed methods’ (e.g. TCM, HPM, Avoidance expenditure, etc.).
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• ‘indirect hypothetical methods’(e.g. HTCM, Contingent ranking, Contingent 
activity. Conjoint analysis, etc.),
• ‘direct hypothetical methods’ (e.g. CVM, Allocation game with tax refund, etc.).
Firstly, ‘direct observed methods’ include the use of competitive market prices and the use 
of results from simulated markets set up specifically to learn about individual values. With a 
Direct observed methods, the observations are based on the actual choices made by people 
who are maximizing their utility, subject to the relevant constraints, and who are 
maximizing their utility, subject to the relevant constraints, and free to choose the quantity 
of the goods at a given price. The data reveal values directly in monetary units since the 
choices are made on the basis of prices.
Secondly, ‘indirect observed methods’ are also based on actual behaviour reflecting utility 
maximization. One type of indirect method is based on observed choices in a referendum 
setting. If an individual is offered a fixed quantity of a good at a given price on a take-it-or- 
leave-it or a yes-no basis (as in a referendum), observation of the choice reveals only 
whether the value of the offered good to the individual was greater or less than the offering 
price.
Thirdly, the principal difference between ‘Indirect Observed’ and ‘Indirect Hypothetical 
methods’ is that the latter draw their data from people’s responses to hypothetical questions 
rather than from observations of real-world choices. The models and techniques used to 
draw inferences about values from these data are often the same as those used in the Indirect 
Observed methods.
Finally, ‘Direct Hypothetical methods’ involves asking people directly about the values they 
place on environmental services by creating hypothetical markets.
Braden, Kolstad, and Miltz (1991)’s classification
According to Braden et al. (1991), three types of procedures have been employed to measure 
the non-market valuation:
• ‘household production function methods’ based on the demand for complements 
and substitutes (e.g. TCM, etc.).
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•  ‘hedonic methods’ of decomposing prices of market goods to extract embedded 
values for related environmental attributes (e.g. HPM, etc.),
• ‘experimental methods for elicitation of preferences’ either by using hypothetical 
settings (e.g. CVM, etc.)
The first approach, ‘household production function methods’, involves investigating changes 
in the consumption of commodities that are substitutes or complements for the 
environmental attribute. The common element in household production function methods is 
the use of changes in the ‘quantities’ of complements to estimate the value of a change in 
quality. According to Braden et al. (1991), the household production function is important 
and valuable because it brings preferences for non-market goods and services into the arena 
of observable market relationships. In this method actual behaviour serves as the basis of 
valuation. The household production function method is limited to use values. Values that 
do not entail direct consumption cannot be estimated by looking at complements or 
substitutes. They can be classified according to whether they seek to place a value on the 
goods or attribute directly, by asking respondents their willingness to pay for an 
improvement or their willingness to accept a degradation, or indirectly, by using prices from 
a related market which does exist (Diamond and Hausman, 1994).
Secondly, ‘hedonic price analysis’ refers to the estimation of implicit prices for individual 
attributes of a market commodity. Some environmental goods and services can be viewed as 
attributes of market commodities, such as real property. The hedonic methods operate on 
prices rather than the quantities used for household production approaches. Hedonic 
approaches share the main advantage of the household production function methods; that is, 
the use of observed market behaviour (Asher, 1992).
The third approach to demand estimation relies on questionnaires or experiments to elicit 
preferences. With this approach, quantity and price dimensions can be investigated and 
compensated demands can be developed directly. There is no need to call upon consumption 
of complements or substitutes or indirect pricing as outlined in the preceding sections, nor is 
there the difficulty of deriving compensated measures of welfare change from the 
uncompensated demands observed in the marketplace. Furthermore, unlike the surrogate 
market approaches, these methods can be employed to evaluate preferences that do not 
entail use.
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Braden et al. (1991), also, suggested Table 2.3 indicates the intersections between the 
methods and the impact categories. They argued the five categories are not exhaustive, but 
they cover the most important types of environmental services. It can be seen in the table 
that the hedonic method is not appropriate for recreational resource as Braden et al. (1991) 
indicated.
Table 2.3
Measurement methods and applications
Methods
Applications Household production Hedonics Constructed markets
Health V V V
Aesthetics
V
V V
Recreation
V
V
Materials damage V
VNon-use
{source: Braden at al., 1991, p. 14)
Bockstael, McConnell, and Strand (1991) ’s classification
Bockstael et al. (1991) suggest that there are three basic approaches of methods of 
measuring recreation value.
• ‘models of behaviour that derive from demand for services of recreational sites’
(e.g. TCM and RUM, etc.)
•  ‘models of the demand for generic attributes’ (e.g. HPM, etc.)
• ‘contingent or hypothetical valuation approaches’ (e.g. CVM and Referendum 
Method, etc.)
First of all, they mentioned, in recreation analysis, the most prominent of evaluation 
methods, and the ones that will require the most attention, are based on the demand for a 
site’s services, this approach is ‘models of behaviour that derive fi*om demand for services 
of recreational sites’. According to Bockstael et al. (1991), the two classes of models 
grouped under the term ‘recreation demand’ use observations on individual visits to sites 
and also exploit travel cost as a surrogate price. One essential difference between the models 
is the assumption about the recreationist’s planning horizon. The TCM is a model of demand
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for the services of a site over a period of time, say a season or year. The RUM describes how 
people choose among a group of sites each time a choice is to be made.
Secondly, modelling consumer choice for generic characteristics, in contrast to site specific 
goods, has become standard fare in housing studies but not in recreation economics.
Finally, Bockstael et al. (1991) argued that these approaches have some attractive features; 
for example, it does not require the respondent know how much he or she would pay, only 
whether one situation is preferable to another. For example, the referendum model utilises 
yes or no responses to hypothetical choices between two situations. For example, one 
alternative might be swimming in water that is of poor quality, while the other would be 
swimming in cleaner water but at an annual fee.
Main Classification of Evaluation Methods
In this part, not only broadly accepted approaches, that is ‘direct / indirect preference 
approaches’ and ‘expenditure function / income compensation approach’ but also 
comparatively recognised approaches of Mitchell and Carson (1989), Braden et al. (1991), 
Bockstael et al. (1991) are reviewed.
Table 2.4 shows the results of classification methods adopted into TCM and CVM, which 
are generally recognised as a representative evaluation method. From the table, it can be 
estimated that direct / indirect approach is the most popular method recently as well as 
widely quoted fi'om previous studies.
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Table 2.4
Classifications of Main Evaluation Methods
TCM CVM
Randall (1984) Expenditure function approach Income compensation approach
Mitchell and Carson 
(1989)
Indirect observed methods Direct hypothetical methods
Braden at al. (1991) Household production 
function methods
Experimental methods 
for elicitation of preferences
Bockstael et al. (1991) Models of behaviour derived 
fi-om demand
Contingent or hypothetical 
valuation approaches
Smith et al. (1986)
Pearce and Turner (1990) 
Adamowicz (1995) 
Hanley et al. (1997)
Indirect methods Direct methods
The following part is to examine the evaluation method, employed in the most non-market 
evaluation literature.
2.3.3.2 Brief Outline of Main Non-Market Evaluation Methods
As has been addressed in the previous section, many types of evaluation methods are 
developed for resources valuation. Amongst them, only several verified methods are 
preferred and recommended.
Contingent valuation method (CVM), travel cost method (TCM) and hedonic pricing 
method (HPM) were suggested by many researchers as the main evaluation methods in the 
literatures (e.g. Walsh, 1986; Cameron and James, 1987b; Forster, 1989; Winpenny, 1991; 
Hansen et al., 1998; Perman et al., 1999; Tidsell, 2001, Clinch and Murphy, 2001, etc.).
Hence, these three methods and random utility method (RUM) adopted recently in valuing 
recreation resources (e.g. Caulkins et al., 1986; Rosenthal, 1986; 1987; Cannock, 1988, etc.) 
are demonstrated in this section.
Furthermore, the selection procedures of evaluation method, which are applied in the main 
study, will be mentioned in Chapter 4 (methodology I) by comparing four methods.
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Particularly, the details of characteristics and strengths and weaknesses of the selected 
method will be observed.
Travel Cost Method
The travel cost method is a revealed behaviour approach to measuring the economic benefits 
of outdoor recreation. Assuming that the travel and time costs of a recreation trip are the 
implicit price of the trip, demand functions are estimated between trip costs and trips. The 
traditional application of the TCM is to measure the consumer surplus of recreation sites and 
activities by calculating the consumer surplus of the site as the area below the demand 
function and above the implicit price (Freeman, 1993; Whitehead et al., 2000).
TCM is based on the premise that the ‘price’ of a recreational trip can be measured by travel 
costs to the recreation site. The differences in travel costs at varying distances from the site 
are used to infer how recreationists would behave if admission prices were changed. 
(Rosenthal and Cordell, 1984; Perrings, 1995; Anex, 1995). The price is made lip of the 
variable out-of-pocket trip costs and the opportunity cost of travel time. With careful 
surveying of the out-of-pocket costs, time costs and trips taken during the past year, a 
demand curve can be estimated from which to calculate consumer surplus (Fix and Loomis, 
1998; Buchli et al., 2003).
Moreover, in the TCM, the trips themselves are interpreted as commodities that have 
constant marginal costs. As total costs are greatest for those who travel the farthest to visit a 
site, it follows that the frequency of visits to any given site should be inversely related to the 
travel distance to that site (Emmert, 1999). The basic premise of the TCM is that the number 
of trips to the recreation site will decrease with increases in distance travelled (Walsh et al., 
1984).
Therefore, the TCM can be applied to recreation sites in which visitors vaiy in their trip 
distance, cost and time (Fix and Loomis, 1998). The TCM has been used extensively to 
place a value on environmental amenities, such as national parks, fishing and hunting sites, 
etc. In this manner, the Marshallian demand curve for the recreation ‘service’ can be 
estimated and appropriate consumer surplus measures calculated (Anex, 1995).
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Two types of TCM are commonly used: the Individual TCM (ITCM) and the Zonal 
TCM(ZTCM) (i.e. Clawson-Knetsch model) (Anex, 1995), In addition, some hybrid TCM 
models coupled with ITCM and ZTCM were developed (Choi, 1989).
Contingent Valuation Method (CVM)
CVM is a survey technique that is the primary economic tool for estimating the values of 
non-marketed goods (Alberini and Cooper, 2000). CVM is a relatively recent method of 
analysis that takes a direct approach by setting up hypothetical markets for the resource in 
question and surveying a sample of individuals for their WTP for any developments 
(Mitchell and Carson, 1995). The basis of the CVM is the respondent is asked how much 
they would pay, above the current price, for the goods in question, with this value being 
their net willingness to pay (Fix and Loomis, 1998). In this manner, the appropriate Hicksian 
compensating and equivalent variation measures can be calculated (Alberini and Cooper, 
2000).
In addition, CVM has created a vehement debate amongst economists because there is 
traditionally a strong bias in favour of estimates that are inferred from observed behaviour as 
opposed to stated preferences such as those revealed in CVM surveys (Hope, 1995).
However, it is the only method capable of estimating the total value (i.e. use, non-use, 
option and existence value, etc.) of a good (Willis and Corkindale, 1995b). As with the other 
surrogate market techniques, CVM has for the most part been used for the valuation of 
environmental goods (Cameron et al., 1996). A recent bibliography lists on many topics, 
mainly environment resources, but also transportation, sanitation, health, the arts, and 
education (Hansen et al., 1998).
Hedonic Pricing Method
HPM can be used to estimate the implicit price of any observable characteristic of any good, 
so long as the weak complementarity assumption holds (Hanley and Spash, 1993 ; Nerlove, 
1995). The consumers will bid an amount for an increase in the characteristic. If the market 
reaches equilibrium, then eveiy consumer will be in a position where the marginal bid is 
equal to the implicit price (that is, marginal cost) of the characteristic (Palmquist, 1991;
Baltas and Freeman, 2001; Bastian et al, 2002). For example, house prices should reflect the
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capitalized value of environmental quality to the homeowner. The representative individual 
is assumed to have a utility function that is weakly separable. This, in general terms, means 
that the marginal rate of substitution between two goods is independent of the quantities of 
all other goods (Holdgate, 1995; Harchaoui and Hamdad, 2000).
In the first stage, the relationship between the environmental variable of interest and a 
related marketed good is estimated, including as explanatory variables all other 
characteristics thought to be relevant in determining the price of this marketed good (Hanley 
et al., 1993; Baltas and Freeman, 2001). the choice of these explanatory variables is 
potentially crucial for reasons that will become apparent. In the second stage of the HPM 
process involves estimating a demand curve for environmental quality using the information 
gained from stage one (Asher, 1992).
Random Utility Method
According to Freeman (1993), RUM seeks to explain the choice of a recreation site as an 
outcome of utility maximization. The RUM of recreation demand shares a theoretical 
foundation with the stated preference approach and the dichotomous choice variant of CVM. 
This is that utility is assumed to be composed of an observable, deterministic component and 
a random error term (Caulkins et al., 1986).
The basic assumption of the RUM is that individuals make two separate choices that lead to 
a visit to a specific recreation site (Rosenthal, 1985; 1987; Cannock, 1988). If a recreation 
site is a lake, for example, the two separate choices are (1) whether or not an individual will 
undertake a recreational activity on a particular day given that the individual is among the 
user population of the recreation site, and (2) which site to visit given that the choice of 
visiting a site has been made. The advantage of this model is explicit incorporation if both 
the relevant substitute site and site quality effects that influence recreationists’ choices 
regarding where and how often to create (Choi, 1989).
On the other hand, as Ready and Navrud (2002) mentioned, the idea behind these models is 
that, on a given occasion a potential visitor considers several sites, and then chooses one to 
visit. This forward-thinking visitor considers all of the characteristics of the candidate sites, 
as well as the cost of reaching each, and then chooses the one that provides the best 
combination of characteristics and price (Brent, 1998). The theoretical model underlying this
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method assumes that some utility function exists that ranks the different sites, based on the 
characteristics of each site and the total cost of visiting each site (Von Haefen et al., 2003).
On each occasion, the individual potential visitor calculates the utility from each site, and 
choose the one site that gives the highest utility on that occasion. The utility function 
includes a random component that varies across sites and across individuals and is 
unobservable to the analyst (Cicia et al., 2002). Because of this random component, the 
analyst will never know with certainty which site the individual will visit, but can state the 
probability that each site will be chosen. This random term also varies from one occasion to 
another, something which explains why a given individual does not always visit the same 
site. As a group, these models are called random utility models (Adamowicz et al., 1997; 
Walker et al., 2002).
2.4 Chapter Summ ary
This chapter provided theoretical foundations for non-market evaluation by reviewing its 
basic concept and method classification. This results offer criteria to choose the most 
appropriate evaluation method for this research.
First of all, non-market evaluation methods were invented the early 70’s and have been 
developed to meet the needs of the times. Such non-market evaluation methods are 
classified by various criteria by numerous researchers. Especially, the category methods of 
‘Direct / Indirect evaluation approaches’ and ‘Expenditure function / Income compensation 
approaches’ are generally accepted.
Secondly, non-market value are classified into use-value and non-use value. The outdoor 
recreation resources are one of the public good. The characteristics of public good cause 
market failure and it results in non-market value. Furthermore, the classification and 
definition of sub-values of use-value and non-use value are not easy. Therefore, it is 
apparent that calculating total environmental value (TEV) is better than calculating 
individual sub-values for non-market value estimation.
Thirdly, it is not easy to measure the value of the outdoor recreational resources, as it has the 
characteristics combined tourism good with environmental good as well as own the ‘non­
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market’ valuation. In order to evaluate non-market value, measurements of welfare change, 
for instance Marshallian Consumer’s Surplus, Hicksian Compensating Variation and 
Equivalent Variation should be calculated. Particularly, willingness to pay (WTP) and 
willingness to accept (WTA) are commonly employed to estimate Hicksian CV and EV, in 
practice. The calculating methods and equations of these will be further examined in chapter 
6 .
As previously mentioned, the aim of the research is to estimate non-market value of cultural 
heritage. Therefore, the next chapter will offer the theoretical underpinning of cultural 
heritage resources.
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CHAPTER THREE
LITERATURE REVIEW II: 
RECREATION DEMAND MODELLING AND 
NON-MARKET EVALUATION OF CULTURAL 
HERITAGE RESOURCES
3.1 Introduction
It seems reasonable to consider recreation demand modelling and non-market evaluation of 
cultural heritage resources through three sections in this chapter. In the first section, the 
general concepts of heritage are outlined and its types and characteristics are explored. In the 
second section, the distinctiveness of cultural heritage resources, the main subject of the 
study, is investigated. It focuses on their characteristics of public good and non-market value. 
Moreover, the reasons why non-market valuation of cultural heritage resources is necessary 
are discussed. In the final section, case studies for recreation demand modelling and non- 
market evaluation of cultural heritage resources are introduced.
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3.2 Cultural Heritage Resources
3.2.1 What is Cultural Heritage?
3.2.1.1 Meaning of Heritage Tourism 
Definitions of Heritage
There are many different definitions of heritage. According to Nuiyanti (1996), the word 
‘heritage’ in its broader meaning is generally associated with the word inheritance; that is, 
something transferred from one generation to another. Prentice (1993) mentioned that 
heritage has been defined as ‘an inheritance or a legacy; things of value which have been 
passed from one generation to the next’. In contrast, the International Council on 
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) (1999) defined heritage as:
“...a broad concept and includes the natural as well as the cultural environment. It 
encompasses landscapes, historic places, sites and built environments, as well as 
biodiversity, collections, past and continuing cultural practices, knowledge and living 
experiences. It records and expresses the long processes of historic development, 
forming the essence of diverse national, regional, indigenous and local identities and 
is an integral part of modem life. It is a dynamic reference point and positive 
instmment for growth and change. The particular heritage and collective memory of 
each locality or community is irreplaceable and an important foundation for 
development both now and in the future...” (qtd. in Yale, 1998, p. 121).
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, ‘heritage’ simply means ‘what is or may be 
inherited’. The current understanding of the word first developed in the US. In the UK, 
heritage was originally thought of in terms of values, traditions and ideas, rather than in 
terms of paintings, historic houses, machinery, etc. However, in 1980, a National Heritage 
Memorial Fund (NHMF) of the UK report said that ‘the national heritage of this country is 
remarkably broad and rich. It is simultaneously a representation of the development of 
aesthetic expression and a testimony to the role played by the nation in world history (Borg 
et al., 1996; Yale, 1998).
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Heritage Tourism
Heritage consumption becomes an important part of the tourist experience (Wahab, 1996). 
The uniqueness of a product is the attraction. The term “heritage” encompasses not only 
landscapes, natural history, buildings, artifacts, and cultural traditions but also those things 
in the previous list which can be portrayed for promotion as tourism products (Prentice,
1993; Teo and Nuang, 1995; Poria et al., 2001). Yale (1998) mentioned that heritage tourism 
really means little more than tourism centred on what we have inherited, which can mean 
anything from historic buildings, to art works, to beautiful sceneiy.
Tourism which is related to cultural heritage must be termed ‘cultural tourism’. This implies 
the existence of a cultural object at the tourists’ destination and these objects of culture 
might be either tangible or intangible (Sedyawati, 1996).
In addition, WTO (1985) and Zeppel and Hall (1992) noted that arts and heritage tourism 
are a subset of cultural tourism which imply visitors travelling for essentially cultural 
motivations such as study tours, performing arts and cultural tours, travel to festivals and 
other cultural events, visits to sites and monuments, travel to study nature, folklore or art, 
and pilgrimages.
Wahab (1996) argued that tourism validates heritage as the cultural patrimony of the tourist 
destination and involves an economic valuation of the visitation of its historic places, 
archaeological sites and artistic heritage, it embraces an even wider scope by giving the 
destination an important competitive advantage in tourism. It brings together a multitude of 
nationalities, languages, religious, ways of life and visions of the future (Prentice, 1993; 
Onate, 1996).
From the local community point of view, the roles and the importance of cultural heritage 
are mentioned by Hitchcock (1996) and Middleton (1996). They argued that Heritage does 
not simply exist in the domain of tourism, but is closely linked with conception of ethnicity 
and cultural identity and is very much a part of everyday experience.
In terms of tourism market, a heritage tourist is an ideal customer in many aspects compared 
with other tourists. Tourists are people who seek recreation through involvement in activities 
that are different from their routine life (Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996; Smith, 2003).
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Hence, objects of cultural tourism should be either something interesting, exciting, or 
fulfilling in the sense that they give a deep satisfaction in that cultural experience 
(Sedyawati, 1996).
Moreover, recent studies by Chandler and Costello (2002) and Smith (2003) argued that the 
heritage tourists are often believed to be a ‘better class’ of tourist because they tend to spend 
more money in the local economy of a destination and they are supposedly sensitive to the 
local culture, custom and traditions of the host community. They are also more likely to 
have some awareness of environmental and conservation issues.
On the other hand, heritage tourism is described as a ‘new industry’ attributed to it the 
characteristics of: flexibility, segmentation and diagonal integration (Poon, 1989). Fletcher 
(1996) indicated the distinguishment of heritage tourism as follows:
• Exhibit less seasonality
• Be associated with longer than average lengths of stay
• Be more concerned and have greater empathy for the local customs and environs 
than those drawn as a result of other motivations, particularly the sun, sea and sand 
magnets of mass tourism.
• Have higher discretionary income levels than the average tourist
• Have higher education levels
• Less likely to have children on holiday with them
Meanwhile, Tunbridge and Ashworth (1996) described as follows:
• Better than average education
• Age groups 20 to 30 or 45 to 60
• In the older age category, or above-average income
• An actual or aspirant member of the middle class
• Travelling without children
• Experienced in foreign travel
• Chooses catered accommodation forms
• Relatively high per diem expenditure
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As a consequence, heritage tourism has different characteristics than mass tourism, which is 
positive. Table 3.1 reflects this point thoroughly.
Table 3.1
Indicative economic costs and benefits of mass and heritage tourism
Mass Tourism tends to be associated with: Heritage Tourism tends to be associated
with:
• Large volume, low spend per capita • Low volume, high per capita spend
• Highly seasonal ’ Low levels of seasonality
• High import content • Demand for locally produced good
• Highly price competitive • Product differentiation, less competitive
- Highly price elastic - Price inelastic
- Subject to global prices - Monopolistic power
• Less local control over development • High level of local control over development
{Source: Fletcher, 1996, p. 143)
For most tourists interested in heritage tourism, historical sites do not merely represent 
something that has happened in the past, but are seen as a contemporary attraction. Their 
important presence is a living witness to the authenticity of history and this is incorporated 
into the fabric of the locality where they exist. Their existence is a part and parcel of the 
community’s life and their conservation becomes an indispensable duty of the state and the 
local population (Wahab, 1996).
Nonetheless, when tourism development is coupled with heritage, two concepts seem to 
conflict with one another. In other words, it is likely that tourism development has negative 
influence on heritage tourism (Askwith, 1999).
The relationship between tourism and heritage is often perceived as being problematic, 
rather than harmonious and symbiotic (Ashworth, 1995). Even in destinations where there is 
some resistance to exploiting the local heritage there is enormous pressure, from an 
economics point of view, to develop heritage and culture into a marketable commodity. 
Heritage tourism often results in a dilemma for the destination, in the sense that societies are 
likely to hold their custom. Festivals and events are for personal consumption; exposure of 
these events to tourists will debase them. However, if they do not capitalise upon them they 
may well find that other forms of development, including mass tourism, may increase
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income levels and alter consumption patterns and social behaviour (Fletcher, 1996; Poria et 
al., 2001).
Moreover, Tyler (1989) emphasised the negative effects of heritage tourism on the 
environment. In the environmental effects, if widely defined so as to include cultural and 
social elements, there are probably the biggest problems of tourism. Areas where 
overcrowding and overdevelopment occur are often relatively small and possess fragile 
environments. At peak times, visitors can outnumber the resident population by a factor as 
high as three or more. Unintentionally, hosts, tourism firms and tourists are seldom aware of 
the damage being caused.
The interest of heritage tourism regarding culture and education was stressed by Gaffar 
(1996) and Bravi et al. (2002). In recent years, the rising levels of education have brought 
about an increased cultural awareness and appreciation for cultural heritage. This in turn has 
increased demand at the cultural heritage sites both in terms of both quality (increased 
expectations on standards of access and conservation) and quantity (number of visitors per 
year).
3.2.1.2 Classification of Heritage Resources
Before discussing heritage resources, it will be useful to examine the concepts of tourist 
attraction. The followings are the definitions referred to in previous studies. Middleton 
(1994) defines a tourist attraction as any designated permanent resource which is controlled 
and managed for the enjoyment, amusement, entertainment and education of the visiting 
public. The British Tourist Authority (BTA) prefers to use the term visitor attraction which 
it defines as
“...a permanently established excursion destination, a primary purpose of which is to 
allow public access for entertainment, interest or education, rather than being 
principally a retail outlet or a venue for sporting, theatrical or film performances. It 
must be open to the public without prior booking for published periods each year, and 
should be capable of attracting tourists or day visitors as well as local residents...”
(qtd. in Yale, 1998, p. 62).
Rojek (1993) identifies three kinds of tourist attractions which feature in the landscape of 
postmodernism. These are heritage sites, literary landscapes, and theme parks. In addition,
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the English Tourist Board (ETB) subdivides tourist attractions into historic properties, 
museums and galleries, wildlife attractions, gardens, country parks, farms, visitor centres, 
workplace, leisure parks and other attractions (Yale, 1998). However, these categories are 
still very broad.
Moreover, Yale (1998) defines categories of tourist attractions to reflect the characteristics 
of heritage attraction. She argued the tourist attractions are subdivided according to 
distinguishing features. This can be done in several ways:
First, the simplest distinction can be made between indoor and outdoor attractions. Indoor 
attractions include historic buildings, museums, art galleries and theatres. Outdoor 
attractions include zoos, safari parks, parks, gardens, archaeological sites and permanent 
funfairs.
Second, a further distinction can be made between man-made and natural attractions. Man- 
made attractions include buildings like castles and museums and also archaeological sites 
and permanent funfairs. Natural attractions include beaches, mountains, rivers and other 
beauty spots.
The third division is between site and event attractions. Site attractions are all those, whether 
man-made or natural, indoor or outdoor, that are permanent and fixed to one spot. Event 
attractions are phenomena that may occur in the same place at a regular time each year but 
which are only ever temporary and could, at least in theory, move to a different site.
Fourth, attractions can be subdivied into those with admission charges and those that are free.
The final distinction is drawn between nodal and linear attractions. Nodal attractions are 
those which form the focus for a staying visit: the Roman Bath Museum in Bath, for 
example. In contrast, linear attractions tend to be visited in a series of touring stops. The 
Cotsworld villages are one example of a linear attraction.
Beside this, the various categories of heritage resources have been classified by researchers 
in the literature. Prentice (1993) argued that it necessary to classify them into types due to 
heterogeneity of heritage attractions. Approximately twenty three typologies have been 
suggested, the most significant of which are ‘socio-cultural attractions’, ‘religious
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attractions’, ‘stately and ancestral homes’, ‘festivals’, ‘theme parks’, ‘monuments’, 
‘countryside and treasured landscapes and filed sports’.
According to Rahman (1996), UNESCO has defined heritage as ‘cultural property’ that 
includes both visible and non-visible cultural heritage. The non-visible heritage includes 
language, religion and customs while the visible aspects are moveable and immoveable 
heritage. Moveable heritage are the various forms of artifacts and fossils, whereas the 
immoveable heritage comprises the unique natural environment and the archaeological sites 
which include forts, castles and buildings. They can be classified into four main categories 
or types: ‘archaeological remains’, ‘historical records and phenomena’, ‘cultural remains 
such as language, religion and customs’, and ‘geological, paleontological and ecological 
remains’.
Given this, even though heritage resources are classified based on cultural heritage resources, 
the majority of researchers agreed that they are divided mainly into two: ‘cultural heritage 
resources’ and ‘natural heritage resources’ (Ashworth, 1995; Wahab, 1996; Sammeng, 1996; 
Leask et al., 2002; Smith, 2003).Therefore, such a classification of heritage resources is 
followed throughout the thesis and the definitions of each are examined.
Cultural heritage is defined quite broadly as ‘containing all the signs that document the 
activities and achievements of human beings over time’ (Feilden and Jokilehto ,1998). This 
is a useful definition and is used for UNESCO’s World Heritage List. It recognises cultural 
heritage as a broad concept relating to the development of contemporary society, its values 
and its needs. Cultural heritage does not relate only to tangible works of art or architecture 
as part of the built environment, but also to the more intangible aspects of people’s lives, 
traditions and customs.
In its broadest terms, cultural heritage, material and immaterial, is a very complex 
phenomenon. Cultural heritage is a fundamental part of any country’s national identity and 
therefore touches on core values and sensitive issues. It is not easily defined -  nor it is easily 
regulated, preserved, conserved or protected. This seems to mean that the cultural heritage 
does not, and cannot, belong to one sector only. It does not belong to a specific group or 
community, and certainly not to any commercial interests who wish to use a particular 
aspect of the communal heritage (Sammeng, 1996)
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On this basis, cultural heritage has distinctiveness compared with natural heritage. The 
attractiveness of a cultural heritage resource has to do with its ‘unique’ characteristic. For 
instance, in general, the characteristics of originality, peculiarity or uniqueness are found 
less in natural resources except special areas like, the Amazon rain forests. Great Victoria 
falls and so on than in cultural resources (Rahman ,1996).
On the other hand, natural resources include beaches, mountains, rivers and other beauty 
spots (Yale, 1998). Among them. National parks are representative of natural heritage 
resources. National park were designated in the USA. In 1872, Yellowstone became the first 
official National Park in the USA. By the 1990s two million people a year were streaming 
through Yellowstone, the vast majority of them during the summer months (Taylor, 1995).
Yale (1998) also mentioned that the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and 
Natural Resources (lUCN) promotes the creation of protected landscapes to ‘maintain 
nationally significant natural landscapes which are characteristic of the harmonious 
interaction of man and land, while providing opportunities for public enjoyment through 
recreation and tourism within the normal lifestyle and economic activity of these areas’. 
According to the lUCN the expression ‘national park’ should be applied to wilderness areas 
not materially altered by human exploitation or occupation. They should also be owned or 
managed by the government. The 1994 National Park visitor survey suggested that six out of 
ten visitor days spent in the national parks are by holidaymakers. Many visitors were 
returners already familiar with the park, and 91% arrived by private car. On the basis of 
New Forest National Park in the UK, the main purposes of day trips to the national parks 
was outdoor sports or special interest (8%), visiting a special place or attraction (16%), 
relaxing (32%), walking (40%) (Yale, 1998).
3.2.2 Cultural Heritage Resources
3.2.2.1 Cultural Heritage Resources as Public Goods
Cultural heritage good is similar to environmental good in that they are typically public 
good (Ready and Navrud, 2002). As has been mentioned in Chapter 2, cultural heritage good 
has the characteristics of pure public good and quasi-private good, which are grouped into 
public good, at the same time.
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In the case of Stonehenge in the UK, a visitor buys a ticket to enter, therefore it has the 
characteristic of quasi-private good. On the other hand, in the case of Costsworld or Gothic 
region of Barcelona in Spain, it is too big area to charge entrance fee. Hence, it is considered 
as a pure public good. There is a market for cultural heritage sites which charge entrance 
fees. Nevertheless, this does not mean that an entrance fee can completely reflect the value 
of the site. For example, in 1991/92, English Heritage spent some £102.9 million, but only 
derived £12.7 million (12.3%) of this from income for admissions, membership fees, and 
sales of souvenirs. The £90.2 million remainder was provided by the government as grant 
aid (Ashworth, 1996; Dwyer and Forsyth, 1996; Yale, 1998).
Cultural heritage good varies in their degree of exclusion. Viewing an artifact in a museum 
is an excludible activity -  it is easy for the museum to keep someone out who don't pay for 
the entrance fee. However, sightseeing in an historic area of an old city is typically not an 
excludible activity -  it is impractical to try to charge admission to a living part of a city 
(Ready and Navrud, 2002).
Even where a private provider can charge some fees, those fees may not represent all of the 
benefits being generated by the cultural heritage good. Consider a castle, like Arundel Castle 
in Sussex sited, on a hillside overlooking a town. The owner of the castle may be able to 
charge the tourist who want to go into the caste, and therefore may have some incentive to 
preserve the condition of the castle. But even though he can capture some of the value that 
the castle generates, he will not be able to charge people who enjoy looking at the outside of 
the castle. In fact, if the castle is sufficiently important, there may be people far away who 
gain some enjoyment just from knowing that the castle is in a good condition. The owner 
will not be able to capture those values, and may allow the castle to deteriorate even though 
the benefits, to all those who receive them, are sufficient to justify the costs of preserving 
the castle. This case is common to most popular cultural attractions.
On the other hand, cultural heritage good can be examined in terms of non-rival in 
consumption. Non-rival in consumption means two different people can consume the public 
good at the same time without interfering with each other's enjoyment. This aspect of 
cultural heritage is important because if a cultural heritage good is non-rival in consumption, 
then it will always be better to allow more people to enjoy it, than fewer people. Even if 
exclusion is feasible, it is not desirable as it reduces the total number of people enjoying the
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good, and so the total enjoyment that the good provides. Such a characteristic of cultural 
heritage is the same as that of public good (Robinson et al., 1994; Mourato et al., 2002).
However, it results in problems in most cultural heritage attractions (if a number of people 
visit a site together without limitation), as the presence of the visitor may actually damage 
the cultural heritage good itself. Therefore, in contrast to the pure public good case, it may 
be desirable to limit the number of people who visit the site.
One way to limit visitation is by charging an entrance fee. It is possible that the visitors’ 
satisfaction could be decreased owing to overcrowding. A cathedral that receives many 
visitors may become so crowded that each visitor’s satisfaction of the experience becomes 
diminished. Such a cathedral would be a congestible public good. Therefore, many cultural 
heritage goods exhibit intermediate levels of rivalness. Alternatively, queuing and entry fee 
could be a method to control the number of visitors (Robinson et al., 1994; Mourato et al., 
2002).
3.2.2.2 Recreation Non-market Value of Cultural Heritage
It is veiy difficult to define the market of cultural heritage good (Throsby and Withers,
1986; Middleton, 1994; Riganti and Willis, 2002). The market forces have often either 
proved inadequate in allocating sufficient resources to maintain and manage important 
physical and cultural landscapes and features or have caused their damage or destruction 
through the generation of negative externalities (e.g. pollution, the injudicious sitting of 
buildings, etc.). Furthermore, the cultural heritage site such as a prominent archaeological 
site often comprises many elements that are partly complements but are also substitutes in 
consumption. Considering these points, several concepts as to non-market value of cultural 
heritage are outlined in this section.
Recreation Use and Non-Use values of Cultural Heritage Good
The value that a person gets from being able to enjoy a cultural heritage good is defined as 
the largest amount of money that person would willingly pay to have that opportunity 
(Garrod et al, 1996).
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For a cultural heritage site, the recreation use value that a visitor receives would be defined 
as the largest amount of money the visitor would be willing to pay, over and above any 
actual entry fee, to gain access to the site (Madariaga and McConnell, 1987; Brookshire et 
al., 1986). The expected benefits which tourists expect to receive from the use of an area can 
affect visitor numbers, length of stay and money spent within a particular region (Wahab, 
1996). Hence, it is useful if the total recreation use value generated by the site as the sum of 
all the individual visitors’ WTFs can be calculated (Ready and Navrud, 2002).
However, a cultural heritage site might generate recreation values even to those who do not 
visit the site. Non-use recreation value includes benefits that people enjoy because they 
know the site is being preserved (Ready and Navrud, 2002). Additionally, people may 
consume cultural good as visitors to cultural and historic sites, and may be willing to pay 
along with non-users to ensure their continued existence and availability for fiiture 
generations (Bille, 1997; Riganti and Willis, 2002).
For instance, non-use values of the Royal Theatre are itemised by Bille (1997) as follows: 
‘Recreational relax and leisure time’, ‘pride’, ‘educational benefit’, ‘bequest benefit’, 
‘prestige benefit’, etc.. In addition, even though a large proportion of the Danish population 
never visit the theatre, they are willing to pay an option price for the possibility of being able 
to go there and for the non-use value of the theatre.
These benefits might be motivated by a desire that the site be available for others to visit 
(altruistic values), that the site be preserved for future generations (bequest values), that the 
current non-visitor may decide to become a visitor in the future (option value), or simply 
that the site be preserved, even if no-one ever actually visits it (existence values) (Ready and 
Navrud, 2002). The existence values seem to reflect people’s preferences, including their 
concern for, sympathy with, respect for, the rights or welfare of non-human beings, and their 
concern for and sympathy with efforts to avoid despoliation of irreplaceable archaeological 
sites, which are unrelated to actual or potential use to serve human ends (Brookshire et al., 
1983; Pearce and Turner, 1990).
Therefore, the total value of a cultural heritage good includes both use value and non-use 
value. The relative importance of these two categories of values varies widely among 
cultural heritage goods (Riganti and Willis, 2002).
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Extent of the Market of Cultural Heritage Good
The extent of the market is the total population holding values for the good (Ready and 
Navrud, 2002). Firstly, a local cultural heritage good may generate values only for those 
who live in close proximity to the good. An example might be an historic building in a small 
town. While such a good might generate both use and non-use values for the residents of 
that town, or visitors to the town, we would not expect large values for people who live 
some distance away from that town.
Secondly, a national cultural heritage good may hold some importance for all citizens of a 
country. An example might be the historic sites or buildings where an important national 
document was signed. Such a site could also generate both use and non-use values, but here, 
we could expect non-use values for preservation of the building even among those who live 
some distance from the building, and who never plan to visit it.
Thirdly, global (international) cultural heritage goods are mainly those which have been 
designated as World Heritage Sites. For example, the world heritage sites such as 
Stonehenge, the Pyramids, or the Great Wall in China all generate values for people who 
live in distant countries and never plan to visit those sites. In conclusion, consideration of 
the extent of the market is important as the researcher must decide whose values to include 
in measuring the value associated with a cultural heritage good.
3.2.2.3 Importance of Cultural Heritage Evaluation
The need for evaluation of cultural heritage good is discussed in this part, on the basis of 
Chapter 2, which illustrated the necessity of non-market evaluation of environmental 
resources.
How non-market evaluation of general environmental resources affects CBA analysis and 
policy-making were mentioned earlier. The frindamental necessity of evaluation of cultural 
heritage resources is not far different from that of general environmental resources.
The needs for estimating the economic value for cultural heritage good are emphasised by 
some researchers, as it provides basic information for their optimal provision and for 
designing efficient and fair regulatory policies in the cultural sector (Starret, 1988;
Santagata and Signorello, 2000).
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There is a significant issue that cannot be underestimated in this field. It is the decision­
making in the balance between tourism development and heritage conservation: people 
simultaneously want growth and prosperity and simultaneously, they want to keep their 
cultural heritage flourishing and intact (Gaffar, 1997). Nonetheless, in the real world, there 
are many decisions that are formed everyday by the public and private sectors, which 
impacts on both tourism development and heritage and therefore affect the balance between 
development and conservation (Wahab, 1997).
In particular, development plans are usually dependent on developers’ own judgments and 
there are plenty of cases, which show a number of side effects, as a result of impolitic 
development on tourism resources in the world. Unfortunately, those side effects appeared 
when developments are already completed or too late for recover (Cowherd, 1997). Hence, 
many researchers argued that the conservation is the best way for heritage sites (Barbier, 
1993).
However, even though the significance of current economic benefits when tourists visit 
various attractions are also confirmed, the decision-makers hardly present the substitute 
plans since they do not own the quantitative data on their decision-making on this issue 
(Cowherd, 1997).
The importance of non-market evaluation of cultural heritage in analysing CBA for tourism 
is emphasised and illustrated by many scholars. For the first example, Dwyer and Forsyth 
(1996) explained this by supposing that cost and benefits with reference to tourism 
development of cultural heritage resources as follows: cost of the development project (Cd), 
the benefits of the development (Bd) and the benefits of preserving the environment by not 
developing the area (Bp). When (Bd -  Cd -  Bp) >0 the benefits of development exceed the 
costs, and if opportunity costs have been taken into account the development should proceed. 
When (Bd -  Cd -  Bp) < 0 the costs outweigh the benefits and development should not 
proceed. They pointed out that in order to estimate accurate benefits of preserving the 
environment by not developing the area (Bp), it is inevitable to valuate non-market. 
Additionally, intangible value must be considered in calculating CBA of historic site (Dwyer 
and Forsyth, 1996).
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As a second example, Middleton (1994) also argued that conservation aims mean that 
heritage resources have to be protected from a combination of misuse and overuse 
increasingly in the last decade of the twentieth centuiy. If a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) 
using non-market valuation shows that a specific investment in a cultural heritage good has 
a positive net benefit (benefits exceed costs), that is a useful piece of information to the 
decision maker, and a powerful argument in favour of committing funds to the project, but it 
is not sufficient information to make the decision (Ready and Navrud, 2002).
Such a decision making problem is not restricted to tourism development field, it may 
happen in making policies and in establishing projects related to conserve cultural heritage 
resources. The following are examples of decision making for: the scale of proper public 
funding levels, the capacity of an attraction, the level of opening to public, charging an 
entrance fee or not, the amount of entrance fee, priority for public founding of development 
or conservation amongst candidate sites. (These cases will be discussed next section in 
detail).
The case of non-market evaluation of Stonehenge performed by Maddison and Mourato 
(2002) shows its needs and roles thoroughly. Stonehenge, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, 
suffers considerable intrusion in the form of two roads that pass close by on either side. Both 
roads are quite busy and visitors to the site can hear the traffic whilst walking around the 
stones. The situation of Stonehenge was described by a recent public enquiry as a ‘national 
disgrace’ (Edge, 2005). In this situation, new road layout is suggested to government by 
English Heritage and National Trust; close one road entirely and change the other road to the 
length of a 2 km tunnel, according to Maddison and Mourato (2002)’s results of a research. 
It concluded that according to CVM, the increased amount of non-market value after 
construction, would be much larger than the cost of construction for new layout. As a result, 
it was ascertained that the current road layout produces £116 million of non-market value, 
on the other hand new tunnel road option creates £265 million of that. Hence, the heritage 
benefits arising from the construction of the tunnel are £149m. As a consequence of this 
recommendation, the government has now officially accepted that building the tunnel would 
be a way forward.
Besides that, valuating non-market value of cultural heritage could be used for market 
segment as a marketing data (Bravi et al., 2002). Pearce et al. (2002) mentioned that there 
are clear potential policy uses of the non-market value estimates. These are (i) valuation
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estimates are useful for evaluating whether to undertake projects to protect or restore 
cultural heritage goods, (ii) valuation estimates are also useful for determining the level of 
investment in ongoing activities to provide or protect cultural heritage goods, (iii) valuation 
results can inform decisions when choices have to be made among competing objectives 
within cultural heritage, (iv) valuation results can be veiy useful in informing decision about 
the funding of cultural heritage goods.
Wahab (1996) pointed out that such evaluation is needed to specify the preservation and 
protective measures of cultural heritage resources. The criteria for this evaluation is twofold: 
(i) Evaluation of the cultural heritage resources, characteristics according to a system of 
international classification of tourist resources (into matchless, creative and attractive 
resources), (ii) Assessment of the destination’s readiness to conform to new trends and 
forms of tourism from socio-economic, political, cultural, environmental and community 
viewpoints. These criteria should depend not only on the physical conditions and the context 
in which the resource is placed. They also must refer to the existing importance of the 
heritage resource in relation to the space and time needed to make use of it.
Many of the debates relate to the dilemmas that confront heritage sites, for example, 
maintaining the sensitive balance between conservation, visitor management and community 
involvement (Larkham,1995). Larkham (1995) differentiated between the concepts of 
preservation, conservation and exploitation as follows: (i) Preservation involves the 
retention, in largely unchanged form, of sites and objects of major cultural significance, (ii) 
Conservation encompasses the idea that some form of restoration should be undertaken to 
bring old buildings and sites into suitable modem use. (iii) Exploitation recognises the value 
of heritage sites, particularly for tourism and recreation, and encompasses the development 
of existing and new sites.
In conclusion, the non-market value data of cultural heritage resources provides justification 
for the optimal decision making related to policy, development project (Wilder ,1981; Choi, 
1989).
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3.3 Cases o f Cultural H eritage Resource Evaluation and 
Recreation Demand M odelling
3.3.1 Research Trends
3.3.1.1 Distinctions of Research Trends
There are three distinctions of study trends of non-market evaluation with reference to 
cultural heritage resources. Table 3.2 summarises the study cases of non-market evaluation 
of cultural heritage resources.
First, this subject has been studied since the early of 90’s (Cameron, 1996; Navrud and 
Strand, 2002). According to Navrud and Strand (2002), their research as to damages from air 
pollution on the Nidaros in Norway in 1991 is the very first application of CVM to cultural 
heritage. Additionally, Pollicino and Maddison (2002) mentioned that the first evaluation 
research in the UK was on Durham Cathedral and posited a hypothetical per visit charge for 
‘maintenance purposes’. This was performed by Willis in 1994.
Maddison and Mourato (2002)’s study in respect to road layout around Stonehenge in 1998 
is recognised as a pioneer research considering valuation of landscape surrounding the 
attraction except the attraction itself.
This is because existing studies tend to consider impacts on the object itself (e.g. a poor state 
of physical repair, damage caused by air pollution, etc.). The value of the landscape 
surrounding the monument as a highly complementary good is an issue that has not yet been 
addressed.
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Second, while the evaluation for natural resources were mainly studied in North America, 
cultural heritage valuation is mostly performed in Europe. In terms of research on cultural 
heritage site, only three out of around twenty sites are researched focused on North and 
South America, The rest of them are focused on Europe.
Last, direct methods (stated preference method), mainly CVM, dominate all studies 
reviewed and there exist veiy few applications of indirect preference methods (revealed 
preference method). Only Martin (1994), Boxall et al. (1998), Forrest et al. (2000), and 
Bedate et al. (2004) apply indirect (revealed preference) method into the research. The 
majority of these studies adopt standard TCM apart from Boxall et al.’s study about 
aboriginal rock painting in North America (Hypothetical TCM), the research on museum 
subsides done by Marine (ZTCM) and the case for subsidising Royal Exchange Theatre in 
Manchester researched by Forrest et al.(ZTCM). This may be because CVM can evaluate 
both use and non-use value, as has been mentioned in Chapter 2.
To summarise, valuation on cultural heritage resources is still in an early stage of the 
research. It is obvious that only few methods are introduced into cultural heritage evaluation.
3.3.1.2 Distinctions of Research Objects
There might be various purposes of the studies according to the literature.
Firstly, the noticeable object of the study is to estimate adequacy of a project, which Table
3.2 illustrates. In other words, the main objective of evaluating cultural heritage resources is 
to make a decision regarding restoration or repair of a cultural heritage and to compare an 
attraction value both before and after reconstruction.
For instance, Nidaros Cathedral’s case done by Navrud and Strand in 1991. The main 
purpose of this study was to elicit the value of protecting and restoring the Nidaros 
Cathedral in Norway, which is the oldest medieval building in Scandinavia (Navrud and 
Strand, 2002). In addition. According to Pollicino and Maddison (2002), Lincoln Cathedral 
was, remarkably, the tallest man-made object in the world until the construction of the Effel 
Tower. However, it was suffering significant damage caused by air pollution. It seemed 
probable that much of the soiling which is so evident on the exterior of the building is 
caused by road transport within the city itself. The objective of this study is to evaluate the
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gross benefits arising from a hypothetical cleaning programme applied to Lincoln Cathedral 
in 1998, These benefits are expressed in monetary terms through the implementation of a 
CVM survey.
Beside that, Fes Medina in Morocco’s project (Carson et al, 2002), in 1997, was to preserve 
and restore the Fes Meddina of World Bank. The Italian museums case (Bravi et al, 2002), 
in 1996, was to estimate the validity of access charges for local museum. Moreover, the 
research on Grainger Town in Newcastle (Garrod et al, 1996), in 1995, and the Arab tower 
in Valencia (Salazar and Marques, 2005), in 2002, are implemented under such a reason as 
this.
Not only these but also government valuate adequacy of a project. The road layout case at 
Stonehenge researched by Maddison and Mourato in 1997 could be a good example. 
Especially, Stonehenge is one of the best known and archaeologically most important 
monuments in the world. It was constructed between 5,000 and 3,500 years ago and is 
composed of a circle of stones arranged in a pattern whose true significance remains a 
mystery. Apart from the stone circle, much of the surrounding area, is owned by the 
National Trust. Stonehenge is managed by English Heritage and is one of the 16 UK sites 
designated by the United Nations as a World Heritage Site (Maddison and Mourato, 2002).
Despite the undisputed importance of the site, Stonehenge suffers considerable intrusion in 
the form of two roads that pass close by on either side. The A303 passes to the south of the 
stone circle about 150m away whilst the A344 passes to the north of the stone circle about 
50m away. Both roads are quite busy and visitors to the site can hear the traffic whilst 
walking around the stones. Even though the whole of the National Trust area is open to the 
public, these roads prevent visitors from wandering over the site (Maddison and Mourato, 
2002). The situation of Stonehenge was described by a recent public enquiiy as a ‘national 
disgrace’ (Edge, 2005).
Maddison and Mourato (2002) explained that prompted in part, by growing congestion on 
the single carriageway A303 and the unsatisfactoiy nature of the current road layout a 
variety of proposals have, at various times, been made to change the existing layout. The 
road option favoured by heritage conservation organisations such as English Heritage and 
the National Trust consisted of closing the A344 and building an on-line cut-and-cover 2-km 
dual carriageway tunnel for the A303, as it passes through the Stonehenge bowl. The 2-km
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tunnel was considered to possess certain heritage benefits for the Stonehenge landscape: the 
road would be invisible from the stones, eliminating any noise, visual intrusion and land 
severance effects. The construction and maintenance cost of building this tunnel were 
estimated to be about £125 m.
The CVM was used to elicit the benefits associated with the 2-km tunnel relative to the 
current situation. The CV survey elicited respondents’ maximum WTP to secure the 
construction of the tunnel. This amount corresponds to the Hicksian compensation variation 
for the proposed improvement. The CV scenario illustrated the changes that would occur if 
the A344 were closed down and an on-line 2-km tunnel built for the A303. Figure 3.1 shows 
the 2-km Tunnel Project of Stonehenge.
Figure 3.1
2-km Tunnel Project of Stonehenge
5km
A344
A303
i2km Tunnel
r Archaeological BomdaiyWorld Heiitage Site
{Source: This figure is developed based on Maddison and Mourato, 2002 , p. 91)
Secondly, next main reason for cultural heritage evaluation is to calculate how much subsidy 
is needed. For example, the research on Bulgarian monasteries (Mourato et al., 2002), in 
1997, can be summarised as follows: Bulgarian Christian-Orthodox monasteries are an
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important component of the country’s cultural, artistic, historical and religious legacy. They 
are widely regarded as sanctuaries of national consciousness, cultural continuity and 
traditional, and many possess a broad recreational and economic potential. Currently, there 
are 164 monasteries in Bulgaria of which the most famous, the Rila Monastery, listed as a 
World Heritage Site since 1983, attracts thousands of visitors every year.
However, the general state of conservation of the monasteries is poor: A significant number 
of sites are in urgent need of repair, restoration and maintenance works. The damage is in 
many cases irreversible; with eveiy destroyed site future generations lose an opportunity to 
be enriched by their cultural history. The reasons behind the declining state of these 
Bulgarian monasteries can be partly attributed to the non-existence of adequate government 
support. Additionally, the financing structure for monasteries is unclear even for those 
working in the sector. There is no obvious mechanism to finance conservation and repair 
works (Mourato et ah, 2002).
Under these circumstances, Mourato et al. (2002) estimate non-market value of each site to 
figure out the reasonable level of government subsidy. Besides that, museum subsidies 
research done by Martin (1994) and Royal Theatre in Copenhagen project done by Bille in 
1993 belong to this case. These studies were used to make decisions of policy. They have 
considerable realistic and practical purpose. It means that cultural heritage is valuated for 
practical needs.
Finally, all studies regarding non-market evaluation of cultural heritage are not for such a 
practical purpose. There are some studies, which have the theoretical objectives. For 
instance. Aboriginal rock paintings examined in Canada (Boxall et ah, 1998), in 1995, 
Roman Imperial remains investigated in Naples (Riganti and Willis, 2002), in 1997, and 
Napoli Musei Aperti done in 1997 (Santangata and Signorello, 2000).
3.3.2 Evaluation Models of Cultural Heritage Resources
The methods used for non-market evaluation of cultural heritage resources in literature are 
CVM and TCM. Most common types of question (elicitation) methods for CVM estimation 
are open-ended method model and dichotomous choice method (close-ended). Each method 
will be illustrated in Chapter 4.
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Both methods are an elicitation format to investigate respondents’ WTP. Open-ended 
method was popular in the middle of the 90’s, and then there comes the dichotomous choice 
method so far. Such a trend is similarly shown in the occasion of outdoor recreation 
evaluation. Open-ended method asks WTP directly to a respondent, and dichotomous choice 
method offers the specific amount and asks if a respondent accepts it or not (Cooper and 
Loomis, 1992; Chesher and Silva, 2002). The open-ended method is very simple to 
investigate WTP and estimate CV and EV as well. In addition, to use a basic regression 
model is normally used to derive CVM model, and is convenient (Loomis et ah, 1993; 
Lucero-Beatrice, 2003).
As a result, the open-ended method is common in the early state of the literature. On the 
other hand, in the case of the dichotomous choice method, the dependent variable to derive 
CVM model is discrete choice data. Hence, logit model or probit model is used to derive 
CVM model. Many researchers recommend dichotomous choice method to eliminate 
various biases, possibly generated in CVM (e.g. Hanemann et al., 1991; Kanninen, 1993; 
Langford, 1994; Cooper, 1994; Alberini, 1995; Ready et ah, 1996; Poe et al., 1997; Berrens 
et al., 1997; Werner, 1999; Buckland et al., 1999; Kerr, 2000; Balistreri etal., 2001; Cooper 
et ah, 2002; Chesher et ah, 2002, etc.).
TCM is classified into zonal and individual models. They have been rarely applied into 
cultural heritage research. According to the research trend of outdoor recreation resources, 
the Zonal model is mostly employed in the early stage. However, the individual model is 
recently common owing to its methodological advantages (Martin, 1994; Boxall et ah, 1998; 
Forrest et ah, 2000). A regression model was not used to derive zonal model as well as 
individual model until the middle of 90’s. Since then, the zonal model is derived through 
count data model. This will be discussed in more detail in next chapter.
In CVM research, the case of open-ended method can be exampled as Navrud and Strand 
(2002), Mourato et al. (2002), and Santagata and Signorello (2000) (see Table 3.2).
Firstly, Navrud and Strand (2002) attempted to value two different qualities of the same 
good: the Nidaros Cathedral in Norway, preserved for the future in its current condition, and 
the cathedral restored to its current external (but less original) state after some future 
deterioration due to air pollution. These values are represented in the research by estimated
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WTP to prevent the cathedral from deteriorating, and for restoring it, respectively. Hicksian 
EV is estimated here, which was introduced in chapter 2.
For a particular respondent this is defined as:
U '(]^g i) = U '(y -E V ,go) (3.1)
where U* is a particular utility level for the respondent, 7 is respondent’s income, and the 
quality of the good deteriorates from quality level Qo to Q\ if nothing is done to reduce air 
pollution. Qo must here be identified with the two alternative qualities, namely the 
preservation and the restoration quality respectively, and with EV in principle taking 
different values in these two cases.
Secondly, in Mourato et al.’s (2002) study for conservation of Christian-Orthodox 
monasteries in Bulgaria, to explain the welfare measures that are empirically estimated 
through the valuation exercise, consider the following indirect utility function for a 
representative Bulgarian citizen:
\f== IB (I;.*; (2) (3.2)
where Y is income, X  a vector of individual characteristics and Q the state of conservation of 
monasteries. Consider a policy that improves the state of conservation of monasteries from 
the current state Qo to Qi. The welfare measure to be empirically estimated is then given by:
\f(]r-TArri\,%; gi) = (};.%; go) (3.3)
where WTP is the maximum amount a consumer would be willing to pay to secure the 
welfare gain from a move from the current monasteries conservation state (Qo) to a state 
with better conserved monasteries (Qi). This corresponds to a Hicksian compensating 
variation (CV) measure.
Finally, Santagata and Signorello (2000) calculate maintaining value for Napoli Musei 
Aperti in Italy by means of open ended method coupled with single bounded dichotomous 
choice. In many studies include this one, open-ended survey is performed as a pilot study to
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adopt dichotomous choice method. As a result, the optimal bidding price to be offered to 
respondents can be estimated.
Santagata and Signorello (2000)’s research shows the characteristic of single bounded 
dichotomous choice (SB-DC) method. The discrete choice data set was analysed using a 
logit model that employs all information derived from the two discrete choice valuation 
questions. They adopted a simple univariate linear logit model which, according to the 
random maximum utility framework is given by:
Prob (yes|Bid) = Prob (Bid> WTP) = F^(AV) = 1 -  G w t p(Bid)
= [1 + exp(a -  P Bid)]'  ^ (3.4)
where Fr, is the cumulative distribution function of the random error r]=so- s\, V =V{\, Y -  
Bid) -  V(0, Y) is the difference indirect utility function (1 represents the Napoli Musei 
Aperti and 0  represents the state of nature without Napoli Musei Aperti), G w tp  (Bid) is the 
cumulative distribution function of the random variable WTP, a and p  are the coefficient to 
be estimated. In terms of Hicksian welfare measures, the WTP corresponds to the equivalent 
surplus. The estimated survival function (l-Gwrp(Bid)) can be interpreted as an aggregate 
demand curve for the discrete commodity.
In Salazar and Marques (2005)’s study, restoration value of the old Arab tower in Godella, 
Spain, was evaluated through open ended couple with dichotomous choice method as well. 
In their study, the survey instrument used elicited respondent’s willingness to pay for the 
restoration of the old Arab tower. Therefore, to explain the welfare measures that have been 
empirically estimated, consider the following indirect utility function for a representative 
individual:
This function is the same as Equation (3.2). Where 7  is their income, S a vector of the socio­
economic characteristics of the individual (age, education, etc.) and Q the current state of the 
tower. Consider now a local policy that restores the tower from its current state (go) to its 
original state (gi). Then, the welfare measure involved is given by the next equation:
This function is the same as Equation (3.3). Where WTP is the amount a respondent would 
be willing to pay to secure a welfare gain as a result of restoring the tower to its original 
state, that is, the change from go to Q\. This amount corresponds to the Hicksian 
compensated variation for the proposed change.
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In addition, Hanemann (1984)’s model is based on their research, if the utility function is 
assumed to have some components which are unobservable to the researcher and are treated 
as stochastic, then the individual’s utility function can be written as:
T/ (% g) = IJ ( % g) + f  (3.5)
where 8 is a random disturbance term with an expected value of zero. When offered an 
mount of money A for a change in g  (go gi), the individual will accept the offer if:
U (7 -v 4 ,^ ,g i)  + 8 i> U (7 ;^ ,g o ) + 8o (3.6)
where sq and si are identically and independently distributed random variables with zero 
means. For the researcher, the individual’s response is a random variable that will have 
some cumulative distribution function G w tp (A ). Therefore, the probability that an individual 
will accept the suggested cost A is given by the next equation:
Prob {yes} = Prob ( A < WTP ) = 1 -  Gwtp(A) (3.7)
when G w tp (A )  is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, one has a probit
model and when it is the standard logistic distribution function, a logit model is obtained. An 
equivalent way of defining the probability of acceptance is using Equation (3.7):
Prob {yes} = Prob { U (T -^ ,5 ',g i)  + 8 i> U (  Y, S, go) + Go } (3.8)
Pollicino and Maddison’s research (2002) shows the characteristic of double bounded 
dichotomous choice method model distinctively and the logit model is employed to derive 
evaluation model. The log-likelihood function used to determine the parameter values is 
given by:
LL = YY * log (0(ct *X+P + HB)) + YN * log (0(a * Y + * IB)
-  0(a * X+y5 * HB)) + NY * log (0(a * X + p *  LB)
-  0(a * Y+y5 * IB)) + NN * log (1 -  0(a * * LB)) (3.9)
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where YY takes the value unity if the individual agrees to pay the first and second bid level 
and zero otherwise, YN takes the value unity if the individual agrees to pay the first but not 
the second bid level and zero otherwise, and so on. O is the cumulative standardised normal 
distribution, a is a vector of parameters, X is a vector of covariates and p  is another 
parameter. HB, IB and LB are the highest, and intermediate and lowest bid levels 
respectively.
Boxall et al. (1998) computed recreational value of aboriginal rock paintings in Nopiming 
Park, Canada by means of CVM along with TCM, which is uncommon. Especially, in order 
to derive CVM model, conjoint behaviour was used as a elicitation format and travel cost 
from residence to the destination is considered as a payment vehicle. In addition, the 
characteristic of count data model is fully reflected in their TCM model.
In order to examine the influence of pictographs on recreation values, they used the revealed 
preference (RP) and contingent behaviour (CB) count data model. They assessed the welfare 
implications of the presence of pictographs using the NB model of the count data model, 
because of the non-negative integer nature of trips. Additionally, the information did not 
include any individuals who did not visit the park.
In their analysis the CB information was used to enhance the RP data estimation in a joint 
estimation. In this case they had two observations of trip counts (one RP and one CB) from 
each respondent, and the only difference between them was the presence of pictographs.
The model they estimated was:
^[TRIPS,] = exp(To +Ti CBy+^oTCOST, +A(CB,*TCOST,)) + (3.10)
where TRIPS, refers to the number of trips taken to Nopiming Park reported by group leader 
i in the questionnaire, CB, is a dummy variable which equals 0 for the actual trip count and 1 
for the trip count in the presence of the pictograph, TCOST, refers to the travel costs from Vs 
home to the park, S, is a vector of individual socio-economic and other characteristics and 
the t ’s , y?’s and the y, vector represent the parameters to be estimated.
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Another example of TCM application is Bedate et al. (2004)’s case. They evaluated 
recreational value of cultural heritage resources in Cstilla y Leon, Spain and explained the 
fundamental distinctiveness of TCM.
The aim of the travel cost method is to provide a measure of the use value of a recreation 
site by establishing a demand curve based on users’ utility maximisation. According to 
Bedate et al. (2004), Let U (v, jc) be the utility function of a representative consumer, where 
V is the number of visits to a given site and x is a vector of good consumed at a given price 
vector, p. Each visit to the site has a cost, c.
The consumer has an income: Y=Yq + where Yo is non-labor income, w is the wage rate, 
tw is the work hours likewise, the consumer has a certain amount of time: To = tw + where 
ty is the time spent on visit.
The user of the good must maximise its utility subject to time and income restrictions. The 
basic model implies that individuals are free to choose between work and recreation, in 
which case the opportunity cost of time is equal to the wage rate. In this manner, the utility
function U (v, x) may be maximised subject to the following restrictions: Y=cv+px, To =
+  V ty,
Bearing in mind the following relationships:
Y= cv+px= Yo + wty, (3.11)
Yq + w(7o -  v/v) = cv+px 
Yo + wTo -  v(wty + c) -p x  = 0
the problem may be rewritten as: max { U(v, x) + À{Yo + wTo -  v(w/y + c ) - px) }
v ,x
The first order condition is: -  l{wty +c) = 0 (3.12)
dv
and making: c* = w t y  + c (total cost of visit), 7* = To + wTo (maximum income)
The demand function may be expressed as: v - f { Ÿ , p ,  c).
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This is an indirect valuation method, which uses the cost of travel necessaiy to make the 
visit as an estimate of the value of the cultural recreational activity. Naturally, the greater the 
distance, the greater the cost of travel, which translates into fewer visits from points which 
are farthest away from the site. It must be bom in mind that the travel cost method estimates 
refer to the direct use of the cultural heritage (the visitors’ recreational use); even when a 
tourist could have planned to visit a historic heritage site on the grounds of its implicit 
bequest and existence values (Bedate et ah, 2004).
3.3.3 Issues in Evaluation Models for Cultural Heritage Resources
3.3.3.1 Characteristics of Variables in Evaluation Models for Cultural 
Heritage
This part is to examine the variables of non-market evaluation of cultural heritage resources. 
This part starts with ascertaining significant variables and its influence upon a dependent 
variable. In the following section, the particularity of cultural heritage evaluation model is 
identified by being compared with outdoor recreation resources’ research.
Applied Explanatory variables of the Cultural Heritage Evaluation Studies
Table 3.3 illustrated the explanatory variables are used to non-market evaluation in cultural 
heritage resources. First, in reviewing adopted variables and its significance, there are four 
main categories in explanatory variables: (i) variables related to visiting configuration, (ii) 
variables related to socio-economic characteristics, (iii) variables related to individual 
attitude and perception, and (iv) variables related to specific research objectives.
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It is evident that most variables related to visiting configuration are variables regarding 
previous experience. This means that previous visiting numbers (or experience) or visiting 
numbers (or experience) within a certain period of time is employed as a variable. 
Furthermore, travel cost and travel distance are used as a variable. Besides those, the 
followings are adopted as a dummy variable: ‘if a respondent’s residence is near the 
attraction’ and ‘if a respondent travels alone or has a company’.
Amongst them, ‘previous visiting number’ (Mourato et ah, 2002; Santagata and Signorello, 
2000) has a positive influence on WTP. Travel cost has a negative effect on WTP (Boxall et 
ah, 1998). Thus as travel cost increases, WTP decreases (see Table 3.3).
Second, in the case of variables related to socio-economic characteristics, gender, household 
income, respondent’s age, education level are common in all studies. Additionally, ‘marital 
status’, ‘number of children’ and ‘employment status’ are added by Bille (1997). ‘number of 
household’ are also included by Santagata and Signorello (2000).
It is apparent that the variables of gender, income, education level are significant in most 
studies. Moreover when income and education level increases, it has positive effect on WTP. 
On the other hand, in gender case, it is not the same in all occasion. For instance, the sign of 
the coefficient is positive in the studies of Bille (1997) and Boxall (1998) and negative in 
the research of Pollicino and Maddison (2002). In addition, age has negative influence on 
WTP in all cases. The interpretation is that the youth has interests of cultural heritage.
Third, the category of variables related to individual attitude and perception has been 
adopted in the cases since the middle of 90’s. This categoiy mainly includes opinion of 
conservation (Pollicino and Maddison, 2002; Mourato et ah, 2002; Salazar and Marques, 
2005) and willingness to pay more money for conservation of cultural heritage (Pollicino 
and Maddison, 2002) etc., which show the characteristic of cultural heritage evaluation 
research. Except them, re-visit opinion (Carson et ah, 2002) and opinion for bequest (Morato 
et ah, 2002) are one of variables in the categoiy. All variables above have a positive 
influence on WTP.
Finally, in terms of variables related to specific research objectives, it has been introduced 
since 1990’s into this field. It consists of the variables, which reflect how much interests and
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how much involved in cultural heritage. For example, ‘if a respondent is a member of a 
cultural heritage association’, such as English Heritage and National Trust (Pollicino and 
Maddision, 2002; Salazar and Marques, 2005), ‘the level of preliminary knowledge for an 
attraction’ (Santagata and Signorello, 2000; Carson et ah, 2002; Riganti and Willis, 2002), 
and ‘expenditure for cultural commodities’ (Santagata and Signorello, 2000; Salazar and 
Marques, 2005).
Nevertheless, when a respondent has a deep interest of the attraction, WTP is negative, as 
might have not been expected (Riganti and Willis, 2002; Salazar and Marques, 2005). It can 
be inferred that this is because the respondent who has a deep interest of the attraction have 
critical opinion about policies and projects related to cultural heritage. On the other hand, it 
can be the result of bias in performing CVM. It is notable that the studies, which show 
negative effect of variables on WTP (e.g. Riganti and Willis, 2002; Salazar and Marques, 
2005) apply donation as a payment vehicle to evaluation WTP.
Meanwhile, the studies, which show positive effect of variables on WTP (e.g. Pollicino and 
Maddison, 2002, Morato et al., 2002, Carson et al., 2002), employ tax as a payment vehicle. 
The other reason is the difference of market extension. For example, Salazar and Marques’ 
research (2005) shows that being a member of an NGO for conservation has negative impact 
upon WTP. Here, the object of study is old Arab tower in Spain, which has local market 
extension. Consequently, the residents who live near old Arab tower are the main visitors.
On the other hand, the other cases have a global or national market extension. Such an issue 
has not been considered yet and remains as a matter to be discussed further.
Comparison Results of Evaluation Models for Cultural Heritage and Natural 
Outdoor Recreational sites
This part investigates the characteristics of cultural heritage evaluation model by comparing 
the studies of the natural outdoor recreation resources with cultural heritage studies. Table 
3.4 distinguishes the variables of cultural heritage site from the variables of natural 
recreational site in evaluating model. There is no TCM research of cultural heritage resource, 
therefore only CVM cases are considered.
It is common to consider income, gender, age and education level as a socio-economic 
variable in evaluating model. In comparing CVM model between cultural and natural
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resources, GENDER variable has more effect on cultural heritage model than natural 
resources. There is no significant occasion in natural resources but there are three significant 
studies out of six in cultural heritage. In terms of coefficient sign, it is a mixture of negative 
and positive.
With respect to AGE, four out of seven cases are significant in cultural heritage model, and 
produce negative impact on WTP, while there are negative and positive effects depending 
on the cases in natural resource model. As a result, that AGE has negative influence on WTP 
is only particular of cultural heritage resources.
In cases of INCOME and Education, such a trend is similar to AGE. The coefficient sign of 
INCOME and EDUCATION is all positive in cultural heritage whereas it is all negative in 
natural resources mode.
In addition, there are differences between evaluation methods. When it comes to CVM and 
ITCM in natural resource models, CVM has hardly negative effect on INCOME and 
EDUCATION. For instance, INCOME (one negative out of ten) and EDUCATION (one 
negative out of five). Nonetheless, there are many studies indicate negative impact in ITCM.
As far as variables related to Visiting configuration are concerned, the variable of ‘previous 
visiting experience’ dominate all evaluation model in cultural and natural resources. 
‘Previous visiting experience’ is positive in cultural heritage CVM model, whereas it is 
negative in natural resources CVM model.
The general result of CVM model can be summarised as follows:
• In CVM, GENDER has more influence on cultural heritage than natural resource 
models.
• In CVM, AGE has negative influence on WTP in cultural heritage model, while it 
does not have any consistency of coefficient sign in natural resource models.
• In CVM, INCOME and EDUCATION have positive effects on WTP in cultural 
heritage models, whereas they do not have any consistency of coefficient sign in 
natural resource models.
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• In CVM, ‘previous visiting experience’ has positive effect on WTP in cultural 
heritage model. Meanwhile it does not have any consistency of coefficient sign in 
natural resource models.
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3.33.2 Characteristics of Valuing Results in Evaluation Methods 
for Cultural Heritage
As shown in Table 3.2, the evaluating results of previous studies explain that people 
attribute a significantly positive value to the conservation or restoration of cultural heritage 
resources. This part describes the distinctive characteristics of non-market evaluation in 
cultural heritage resources’ literature.
It is apparent that WTP is different relying on where respondents’ residences are. A 
respondent who lives near the cultural heritage site has higher WTP than a respondent who 
lives far from the cultural heritage site in many studies (Pagiola; 1999, Santagata and 
Signorello; 2000, Pollicino and Maddison; 2002; Maddision and Mourato; 2002).
For example, according to Pollicino and Maddison (2002), the mean WTP of people, who 
live in Lincoln, was £49.77 per household per year, while the mean WTP of visitors, who 
live outside the city, was £26.77. Hence, aggregate WTP is found to be £5.5 million for 
households outside Lincoln and £1.8 million for Lincoln itself. Adding these figures 
together for the whole of Lincolnshire implies that the annual WTP to move from the 40- 
year cleaning cycle to the 10 year cleaning cycle is £7.3 million. Given the reduction in 
WTP which is evident even between the residents of the city of Lincoln and those living 
outside the city, it is probable that those living even further afield would be WTP only small 
amounts. In aggregate, however, the values expressed by those living outside Lincolnshire 
might amount to a considerably larger sum than the aggregate amount expressed by 
residents of Lincolnshire.
Furthermore, it can be estimated that the visitors who live near the site have much more 
information about the attraction, therefore they estimate use-value higher than other visitors 
who live far from the attraction. The respondence percentage of zero WTP is very high in 
some literatures. As can be seen Table 3.1, even 60% of zero WTP is shown in the case (e.g. 
Maddison and Mourato, 2002). It is very different from the expectation in that WTP of 
visitors is high.
Pearse et al. (2002) argued that some of these responses can be considered protests against 
some aspect of the survey instrument (i.e. a dislike of paying taxes or a rejection of the
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contingent scenario) and thus are not a reflection of people’s true preferences. Others, 
however, are ‘genuine’ zero values arising from budget constraints, lack of interest in 
cultural issues and from the fact that cultural heritage preservation is typically ranked low 
amongst competing public issues, as is shown consistently by attitudinal questions. Hence, 
the welfare of a significant proportion of the population seems to be unaffected by changes 
in cultural goods/activities. In some instances, the positive estimated values are driven by a 
minority of the population, typically, the users of the cultural good and the richer and more 
educated segments of the population. This finding has important implications for the funding 
of cultural heritage goods.
For example, in instances where more than two thirds of the population express a zero WTP, 
the imposition of a tax may be infeasible; targeted voluntary donations or entry fees may 
provide more appropriate means of extracting existing values (although the former invites 
free-riding behaviour); or, if a tax mechanism is used, care must be taken to ensure that the 
distributional effects are taken into account with offsetting expenditures.
Hence, it is concluded that elaborate research plan is requested.
3.4 Chapter Summary
In the first part of the chapter, the characteristics and the needs of cultural heritage resources 
were investigated: Firstly, cultural heritage good is similar to environmental good in that it is 
a typically public good. Secondly, the total value of a cultural heritage good will include 
both use values and non-use values. Thirdly, the economic value for cultural heritage good 
provides basic information for their optimal provision and for designing efficient and fair 
regulatory policies in the cultural sector. Additionally, valuation results can be very useful in 
informing decision about the funding of cultural heritage good.
In the following part. Having reviewed the previous study cases for non-market evaluation 
of cultural heritage resources, this chapter showed that it is very useful to make a decision 
for policy and project, which has very practical and realistic purpose.
The final part of the chapter reviewed models and variables applied into literatures as well as 
evaluation result. In particular, variables in cultural heritage distinguished frofri that in
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natural recreational resources. By doing this, the distinctiveness of cultural heritage model 
was estimated and the findings can be summarised as follows:
Firstly, the methods applied into non-market evaluation for cultural heritage resources were 
CVM and TCM. However, CVM dominated previous studies. Secondly, there are four main 
categories of explanatory variables employed in the previous studies are visiting 
configuration, socio-economic characteristics, individual attitude and perception, and 
specific research objectives. Thirdly, the variables of GENDER, AGE, INCOME, 
EDUCATION, and ‘previous visiting experience’ have considerable differences between 
cultural heritage and natural outdoor recreation resources in CVM. Finally, a respondent 
who lives near the cultural heritage site has higher WTP than a respondent who lives far 
from the cultural heritage site and estimates use-value higher than them.
These key facts will be used in the next chapter as criteria to choose evaluation method for 
this research.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY I:
SELECTING NON-MARKET EVALUATION METHODS 
FOR CULTURAL HERITAGE RESOURCES
4.1 Introduction
The methodology of this study is categorised mainly into three chapters. This is the first of 
these three chapter, which discusses the methodological issues of the study. Hence, this 
chapter has methodological as well as literature review characteristics.
This chapter is divided into two sections: The first section introduces the procedure of 
selecting optimal non-market evaluation methods. In the following section, the evaluation 
methods selected in the first part are discussed in detail. Moreover, methodological issues in 
applying the methods into the study are indicated.
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4.2 Selecting Non-M arket Evaluation M ethods for Single-Site 
Cultural H eritage
TCM and CVM were chosen as optimal non-market evaluation methods for single-site 
cultural heritage resources amongst four non-market evaluation methods (i.e. TCM, CVM, 
HPM, and RUM). This part deals with ‘why these are selected as the optimal methods for 
this study’. Furthermore, the most suitable method among the sub-method of TCM and 
CVM is introduced.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, CVM is applied to the most cases of cultural heritage resources, 
meanwhile TCM is employed to few only. HPM and RUM are also used often in addition to 
CVM and TCM, in reviewing evaluation study cases of outdoor recreation resources.
Therefore, this section is separated into two: Firstly, the possibility that the methods can be 
employed into single-site cultural heritage resource is investigated by examining study cases. 
Secondly, the optimal method is chosen by demonstrating various sub-techniques of the 
main methods, e.g. CVM and TCM etc.
The object of this study is to evaluate the recreational demand and value of single cultural 
heritage, which has national market extension. It was verified that not only CVM but TCM 
can measure the value of a cultural heritage site.
In particular, when the value of cultural heritage resource is evaluated based on single site, 
the value of natural outdoor recreation resource is measured based on recreational activities 
for example, leisure fishing, mountain biking, walking trails, canoeing, and so on (Bateman 
et al, 1992; Alberini and Cooper, 2000).
Taking this characteristic into consideration, HPM and RUM are examined here, because the 
other two, CVM and TCM, are already verified as good methods for evaluating cultural 
heritage resource.
Many researchers mentioned the difficulties of adopting HPM in cultural heritage resources. 
Ready and Navrud (2002) argued that there are some practical problems in implementing the 
HPM for cultural heritage site. The use of the HPM to value cultural heritage site will be 
limited to those situations where consumption of the cultural heritage site is closely tied to
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consumption of the market good, in our case the housing unit. In other words, this technique 
will capture the value of the cultural heritage site only if the benefit from the cultural 
heritage site accrues only to those who live close to it. However, cultural heritage site tend 
to have important visitor use values and non-use values that cannot be captured by a housing 
price analysis.
According to them, basically, people do not need to live close to a cathedral to visit it or to 
value the fact that it will be available for future generations. Any price gradient that exists 
around a cathedral will capture only the value of seeing the cathedral day-to-day, on your 
way to and from your home, which is likely to be a very small part of the cathedral’s total 
value. The proportion of total value that would be captured by a housing price analysis will 
depend on how local the cultural heritage site is. A restored building facade may be valued 
most by local residents, and may be effectively valued using this technique. There, the only 
limitation will be in finding suitable variation in the cultural heritage good across 
neighbourhoods. However, this technique is not well suited to valuing a cathedral with 
national significance (Smith, 1991; Bockstael et al., 1991).
Moreover, in the case of cultural heritage attractions, unlike natural outdoor recreation sites, 
the price of house around the attraction decreases in many occasions, especially developing 
or low-developed country, because of protection of law in order to conserve the site.
However, there is an objection which can be raised against it, because housing price is not 
always considered as a surrogate market in HPM.
Therefore, the procedure of HPM would require the marketed surrogate chosen to be 
regressed against the characteristics of the destination, including an indicator of its cultural 
and heritage worth, to obtain a price equation. The partial derivative of this equation with 
respect to the cultural indicator is an estimate of the marginal WTP.
For example, there are some case studies which surrogate market and price are adopted:
Wine price of wine market in Sweden is for Nerlove (1995), Grocery price of grocery 
retailing market is for Aalto-Setala (2000), Aircraft noise charge of airports in worldwide is 
for Lu and Morrell (2001), and Price of holiday package of resort market in Mediterranean 
is for Papatheodorou (2002).
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Hence, the value of cultural and heritage attractions in tourist destinations might be reflected 
in different property values, e.g. room rates, or restaurant prices instead of housing price. 
Nevertheless, when there is no accommodation or restaurant near cultural heritage resources, 
it is difficult to find out an appropriate proxy variable. In practice, there is no facility around 
cultural heritage resources as it is designated as a conservation area in many occasions. As a 
consequence, it is very difficult to find out surrogate market regarding cultural heritage site 
in applying HPM.
Particularly, in the case of single-site heritage resources, if any, the price of entrance ticket 
is usually fixed. Accordingly each visitor buys it for a fixed price. Therefore the ticket price 
could not be compared each other in this market.
Nonetheless, HPM could be applied when selecting one site out of many similar except 
when one site is chosen without any alterative (Papatheodorou, 2002).
There is the other method to discuss, RUM. It is very similar to TCM (individual model) in 
terms of basic assumption and morphology. According to Walker et al. (2002) and Valencia 
(2002), both classes of models use observations on individual visits to sites and also exploit 
travel cost as a proxy price. One essential difference between the models is the assumption 
about the recreationist’s planning horizon. The TCM is a model of demand for the services 
of a site over a period of time, season or year. On the other hand, the RUM describes how 
people choose among a group of sites each time a choice is to be made (Haefen and Phaneuf, 
2003). RUM of site choice are uniquely capable of investigating changes in site quality. 
Unfortunately, they are not well suited to predicting total visit numbers at a given site 
(Adamowicz et al., 1997).
Brown and Mendelsohn (1984) also pointed out the RUM is useful when demand and value, 
connected with recreation site’s selection, measure. However those methods are not 
appropriate for evaluating the value of single site.
In addition, RUM is not appropriate for evaluating total recreational value. According to 
Brent (1998) and Walker et al. (2002), it focuses on valuing the separate characteristics of a 
public good. In contrast, the valuing of the sites can be measured by the TCM, but it is sites 
(specific bundles of characteristics) not the characteristics of those sites which are valued.
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For example, the TCM can measure the value of the Colorado River, the HTC methods can 
value scenic quality, fish density, crowdedness, etc.
As a result, it is determined that CVM and TCM are appropriate for the study.
Choosing Specific Sub-Techniques in Selected Methods
There are advantages and disadvantages in CVM and TCM. Durden and Shogren (1988) 
argued that an advantage of CVM over TCM is that the CVM estimates Hicksian 
compensating and equivalent measures whereas TCM estimates Marshallian CS .
As mentioned in Chapter 2, The Hicksian compensating and equivalent measures are an 
ideal monetary measure of changes in economic welfare for an individual, although Willig 
(1976) has demonstrated that the Marshallian CS closely approximates the Hicksian 
equivalent and compensation variation when the income effect is small.
Additionally, Walsh et al. (1984) also noted that the CVM is a flexible method for empirical 
application because a hypothetical market can be constructed that is suited to the research of 
interest regardless of the dimensions of time and space. Hence, CVM can be used to 
estimate non-user values as well as user values, whereas the application of TCM is restricted 
to current users. The extent to which non-use values dominate the total value generated by a 
cultural heritage resource will vaiy from case to case, but it is clear that for at least some of 
these goods, non-use value will be very important.
Ready and Navrud (2002) noted the difficulties in applying revealed preference techniques 
(TCM) to cultural heritage site. In order to apply the revealed preference techniques, an 
observable decision must exist that reveals the individual’s value for the good. These 
situations are rare for cultural heritage site. In contrast, the CVM is very flexible with regard 
to the good they can value. The only limitation is that a credible scenario can be devised 
where the respondent can imagine making a trade-off between money and the level of the 
cultural heritage good. The scenario does not even have to be realistic or likely. Respondents 
are generally willing to suspend disbelief and consider an unlikely scenario, as long as it is 
imaginable and unobjectionable. Additionally, they pointed out the cultural heritage 
resources are also well suited to CVM studies because most respondents accept the idea of
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public provision of these good. CV does not work well if respondents feel that provision of 
the good is the responsibility of someone else.
On the other hand, Adamowicz (1988) argued that the CV mechanism suffers from a variety 
of problems. The CVM WTP estimates may be suspected to be hypothetical (as opposed to 
actual) results because the estimates are derived from hypothetical market situations. TCM 
overcomes the problem of a hypothetical market by using actual market data, he pointed out 
the biggest advantage of TCM over CVM. Additionally, economists prefer to rely on actual 
behaviour consumers undertake in response to price signals, as opposed to hypothetical 
statements about behaviour. The presumption is that actual decisions involving real money 
carry penalties for mistakes, and are therefore more reliable indicators of value (Upneja et 
al., 2001 ; Ready and Navrud, 2002).
In fact, these disadvantages are regarding basic assumptions and characteristics of both 
CVM and TCM. Many models have been developed in order to overcome these 
disadvantages. Such as. Hypothetical TCM (HTCM) is suggested by Walsh et al (1984) so 
as to compensate for limitation of TCM.
In this study. Zonal TCM and Individual TCM, Hypothetical TCM and Double bounded 
dichotomous choice CVM are finally chosen as an evaluation method. The TCM is 
generally applied in one of two forms: Zonal (ZTCM) and Individual (ITCM). The two 
approaches differ mostly with respect to the dependent variable (English and Bowker, 1996). 
The zonal model was the first to be developed and is still widely used. It is based on 
establishing a relationship between participation rates at a site from various geographic 
origin zones and the costs incurred in travel from the origin zone to the given site.
In the case of ZTCM, visitors for a recreational site are grouped by their zones of origin, and 
the average characteristics and recreational behaviour of these zones are used to estimate the 
demand function. Hence, many researchers argue that economic theoiy shows the ITCM to 
be superior to the ZTCM (Walsh, 1986; Fletcher et al, 1990; English and Bowker, 1996).
The problem with the dependent variable of the zonal model is the loss of information 
caused by aggregation into zones, the definition of zones and the problem of zones with zero 
visitations.
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On the other hand, the Individual TCM is based on individual or micro data for annual trips, 
trip costs and other socio-economic characteristics of the individuals. From these, one can 
directly estimate a price-quantity relationship for a typical individual (Brown et al., 1984; 
Willis and Garrod, 1991; English and Bowker, 1996). The zonal approach aggregates 
observations relating to individual consumers and thus each zone is represented by a single 
average travel cost or a single value for each of the other variables included in the analysis 
(Walsh, 1986).
Additionally, ITCM allows relatively small sample sizes. However, in the cases where 
households or individuals take only one or at most a few trips per year, individual models 
may not be estimable (Ward and Loomis, 1986), and zonal models are a common substitute 
(Brainard et al., 1997).
Therefore, two methods are generally used together. Furthermore, hybrid model, which 
ZTCM is accompanied by ITCM, is introduced and developed recently. As discussed earlier, 
non-use value can not be estimated through TCM. In order to overcome the limitation, 
HTCM is developed in the basis of ITCM model. In particular, double-bounded 
dichotomous choice is chosen as a CVM, since it has least bias amongst them. The details of 
these selected methods are introduced in following section.
4.3 Selected Non-M arket M ethods for the M ain Study
‘Why these evaluation methods are selected’ was discussed in the early stage of this chapter. 
Therefore, the characteristics of selected methods are detailed in order to apply to the study. 
Moreover, the methodological issues should be considered are investigated.
4.3.1 Zonal Travel Cost Method
4.3.1.1 Theoretical Background of the Method
According to McConnell (1985) and Ward and Beal (2000), one way to solve the problem of 
calculating the value an individual places on a given attraction -  irrespective of its nature
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and regardless of whether an entry fee is charged -  is by attributing the cost of travel from 
the visitor’s point of origin to the site.
This approach was firstly suggested to the US National Parks Service by Herold Hotelling. 
The Parks Service had charged several leading economists of the day with developing some 
method by which the existence of national parks could be valued in 1947. Of all the 
responses received, only Hotelling’s was based on sound economic principles. The 
methodology was subsequently developed by Clawson and Knetsch in 1966. The Water 
Resources Council recommended in 1979 that the approach be used to evaluate projects in 
the US. Since then, numerous works have been published on the valuation of environmental 
resources using this method (Valencia, 2002; Bedate et al., 2004).
In the Clawson-Knetsch model, visitors to a recreational site are grouped by their zones of 
origin, and the average characteristics and recreational behavior of these geographic zones 
are used to estimate the demand function. The general Clawson-Knetsch approach is 
illustrated in equation (4.1) (Kennedy, 1998; Ward and Beal, 2000; Stoeckl, 2003).
Qij/Pi = / (TCÿ, Sik, Ajk, SE,) + 6ij, (4.1)
where,
Qij = number of trips from zone / to site j
P, = number of households in zone i
TCÿ = average roundtrip travel costs from zone i to site j
Sik -  average roundtrip travel costs from zone i to substitute site k
Ajk = recreational attributes of site j  in relation to substitute sites k
SE, = socio-economic characteristics of population of zone i
etj = error term
In ZTCM, the recreation visitors residing at similar distances from a recreation site are 
aggregated into zones. These zones can be counties, town, or a series of concentric rings 
around the recreation site. With information about the number of trips from each zone to a 
recreation site and information on each zone’s population, the visit rate of each zone is 
calculated. Visit rate is expressed as either visits per capita or visits per 1000 population.
This visit rate is the dependent variable of the ZTCM (Kerlvliet and Nowell, 1999; Lansdell 
et al., 2003).
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Furthermore, the ZTCM is employed to measure the value of benefits associated with the 
natural or man-made resources that complement outdoor recreation, these days. This method 
is widely used by government agencies in the USA, and increasingly in the UK, e.g. by the 
Forestry Commission (Ward and Beal, 2000).
Meanwhile, the TCM relies on the assumption that the value people place on the site is 
represented by the amount they are willing to pay to travel to it. Thus linking visitation rates 
with travel costs and other socio-economic variables enables its recreation value to be 
estimated. This constitutes stage I of the procedure. Then, assuming that visitors would 
respond to an increase in entrance fees in the same way they respond to an increase in travel 
costs, the second-stage demand curve for the actual site can be estimated (Xue et al., 2000).
To summaries, the basic procedure of ZTCM consists of two stages. In the first stage, the 
trip demand function is estimated by regressing the visit rate if each zone (dependent 
variable) on the travel distance from each zone to the recreation site (independent variable). 
In the second stage, the demand curve of a recreation site is derived based on the 
information from the first stage. This is done by successively increasing the hypothetical 
travel distance from the recreation site to each zone. As a result, the visiting rate decreases 
for all zones. This procedure is continued until no visits occur in any zones. An assumption 
necessary to use ZTCM is that visitors within a zone are similar, on average, in testes and 
preferences across all zones (Ward and Loomis, 1986; Creel and Loomis, 1990).
On the other hand, many researchers argued that the advantages of the ZTCM include:
• data are readily available or easily obtained (Ward and Loomis, 1986; Creel and 
Lommis, 1990),
• greater applicability and ability to overcome budget constraints in obtaining data 
(Bowes and Loomis, 1980; Smith, 1988),
• visit rate will be automatically reduced at higher travel cost because the visit rate is 
calculated by dividing total number of trips from a zone by the total population of 
the zone (Loomis, 1995; Hesseln et al., 2003).
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Additionally, Limitations of the ZTCM have been also discussed in many literature. First, 
when individual information on recreational demand is aggregated within each zone, 
individual variations are averaged out (Brown and Nawas, 1973). This leads to the loss of 
statistical efficiency in the estimates of parameters compared with those based on individual 
TCM. Second, if zonal populations are not equal, heteroscedasticity may be introduced by 
grouping observations within zones (Fletcher et al., 1990).
4.3.1.2 Functional Forms for ZTCM
The functional form is extremely important particularly if researchers wish to use the ZTCM 
to estimate the CS. Unbiased estimates of the CS can be obtained only if researchers use the 
correct functional form of the visitation equation - irrespective of whether the average cost 
of travelling a specified distance is measured correctly. If the uncorrected models are chosen, 
the final estimates of the CS must be biased. Additionally, researchers may not be able to 
predict either the direction or the magnitude of that bias (Stoeckl, 2003). Ziemer et al. (1980) 
have observed that functional form is usually selected based on computational and analytical 
ease, statistical significance, and consistency of the parameters with general economic 
theory.
In empirical recreation studies using TCM, functional forms such as linear, semi-log, and 
double-log are most widely used. In the TCM literature, the Linear model adopted by 
Douglas and Tylor (1999) and the Semi-log model was widely accepted (Ziemer et al., 1980; 
Vaughan and Russell, 1982; Smith et al., 1983; Loomis et al., 1986; Hanley, 1989; Anex, 
1995; English and Bowker, 1996; Whitehead et al., 2000; Chavez-Comparan et al., 2001; 
Upneja et al., 2001; Buchli et al., 2003). The Double-log model is accepted by Luzar et al. 
(1992), Brainard et al. (1997), Xue et al. (2000). Although none of these has strong 
theoretical ascendancy over the others, in the preliminary modelling stage the linear form 
performed badly compared to the other forms (Brainard et al., 1997).
On the whole, it can be concluded that even if semi-log model is the best for many cases, 
there is no optimal model in all case. It can merely be determined by considering 
characteristics or other situations of attraction.
The followings are the cases ZTCM employed. Weithman and Hass (1982) estimated socio­
economic values of a fishery in Lake, Missouri, US. ZTCM with the following demand
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equation was used to derive a trip demand curve for the lake area. Each zone was defined as 
a concentric ring of 80 km intervals and up to a maximum distance of 800 km from the lake.
InV; = a + b ln(C; + n • T,) (4.2)
where,
V, = visit per 1000 population from within ring /,
Ci = round-trip travel cost from ring i  to Lake, 
n = a fi-action of the average wage rate of population within ring i ,
(the variable r, was set to 0.35)
T; = round trip travel time in hours from ring i to Lake 
*A substitute measure was not included in the model.
The ZTCM may be used that provides an aggregate demand function of the form 
T, = T(Q,P„Z,) (4.3)
where,
T; = number of trips to the recreation site from origin i  (7 = 1 ...m).
Ci = price of composite good for the zth origin,
P, = price per trip from the i t h  origin,
Z, = other socio-economic data of the zth origin
In addition, many researchers have examined the effects of specification errors in 
recreational demand models (Smith et al., 1983; Adamowicz et al., 1989; English and 
Bowker, 1996). A specification error occurs when, instead of estimating the ‘correct’ model, 
the researcher estimates another model. The size of the bias is related to the nature and 
extent of the influence of the omitted variable and the degree of correction between it and 
the incorporated independent variables (Ward and Beal, 2000).
Researchers using the ZTCM have overwhelmingly favoured the OLS as their regression 
method. However, if specification errors occur in an estimated OLS function, it must be 
resolved (Walsh, 1986). The OLS is no longer the best linear unbiased estimator in the 
presence of heteroscedasticity or serial-correlation (Ward and Beal, 2000). Wooldridge 
(2000) suggested when the results of the OLS model indicated the presence of 
heteroscedasticity, it must be fitted to a EGLS model. For example, English and Bowker 
(1996) used GLS to remove the heteroscedasticity problem of the estimated OLS functional 
form in their ZTCM research.
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The concrete methods of error verification and error elimination will be dealt with in the last 
methodology part, Chapter 6.
4.3.1.3 Zoning for Deriving Model
In the ZTCM, visitors to a recreational site are grouped by their zones of origin, and the 
average characteristics and recreational behaviour of these zones are used to estimate the 
demand function.
Zoning is necessary to calculate visiting rate, which is dependent variable. Examples of 
commonly employed units include concentric bands based on Euclidean distance (English 
and Bowker, 1996), isochrone bands based on time (Brainard et al., 1997), counties 
(Mendelsohn et al., 1992; Loomis, 1995; English and Bowker, 1996; Xue et al., 2000) and 
clusters of zip-code areas (Englin and Mendelsohn, 1991; Cameron, 1992).
Such issues are related to zoning method of the ZTCM as: ‘zoning type’, ‘number of zones’, 
and ‘treatment of zero visitation rate zone’.
Firstly, there are generally two zoning types in the ZTCM: ‘concentric circle zoning’ and 
‘zoning based on administrative regions’ (Ward and Beal, 2000). The basic concept of 
‘concentric zoning’ was suggested by Clawson and Knetsch (1966). Concentric circles 
around a site delineating regions are used to take account of the regular increase in the 
distance travelled and the consequent increase in the travel cost in order to obtain the 
necessary variation in the data to estimate a demand curve.
Obviously, the greater the resident populations, the greater the likelihood of visits being 
made, all other factors being equal. Adjusting the raw visits data to a standardised base 
accounts for the effects of differing population levels. The adjustment process needs access 
to accurate population data. Although concentric circles are appropriate in theory, 
incorporating them into a practical analysis is a problem. Population data are not collected 
and published in smooth concentric circles around the recreation site. Census data are 
collected in many countries by governments.
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Additionally, many countries publish population data by postcode or zip-code. Therefore, 
researchers who design concentric circles into their ZTCM analyses are forced to allocate 
small statistical area data to their regions. A considerable amount of adjustment of data is 
necessary. In the previous ZTCM studies using the concentric circle zoning method, 
researchers are constrained to make assumptions about populations and their densities. Ward 
and Beal (2000) mentioned that ‘zoning based on administrative regions’ is generally a 
better method than ‘concentric circle zoning’. In the ‘zoning method based on the 
administrative regions’, the assumption of population is generally unnecessary, and there is 
no need to define concentric circles. Researchers can incorporate more accurate and more 
easily obtained population data by fitting zones to the population data available. The only 
remaining issue is to ensure that the visit data can be appropriately related to the identified 
zones.
The best way to do this is probably through the use of postcodes or zip-codes, as long as the 
zones are not too large or, through some quirk in geography or roads, given little variation in 
values of the other independent variables. In the ‘zoning method based on administrative 
regions’, each administrative region is considered as a zone in the model (see Figure 7.16). 
Therefore, it has an advantage of estimating the accurate population of a zone (i.e. 
administrative region).
However, the quantity of data of this method, zoning based on administrative regions, are 
relatively small, because only regions, which record visits, are just used to derive ZTCM 
model, as mentioned above. On the other hand, the advantage of the ‘concentric zoning’ 
method is the large amount of data available. However it is very difficult to estimate the 
number of accurate population per zone (a concentric circle, see Figure 7.17).
Secondly, Ward and Beal (2000) mentioned that at least 25-30 zones are needed. In 
statistical practice, the general rule is that data are grouped so that values within groups are 
as homogeneous as possible, but that the values between groups vary as much as possible. 
The statistical reliability of an estimated model is likely to improve as the number of zones 
increases, because the number of observations increases (Ward and Beal, 2000).
Finally, one additional issue which may arise when a zonal framework such as statistical 
regions is adopted is how to deal with the zones with zero visitation rate. In some datasets, 
some zones have zero visits even though they are equidistant from the site as other zones
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with positive visitation rates. Omission of these zones will truncate the data set, which will 
subsequently bias the coefficient estimation and result in a more inelastic demand curve 
(Hellerstein, 1992; Ward and Beal, 2000). Some analysts have combined zero visit zones 
with nearby zones with positive visitation rates.
A concentric rings approach is prone to the criticism that it assumes a road network of 
uniform density and quality in all directions (Bateman et al., 1999), and travel-cost literature 
can generally be chastised for spatial limits, particularly with respect to the modifiable area 
unit problem (MAUP). In effect, MAUP means that findings, in geographic studies are 
biased by the definition, shape and scale of mapped units. For instance, the present authors’ 
research has shown that travel-time calculations vary considerably between visitor origins 
that are referenced to the British county, district or census ward levels. These variations had 
substantial effects on consequent estimates of consumer surplus (Bateman et al., 1999).
Most studies related to modifiable area unit problem have been engrossed in either 
describing the problem or devising optimal aggregation criteria (Charlton et al., 1995). The 
present research is in support of tactics for the latter purpose, although it does not pretend to 
be thoroughly addressing MAUP. However, there is obvious appeal in a stochastic, data- 
driven approach in zone definition, such as that provided by measuring travel times from a 
site of interest. The size and extent of zones can be varied with relative ease, while the 
assumption of uniformity in the road network around the destination site is discarded. The 
relationship between journey duration, arrivals and population in a zone (i.e. observed visit 
rates) should be more explicit than in studies using administrative units as zones of origin.
Finally, use of geographical information systems (GIS) to create isochronal surfaces readily 
facilitates comparison with either conventional zoning systems or those suggested by 
different methodologies for generating travel-time data.
4.3.1.4 Proxy Variable of Travel Cost in TCM models
Besides travel cost, socio-economic variables are also used as an independent variable in a 
few cases in ZTCM, which is unusual. As the individual value of per person is converted to 
value per zone, hence the meaning is quite small in the model. It could be useful when the 
number of zone is great and the characteristic of zone is distinctive.
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Nevertheless, ZTCM research as to outdoor recreation resources is implemented based on 
the resources where has local market extension. Thus, explanatory variables far from travel 
cost are not generally used. In this basis, the role of travel cost, an explanatory variable, is 
veiy important to derive ZTCM in regression model. Moreover, the impact of travel cost on 
dependent variable in ZTCM is great (compared with that in ITCM).
Concept of Travel Costs as a Prices of Trip
The definition of travel cost (as a price of trip) in TCM studies is not as clear as one might 
expect (Green, 1986; Ward and Loomis, 1986). One aspect of TCM that has received fairly 
little attention is the specification of the pecuniaiy price of a recreation trip. As its name 
implies, TCM presumes that costs incurred while travelling to a recreation site are one of the 
primary components of recreation trip price. Site entrance fees are often considered the other 
main component (Fletcher et al., 1990). In most zonal and some individual TCM studies, 
pecuniary travel costs have been equated with transportation costs, and have been assumed 
to be a linear function of distance and a cost per mile constant (Caulkins et al., 1986; Smith, 
1988; Creel and Loomis, 1990; Bergstrom and Cordell, 1991; Hellerstein, 1991; McConnell, 
1992).
Similarly, studies that have used reported out-of-pocket costs have not shown consensus on 
which expenditures to include. In their review of the TCM literature. Ward and Loomis 
(1986) noted that it is not obvious which cost to include, and suggested that a key 
determinant of whether or not to include certain expenses depends on how well those 
expenses serve as entiy fee proxies. In a research of Lake Michigan anglers, Kealy and 
Bishop (1986) chose to include travel costs, as well as spending for fishing tackle, 
equipment and boat rentals, trip-related food and lodging. Larson (1993) used a cost per 
mile to approximate travel expenditures, and also included all food and lodging expenses 
made while travelling (English and Bowker, 1996).
Walsh (1986) has identified several measures of alternative prices that may be suitable 
depending on the particular research assessed. These are (i) entrance fee, (ii) direct 
transportation costs, (iii) total direct costs, and (iv) travel and recreation time costs.
• Entrance fee is seldom used as the price variable because most recreational
activities incur other expenditures including travel costs, include only variable costs
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such as operating costs of an automobile.
• The principle advantage of Direct transportation costs over others in the minimal 
data requirement. The only required survey data are the number of trips from 
different zones. Transportation cost is calculated by converting travel distance to a 
standard monetary value.
• Total direct costs are total out-of -pocket money costs incurred by recreation users 
for participating in recreational activities. These include on-site costs such as costs 
for lodging, food, etc. as well as transportation costs of travel. This approach is 
used satisfactorily when the costs (excluding transportation costs) of recreation 
users vaiy with distance travelled. The main problem of this approach is in 
obtaining survey data related to price information from a sample of recreation users 
(Choi, 1993).
• travel and recreation time costs. In this case, stated data, which travel time and on­
site time are answered, is used.
Therefore, the second measurement (direct transportation cost) is applied to ZTCM. For it, 
the distance between residence and destination should be computed.
This distance data are converted into a ‘cost of distance travelled’ variable. This involves 
setting a price per mile, which requires choosing between two options: (i) use petrol costs 
only as an estimate of marginal cost, or (ii) use ‘full cost of motoring’ figures, to include an 
allowance for depreciation, insurance, etc. Consumers’ surplus figures will depend on the 
choice (Hellerstein, 1991).
For example, Achray Forest research by Hanley (1989) used full cost data which are a total 
CS figure of £402,023 per annum, meanwhile petrol costs which is a figure of only 
£160,744. Individuals, in maximising utility, are assumed to compare the marginal utility 
with the marginal costs of consumption; Hanley (1989) argued that this makes option (i) 
more attractive, since option (ii) is a measure of average costs.
Therefore, option (i) was adopted commonly in the ZTCM studies. Travel costs were 
estimated by calculating mileage. Fixed costs such as depreciation and insurance are
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excluded because these costs do not affect the recreation user’s decision to travel additional 
miles to a recreation site. Additionally, travel costs were based upon the cost of operating a
4-wheel drive vehicle (Hellerstein, 1991).
This cost was argued by many researchers. According to Coupai et. al. (2001), total 
transportation costs were calculated to be $0.1994 per mile by American Automobile 
Association at 1996. McConnell (1992) suggested $0.168 per mile. $ 0.12 was used by Hof 
and Rosenthal (1987). Additionally, Hellerstein (1991) used $0.20, Creel and Loomis (1990) 
applied $ 0.22.
In particular, the choice of how to value travel time has been shown to have large impacts on 
surplus estimates (Wilman and Pauls, 1987; McKeen et al., 1995; English and Bowker, 
1996).
Validity of Travel-Time Variable using GIS as a Proxy of Travel Cost in the 
ZTCM
In the case of previous studies of ZTCM, the TRAVEL DISTANCE from the place of 
residence to the destination, has been used as a proxy variable of travel cost. The variable of 
the TRAVEL DISTANCE does not depend on the respondents’ stated data, but on revealed 
data. The TRAVEL DISTANCE data from the site to place is the only appropriate revealed 
data as a proxy variable for travel cost.
Brainard et al (1997) pointed out the problems of the previous ZTCM literature which 
employed TRAVEL DISTANCE as a proxy variable of travel cost. They argued that it is 
obvious that the travel pattern of tourists (e.g. visiting demand or select destination etc.) 
does not rely on ‘travel distance’ but does rely on ‘travel time’ in modem society. Therefore, 
theoretically, employing the TRAVEL TIME is more logical than TRAVEL DISTANCE as 
a proxy variable of travel cost in a ZTCM model. Even if their suggestion is right, the 
question of how travel time can be estimated correctly remains unsettled. They applied the 
TRAVEL TIME using GIS as a proxy variable instead of ‘travel distance’.
The research related to travel time saving behaviour or evaluating travel time has been 
mainly accomplished in transportation research (Brownstone et. al., 2003; Hensher and 
Sullivan, 2003; Jiang and Morikawa, 2004). According to their results, the shortest distance
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route on a map between residence and destination is not the same with actual driving route.
It means that visitors tend to reduce the ‘shortest required transport travel time’ (TRAVEL 
TIME) as much as possible. As a result, when visitors choose a travel route, they prefer the 
shortest way in terms of TRAVEL TIME (Brainard et. al., 1997).
Hence, it could be inferred that the ZTCM, employing the TRAVEL TIME explains 
recreational visitors’ travel behaviour better than the currently used standard model, which is 
associated with the distance to the destination. However, it is too difficult to calculate the 
accurate TRAVEL TIME. There are many facts that may affect the TRAVEL TIME such as 
road traffic congestion, and the wide and speed limit of roads. Liston-Heyes (1999) 
calculated the ‘consumed travel time’ using the survey data. It was revealed that the stated 
data is not only inaccurate but also insufficient to derive a TCM model. The TRAVEL 
TIME should be calculated accurately to replace the TRAVEL DISTANCE in a ZTCM 
research. Therefore, the TRAVEL TIME calculated with GIS is considered in this study.
In Brainard et al.’s (1997) methodology, the initial step for all surfaces was to divide the 
travel times to reach road links onto a surface of 500 x 500 m cells. Additionally, their 
approach was to produce an isochrone surface where it was assumed that areas away from 
roads did not have reduced access. That is, travel times from these areas were equivalent to 
those for the nearest areas reached by roads. Thus, empty cells were filled by assigning a 
value to each cell equivalent to that of its nearest neighbour. This tactic simplified the 
generation of isochrones tremendously. Isochrones are concentric, with prominent, irregular 
extensions that coincide with major roads.
On the other hand, differences in the quality of roads and the subsequent travel times from 
areas without the fastest roads are suggested by the size of these protrusions. It is also 
apparent from the relatively large, homogeneous areas that comprise the surface that 
isochrone behaviour between roads is assumed to be similar to that at known points: i.e., no 
adjustment has been made for restricted access in these locales. The outer time bands (more 
than 60 minutes) are incomplete.
Moreover, they divided 16 categories of road in terms of congestion level, speed limit and 
width of roads (on the other hand, in this paper, we divide 12 categories of roads). They 
estimated travel time using Arc/Info GIS, while statistical comparisons were made using the
S-Plus statistical and graphics software. The SBUILD software was used to generate the
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number of population in each 500 x 500 m grid cell. Additionally, visitor’s residential zip- 
code was surveyed, from which the visiting rate from each grid was estimated.
However, such a method suffers from some limitations. Firstly, their method requires the 
large scale computer system and extensive GIS database. Nevertheless, those are currently 
built only in a few countries such as the USA and the UK It cannot be generally applied to 
other countries. Secondly, the performance of the ST-ZTCM using TRAVEL TIME and the 
Standard ZTCM using TRAVEL DISTANCE has not been compared in their research. 
Therefore, the validity of TRAVEL TIME was not estimated in their research. Finally, their 
research object was a woodland in Ease Anglia, UK. The visitors to the woodland live 
around the attraction and their residential area is limited.
4.3.1.5 Estimating Consumer’s Surplus of ZTCM
Marshallian consumer surplus (CS) can be estimated through TCM. Bergstrom (1990) 
mentioned if the estimated function is the correct visitor’s demand for a single site, as a 
function of its price, then the CS associated with a price change is measured as the area to 
the under of the demand curve and between those two prices. It expresses a non-observable 
measure of utility in terms of pounds and is interpreted as willingness to pay for access to 
the site over and above the necessary travel cost. Typically, for recreation applications, use 
is measured in visits, trips or recreation days. For day use sites, these measures are equal. 
Hence, for economic valuation it is convenient to derive consumer surplus on a per-trip basis 
(Betz et al., 2003).
In computing CS, integrating range produces vital effect on the result. It can range can be 
grouped into two: (i) Integrating stretch of median value to maximum value (e.g. Layman et 
al., 1996; Buchli et al., 2003, etc.), (ii) Minimum value to maximum value (Anex, 1995; 
Whitehead et al., 2000; Xue et al., 2000). It depends on cases. However, the former may 
produce lower value than the latter in general. Additionally, the latter have been used more 
frequently than the former.
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4.3.2 Individual Travel Cost Method
4.3.2.1 Theoretical Background of Method
Brainard et al. (1997) argued that economic theory maintains that individuals’ preferences 
for and valuations of outdoor recreation good may be indicated by their consumption 
behaviour. In the case of non-priced recreation, visitors reveal their preferences for a 
particular site through the number of visits that they make and the price, in terms of the cost 
of travel, that they pay in order to gain access to it. The ITCM is a survey technique: a 
questionnaire is prepared and administered to a sample of visitors at a site in order to 
ascertain where they began their journey; demographic and attitudinal information; their 
frequency of visits to this and other sites; and trip details such as purpose, length and 
associated expenditures. From these the cost of visits is calculated and related, with other 
relevant factors, to visit frequency so that a demand relationship may be established.
ITCM was developed after ZTCM. It has been commonly used since 90’s. It was utilised by 
Brown and Nawas (1973) in an effort to overcome limitations of the ZTCM. The quantity 
variable is defined as the number of recreation trips by individuals or households. Regarding 
this quantity variable on individual travel cost, travel time, and other demand shifters gives 
more precise estimates of parameters than the ZTCM (Ward and Beal, 2000).
The main advantage of the ITCM is that it is more appropriate and efficient than the ZTCM 
when the objective of an analysis is to explain individual consumer behaviour (Cordell and 
Bergstrom, 1989). In addition. Brown and Nawas (1973), also, have illustrated that ITCM is 
more efficient in measuring individual effects. Choi (1993) argued that ITCM gave a 
demand curve more efficient than the ZTCM in the sense that there was more variation on 
variables such as tests and preference as well as on frequency of trips and travel cost.
On the other hand, limitations of the ITCM approach have been identified as follows. First, 
if most of the recreationists take one trip per season or per year, it is almost impossible to 
detect the demand curve by the individual approach (Freeman, 1979). This is because there 
will not be sufficient variation in the number of visits even if travel distance increases. 
Second, the individual observation approach does not include the potential recreationist who 
may become a user if the price is reduced or the quality of the recreation site improved
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(Allen et al., 1981). This leads to underestimation of aggregate visitation when a closer 
similar site is included (Ward and Loomis, 1986).
4.3.2.2 Principal Variables of ITCM model
In the standard ITCM model the number of trips taken to a particular recreational site is a 
function of the trip price, travel time, income, age, and demographic variables (Valencia, 
2002).
Quantity of Recreation as a Dependent Variable
Several alternative measures of the quantity of recreation are used in empirical ITCM 
studies. Walsh (1986) has classified these variables as (i) recreation day, (ii) recreation 
visitor day, (iii) recreation trip, and (iv) entrance permit, license, or ticket issued. Each of the 
measures has advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, none can represent a universal 
measure for all purpose. McConnell (1975) argued that recreation trip is the dependent 
variable consistent with a utility maximisation framework. This is because travel costs are 
more directly related to a recreation trip rather than to any other measure stated above. In 
empirical TCM studies, measurement of recreation demand by trip basis is the most 
common.
Cost of I  ravel Time
Travel time is a principal factor of recreation demand studies. The importance of travel time 
on recreation demand has been emphasised since 70’s and much of efforts is made to 
measure the value of travel time (DeSerpa, 1971; Cesario, 1976; Smith et al., 1983; Truong 
and Hensher, 1985; Bockstael et al., 1987; McConnell, 1992; Mckeen et al., 1995; Lovett et 
al., 1997; Calfee and Wiston, 1998; Shaw and Feather, 1999; Hensher, 2001; Valencia,
2002; Larson et al., 2004, Liu et al., 2004). They argued that since time is a constraining 
factor in the process of selecting the amount of recreational commodities to consume, the 
standard approach used to represent travel cost models without a time constraint is incorrect. 
Under the maintained hypothesis that time has a value or opportunity cost, it is necessary to 
estimate a recreational demand model that accounts for the implications of the two binding 
constraints.
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Bedate et al. (2004) were agreed that the opportunity cost of time is the value of the best 
alternative activity that a person might engage in (e.g. working at a second job, playing a 
sport, participating in an organisation, etc.) instead of spending the time on a recreational 
trip. What this indicates is, that the cost of the activity being valued ought to comprise not 
just the cost of the trip itself, but also the opportunity cost of the time utilised and alternative 
uses of time. Consequently, it must be borne in mind that not considering the value of time 
implies that the consumer surplus will be underestimated. The fact that many people work a 
fixed schedule and have certain days off on which they are unable to work (e.g. weekends, 
holidays, vacation time) helps to overcome this problem somewhat.
In contrast, Sanders et al. (1991) argues against the opinion that travel time is cost. In the 
research for rivers in Colorado, US, they estimated that the WTP for travel time on 
recreation trips to rivers is positive or zero for responding households. However, it is a very 
exceptional case and most scholars consider travel time as a cost.
Some authors distinguished between travel time and on-site time in order to capture the 
possible different effects on the recreational demand due to these two types of time. Some 
authors did not include on-site time in their models, and others add together both values 
(McConnell, 1992).
In the standard model, researchers avoid the use of an on-site time variable, due to its dual 
role in the maximisation problem, that is, on-site time can appear on the utility function 
and/or the time constraint. It also enhances the value of the recreational activity when more 
on-site time is spent on the site (McConnell, 1992).
According to McConnell (1992) and Valencia (2002), as on-site time increases, value raises 
as well. On-site time also enhances the value of the recreational activity when more on-site 
time is spent on the site. McConnell (1992) demonstrated that when on-site time is 
endogenous and the demand function is specified and estimated correctly, it yields utility- 
based welfare measures of the value of access in the same way as any Marshallian demand 
function.
In addition, Bocksteal et al (1987), McConnell (1992), Larson (1993), and Larson and 
Shaikh (2001) omitted on-site time from their model. Their studies showed that on-site time 
is endogenous (i.e. people choose the amount of time that they wish to spend on-time).
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Additionally, they have argued that an on-site time variable should be excluded from the 
recreation demand function. Ward and Loomis (1986) recognise existence of the opportunity 
cost of on-site time although they also recognise that on-site time may produce a desired 
utility for the recreationist.
4.3.2.3 Deriving model for ITCM
The examples of ITCM model adopted in Choi’s research (1989) are as follows:
ri= 1^0+^i(ci +kaiVi)+fisZi +6i (4.4)
where,
r, = number of trips for individual i,
Ci = total out-of-pocket cost per trip,
k = a constant (a proportion of wage rate; opportunity cost of time per hour of individual /),
Qi = round-trip travel time 
V/ = average hourly income,
Z, = a vector of other exogenous variables, and 
g; = an error term
Equation (4.4) can be rewritten as:
n -fio+ P\Ci + fiiQiVi + + g; (4.5)
The basic concept of ZTCM and ITCM is the same. Nevertheless, As the value per person is 
converted to value per zone, nonetheless, individual data are very important in ITCM model.
Another key point to emphasise here is method in deriving ITCM model. In the early stage 
of ITCM research, OLS was used to derive the model. However, when researchers 
recognised that the dependent variable (number of trips) is a non-negative integer value, 
count data models were used. Since 90’s, count data models have been more frequently used.
As Coupai et. al. (2001) and Betz et. al. (2003) indicated, innovations in recreation demand 
modelling have improved statistical efficiency by recognising that the dependent variable is 
a non-negative integer rather than a continuous variable. They mentioned that a number of 
recent studies have used count data models to estimate recreation demand.
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Count data model can not be applied to ZTCM, since the dependent variable of ZTCM is 
visiting ratio of each zone, which is a continuing value. On the other hand, the dependent 
variable of ITCM is the number of individual visit for a specific period of time, which is 
non-negative integer. Therefore, count data model can be applied in ITCM only (McKean et 
al., 1995; Valencia, 2002).
The Poisson or Negative Binomial model is typically selected as a count data model to 
derive ITCM (Greene, 2000). Valencia (2002) argued that in TCMs the decision is how 
many trips to take and dependent variable is an integer, i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,..., n. the best approach 
to estimate kind of model is to use count data models, which seek to preserve and exploit as 
much as possible the non-negative and integer values of the dependent variable (Valencia, 
2002). The Poisson model implicitly assumes the conditional variance equal the conditional 
mean, and the Negative Binomial model allows the conditional variation be greater than the 
mean.
Additionally, a number of recent studies have used count data models to estimate recreation 
demand (e.g. Creel and Loomis, 1990; Yen and Adamowicz, 1993; Siderelis and Moore, 
1995; Bowker and Leeworthy, 1998; Fix and Loomis, 1998; Siderelis et al., 2000;
Whitehead et al., 2000; Betz etal., 2003). In Hellerstein (1991), Haab and McConnell (1996), 
Valencia (2002) and Haefen and Phaneuf (2003)’s studies, count data model is directly 
applied to ITCM.
The example of Hellerstein (1991)’s ITCM model is agreed that, in formulating a demand 
process that yields count data, one must consider that trips are not available in continuous 
quantities. The integer nature of the data can be explicitly accounted for by modelling that 
observed number of trips taken (over and season) as the result of many discrete choices (say, 
one for each day of the season). Under this scenario, count data distributions, such as the 
Poisson, are an asymptotic outcome. Therefore, in estimating a count model, the analyst is 
implicitly estimating the ‘daily’ probability of the recreationist choosing to visit. Increasing 
the travel cost will reduce the probability of a visit on any given day.
Given this background, he concentrates on estimating the expected value of trip demand. 
Formally, the expected value of demand is
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where E(Y) is the expected number of trips taken per season, P, Z  are explanatory variables 
including travel cost to site (P) and demand shift variables (Z), such as income, and ^  is a 
vector of coefficients. The Poisson probability distribution of demand is
Prob(Y= n; n= 0,1, 2 ,...)=  (4.7)
n\
withA=XP, Z;/?).
The Poisson is a single parameter distribution with expectation and variance both equal to X 
(Hellerstein, 1991). Although « is a non-negative integer, X must be a strictly positive real 
number. The Poisson model is solved by estimating p, say p*, in 2* = X{P, Z; p*). The 
estimated value of X, X*, is interpreted as the predicted expected value (and variance) of 
demand. The predicted expected value of consumer surplus, E{CS), is then computed via the 
usual integration:
E(CS) ^  X{P,Z;P')dP  (4,8)
where fobs is observed price, and Pmax is a choke price, possibly oo.
On the other hand, a drawback to the Poisson model is the implied assumption that E{Y) and 
0^(7) are equal (Hellerstein, 1991). Furthermore, Poisson regressions allow no random 
component in the X estimator. The X= X{P, Z; P* ) relationship does not contain an error 
component. The negative binomial model is often used to relax this unlikely condition of 
perfect knowledge of the X estimator and to permit more flexible variance/mean 
relationships. Following Cameron and Trivedi (1986), the negative binomial is derived as a 
compound Poisson distribution, where X is assumed to be distributed as a gamma random 
variable. Integrating over this distribution of X yields the two parameter negative binomial. 
Formally:
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Prob(7=«, n = 0 ,1, ...) = 
with
E(^ Y) = [À and o^{Y) — n-\- ——
r(n + v) r V 1 p  \
r(n+i)r(v) [v + //J
(4 9)
The variance to mean ratio of the negative binomial is a decreasing function of v. As v 
approaches infinity, the negative binomial collapses to the Poisson. Hence the Poisson is 
nested within the negative binomial. In terms of the repeated discrete choice framework, the 
negative binomial admits that the underlying daily probability of visiting may be randomly 
distributed. More concisely, each individual is assumed to draw a value for his/her daily 
probability at the beginning of the season (Hesseln et al., 2003).
4.3.2.4 Deriving CS for ITCM
ITCM, the same as ZTCM, is estimated through Marshallian CS. Valencia (2002) mentioned 
that CS is obtained by integrating under a demand curve in most of the cases. When the 
Marshallian demand is estimated using count data models, we have to take the expectation 
of the probability distribution which gives to expected response (number of trips) at every 
price. The expected value of the CS is obtained by integrating underneath the expected 
response.
The basic concept of ITCM and ZTCM is similar one another, however the method is differ 
when CS is estimated using count data model. It will be discussed further in main 
methodology. Chapter 6.
4.3.3 Hypothetical Travel Cost Method
4.3.3.1 Theoretical Background of Method
According to the current studies, the subjective impressions of ‘quality of recreational 
environment’ (QRE) conditions by visitors do apparently influence demand and consumer 
surplus of site (Fletcher et al., 1990; Layman et al., 1996; Siderelis et al., 2000; Whitehead
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et al., 2000; Betz et al., 2003; Buchli et al., 2003). It means that QRE of the recreational site 
is simply exogenous factor to the visitors (Douglas and Johnson, 1992; Siderelis et al., 2000).
It is necessary for various fields of studies to understand how much the recreational value is 
changed depending on the quality of environments. If it is available to estimate, it provides 
policy makers and mangers with an effective criterion for decision making for the current 
issues, for instance allocating budget for the protection and improvement of environment, 
raising admission fee and so on.
However, it is not possible for ZTCM and normal ITCM to estimate visiting demand and CS 
depending on hypothetical variation of QRE, considering that TCM is basically the revealed 
preference approaches (RPA) to valuing recreation quality. Consequently, only historical 
data are acceptable for TCM. For that reason, many TCM researchers have made every 
effort on estimating variation of demand according to environment quality of site with 
revealed preference models including TCM and random utility model (Kaoru et al., 1995; 
Adamowicz et al., 1997), hedonic wage method (Clark and Kahn, 1989), hedonic TCM 
(Englin and Mendelsohn, 1991; Smith et al., 1991). Nevertheless, there are limitations in 
their studies as follows;
Firstly, the available measures of environmental quality are limited (Smith and Desvousges, 
1985; Clark and Kahn, 1989), because an assumption must be made that individuals’ 
recreation choices are influenced by scientific measures of environmental quality such as 
dissolved oxygen, nitrogen, or other environmental variables. Furthermore, these quality 
measures do not vary across individuals at the same recreation site, which makes valuation 
of environmental quality at a single site a difficult task due to no variation in quality.
Secondly, many factors are related to perceptions of the quality of the specific recreational 
activity (e.g., catch rates for fishing or hunting). The indirect quality measures such as catch 
rates are based on a production process that depends, not only on the exogenous constraints 
imposed by environmental quality, but also on individual skills and experience, which 
results in an endogenous measure of quality (Whitehead et al., 2000).
Consequently, in contrast to revealed preference method, the stated preference methods (e.g. 
CVM, etc.) can be used to value quality at a single site by presenting hypothetical quality
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changes to survey respondents. Responses to the hypothetical questions, or respondent stated 
preferences, can be used to infer values for quality changes.
One advantage of CVM over TCM is that it allows the net benefits of policies to be 
estimated without actually being implemented. The traditional TCM does not adequately 
address either of these considerations (Layman et al., 1996). The CVM has been found to be 
externally valid in various situations (Loomis et al., 1993). However, stated preference data 
(e.g. CVM) may be prone to hypothetical bias (Diamond and Hausman, 1994; Cummings et 
al., 1997; Buchli et al., 2003), and strategy bias (Layman et al., 1996). Biases of stated 
preference methods will be examined further in this chapter.
Thus, recent studies have demonstrated the benefits of combining revealed and stated 
preference approach for the valuation of recreational environmental quality (Cameron, 1992; 
Adamowicz et al., 1994; Englin and Cameron, 1996; Layman et al., 1996; Azevedo et al., 
2003). Azevedo et al. (2003, p. 527) mentioned
“...by designing questionnaires to elicit revealed preference and stated reference data 
to take advantage of their respective strengths, and then combining the data sources in 
estimation, analysts may be able to provide policy makers with more efficient and 
accurate estimates of the value of public good..
However, there was no trial to give a name to this model before, and it has been tried 
recently. This hybrid model is occasionally called by contingent trip model or trip response 
model. Nonetheless, it is more generally accepted as Hypothetical TCM (HTCM), named 
firstly by Layman et al. in 1996 (Betz et al., 2003).
In term Layman et al. (1996) point of view, in contrast to CVM, HTCM methodology asks 
visitors the quantity of trips they would have made to the site rather than how much they are 
willing to pay to make a trip to the site. The hypothetical markets which are constructed for 
HTCM are considerably simpler than those used in CVM studies. Moreover, price and 
payment method are not explicitly stated.
Moreover, Layman et al. (1996) mentioned blending hypothetical questions with the TCM 
was successful. However, hypothetical travel cost questions need to provide an easily 
understood description of the policy or QRE options that are of interest. This is no different 
from what is required to implement the CVM. In addition, this research has shown that the
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hypothetical TCM is consistent with the TCM in that the travel cost variable and tastes and 
preferences variables affect actual trips and hypothetical trips in the same manner (Kealy et 
al, 1990; Layman et al., 1996).
On the other hand, the HTCM should be less prone to strategic manipulation, less taxing on 
respondents. When used with historical data, the TCM and the HTCM are identical. 
However, the HTCM is also capable of providing estimates of the consequences of 
hypothetical changes of QRE (Layman et al., 1996; Siderelis et al., 2000).
The HTCM framework broadens the TCM model to include possible management policies 
that have yet to be implemented (Betz et al., 2003). For recreation activity managers and 
policy makers of recreation site, HTCM offers distinct advantages over the traditional TCM 
model. Specifically, managers and policy makers will have a tool for forecasting how 
different tested management proposals will affect the CS values of recreational participants 
before actual proposals have been put in place (Layman et al., 1996).
The RDMs, which have been used in previous studies, through the HTCM study cases will 
be examined in following paragraph.
4.3.3.2 Research Trends of HTCM
The HTCM is based on the traditional ITCM (Layman et al., 1996; Buchli et al., 2003). In 
particular, the ITCM is a revealed preference model, which means that it uses actual 
expenditures by the respondents to derive a demand curve from which to estimate benefits, 
whereas the HTCM is a stated preference model, which means that no actual transaction 
will take place but rather intended behaviour is used to estimate benefits (Layman et al., 
1996).
In addition, the HTCM consists of constructing a hypothetical scenario concerning an 
improvement of the QRE of the site and then asking respondents how many trips they would 
make under actual and hypothetical circumstances. Using the information from visitors on 
the travel costs and trips taken during one year to a recreational site under current and 
hypothetical conditions, these demand curves can be estimated (Whitehead et al., 2000).
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The studies of combining revealed preference and stated preference data have been seen 
since the early of 1980s (e.g. Ribaudo and Epp, 1984; Teasley et al., 1994; Bayless et al., 
1994, etc.). However, a piece of noticeable pioneering is done in the middle of 1990s by 
Layman et al. who combine ITCM, in which the main variable is the travel cost of each 
visitor and HTCM considered stated preference data into one-site valuation, which is 
relevant to this thesis (Buchli et al., 2003).
The earliest applications of this model was used to compare trip-taking behaviour and 
economic benefits for current versus improved water quality conditions at a beach on Lake 
Champlain in Vermont (Ribaudo and Epp, 1984). More recently, this hybrid model has been 
used to examine trip responses to proposed changes in recreation site user fee policies 
(Teasley et al., 1994), and to evaluate anticipated trips and consumer surplus associated with 
proposed wildlife and fish viewing sites on public lands (Bayless et al., 1994). There was a 
tendency to combine revealed and stated preference in the early stage, but recently majority 
of HTCM studies are based on the model from Layman et al. in 1996 (e.g. Layman et al., 
1996; Siderelis et al., 2000; Whitehead et al., 2000; Buchli et al., 2003; Betz et al., 2003).
On the whole, HTCM has rarely been studied so far. However, a number of studies have 
been conduced on recreation activity since 2000. Majority of these studies have focused on 
the estimation of CS variation in improving environment quality for recreation activities, 
such as water based recreation activities (e.g. sport fishing) (Layman et al., 1996; Whitehead 
et al., 2000; Buchli et al., 2003) or walking or biking at the trail (Siderelis et al., 2000; Betz 
et al., 2003). The surveys have been conducted by mail and telephone and the participants in 
the surveys were neighbours near the destination.
Previous HTCM Studies
Recreation value of the Gulkana River in Alaska using stimat salmon fishing estimated by 
Layman et al. (1996). Mailing survey was conducted. 369 licensed sport fishermen out of 
664 completed the questionnaire, which was shown 57% of return rate. Among them, the 
statistical results presented were based on 343 surveys (52%). They are the actual number of 
trips that they made to the Gulkana River and the number of trips that they would have made 
under hypothetical management conditions (e.g. variation of visiting demand depending on 
the number of salmon, CS variation depending on variation of apportionment quota per 
person according to revising regulation of salmon fishing).
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Whitehead et al. (2000) calculated the recreation value of fishing and restore plan about 
Albemarle and Pamlico, sound resources in North Carolina by conducting telephone survey. 
The participants in this survey were the neighbours of North Carolina as well. 765 
participants out of 1021 were replied, which was 75% of responding rate. In their survey, a 
hypothetical scenario that contained a policy to control agricultural and commercial fishing 
practices that pollute water and damage wildlife habitat was presented to respondents. The 
policy is described as able to restore Albemarle and Pamlico Sound resources and increase 
fish catches by 60% and open 25% more shellfish beds.
Moreover, Siderelis et al. (2000) analysed the recreation demand of trails in North Carolina 
State Parks. It was ascertained that CS increases $15 according to improving social and 
environmental conditions averse to trail users. Siderelis et al. had asked 2026 neighbours of 
North Carolina at random if they have visited the trails in North Carolina State Park over 
last 12 months by phone. Among them, 647 respondents, which account for 32 %, have been 
there. Additionally, the questionnaires had been sent to them and 346 questionnaires were 
finally completed. Virtually, it was ascertained that 14% of respondents have not visited 
there over last 12 months according to the survey.
Betz et al. (2003) estimated recreation value of a Tail-trail in North east Georgia through 
mail survey. 268 out of 800 residents of North Georgia completed, which account for 39% 
of respond rate. It appeared that 59% of respondents dwell in three Atranta metropolitan 
countries, where are near the attraction. Their questions in the research included awareness 
and previous use of rail-trails in general, trail-related recreation activity participation, 
attitudes on selected recreation and conservation issues and a demographic profile (Betz et 
al., 2003).
While. Buchli et al. (2003) computed recreation value of recreational fishing of the Ticino 
River in the southern part of Switzerland. The survey conducted by mail. It was for 2245 
fishers who were registered as having bought a fishing licence for the 1997 season. Only 
644 out of 2245 replied to a questionnaire, which is 28.7% of response rate. Finally, the 
sample used for the estimations is therefore composed of 413 observations (18.4%) on 
actual and hypothetical trips.
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Limitations of Previous HTCM Studies
As HTCM research is in the beginning stages, the following limitations are indicated, in 
reviewing the previous studies of HTCM:
Firstly, research object: As can be seen in previous studies, the scope of the HTCM studies 
was mainly limited recreation activity such as fishing and mountain biking, etc. In addition, 
HTCM studies focused on visitors live near the attraction rather than visitor from all part of 
country.
Secondly, survey method: It is difficult to do an on-site survey for recreation activities (e.g. 
sports fishing, tracking, mountain biking etc.), as they are a continuous activity, which does 
not happen in specific place in the site. Therefore, mail or telephone survey was 
implemented at random, and then visitors were selected from among the respondents. As a 
result, the response rate was very low.
According to the previous studies, the response rate of the telephone survey was 75% 
(Whitehead etal., 2000). The rate of response for a mailing survey method is no more than 
28% ~ 57%. However, the actual sample of mail survey, used for analysis, is 18.4% ~ 52%, 
which is less than that.
Furthermore, in the case of Siderelis et al. (2000), 68% of respondent never visit the 
destination over last 12 month, which is the dependent variable. Given this, there are two 
disadvantages in mailing and telephone survey technique: one is that responding rate is low 
and the other is that it is hard to find out relevant respondent.
Not only HTCM but ITCM studies focused on the destination, where has local market 
extension. In other words, when it has local market extension, the visitor must be resident 
who lives nearby the destination. Therefore, survey can be conducted to the neighbour who 
lives nearby.
Nevertheless, if a destination has a national or inter-national market extension, it is 
impossible to conduct survey using mail or telephone. Since the ratio of the visitor who has 
been to the destination and the percentage of those responding is low as well.
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4.3.3.3 Models and Variables in Previous Studies
In the previous studies, HTCM models are divided into two groups: one is the case studies 
using Semi-log model with OLS (e.g. Layman et al., 1996; Buchli et al., 2003) and the other 
is the case studies using count data model(e.g. Siderelis et al., 2000; Whitehead et al., 2000; 
Betz et al., 2003). However, majority of recent research belongs to the latter.
The models and variables used in previous studies are as follows:
Regression Models of HTCM
In Layman et al. (1996) and Buchili et al. (2003)’s research, which semi-log model was 
applied, are examined. Layman et al. (1996)’s HTCM model for fishing of Gulkana River in 
Alaska is as follows:
=f(TC,j,  RA„ I,, SE,) + «, (4.10)
where is the number of visits to the site by individual i  under scenario k  (actual or 
hypothetical(GOOD)), TC,y is the costs for individual i  to travel to the site j  (Opportunity 
costs is evaluated at 1/4 of wage rate). RA, is the sort of recreation activity by individual / 
(e.g. fishing, boating, rafting, canoeing, photography, wildlife, viewing, and dip netting). I, 
is individual /’s annual income, and SE, is a vector of socioeconomic variables of an 
individual i  (education level -  years of formal education). And w, is an independent and 
identically distributed random error term.
Buchili et al. (2003)’s HTCM model for the recreational fishing in the southern part of 
Switzerland is as follows.
Y‘ =/(T C „T C S„.V C ,,I„SE i) + «i (4.11)
where Y^ is the number of visits to the site by individual i  under scenario k  (actual or 
hypothetical(GOOD)), TC, is the cost for individual / to travel to the destination river. 
Opportunity costs is included in the TC„ it is evaluated at 1/4 of wage rate., TCS,/ is the 
travel costs to substitute site / (nearest lake), VC, is the visiting characteristics by individual 
i  (e.g. number of visiting group, visiting during the weekend). I, is individual f  s income, and
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SE, is a vector of socioeconomic variables of an individual i  (e.g. pensioner, ). And w, is an 
independent and identically distributed random error term.
In both cases, opportunity cost (1/4 of wage rate) of travel time and annual household 
income are inclusive. Besides that, the type of recreation activity (e.g. fishing, boating, 
rafting, canoeing, photography, wildlife, viewing, and dip netting) is considered as a dummy 
variable and education level is considered as a social-economic variable in Layman et al. 
(1996)’s research. On the other hand, ‘visit as a group’, ‘weekend visit only ’ variables are 
considered as a individual visiting configuration variable and ‘pensioner’ is considered as a 
social economic variable in Buchili et al. (2003)’s research. In addition, travel cost of 
substitute site (e.g. nearest lake) is inclusive.
INCOME affected dependent variable positively in both studies. However, it was significant 
at 99 percent in Layman et al. (1996) and it was not significant in Buchli et al. (2003). 
Furthermore, EDUCATION LEVEL affected the model negatively, significant at 99 percent, 
in Layman et al. (1996). WEEKEND(1 if fished only during weekends), PENSI0NER(1 if 
pensioner) and GR0UP(1 if travelling in a group) variables affected negatively and were 
significant.
Count Data Models of HTCM
The count data model was applied to Betz et al.’s (2003) research. They adopted NB model 
to evaluate recreation value of Tail-trail in North east Georgia. The equation is as follows.
Pry = y) = + aA)-"-""". y = 0,1,2,... (4.12)
Where, 2^ = exp(TC„ TCS,, I„ EA„ RC„ SE„ «,),
Where, for the /th individual, the annual quantity of intended trips to the site (Y,) under 
scenario k, TC, is the round trip travel cost of one trip based on distance between objective 
site and residence, TCS, is the travel cost to a substitute destination. I, is annual household 
income before taxes, EA, is visiting experience for the site previously, RC, is respondent’s 
residence characteristic, SE, is a vector representing other relevant socio-economic variables 
(e.g. gender, age, education, race, number of household) and w, is an independent and 
identically distributed random error term. Among significant variables, except TC, ‘visiting
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experience’, ‘rural(l if lives in a rural country)’ influenced the model positively, and 
INCOME, AGE variables influenced the model negatively.
Meanwhile, Siderelis et al. (2000) and Whitehead et al. (2000)’s research, which Poisson 
model was applied, are examined. Siderelis et al. did not input other variables but TC. 
Whitehead et al. input INCOME variable as well as TC, and it affected visiting demand 
positively and was significant as well.
To summarise, variables in deriving model have no difference in HTCM and ITCM model 
except dependent variable. Moreover, the HTCM’s CS estimation method is the same as 
ITCM’s. The methods of CS estimation and that of model deriving will be discussed in 
Chapter 6.
4.3.4 Contingent Valuation Method 
4.3.4.1 Theoretical Background of Method
CVM is a method of estimating the value that a person places on a good. The approach asks 
people to directly report their willingness to pay (WTP) to obtain a specified good, or 
willingness to accept (WTA) to give up a good, rather than inferring them from observed 
behaviours in regular market places. Because it creates a hypothetical marketplace in which 
no actual transactions are made, CVM has been successfully used for commodities that are 
not exchanged in regular markets, or when it is difficult to observe market transactions 
under the desired conditions (Alberini and Cooper, 2000).
As noted in Willis (1995), the first application of CV was by Davis, in 1963, in his research 
on the economic value of recreation in the Maine woods. Within ten years, CV studies were 
becoming commonplace, and CV was established as a technique for non-market valuation.
CVM has now been sanctioned for use in government decision-making in the USA 
(Holdgate, 1995; Johansson et al., 1995; and Alberini and Cooper, 2000),. In Europe, its use 
is also spreading, and many government agencies (in such as, UK, Denmark, and Norway, 
etc.) and international organisations such as World Bank and Food and Agriculture 
Organisation of the UN. CVM studies are also growing rapidly in developing countries,
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especially as part of the assessment of externally funded environmental projects -  the 
preservation of national parks in Kenya (Navrud and Mungatana, 1994) and India (Hadker et 
al, 1997), explore setting of entrance fees to national parks in Costa Rica (Shultz et ah,
1998), and determine priorities for tropical forest protection (Shyamsundar and Kramer, 
1996). CVM studies have now been conducted in over forty countries demonstrating the 
adaptability of the approach to different culture contexts.
To elaborate on this point, it appears that the majority of these studies pose willingness-to- 
pay questions using dichotomous choice approaches, asking the respondents whether or not 
they would purchase the specified commodity at the stated prices. This approach is 
nowadays preferred over alternative approaches (e.g. open-ended or payment card method, 
etc.), because it reduces the cognitive burden placed on the respondent, and mimics the 
behaviour of people in regular marketplaces. When follow-up questions were used to obtain 
more precise information about the respondent’s WTP amount, the analysts usually took 
care to examine whether mean WTP would change with each new round of information as a 
result of strategic behaviour on the part of respondent (Alberini and Cooper, 2000).
On the other hand, the accuracy and validity of CV estimation have been identified by many 
authors (Mitchell and Carson, 1989 ; Bateman et al., 1992 ; Memon and Matsuoka, 2002 ; 
and Lucero-Beatrice, 2003). CVM’s contents, criterion and construct are verified in their 
studies.
43.4.2 Advantages and Limitations of CVM
Mitchell and Carson (1995) agreed that contingent valuation could appear to be deceptively 
easy to design and execute to those who lack experience and training in survey research. 
Furthermore, according to Hanley et al. (2001) and Hanemann (1994), the fact that CVM 
has become so widely used implies it has some advantages as a method. Principal amongst 
these are:
• It is a very generalisable method in that it can be applied in an extremely wide 
range of situations.
• It is capable of measuring both use and non-use values. Non-use values have been 
found to be very important in many cases. CVM questionnaires can also be
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designed so that the researcher gains some insight into why people value a given 
environmental good, and how this valuation changes when, for example, 
uncertainty surrounding the supply of the good changes.
On the other hand, the limitations of CVM were observed by many researchers.
Firstly, that CVM measures what people say they would do, which may be different to what 
they would actually do. Stated WTP could be greater or less than actual, true WTP for a 
number of reasons. If respondents think their answer may influence how much they would 
actually get charged, they may free ride by understanding their WTP (Bishop and Heberlein, 
1983).
Secondly, if respondents believe that their answer is not linked to what they would actually 
be charged, but is linked to how likely the environmental change is to happen, then they may 
overstate their WTP for an environmental change which increases their utility (Cameron and 
James, 1987). As has been illustrated by Diamond and Hausman (1994), another criticism of 
CVM is that it produces estimates of WTP that are insensitive to the amount of the 
environmental good being bid for: the ‘scoping’ problem. One reason for people saying they 
would pay roughly the same to protect one lake in Ontario from acidification as they would 
pay to protect all lakes in Ontario is that their stated WTP is actually a symbolic number 
motivated by a feel-good factor. Attention has thus focused on the results of scope tests, 
which measure WTP for different quantities of the same good.
Thirdly, as Winpenny (1991) and Hanley et al. (2001) has pointed out, CVM results have 
been criticised as being dependent on the information they provide to respondents, and of 
asking respondents to undertake a test, which they are not up to. In many cases, the 
population of interest may be quite uninformed about the environmental resource, which is 
being studied: we would not expect people to be able to give a WTP figure for a function of 
an ecosystem they do not understand. Different types and amounts of information may 
significantly affect stated WTP.
Due to such limitations, the following identified biases among the major sources are 
indicated in CVM.
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Strategic bias. This arises when the respondent has a strategy with regard to the exercise, 
which will exist inter alia if respondent has a view on the project. Thus respondent might be 
committed to getting it stopped and respond to bids by exaggerate his/her true WTP.
Strategic bias can also occur if the respondent is indifferent to the project and its 
environmental impact but not to the interviewer. Respondent may try to please the 
interviewer by giving the answers that he/she thinks are wanted; alternatively he/she may 
react negatively and try to sabotage the exercise. In either case, the respondent has a 
strategy that will affect the WTP he/she reveals (Boyle et al., 1994; Alberini and Cooper, 
2000; Bishwanath and Misra, 2001; Goldar and Misra, 2001).
Free riding bias. This is often included among the class of strategic biases but it is 
substantially different from the others (Bowers, 1997). If the environmental asset has the 
nature of a public good the respondent who accepts the scenario and the payment vehicle has 
an incentive to understate his/her environmental preference in order to reduce her liability 
for payment. Free riding will only occur if the respondent perceives that payment is related 
to his/her strength of preference but believes that he/she will be able to free ride on the 
preferences of others. It is therefore dependent on the specified payment vehicle (Kanninen, 
1995; Alberini and Cooper, 2000; Goldar and Misra, 2001).
Starting point bias. This will occur if the respondent is influenced in his/her expressed 
WTP by the level chosen for the bidding game or bidding price of dichotomous choice 
question. This will happen if the respondent has no clear view on his/her WTP but seek to 
learn from the process of the game (Herriges and Shogren, 1996; Whitehead, 2002).
Anchoring bias. The tendency of respondents in surveys to tie their responses to features of 
the experimental design which the researcher had intended to be irrelevant (Bateman et al., 
1992; Boyle et al., 1994; Boyle et al., 1997).
Payment vehicle bias. The respondent may have an aversion to local or national taxes but 
could be an enthusiastic contributor to charities. If so, respondent will have a lower WTP 
for the former than the latter (Kanninen, 1995; Rowe et al., 1996; Hackl and Pruckner, 1999).
Information bias. The respondent may be influenced by the way in which the information 
is provided and even the order in which elements are given since she may interpret the form 
of presentation as indicating the relative importance of specific items of the scenario (Ajzen
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et al, 1996; Halvorsen, 1996).
Hypothetical bias. The fact that respondent is not having to operate in a real market where 
there are penalties for mistakes may influence the care with which commitment is made to 
hypothetical resources and the value attributed to downside implications (Kahneman and 
Knetsch, 1992; Randall and Hoehn, 1996; Blumenschein et al., 1998; Schulze et al., 1998).
43.4.3 Methodological Guidelines for CVM studies
Biases which have been reviewed earlier cause various problems of coefficient value in 
CVM model. This results in distorted recreation value.
Many studies have tried to eliminate this bias in CVM so far. The most notable piece of 
work is the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of US (NCAA) report 
published in 1993. It examined and verified all CVM studies since they were introduced in 
the 1960’s. It recognised the suggestion of an optimal guide line. Since this report, CVM 
studies have been focused on verifying the report and improving its problems. On the other 
hand, this report has been criticised by some scholars for being purely based on theory and 
the ideal.
In this section, NOAA’s guideline and CV question guideline, which is suggested by recent 
CVM research, are demonstrated. Also, dichotomous choice (WTP elicitation format), is 
discussed as it is recommended as the best method to eliminate CVM bias.
Guidelines of CVM by NCAA
The wrecking of the oil tanker the Exxon Valdez off the coast of Alaska in 1989 was the 
somewhat unforeseen cause of a major spur to the development of CVM in terms of a 
legally acceptable method of valuing environmental damages in the USA. Following a 
famous judgement by the Court of Appeals, non-use values were deemed relevant under the 
legislation, in that persons could sue responsible parties for lost passive use values. This 
clearly had an enormous implication for Exxon, since many of the environmental damages 
resulting from the Valdez spill (damage to wildlife and a pristine, fragile ecosystem) were 
likely to be passive use, as opposed to actual active use values, as actual active use of the 
area was relatively modest (Barde and Pearce, 1991; Hanley et al., 1997).
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As a counter to the possibly large size of damage claims being made against Exxon, the 
company funded a series of studies which basically tried to discredit CVM as a method for 
valuing losses in passive use values. The US government (NOAA) responsible for issuing 
regulations on the assessment of damages from oil spills convened a distinguished panel to 
consider the validity of the CVM method in 1992 (Holdgate, 1995). The panel’s report (i.e. 
Arrow et al., 1993; NOAA, 1993) on their findings was published in January 1993 and was 
basically a cautious acceptance of CVM for valuing environmental damages including lost 
passive use values. These findings have recently been developed as a set of proposed 
guidelines for future development of the method (Cummings et al., 1986).
The general guidelines of CVM methodology suggested by NOAA contained six 
recommendations on:
• Sample type and size: that probability sampling is essential.
• Non-response: this should be minimised otherwise survey results will be unreliable.
• Personal interview: it is unlikely that reliable estimates of values can be elicited 
with mail surveys. Face-to-face surveys are preferable, although telephone 
interviews have some advantages in terms of cost and centralised supervision.
• Pretesting for interviewer effects: interviewers may contribute to ‘social 
desirability’ bias, since preserving the environment is widely viewed as something 
positive. CV studies should incorporate experiments that assess interviewer effects.
• Reporting: each CV research should define the population sampled, sampling 
frame used, sample size, non-response rates, present the questionnaire, and make 
the data availability to other researchers.
• Careful pretesting for CV questionnaire: to ensure respondents have understood 
and accepted the main description and questioning reasonably well, and that 
answers of questionable meaningfulness be reduced by providing respondents with 
a ‘no opinion’ type of alternative when a key valuation question is posed.
The Panel argued that these guide-lines needed to be followed to assure reliability and 
usefulness of information:
• Conservative design: increases the reliability by eliminating extreme responses 
that can enlarge estimated values. Thus, an option which tends to underestimate
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willingness to pay (WTP) is preferred.
• Elicitation format: WTP should be used instead of WTA.
• Referendum format: the valuation question should be posed as a vote on a 
referendum.
• Accurate description of programme or policy: adequate information must be 
provided to respondents about the environmental programme being valued.
• Reminder of undamaged substitute commodities.
• No-answer opinion: to allow for approximate indifference, inability to answer 
without more information, preference for another mechanism, and boredom with 
the survey.
• Yes/no follows ups: to ascertain why respondents answered yes or no to a WTP 
question.
•  Cross tabulations: to interpret WTP responses in terms of prior visits, distance 
from site, attitudes towards environment.
• Cross-checks on understanding and acceptance: the extent to which respondents 
accept as true the descriptions given and assertions made prior to the valuation 
question.
In fact, NOAA’s guideline is applied in a large number of studies and many of them simply 
followed the guideline itself, such as Santagata and Signorello, 2000; Pollicino and 
Maddison, 2002; Riganti and Willis, 2002 and so on.
Hanley et al. (2001) and Perman et al. (1999)’s Guidelines
The guidelines considering CV questionnaire were suggested by Hanley et al. (2001) and 
Perman et al. (1999). They mentioned that there are several main design features of a CVM 
questionnaire:
• People must be given a reason why they might be asked to pay for something, 
which they currently do not see themselves as paying for.
• A bid vehicle must be used which is both credible and non-controversial. The bid 
vehicle is the means by which respondents pay in the hypothetical market (in the 
above example, it could be donations to a conservation trust). Bid vehicles must be 
credible in the sense that respondents feel that they could be applied in practice.
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The CVM payment question should be asked in a way which minimises incentives 
for respondents to behave strategically, for example by free-riding (underbidding) 
or by stating an amount in excess of their true WTP. They suggests that the best 
way to do this is to avoid voluntary donation bid vehicles, and use tax-based or 
entry-fee-based bid vehicles instead.
Respondents should be given adequate unbiased information on the environmental 
good and its hypothetical market in order to let them make an informed judgement.
A decision has to be made on how to ask the WTP/WTA question. This can be done 
using an open-ended format; or through payment cards, where respondents are 
shown a series of amounts and are asked to indicate their maximum WTP/minimum 
WTA from amongst these amounts; and dichotomous choice formats, where 
respondents are asked to say whether they would be WTPAVTA a specific amount, 
known as the bid price. This bid price is then varied across individuals, which 
yields yes/no responses to different amounts. Average WTP/WTA for the sample 
can then be inferred statistically from this data.
‘Protest bids’ should be identified. When respondents are asked how much they 
would be WTP (or WTA), a proportion will give a zero response. For some people, 
this is because they do not value the good, in that it does not impact on their utility.
Many surveys now include debriefing questions, which seek to analyse how well 
respondents understood the survey questions, what exactly they thought they were 
paying for/being compensated for, how credible they found the survey, and whether 
it had changed their opinions on the issue at hand.
4.3.4.4 Elicitation Format of WTP
The most important issue is whether the question of payment should be asked as an open- or 
closed ended question. Since 1990’s, most CV surveys have used closed-ended questions. 
People do not know their WTP for most good, private or public. Nor can they discover it by 
inspecting their utility function. Rather, it is revealed to them as the consequence of acts of 
judgment when they face choices and make decisions. Whether in the market or in voting.
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these choices usually are discrete: here is an item, it costs $x, will you take it? Therefore, 
the closed-ended format is more realistic (Hanemann et al., 1991; Riddel and Loomis, 1998; 
Buckland et al., 1999; An, 2000; Alvarez-Farizo et al., 1999; Chesher and Silva, 2002; 
Cooper et al., 2002).
Further, there is abundant evidence that respondents find open-ended questions more 
difficult to answer than closed-ended ones. Even if people have experience buying an item 
and can state an amount which they would be willing to pay, they may find it hard to state 
the maximum amount (Loomis et al., 1997; Halvorsen and Saelensminde, 1998; Balistreri et 
al., 2001; Chesher et al., 2002).
As a result, open-ended responses can understate maximum WTP. Since the maximum 
WTP is an extreme, errors of cognition trend to fall on the low side. This bias may be 
reinforced by strategic behaviour associated with open-ended questions which leads 
respondents to state less than their full value. Unlike free-riding, this is clearly supported by 
experimental evidence (Bowers, 1997). With the closed-ended referendum format, in 
contrast, ‘there is no strategic reason for the respondent to do other than answer truthfully’. 
Experience also shows that, as with open-ended questions, some respondents think about 
what the item could cost per household rather than what it is worth to them, which may be 
more. For all these reasons, the closed-ended format is to be preferred (Hanemann, 1995; 
An, 2000; Alvarez-Farizo et al., 1999; Chesher and Silva, 2002; Cooper et al., 2002).
Kanninen (1993) and Ready and Navrud (2002) introduced an example to help 
understanding open-ended question and DB-DC question; the respondent could be asked 
directly the price that would make them indifferent between the two courses of action. For 
example, a tourist visiting a cathedral could be asked “what is the largest entrance fee that 
you would pay right now in order to visit this cathedral?”. This is an example of an open- 
ended valuation question, where the respondent reports their own maximum WTP for the 
good. The advantage of this approach is that it generates full information about WTP from 
each respondent, increasing the precision possible from a limited sampling budget. The 
disadvantage is that it is a difficult question for respondents to answer reliably. It is not 
similar to any everyday decision process that people go through. Lacking that experience, 
answers to an open-ended valuation question may be highly variable, or may even be biased 
upward or downward, depending on the decision heuristic adopted by the respondent.
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Meanwhile, an approach that uses the familiarity of the dichotomous choice method, but that 
generates more information, is the double-bounded dichotomous choice method. Here, the 
respondent is asked a standard dichotomous choice question, with asset price. If the 
respondent says “Yes”, then he or she is asked a second question, identical to the first but 
with a higher price. “No” respondents are given a follow-up question with a lower price. In 
this way, the analyst learns more about the respondent’s WTP, but each question takes the 
familiar purchase/don’t purchase form. This process can in principle be repeated several 
times, resulting in an iterative bidding exercise, but there are two reasons why it typically is 
not. First, the amount of additional statistical information provided by additional rounds of 
questions falls off dramatically after the first two. Second, there is evidence that the answers 
to later questions are influenced by the prices posed in earlier questions. So-called starting 
point bias occurs when respondents are more likely to answer “Yes” to a price if they have 
previously been asked a higher price, and less likely if they have previously been asked a 
lower price.
Beside that, open-ended question approach, iterative bidding game approach, payment card 
approach, and dichotomous-choice approach are used as a WTP elicitation approach in 
literatures. In cases of iterative bidding game and payment card approach have the same 
characteristic as open-ended question in that a respondent could increase and decrease WTP 
without limit.
Dichotomous-choice (DC) approach, unlike the other approaches has a characteristic of 
close-ended question. It is recently recommended as the optimal method to minimise or 
eliminate CVM biases (Riganti and Willis, 2002; Chesher and Silva, 2002; Cooper et al., 
2002).
Dichotomous Choice Format
Currently, the most widely used approach to eliciting information about the respondent’s 
WTP is the dichotomous-choice (DC) approach. A DC payment question asks the 
respondent if he would pay X (actual money) to obtain the good. A frequently used wording 
of the payment question is whether the respondent would vote in favour of the proposed plan 
or policy if approval of the plan would cost his household X (in the form of extra taxes, 
higher prices of products, etc.). There are only two possible responses to a dichotomous 
choice payment question: “yes.” and “no” (or “vote for” and “vote against”). The monetary
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amount X is varied across respondents, and is usually termed the bid value (Buckland et al.,
1999).
The DC approach mimics behaviour in regular markets, where people usually purchase, or 
decline to purchase, a good at the posted prices. It also closely resembles people’s 
experience with political markets and propositions in a ballot. The dichotomous choice 
approach has also been shown to be incentive-compatible: provided that respondents 
understand that provision of the good, depends on the majority of votes, and the 
respondent’s own vote in itself cannot influence such provision, and therefore truth-telling is 
in the respondent’s best interest (Hoehn and Randall, 1987; Kanninen, 1993).
Furthermore, it is important to note that since the DC approach does not observe WTP 
directly at best, we can infer that the respondent’s WTP amount was greater than the bid 
value (if the respondent is in favour of the programme) or less than the bid amount (if the 
respondent vote against the plan), and form broad intervals around the respondent’s WTP 
amount. Mean WTP is estimated by fitting special statistical models of the responses 
(Chesher and Silva, 2002).
To improve the precision of the WTP estimates, in recent years researchers have introduce 
follow-up questions to the DC payment question (e.g., Hanemann et al., 1991). To illustrate, 
consider a respondent who states he is not willing to pay £10 for the proposed plan. The 
follow-up question might ask him if he would pay £5. If the respondent answers “no” to 
both questions, it is assumed that his WTP amount falls between and £5. If the respondent 
answers “no” to the initial question, and “yes” to the follow-u questions, it is assumed that 
bid WTP amount falls between £5 and £10. The bid level offer in the follow-up question 
will be greater than that offered in the initial payment question if the answer to the initial 
payment question is “yes” (Hanemann et al., 1991).
Single-Bounded Dichotomous Choice
Single-bounded dichotomous choice format (SB-DC) was most popular CVM survey design 
(Elnagheeb and Jordan, 1995; Mourato et al., 2002). In a SB-DC experiment, only one 
dichotomous choice question is posed, and the answer is “treated as a threshold” (Hanemann, 
etal., 1991).
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Bateman et al. (1992) and Alberini and Cooper (2000) illustrated the SB-DC concept like 
this; The probabilities of NO and YES responses are respectively denoted:
7jP{B) = G{B',9) (4.13)
7^{B) = 1 -  G(5; 6)
where
7iP = the probability of a “no” and tP = the probability of a “yes”; and 
G(# ; 6) = the statistical distribution function with parameter vector 6.
If a respondent answers “yes” to the WTP question, then one can deduce that the 
respondent's maximum WTP must be greater than the amount offered but less than their 
income. Therefore,
Prob(Yes to B/} Prob{B/ < max WTP < Income} (4.14)
where B is the bid amount, i refers to the z* individual and j  refers to the bid order. Likewise, 
if the respondent answer in the negative, than his maximum WTP must be less than the bid 
amount, but presumably equal or greater than zero,
Prob{No to B/} "H. Prob{B/> max WTP > 0} (4.15)
A logistic curve can be traced by the binary responses to these probabilities. The parameter 
estimates {6) are found by solving the log-likelihood function below.
In iV ) = Z X d f \n7z’’(B f) + d" ln;r"(Sf )]
/=1
= f j [ d (  \ a ( \ - G { B f - , 9 )  + d" lnG (£f ;^)] (4.16)
/=!
where d, is the binary indicator variable for yes or no responses and the superscript S 
denotes the starting or initial bid offering. Thus, if a respondent answers in the positive, d / = 
1 and d ” = 0. The opposite is true if a response is negative. The maximum likelihood
estimator, 6, is found by solving for the parameters that satisfy the necessary conditions for a 
maximum shown below:
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^ - 0  (4.17)
O0
Double-Bounded Dichotomous Choice
Hanemann (1984) and Carson (1985) originally developed the double-bounded dichotomous 
choice technique. Double-bounded survey techniques involve a two-step question and 
response structure whose primary feature is that, in addition to the first valuation question; a 
following-up question will be posed. The bid values used in the follow-up question are 
conditional on the response to the first question. Thus, if the answer to the first question is 
“yes”(“no”), the bid amount in the follow-up question would be higher (lower). Formally,
If = initial bid; and
B  ^and B^ = the follow up bids, then B  ^< B  ^< B^.
Like the single-bounded approach, there are probabilities associated with each possible 
outcome. A probability curve can be fitted to the binary responses but it is much more 
complicated to illustrate due to the two-tiered nature of the responses. The y-axis of a 
logistic curve no longer represents the probability of a respondent saying “yes” to one bid, 
but to two bids. Given the conditional nature of the responses, it is still possible to denote 
probabilities with %. However, there are now four different categories of responses.
Table 4.1
The Probabilities associated with DB-DC Questions 
Conditional Probability First Response Second Response
7T^ Yes Yes
tP" Yes No
zT No Yes
_________ tT _____________________ No_____________________ No
conditional on P* response
Using the same symbols as in the single-bounded case, the corresponding formulae for these 
probabilities are:
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B^) = Prob{B,^ < max WTP < Income} = 1 -  G(Bi''; 0) (4.18)
jt^(B* B") = Prob{B, < max WTP < B^ ''} = G(Bf'';6) -  G(B,; 0)
7t"-^ (B* B‘) = Prob{Bi > max WTP > B/} = G(B,; 6) -  G(B/; 8) 
ii””(B*, B'^ ) = Prob{Bi > B />  max WTP} = G(B,‘'; 0)
Alternatively, the conditional probabilities can be written as they appear in the log 
likelihood function:
7T^= ---------------------— ------------------ (4.19)
1 +  exp(-/?o -  A  * -  A  *  income)
JJ.YN _  exp(“A  -  A * i^ i^X -  A  * income) _  1
1 + exp(~A -  A * i^ idX -  A * income) 1 + exp(A + A * ^ ^^ 1 + A  * income)
/ '» '=  \ \______________
1 +  e x p O ^ o  +  A  * bidl +  A  *  income) 1 +  e x p O ^ g  +  A  *  i^ idX + P2* income) 
1
1 + exp(A + A * bid 2 + A  * income)
The benefit of having follow-up bids is that they allow the researcher to put upper and lower 
bounds on respondent's unobserved true WTP.
One of the main assumptions underlying the DB-DC design is that answer to both payment 
questions are driven by one “true” WTP value (Alberini, 1995). The response to the follow- 
up bid increases the information about the true WTP because it creates a tighter interval 
around the individual’s true WTP.
The log-likelihood function for the DB-DC model, which is also parameterised by 6, is now 
written as:
ln i°(0)= |; (4.20)
+ A ln;r"'"(A,A ; )^ + A ln;r""'(A,A
The maximum likelihood estimator for the DB-DC model, 6, is the solution to the equation
= 0 (4.21)
6 ^
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Kanninen (1993) has noted that many CVM practitioners agree that the DB-DC procedure 
retains a market-type flavour, which improves the reliability of responses and has lead to its 
increasing popularity. It is also widely accepted that the welfares estimates obtained through 
DB-DC techniques are statistically more efficient than those calculated with the SB 
technique (Hanemann et al., 1991; Kanninen, 1993; Alberini, 1995; Lew, 2002). Variance of 
the slope and intercept coefficients as well as the confidence intervals of the WTP point 
estimates tend to be much narrower. The larger t-stats of DB-DC coefficients imply a higher 
degree of significance for any independent variables included in the model, thus providing a 
more reliable statistical model of what affects the median WTP.
4.3.4.S Functional Form of CVM
Dependent variable deriving through DC approach is binary data, presented bided price on 
the questionnaire can be accepted or declined by respondents. Therefore, logit model was 
used to derive model in previous studies.
In a large number of studies, Hanemann (1984)’s linear logit model was employed. 
Hanemann (1984) derives a logit model that is compatible with the assumption that 
experimental responses are the outcome of a utility-maximising choice. He calculates the 
welfare change attributed to a survey respondent while also accounting for the respondent’s 
utility.
Hanemann's Linear Logit Specification
The logit model which is used to derive DC-CVM model can be explained as follows:
The cumulative density function, G(* ; 0), is often assumed to of the log-logistic form. The 
logit model arises from assuming G(# ; 0) is logistic. The practical reasons for using the 
logarithm of a bid are that since the bid amounts (B) are all greater than zero, the log(B) has 
the appropriate range (Duffield and Patterson, 1991) and provides a better fit then the non- 
log(B) equations. The logistic curve is a non-linear function with bound ranging from B = 0 
to  B = + 0 0  as is shown in the figure below. When B = 0, G(0) = 0 and when B = +oo, G (+oo)
= 1. As the independent variable B, increases, the logistic function G(B) approaches 1 
(Webb, 2002).
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The logit model predicts the probabilities of a “Yes” (where “No”= 0 and “Yes’ -  1) 
response as a function of the offer amount B, and other explanatory variables such as 
income and familiarity with the good in question. The probabilities are then used to estimate 
the median values of people's maximum WTP.
Let the probability of a “Yes” response be denoted and the probability of a “No” response 
be denoted P". Thus,
and
1 p-{ct+pBj)
= = = = (4.23)
The probability of a “yes” response relative to that of a “no” response, the odds ratio, is the 
ratio of a “yes” to “no” probabilities as shown in the equation below.
 ^ (4.24)pn
The log of the odds ratio is a linear function of the explanatory variable B. Thus, taking the 
log of the left hand side of the equation yields
This specification as first proposed by Hanemann (1984) will be discussed in the following 
section. The parameter p is the change of the log of the odds ratio per unit change in the bid 
amount B, holding all other independent variables constant:
^  = P  (4.26)
oB
This is estimated using maximum likelihood estimation (Greene, 2000).
The linear logit model suggested by Hanemann (1984) can be explained as follows:
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It begins with making an assumption about the choice an individual can make when offered 
two alternatives for preserving a natural area. If the individual enjoys the area or values its 
existence and therefore wishes to contribute towards its protection, than he/she will respond 
in the affirmative; a variable, g, is defined as having the value 1 in this case and zero if the 
person replies “no”. Thus, given income, y, and a vector of attributes, s, such as gender or 
recreation preferences, the utility function of someone who enjoys the park will be Ui = U(l; 
y; s) and the utility of the person who does not contribute towards the park will be Uo =U(0;
These postulates assume that the individual, i, knows his utility function U(g; y; s) with 
certainty but the researcher does not. There are observable and unobservable characteristics 
of each person's utility fiinction. The unobservable portions are referred to as the 
“stochastic” elements and they generate the stochastic structure of the statistical binary 
response. These stochastic elements could be characteristics of the individual or attributes of 
the alternative good offered to the individual, or both. From a researcher's point of view, UO 
and Ul are random variables with means V(0;y;s) and V(l;y;s). The means depend on the 
observable characteristics of the individual through given parametric functions. Equivalently, 
the utility function can be written as the sum of both its stochastic and non-stochastic 
variables:
U(j; y; s) = V(j; y; s) + sj y = 0,1 (4.27)
The model assumes that the random portion of the utility function, 8j, is distributed 
independently and identically with zero mean.
It is assumed that, when asked whether he/she would support a policy change, a respondent 
will choose to support the policy change only if his/her utility after the policy change is at 
least as great as his utility before the policy change, that is, only if
V(0;y; s) + 8o< V (l;y -B ; s) + £i (4.28)
where B is the amount a respondent is willing to pay to support the change in policy. While 
the respondent knows which choice maximises his utility, the researcher views the response 
as a random variable with a probability given by
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Pr (V(l ; y -  B; s) -  V(0; y; s) + -  £o) > 0 (4.29)
which may be written
Pr (V(l; y -  B; s) -  V(0; y; s))> Pr (% -  ^ i) (4.30)
If the difference in the error terms is represented by t| where T| = so ~ and Gr|(*) is the
cumulative density function of t] then the WTP probability may be written as
Pi=Gri(AV) (4.31)
where, AV = the change in indirect utility, AV = V(l; y -  B; s) -  V(0; y; s)
In the logit model, Gt|(*) is the cumulative density function of a standard, logistic variate
Pi = Gti(AV) = (1 + e -^ V  (4.32)
Thus, AV is equivalent to the linear specification a + Bb from the equation above. If the
statistical binary response model is to be interpreted as the outcome of a utility maximising 
choice, the arguments of Gr|(*) in the above equations must take the form of a utility 
difference described above. This condition provides two things:
• It provides a criterion for determining whether a given statistical model is 
compatible with the economic hypothesis of utility maximisation.
• It also offers a practical procedure for specifying the functional form of the 
statistical model.
To approach the discrete choice data, the functional form of the indirect utility V(j;y;s), must 
be postulated. The difference between the two utility positions must then be computed. 
Assume, as in Hanemann, that
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V(j; y; s) = otj + J3Y, where j = 0,1 (4.33)
then
AV = («1+y^(Yi)) -  «0 ~y?Yo 
AV = (ai — ao) + y^ y “  y^ y +
AV = («1 -  oo) +
where Yi = y -  B; and Yo = y
It is clear to see that from the above equation the logit function can be written as
Pi = Gri(AV) (4.34)
p  _
There are no income effects in the above linear model.
No amount of money spent on the good is large enough, relative to income, to change the 
quantity of the good demanded. Bishop and Herberlein (1979) developed a log-linear model 
that is not independent of income, although Hanemann (1984) argues that the log-linear 
model is not consistent with utility theory.
Hanemann’s model is derived for a single individual's utility for an amenity not affected by 
their income. For a sample of the general population, however, where individuals do not 
share the same set of preferences for a good, income must be included in all model 
specifications because many aspects of a person's character and living conditions will affect 
preferences.
In addition, McConnell points out that Hanemann’s approach is supported by the intuition 
that respondents are able to choose rationally between two specific alternatives that are 
posed to them without being able to attach an ultimate monetaiy value to the good in 
question. “To respond to utility differences, one need only know which situation is better or 
worse”. His article compares Cameron’s (1988) model that derives the logit function using 
cost curves with Hanemann's utility difference theoiy, as described above. Cameron’s 
difference in cost curves, McConnell argues, is merely a dual to Hanemann's indirect utility 
approach.
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43.4,6 Hicksian’s Recreational Value
The goal of contingent valuation is to measure the compensating or equivalent variation for 
the good in question (Alberini and Cooper, 2000).
CV can be estimated through WTP, EV, and WTA as discussed in Chapter 2.
Formally, WTP is defined as the amount that must be taken away from the person’s income 
while keeping his utility constant:
V (y-W TP,p,^i;Z) = V(y,;?,go;Z) (4.35)
where V denotes the indirect utility function, y is income, p is  a vector of prices faced by the 
individual, and qo and qi are the alternative level is of the good or quality indexes (with 
qi>qo, indicating that qi refers to improved environmental quality).
Willingness to accept for a good is defined as the amount of money that must be given to an 
individual experiencing a deterioration in environmental quality to keep utility constant:
V(y + WTA,p, qo-, Z) = V(y,p, qi-, Z) (4.36)
In equations (4.35) and (4.36), utility is allowed to depend on a vector of individual 
characteristics influencing the trade-off that the individual is prepared to make between 
income and environmental quality. An important consequence of equations (4.35) and (4.36) 
is that WTP or WTA should, therefore, depend on (i) the initial and final level of the good in 
question (qo and qi); (ii) respondent income; (iii) all prices need by the respondent including 
those of substitute goods or activities; and (iv) other respondent characteristics. Internal 
validity of the WTP responses can be checked by regressing WTP on variables (i) ~ (iv), and 
showing that WTP correlates in predictable ways with socio-economic variables..
In theoiy, absent income effects and when WTP is a small fraction of income, WTP and 
WTA for a given commodity should be approximately equal. However, a number of CV 
studies have found that WTA is often much larger than WTP for the same commodity. 
Various explanations are possible for this finding. One explanation is that the difference 
between WTP and WTA depends on the elasticity of substitution between the commodity to
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be valued (a public good) and private substitutes. The lower such elasticity, and the fewer 
the available substitutes, the greater the difference between WTP and WTA (Hanemann, 
1991).
For example, the differences between WTP and WTA are twenty times in the studies of 
Pearce and Turner (1990), Brookshire et al. (1980) and five times in the studies of Knetsch 
and Siden (1984).
Carson (1991) suggests that WTP should be used whenever the individual might incur 
benefits from the proposed policy, and Mitchell and Carson (1989) offer ways to frame the 
payment question to elicit WTP. However, even when the individual might incur benefits 
from the proposed policy, there are some scenarios under which the respondent may not 
overstate WTA values (Cooper and Osbom, 1998).
Estimating Recreational Value
Calculating the mean WTP is more complicated. In general, however, it merely takes the 
integral of the cumulative density function, which yields the area under the logistic curve 
(Webb, 2002).
Dichotomous choice payment questions typically require a different type of statistical 
analysis, based on the assumption that if the individual states he is willing to pay the bid 
amount, his/her WTP must be greater than the bid. If the individual declines to pay the 
stated amount, than bid WTP must be less than the bid. In both cases, the respondent’s 
actual WTP amount is not observed directly by the researcher. Let WTP* be unobserved 
WTP, which is assumed to follow a distribution F(6), where ^ is a vector of parameters, and 
form an indicator. I, that takes on a value of one for “yes” responses and 0 for “no” 
responses. The probability of observing a “yes” (or 7=1) when the respondent has been 
offered a bid equal to Bi is:
Pr(h =1)= Pr(WTP; > B,) = 1 -  F(B,; 9) (4.37)
whereas the probability of observing a “no” (or I = 0) is simply F(B/; 6), i.e. the cdf of WTP 
evaluated at the bid value. The log likelihood function of the sample is:
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X [/,-log(l-F(B ,;0)) + (l-/,)-logF(B ,;e)] (4.38)
H=1
If WTP is normally distributed, F(#) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, 
and 6) = o-pla\ where the symbol 0  denotes the standard normal cdf, p is mean 
WTP and a is the standard deviation of the distribution. If WTP follows the log normal 
distribution (and is hence defined only for non-negative values), F(B/; 6) = 0(logB/; a-pla\ 
where p and a are the mean and standard deviation of the logarithmic transformation of 
WTP, and mean WTP is equal to exp(/  ^+ 0.5 V). Other distributions are possible: In much 
applied work, WTP is assumed to be a logistic with cdf equal to 1/(1 + exp(-z)). where z = 
pla-Bla. After equation (4.38) is specialised to the desired WTP distribution, the 
parameters can be estimated directly by maximising (4.38).
If WTP follows the normal or logistic distribution, the coefficients can be estimated using 
the logit estimation routine available in many statistical packages such as Eviews, etc.
Besides, if elicitation is based on an initial dichotomous choice question, followed by one 
dichotomous choice follow-up question (the “double-bounded” approach), a likelihood 
function based on interval data must be specified. To write out the likelihood function, first 
notice that four possible pairs of responses to the payment questions are possible: (a) yes, 
yes; (b) yes, no; (c) no, yes; and (d) no, no. Since the follow-up bid amount, B2, is greater 
than the first for those respondents who answered “yes” to the initial payment question 
(lower for those respondents who answered “no” to the initial payment question), the pairs 
identiand intervals in which the respondent’s WTP amount is assumed to fall.
Specifically, WTP is greater than B2 for “yes, yes” respondents. It lies between Bi and B2 
for “yes, no” respondents, and between B2 and Bi for “no, yes” respondents. Finally, WTP is 
less than B2 for “no, no” respondents. This yields the log likelihood function:
logX = ^  \o^F{WTP^ ;0) -  F{WTP^-,0] (4.39)
/ = i
where WTP^ and WTP^ are the lower and upper bound of the interval around WTP defined 
as explained above. (Notice that for respondents who give two yes responses, the upper 
bound of WTP may be infinity, or the respondent’s income; for respondents who give two
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“no” responses, the lower bound is either zero (if the distribution of WTP admits only non­
negative values) or negative infinity (if the distribution of WTP is a normal or a logistic).
4.4 Chapter Summ ary
Based on chapter two, the processes of selecting non-market evaluation methods were 
explained in detail in this chapter. As a result, TCM and CVM were selected in the study as 
non-market evaluation methods as well as ZTCM, ITCM, HTCM, and DB-DC CVM as 
appropriate sub-methods of TCM and CVM.
However, there are some important methodological issues should be considered in order to 
apply them. Firstly, researchers should use the correct functional form of the visitation 
equation to estimate Unbiased CS. Secondly, the travel pattern of tourists does not rely on 
travel distance but does rely on travel time in modem society. Therefore, travel time is 
employed as a proxy variable of travel cost in a ZTCM model. Finally, count data models 
were used to derive ITCM model, as the dependent variable (number of trips) is a non­
negative integer value.
Taking these into account, empirical applications will be implemented in the following 
chapter so as to find out key points in applying these methods into this research.
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CHAPTER FIVE
METHODOLOGY II:
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS OF PILOT STUDIES
5.1 Introduction
The main interest of the study is a cultural heritage site. A considerable number of studies 
have been conducted in valuing many objects. These mainly focused on natural resources. 
However, there has been little research that tried to estimate the value of cultural resources 
so far. Hence, it is required to apply the valuing methods to cultural heritage resources 
carefully.
The pilot survey parts in this dissertation are more important than other studies. In general, 
the main purpose of a pilot study is to examine reliability and validity of the questionnaire. 
This study will further focus on finding out controversial points which may happen in 
adopting a natural resources valuing method. For this, standard valuing methods will be 
analysed and the solution of problems will be provided.
This chapter is divided into two sections; one is to apply TCMs to Warwick Castle, the other 
is to estimate the average WTP using open-ended qestions, which will be adopted for the 
DB-DC CVM on HHV of the main study later.
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In the first section, recreational demand models and recreational values are calculated using 
Standard ZTCM and ITCM, which are most popular and standard methods on TCM. By 
doing this, the controversial points and their solutions in applying standard methods into 
HHV are investigated. In addition, the structure of DB-DC CVM questionnaire is examined 
in this section.
In the second section, the individual average WTP using open-ended CVM is evaluated to 
find out the relevant bidding price of the DB-DC CVM, which is used for the main study. 
Nonetheless, if the bidding price (offered through questionnaire to a respondent) is not 
relevant, it could result in ‘starting point bias’. Consequently, as previous studies suggested, 
individual average WTP, using open-ended CVM, is to be calculated in the same site. The 
bidding price of DB-DC questionnaire will be set on the base of it.
5.2 Pilot Study I: Evaluating W arwick Castle with TCM s
5.2.1 Methodology
5.2.1.1 The Purposes of This Study
The purpose of this Pilot study 1 is divided into two - one is related to TCMs, the other is 
related to CVMs. The details of each are as follows:
TCM
CVM
reliability and validity of TCM questionnaire are verified.
using Standard TCM, demanding model and CS are estimated to find out the
effective method for the the main study. For this. Standard ZTCM and ITCM are
derived.
The structure and validity of DB DC questionnaire are verified.
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5.2.1.2 Choice of the Pilot Survey Object Site
The main concern of this study is a cultural heritage site, namely HHV. Therefore, a site, 
with similar characteristics to HHV, is selected for Pilot study 1. Five proposed sites are 
chosen for this. Some conditions need to be met for the pilot survey object site, such as the 
‘existence of entrance fee’, ‘well-known site for heritage site in UK’ (i.e. national market 
extension) and ‘short distance from Guildford (university)’ etc.
The sites satisfying the conditions are selected as follows; Stratford upon Avon, Warwick 
Castle, Blenheim Palace, the Royal Pavilion in Brighton, and Portmeirion in Wales. They are 
evaluated based on the following six criteria;
Resemblance to real survey object 
Quality of historic value 
Convenience for survey 
Convenience for access 
Participation of local residents 
Propriety for cost of survey
As a result, Warwick Castle is selected as an optimal site. As can be seen Table 5.1, it meets 
all six conditions.
Table 5.1
Estimation for the Proposed Survey Object Site
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Stratford upon Avon • • • •
Warwick Castle • • • • • •
Blenhaime Palace • • • • #
Royal Pavilion in Brighton • • • *
Portmerion in Wales • •
N ote:
(1) Resemblance with real survey object, (2) Quality of historic value, (3) Convenience for survey, 
(4) Convenience for access, (5) Participation of Local resident, (6) Propriety for cost of survey
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Warwick Castle
Warwick Castle is situated in Warwickshire in the West Midlands in Great Britain. The 
castle is one of UK’s top historic attractions. Warwick Castle was in the top 5, for numbers 
of visitors to the historic attractions and monuments charging admission in 1995 (Critchley, 
2003). It began life over 1,000 years ago as a simple wooden motte and bailey castle but 
rapidly developed into a mighty mediaeval stronghold. The Castle gatehouse is in excellent 
condition and its fortifications, which guests can inspect at close quarters, are almost exactly 
as they were 650 years ago. Warwick Castle was also awarded ‘Castle of the Year’ by The 
Good Britain Guide in 2003 (Warwick Castle, 2003).
Warwick Castle is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Tussauds Group which also owns such 
amusement parks such as Madame Tussaud’s, London Planetarium, Chessington World of 
Adventure, Thorpe Park and Alton Towers, etc. In order to maintain, improve and staff the 
castle, whilst generating profit for the company, income is provided by being a visitor 
attraction. Warwick Castle offers an attraction for daytime visitors and is also a venue for 
corporate hospitality and entertaining, in the evening (Critchley, 2003).
According to the Critchley (2003), the majority of individual visitors come from the UK. 
Warwick Castle is open every day except Christmas day, 363 days per year. Adult tickets 
are £11.25-£13.50, children (4-16 inclusive) £6.95-£8.00. According to the office at the 
castle, the average annual number of visitor is 820,000, while the average day visitor 
number is 2259.
5.2.1.3 Sampling Design
In Pilot Study 1, the population defined as visitors of the Warwick Castle who take a rest in 
the castle after they finish the sightseeing about the castle.
The non-probability convenience sampling method adopted for two reasons. Firstly, there is 
no specific information of the population as it is a cultural heritage site. Secondly, limited 
time and resources are available. Additionally, the data of this study obtained in on-site 
surveys which results in a truncated data set since people visit the castle at least once to be 
included in the data set.
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The survey was carried out on the spot for two days from 8* (Saturday and Sunday) of June 
2003 at Warwick Castle, because, according to Critchley (2003), the castle usually has the 
majority of its visitors from April to September, with weekends being busier than weekdays. 
Additionally, only one per group answered a questionnaire. Therefore, visitors from specific 
place are unlikely to be overlapped on the survey for TCM model.
The scope of the research was limited to UK residents. As the main survey site in this thesis 
(i.e. HHV) has nation-wide market extension, and the number of foreign visitor is veiy small.
5.2.1.4 Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire consists of 23 questions in total. They can be classified into four main 
sections; (1) 10 questions regarding ‘characteristics and configuration of visiting’, (2) 2 
questions regarding ‘satisfaction after visit’, (3) 5 questions for DB-DC CVM, (4) 6 
questions for ‘demography of respondent’.
The important questions of all here are regarding the ‘contingent situation’ and ‘DB-DC 
questions’ for CVM, and the ‘place of residence’ for TCM.
Contingent Situation
It is important to provide accurate contingent statement. Normally, some supporting pictures 
are given to make it precise in some research cases. However, this is an on-site survey so 
that visitors who have already looked around site were questioned. Consequently, only the 
following statement was given. Figure 5.1 shows the questions for the ‘contingent statement 
for contingent situation’ and ‘respondent’s opinion as to the contingent statement’.
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Figure 5.1
Contingent Situation
Suppose the following statement is true:
“There is a proposal to B U IL D  a B IG  M O D E R N  ST Y L E  H O TEL and an A M U S E M E N T  
PAR K  around the W arwick C astle in  order to attract m ore tourists and increase tourism  
revenue for the area.”
Q 12. D o  you  support th is proposal?
□ Y es o  N o
Questions for Double Bounded Dichotomous Choice (DB-DC) Method
The structure of DB-DC questions is shown in Figure 5.2. Firstly, the opinion to the extra 
entrance fee to conserve Warwick Castle is asked on Question 13, on the assumption that 
contingent developing plan is suspended. Then, only positive respondents, who have an 
intention to pay extra for conservation the castle, can answer Question 14. Lastly, if 
respondents do not have an intention to pay any extra, they directly jump to Question 15.
Contingent bidding entrance price (A) is presented on Q14 of first stage in DB-DC method. 
If it is accepted, price (B), more expensive than price (A), will be offered on Q14-1 of 
second stage. Meanwhile, when Q14 is not accepted, price (C), cheaper than price (A) will 
be offered on Q14-2 of second stage.
Three questionnaires were prepared for DB-DC CVM survey. The questions in those 
questionnaires are the same apart from the contingent bidding admission fees of Questions 
14,14-1 and 14-2. The bid sets of the three questionnaires in order of [A, B, C] are [£16,
£18, £14], [£22, £24, £20], [£28, £30, £26], respectively. That means the bid sets are 
regularly increased by £2 from £14 to £30. Accordingly, Questionnaires with different sets 
of admission fees were randomly distributed to respondents in on-site survey. The volume of 
surveying is 70 for each bidding price set.
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Figure 5.2
Double Bounded Dichotomous Choice Questions
Q13. The conservation of this historic site requires investment, and it has been suggested that 
visitors should pay for the conservation through increases in admissions fees. Do you agree?
□ Yes o No
♦  I f  your answer is NO for Question 13, please go to Question 15. Otherwise go to 
Question 14..
Q14. If the new admission fee is set to be ( A ), are you willing to pay for this amount?
□ Yes □ No
♦  I f  your response is Yes, please go to question 14-1.
♦  I f  you response is No, please go to question 14-2.
Q14-1. If the new admission fee is set to be ( B ) instead, are you still willing to pay for this 
amount?
□ Yes o No
Q14-2. If the new admission fee is ( C ) instead, are you willing to pay for this amount?
□ Yes □ No
Note:
- The current admission fee is £12 per adult.
- The bid sets in order o f  [A, B, C] are [Questionnaire 1: £16, £18, £14], [Questionnaire 2: £22, £24, £20], 
[Questionnaire 3: £28, £30, £26].
Questions for TCM
A place of residence has detailed to not only the name of county but also the name of city or 
town. On the basis of city or town, revealed travel distance is computed using CIS program 
(from the town centre to the main entrance of the castle).
5.2.1.5 Verifying Methodology of RDM and CS
Calculation of the Variabies in ZTCM
In the ZTCM processing, firstly, the residential area was divided into 25 zones. Twenty-five 
concentric circles were drawn on a map at five-mile intervals from Warwick Castle. The 
population of the zone was calculated based on the administrative region using data from the 
2001 Census (National Statistics Online, 2003).
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The visiting rate from the residence zone to the study site (Q_DIV_P) was included in the 
whole experience demand function (WEDF) in the stage I of the ZTCM processing. On-site 
questioning of visitors identified their zonal origin from which the dependent variable in the 
regression was calculated. Assuming the same proportion as in the sample, the total number 
of visitors per residential zone, which is divided by the population of each zone, was used as 
the dependent variable.
In the case of the resources demand function (RDF) at stage II, the WEDF was estimated 
using the Q_DIV_P variable. In the first estimated ZTCM function, relating visit rates to 
travel cost, the various entiy fee levels can be represented by incrementing the travel cost 
values for each zone until visitation drops to zero. For each increment the visitation rate for 
the zone can be calculated and all the zones summed to obtain the total visitation rate at that 
increment.
The dependent variable (Q) is the estimated visitation rates at various increments above the 
present entiy fee starting from the estimated function in the first-stage of the ZTCM process. 
The (Q) was the sum of the visiting number at the distance level for each zone.
Calculation of the Variables in ITCM
The number of trips, represented by the variable (VI_12) taken by the individual within the 
previous 12 months, is modelled as the dependent variable of the ITCM functions. The 
explanatory variables of the models include travel cost (TRA COST), which is the major 
explanatory variable. This variable was calculated from the real distance between a 
respondent’s residence and the study site. In this study, the real distance was calculated 
using ‘Micro Soft Auto Route 2001’ which is a GIS/GPS programme.
The shortest distance on the road could be easily measured through postal codes, city name 
and journey time. Liston-Heyes (1999) tested the reliability and validity of this programme 
in his TCM study of Dartmoor National Park. He suggested that this programme, MS Auto 
Route, can be used in the more sophisticated applications of the TCM, spatial modelling, 
and nearest neighbourhood analysis. These distance data are converted into a ‘cost of 
distance travelled’ variable.
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This involves setting a price per mile, which requires choosing between two options: (1) use 
petrol costs only as an estimate of marginal cost, or (2) use ‘full cost of motoring’ figures, to 
include an allowance for depreciation, insurance, etc. Consumers’ surplus figures will 
depend on the choice. For example, in the Achray Forest study by Hanley (1989), using full 
cost data gives a total CS figure of £402,023 per annum, whilst using petrol costs gives a 
figure of only £160,744. Individuals, in maximising utility, are assumed to compare the 
marginal utility with the marginal costs of consumption; Hanley (1989) argued that this 
makes option (1) more attractive, since option (2) is a measure of average costs. Therefore, 
option (1) is also adopted here. Travel costs (TRA COST) were estimated by calculating 
mileage. Travel costs were based upon the cost of operating a 4-wheel drive vehicle 
(Hellerstein, 1991).
According to Coupai et. al. (2001), total transportation costs were calculated to be $0.199 
per mile by American Automobile Association at 1996. This cost was argued by many 
researchers. For example, Hof and Rosenthal (1987) suggested $0.12, Siderelis et al. (2000) 
used $0.14, $0.20 was used by Hellerstein (1991) and Whitehead et al. (2000). Additionally, 
McConnell (1992) used $0.168 per mile. Creel and Loomis (1990) applied $0.22. In this 
study, £0.80 per / was applied. It means $0.184 per mile, which seems to be similar to other 
costs applied in the previous studies.
In addition, this study also includes socio-economic variables, income (INCOME), 
education (STU YEAR) and respondent’s age (AGE). The travel time variable was 
excluded in this study. The travel cost (TRA COST) variable was calculated using estimated 
distance data produced by the GIS programme. The distance from the respondent’s original 
residence to the Warwick Castle was calculated using the shortest travel time variable 
calculated by the programme. It was therefore decided to exclude the stated travel time 
variable which had been gathered in the survey at the Castle to reduce uncertainty.
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ITCM
Table 5.2
Definition and Descriptive Statistics of the Variables used in the Functions
M ethod
ZTCM
Variable
Q_DIV_P
M _DIST
Q
DIST
V I_12
TRA COST
INCOME
STU_Y EAR
AGE
D efinition
D ependent variable, visiting rate from zone i to site j
(number o f  visitor to site j from zone i /  population o f  zone i) x  100,000
A verage distances o f  each zone i to site j  (m iles)
D ependent variable, sums o f  the visiting number 
as the distance level for the each zone 
o  =  [(3.589 -  (l .145 X InM _  DIST)) x  Pi]
100,000
gradually Increasing distances (m iles)
Dependent variable, respondent’s annual number o f  visit 
Estimated travel cost through the equation:
TRA COST =
Dist indivi x
- .7 .7 7 )
100
80 = petrol price per /, 7.77 = petrol consumption per mile
Respondent’s yearly incom e categories;
1= L ess than £10,000,
2=  £10,000  to £19,999,
3=  £20,000  to £29,999,
4=  £30,000  to £39,999,
5= over £40,000
R espondent’s actual study year in the school as the full-tim e student
Respondent’s age categories;
1 = 1 6 - 2 4 ,
2=  25 - 3 4 ,
3=  35 -  44,
4=  4 5 - 5 4 ,
5= 55 -  64,
6= 65 and over
Model Selection
The ZTCM described earlier was applied to determining the value of Warwick Castle and 
involved two stages. Initially, the demand estimation of the first stage was made which 
provides an indication of how demand for the reserve varies as the characteristics of the 
zones vary (i.e. WEDF). The OLS regression was applied to estimate the relationship 
between the visiting rate from the respondent’s residence to the Castle and the visitor’s
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estimated travel cost (OLS method will be examined further in the methodology section of 
main study. ). In the second stage, the estimated equation from the first stage (WEDF) was 
used to estimate the number of annual visitors, with incremental distance, a proxy variable 
of price, continuing until the estimated number of trips approached zero. The estimated 
equation from this step (RDF) was used to calculate the CS. This value is most usually 
reported as CS per visit (Sellar et al., 1986; Ward and Beal, 2000).
In this section, according to the form of dependent variable, two pairs of models: the Linear 
models and the Semi-log models (in which log are not applied into one comparing category), 
and the Semi-log models and the Double-log models (in which log are applied into other 
comparable category) are compared. The comparison between the values of R  ^in those 
models with different forms of dependent variables (with and without log) will have no 
statistical meaning.
The White-statistic was used to indicate the presence of heteroscedasticity. Additionally, the 
Durbin-Watson statistic and the LM-statistic were used to indicate the presence of serial- 
correlation problem. When Heteroscedasticity and Serial-correlation problem have been 
discovered, the original models are to be converted using GLS. The detail of it will be 
examined further in the methodology section of the main study.
In this section, the values of R ,^ adjusted R ,^ F, t, and the results of some hypothetical tests -  
e.g. F-statistic, LR-statistic, LM-statistic, AIC (akaike information criterion), and SIC 
(schwarz information criterion) tests -  were used to compare the model fits. Each estimation 
method will be also explained in detail in the main study section.
Consumer Surplus
The Marshallian CS was employed in this study. For the calculation of the CS, ‘integrating 
stretch of median value to maximum value’ (Layman et al., 1996; Buchli et al., 2003) was 
adopted to estimate the CS. In addition, the CS of the normal OLS models were also 
estimated to find the difference of the CS’s results by comparison with converted models 
using GLS. Although, the differences of coefficients between transformed and normal 
models seem to be trivial, the differences of the whole CS would be large, since the results 
of the CS through integrating the estimated model are basically individual values. Hence, the 
CS of the whole annual visitor number for total annual value should be computed.
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5.2.2 Analysis and Findings
The total 187 returned questionnaires out of 200 were used for the econometric analysis. 
Average daily visit number of the castle is 2,259. Therefore, the surveyed rate in the whole 
daily visitor number is 8.27%.
5.2.2.1 Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents
as for the gender of the respondents, there are 57.8% females and 42.2% males ( See Table 
5.3). The dominant age group was ‘35 to 44’ accounting for 33.2% of all the respondents. In 
terms of educational background, 40.7% of them was in the high-educated group 
(Undergraduate and Postgraduate group). The dominant annual income group was between 
10,000 and 29,999, contributes 49.2% to the total respondents.
Table 5.3
Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents
Gender
Age
Education
Income
Division frequency %
Male 79 42.2
Female 108 57.8
Total 187 100.0
16 to 24 19 10.2
25 to 34 50 26.7
35 to 44 62 33.2
45 to 54 31 16.6
55 to 64 17 9.1
65 and over 8 4.3
No qualification 9 4.8
GCSE / 0-LEVEL 53 28.3
GNVQ / A-LEVEL / NVQ 31 16.6
Undergraduate 40 21.4
Postgraduate 36 19.3
Other 11 5.9
Less than 10,000 28 15.0
10,000 to 19,999 41 21.9
20,000 to 29,999 51 27.3
30,000 to 39,999 19 10.2
Over 40,000 32 17.1
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S.2.2.2 Configuration of Visit
As can be seen in Table 5.4, 98.4% of respondents visited Warwick Castle with company 
and 57.2% with family. Almost 80% respondents visited there on a day trip, and the average 
of transportation time spent was 74.95 minutes by car.
Table 5.4
Configuration of Visiting
Division Frequency %
Visit configuration Alone 3 1.6
With other people 184 98.4
Company Family 107 57.2
Boy / Girl Friend 29 15.5
Friends / Relatives 41 21.9
Colleagues 2 1.1
Package tour 1 .5
Others 3 1.6
Number of company 4.26**
Travel time (stated)* 74.95**
Stay time Daytrip 144 77.0
Stay at accommodation 42 33.0
Note-
minutes, by car 
mean values
177
Table 5.5 shows the number of visitors depending on residential district and distance. The 
author drew twenty five concentric circles every five miles from Warwick Castle on the map, 
This was the preliminary work for regional TCM which is the one of TCM methods. The 
visitors’ number is divided into the whole population size of each zone. Therefore visiting 
rate is derived.
Table 5.5
Number of Visitors according to the Distances
No. of Zone Distance (mile) No. of Visitors %*
1 0 -5 8 4.3
2 5 -1 0 7 3.7
3 10-15 11 5.9
4 15-20 8 4.3
5 20-25 18 9.6
6 25-30 18 9.6
7 30-35 10 5.3
8 35-40 6 3.2
9 40-45 9 4.8
10 45-50 6 3.2
11 . 50-55 19 10.2
12 55-60 2 1.1
13 60-65 7 3.7
14 65-70 4 2.1
15 70-75 5 2.7
16 75-80 24 12.8
17 80 -  85 5 2.7
18 85-90 1 0.5
19 90-95 7 3.7
20 95-100 5 2.7
21 100-105 1 0.5
22 105-110 1 0.5
23 110-115 0 0.0
24 115-120 1 0.5
25 120-125 4 2.1
Note: *Number of Visitors / population
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S.2.2.3 Opinion after Visiting of Warwick Castle
According to Table 5.6, 82.9% of respondents wanted to visit Warwick Castle again. In 
terms of satisfaction, there were seven level form one to seven. The mean value was 5.76 
and median was 6. The majority respondents (94.1%) are against imaginary development 
plan for Warwick castle. On the other hand, only 60% respondents are positive towards 
paying more entrance fee for ‘conservation of historic sceneiy’.
Table 5.6
Opinion about Warwick Castle
Division Frequency %
Re-visit to Yes 155 82.9
Warwick Castle No 32 17.1
Satisfaction level Mean 5.76
(lto7) Standard Deviation 1.059
Minimum 2
Maximum 7
Support to development Yes 10 5.3
of Warwick Castle No 176 94.1
More pay for conservation Yes 112 59.9
of the historic scenery No 74 39.6
5.2.2.4 Deriving TCMs and CSs 
Zonal Travel Cost Model
In the first stage for WEDF model, four functions were established using the OLS method of 
regressing analysis. These function (linear, double-log, and two types of semi-log function) 
were verified using diagnostic tests. The most appropriate model was chosen by comparing 
the results from the diagnostic tests.
The first comparing category has the normal dependent variable, although the t-value of 
each coefficient in both models is high (see Table 5.7), the of the Semi-log model is 
higher than that in the Linear model. Additionally, the Linear model has serious problems of 
heteroscedaticity and serial-correlation. Therefore, the Semi-log model was the clear choice
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from this category for the next stage. Secondly, in the other comparing category which has 
the logged dependent variable, the t-values of all coefficients in these models are statistically 
significant. What is more, when comparing the values of and F, no obvious distinction 
was found between the models. However, the result of the White-test indicates a high 
heteroscedastical problem with the Semi-log model. Therefore, although the results of R^  
and F show that the Double-log model is less reliable than the Semi-log model. The Double­
log model was selected for further study.
Consequently the Semi-log model was selected from the first category and the Double-log 
model from the second category for the final stage of comparison. In this final stage, R^  
cannot be used to compare these models. As noted previously, this is because they have 
different types of dependent variable.
Therefore, although the Double-log model has relatively lower values of R  ^and F than those 
of the Semi-log model, the Double-log model is more appropriate as there is no statistical 
evidence of heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation from the Double-log model through the 
White, Durbin-Watson and LM tests. As can be seen in Table 5.7, there is no statistical 
evidence of serial-correlation problem in the Semi-log model at the result of the LM-test 
(2.858, p>.l). However, the value of the Durbin-Watson test is 1.207 which is somewhat 
lower than the Double-log model’s of 1.592. Additionally, there is statistical evidence of 
heteroscedasticity in the Semi-log model (White= 6.415, p<.05). Consequently, it seems to 
be more appropriate to choose the Double-log model as the WEDF in the first stage.
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Table 5.7
Comparing derived models of ZTCM
W EDF RDF
Dependent V. Q_DIV_P l n _ q ._DIV_P Q LN _Q
Linear Sem-log Sem-log Dou-log Linear Sem-log Sem-log Dou-log
M_DISTANCE -.026“ -.031“ -54.949** -.166“
(-5.286) (-8.251) (-11.200) (-18.885)
LN_M_DIST -1.258“ -1.145“ -.384.5“ -1.117“
(-13.133) (-7.926) (-54.811) (-7.240)
Constant 2.532” 5.755“ 1.091“ 3.589“ 1012.1“ 1217.1“ 7.356** 7.950**
(7.195) (15.190) (4.184) (6.341) (16.817) (75.313) (68.382) (22.379)
.548 .882 .756 .741 .862 .994 .947 .734
Adjusted .529 .877 .745 .729 .856 .993 .944 .720
F 27.938“ 172.483“ 68.082“ 62.816** 125.449** 3004.28“ 356.636** 52.423**
White statistic 12.753“ 6.415* 8.194* 5.744 8.214* 15.469“ 8.053* 5.742
Durbin-Watson .437 1.207 1.597 1.592 .254 .531 .326 .206
LM statistic 8.343“ 2.858 .005 .082 8.607** 5.023* 20.248** 14.559**
P<.01, P<.05
Secondly, Table 5.7 also shows the four styles of RDFs in the second stage, which are 
calculated using WEDF. These models were also divided into two comparing categories 
which are similar to the selection process for the WEDF. As can be seen in Table 5.7, the 
estimated t values of all coefficients are too high in the models. However, all models have 
the same problem of heteroscedasticity except the Double-log model. At the same time, the 
problem of serial-correlation is also critically shown in all models. Therefore, although the 
estimated R^  and F values of the Double-log model is relatively low among the models, it 
was considered that the Double-log model should be chosen for the RDF for calculating the 
CS. However, before calculating the CS, the problem of serial-correlation in the Double-log 
model should be solved. EGLS (estimated generalized least squares) was used to remove the 
serial- correlation problem. Consequently, Double-log model was transformed to Equation 
5.1. The LM-test’s value of Equation 5.1 is 5.330 (p=.070), therefore it is conidered that the 
problem of serial-correlation is removed in this model. It will be used to calculate the CS at 
the final step.
Q = exp(7.057 -  .372*LN_DISTANCE) 
(77.366) (-6.194) 
r2=,996 F = 2337.288
(5.1)
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Individual Travel Cost Model
All 32 models in the four categories were estimated at the first stage in the processing of 
ITCM, Firstly, the models are compared within each category, one or two appropriate 
models in each category are chosen for comparison at the next stage. Secondly, those 
models chosen in the first stage are compared with others chosen from a different category 
that has the same form of the dependent variable. The most appropriate model is selected 
from this process (between linear and semi-log in Table 5.8; between semi-log and double­
log in Table 5.9). Finally, the models chosen at the second stage are now compared with 
each other in order to determine the final ITCM model.
In the comparison of the models without log transformation for the dependent variable.
Table 5.8 shows the results of a diagnostic test of the Linear and the Semi-log models. The 
estimated adjusted values clearly show different levels from each other. In the case of the 
Semi-log models, it can be seen that the adjusted value is approximately double as that of 
the Linear models. Additionally, the problems of heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation 
are clearly illustrated in all linear models. Therefore, it was decided to exclude linear models 
from this research.
Firstly, in the Semi-log models, when the S_E1 model that has the LN_TRA_COST as an 
explanatory variable was applied as a criterion model for the irrelevant and omitted variable 
test, all adjusted R^  values of models are relatively higher than S_E1 (.823) except S_E4 
(.823). This result shows that the additional explanatory variables in other models could be 
included. However, the models, which have the absolute t value less than 1 of the 
explanatory variable, should be excluded, then S_E1, S_E3, S_E5, S_E6, S_E7 and S_E8 
were excluded. Hence, S_E2 (LN INCOME added) and S_E4 (LN_AGE added) remain. In 
the case of LN INCOME variable, it seems to be included to the models, since all t values 
of LN INCOME in the models are higher than 1. Therefore, S_E4 was excluded. 
Additionally, the results of the F-statistic and the LR-statistic show that there is no irrelevant 
variable in the S_E8. On the other hand, the result of the LM-statistic for omitted variable in 
a model shows that S_E1 have no omitted explanatoiy variables. Therefore, it could be 
considered that no statistical significance was found with the irrelevant and omitted 
variables.
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This can also be seen in the results of AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and SIC (Schwarz 
Information Criterion). All estimated values are around between 3.4 and 3.5 therefore there 
appears to be no statistical discrimination. In the results of the White-test for the diagnostic 
of heteroscedasticity, all models have a serious problem of heteroscedasticity except S_E5 
and S_E8. In the case of serial-correlation, the estimated D.W. values of all models are 
around 1.7 and the results of LM-test show there is no significance. Thus, it is considered 
that there is no statistical problem of a serial-correlation in the Semi-log models.
Consequently, the S_E2 model which has LN TRA CO ST and LN INCOME was chosen 
from among the Semi-log models for the next stage. However, the problem of 
heteroscedasticity should be resolved before calculating the CS. The FGLS, instead of the 
OLS, will be used to demonstrate regression to remove the heteroscedasticity at the next 
stage.
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Table 5.8
Comparing derived models (without log transformation for the dependent variable) in ITCM
Linear M odel
L_EI L_E2 L_E3 L_E4 L_E5 L_E6 L_E7 L_E8
TRA_COST -.550" -.564" -.545" -.551" -.560" -.564** -.547** -.560**
(-12.012) (-11.743) (-11.543) (-11.983) (-11.318) (-11.694) (-11.513) (-11.23)
INCOME .281* .301* .278* .303*
(1.913) (1.859) (1.859) (1.788)
STU_YEAR .031 -.034 ' .035 -.035
(.502) (-.478) (.558) (-.470)
AGE .045 .019 .058 -.007
(.320) (.122) (.379) (-.039)
Constant 6.141" 5.421" 5.718" 6.007" 5.825** 5.377" 5.495** 5.849"
(18.945) (9.486) (6.275) (11.330) (5.805) (7.918) (5.050) (4.981)
.438 .458 .433 .438 .453 .458 .434 .453
Adjusted R^ .435 .452 .427 .432 .443 .448 .424 .439
F statistic 144.279" 71.414" 66.948" 71.840" 44.170" 47.337** 44.461" 32.921**
White statistic 53.809" 49.107" 52.852" 55.685" 48.687" 50.844** 54.153** 49.837"
Durbin-Watson 1.554 1.625 1.550 1.551 1.612 1.624 1.545 1.612
LM statistic 9.264" 8.255" 9.976" 9.415" 9.518" 8.283" 10.185" 9.508**
S em i-lo g  M odel
S_EI S_E2 S_E3 S_E4 S_E5 S_E6 S_E7 S_E8
LN_TRACOST -2.381" -2.371" -2.445" -2.383" -2.439** -2.375** -2.449** -2.446**
(-29.434) (-28.159) (-29.063) (-29.462) (-27.976) (-28.108) (-29.181) (-27.94)
LN_INCOME .362 .381 .314 .289
(1.659) (1.655) (1.376) (1.155)
LN_STUYEAR .134 -.211 .236 -.072
(.338) (-.457) (.587) (-.148)
LN_AGE .231 .175 .324 .251
(1.059) (.719) (1.424) (.947)
Constant 6.180" 5.811" 5.949" 5.946" 6.459** 5.688" 5.363" 5.953"
(41.481) (20.554) (5.693) (22.314) (5.563) (17.185) (4.788) (4.656)
R^ .824 .829 .829 .825 .834 .829 .831 .835
Adjusted R^ .823 .827 .827 .823 .831 .826 .828 .831
F statistic 866.381" 408.620" 424.790" 434.036" 268.403** 271.806" 285.530** 201.39**
F-statistic'^ 1.212 .553 1.817 .719 .896 .022 1.334 Criterion
LR-statistic') 3.708 1.136 3.705 1.478 .922 .023 1.370 Criterion
LM-statistic^) Criterion 2.760. .728 1.133 3.451 3.279 2.769 4.351
AIC 3.412 3.463 3.418 3.417 3.465 3.471 3.418 3.471
SIC 3.447 3.518 3.471 3.469 3.540 3.544 3.489 3.566
White statistic 20.928" 19.637" 17.617" 25.754" 16.621 25.134" 21.199" 20.948
Durbin-Watson 1.737 1.748 1.734 1.731 1.705 1.751 1.716 1.707
LM statistic 3.295 2.691 2.979 3.470 2.726 2.627 3.312 2.599
Note:
Dependent Variable is VI I2 
Irrelevant Variable Test, Omitted Variable Test 
" P<.OI, * P<.05
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In comparing the models with log- transferred dependent variables, Table 5.9 shows that the 
estimated adjusted of the Semi-log and the Double-log models do not indicate any 
significant difference to each other. However, the problems of heteroscedasticity and serial- 
correlation are shown in the Semi-log model.
On the other hand, the results of the LM-test do not indicate the serial-correlation problem in 
the Double-log model. As a result, it was decided to exclude the Semi-log model. The D EI 
(adjusted R^=.771) was used as the criterion and compared to the adjusted R^  values of the 
other models. It was found that, as the number of explanatory variables increases, the values 
of the adjusted R  ^also increases gradually.
Additionally, the adjusted R  ^values of D_E2, D_E5, D_E6, D_E7 and D_E8 are all 
above .780. However, as noted previously, these Double-log models could be compressed to 
two models, D_E2 and D_E6, that the t value of the coefficient of the added variable was 
larger than 1. In addition, LN INCOME should be added to the model since all t values of 
the LN INCOME in the Double-log models are larger than 1, as can be seen in Table 5.9.
Moreover, the LN AGE may also be added to the model by comparing adjusted R^  values 
(all t values are over 1.656). On the other hand, LN_STU_YEAR may not be added to this 
model because all t values are less than 1. In the case of D_E4, even though the estimated t 
value of the added LN AGE is larger than 1, the t value is not statistically significant in 
95%.
The LN INCOME is excluded from this model. Consequently, it must be excluded at this 
stage. The results of the LM-statistic for the omitted variable, the criterion model is D E I ,  
show that the LN INCOME in the D_E2 (4.750) and LN INCOME, LN AGE in the D_E6 
(6.099) should be included in the models.
Consequently, D_E2 and D_E6 were considered to be the proper model from among the 
Double-log models. However, even though there is not any significant problem of serial- 
correlation in the D_E2 and D_E6, the results of the White-test show the problem of the 
heteroscedasticity in these models. Therefore, two models, D_E2 and D_E6 were selected to 
be taken to the next stage. The problem of the heteroscedasticity with these models should 
be resolved before the next stage.
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Table 5.9
Comparing derived models (with log-transferred dependent variables) in ITCM
Semi-Log model
SL_EI SL_E2 SL_E3 SL_E4 SL_E5 SL_E6 SL_E7 SL_E8
TRA_COST -.167" -.169** -.165" -.168" -.168" -.170" -.166" -.168"
(-19.270) (-19.389) (-18.546) (-19.388) (-18.799) (-19.425) (-18.644) (-18.735)
INCOME .077** .086** .073** .081"
(2.902) (2 .933) (2 .678 ) (2.654)
STU_YEAR .007 -.011 .010 -.010
( .636) (-.885) (.865) (-.710)
AGE .040 .029 .040 .017
(1.513) (1.067) (1 .373 ) (.540)
Constant 1.684" 1.471" 1.573** 1.565** 1.596" 1.401" 1.421" 1.537"
(27.432) (14.186) (9.150) (15.675) (8.813) (11.406) (6 .956 ) (7.260)
.667 .696 .664 .672 .695 .698 .667 .695
Adjusted R^ .666 .693 .660 .668 .689 .693 .662 .688
F statistic 371.322" 193.772" 172.634** 188.100" 121.434" 129.666** 116.300" 90.745**
F-statistie'^ 2 .9 6 2 ' .536 4.428* 3.604* .291 .504 7.046** Criterion
LR-statistic'^ 8.919* 1.101 8.889* 7.271* .300 .519 7.111" Criterion
LM-statistic^^ Criterion 8.246** .445 2.298 8.411* 9.348" 2.349 8.696*
AIC 1.245 1.201 1.281 1.244 1.234 1.206 1.282 1.244
SIC 1.280 1.256 1.335 1.295 1.310 1.279 1.353 1.339
White statistic 35.763" 32.592" 36.427** 41.474" 33.252** 37.843" 40.944** 36.542"
Durbin-Watson 1.584 1.537 1.589 1.588 1.500 1.550 1.587 1.508
LM statistic 8.015" 8.260** 7.767** 7.886" 9.111" 7.946** 7.794** 9.002**
Double-Log Model
D_EI D_E2 D_E3 D_E4 D_E5 D_E6 D_E7 D_E8
LN_TRA_COST -.567** -.557" -.580** -.569** -.572** -.558" -.582** -.574**
(-25.068) (-24.400) (-24.857) (-25.276) (-24.317) (-24.452) (-25.108) (-24.312)
LN_INCOME .129* .138* .108 .112
(2.180) (2.218) (1.748) (1 .656 )
LN_STU_YEAR .048 -.075 .086 -.035
(.433) (-.601) (.775) (-.271)
LN_AGE .113 .077 .122* .071
(1.867) (1.169) (1.942) ( .993)
Constant 1.478" 1.337" 1.371" 1.363" 1.542" 1.282" 1.150" 1.399"
(35.443) (17.442) (4.727) (18.394) (4.926) (14.331) (3.718) (4.060)
R^ .773 .786 .780 .777 .794 .788 .785 .795
Adjusted R^ .771 .783 .778 .774 .790 .784 .781 .790
F statistic 628.408** 310.276" 311.015" 320.169" 205.063** 207.753** 211.882" 154.031"
F-statistic'^ 1.971 .674 2.953 1.451 .987 .073 2.742 Criterion
LR-statistie'^ 5.987 1.384 5.981 2.967 1.014 .076 2.804 Criterion
LM-statistie^^ Criterion 4.750* .532 3.477 5.052 6.099* 4.296 6.032
AIC .865 .852 .855 .857 .843 .855 .844 .849
SIC .900 .906 .908 .909 .919 .928 .916 .944
White statistic 35.254** 36.391" 37.467** 37.649** 38.663** 40.740** 37.379" 39.606**
Durbin-Watson 1.883 1.965 1.920 1.927 1.964 2.012 1.955 2.009
LM statistic .623 .034 .091 .234 .039 .010 .002 .217
Note: Dependent V.: LN_VI_12, 
**P<.01, P<.05
Irrelevant Variable Test, Omitted Variable Test
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The three models which were selected from the previous stages are S_E2, D_E2 and D_E6. 
As argued previously, in these three models, the problem of the serial-correlation is not 
considered to be significant. However, a serious problem of the heteroscedasticity is 
observed in all models. As mentioned previously, many researchers, argue the 
heteroscedasticity must be estimated by GLS. Therefore, selected models were converted 
using GLS.
Accordingly, the results of the White-test show that the problem of heteroscedasticity in the 
models was statistically removed with GLS. In addition. The estimated AIC and SIC values 
of converted S_E2 using GLS are relatively higher than the other converted models. For that 
reason, the converted S_E2 was excluded. In the case of converted D_E6, the t value of 
LN AGE in the model was statistically insignificant. Consequently, converted D_E2, 
Equation 5.2, was eventually selected as the model to be used for calculating CS.
VI_12 = exp(1.407-0.589*LN_TRA_COST + 0.086*LN_INCOME) (5.2) 
(21.412) (-23.421) (2.266)
R^  = .649 R^  =.645 F = 284.381(p<.01)
Overall, signs and significance of the estimated coefficients are generally consistent with 
economic theory and the empirical results of past recreation demand studies. TRA COST is 
negative and statistically significant across all models at the 1% significance level, 
consistent with all previous studies. The travel cost, as a price variable with a negative sign, 
is the most common result of the recreation demand model, suggesting a downward sloping 
demand curve (Shrestha et al., 2002). INCOME is also included in the model used in this 
paper. It is positive across all models, consistent with previous studies (e.g. Anex, 1995; 
English and Bowker, 1996; Whitehead et al., 2000).
Consumer Surpluses Results and Discussion
Equation 5.1, for ZTCM, and Equation 5.2, for ITCM, were finally estimated using the 
previous comparing and transforming stages to calculate the visitor’s CS of Warwick Castle.
The CS estimates are reported in Table 5.10. This was done by comparing the estimated 
surplus estimates across functional forms. The largest estimated individual CS came from 
the OLS model of ITCM (£10.95), individually, estimates from the FGLS of the ITCM were
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second (£10.44), and the EGLS of ZTCM was third (£0.49), while the OLS model of ZTCM 
produced the smallest estimates (£0.15). Firstly, when comparing the ITCM and the ZTCM 
models, the results of the ITCM (individually: £10.44; daily: £23,584; annual: £8.5 million) 
were significantly greater than the ZTCM (individually: £0.49; daily: £1,105; annual: £0.4 
million).
Table 5.10
CSs fi*om TCM models
Individual TCM
Regression Method OLS GLS
Individual 10.95 10.44
A day 24,736.00 23,584.00
Annual 8,979,000.00 8,560,800.00
(9 million) (8.5 million)
Zonal TCM
Regression Method OLS GLS
Individual 0.15 0.49
A day 330.00 1,105.00
Annual 119,928.00 401,100.00
(0.1 million) (0.4 million)
Note:
Monetary unit is U K  Pound (£)
Average annual number o f  visitors: 820,000 (2,259 per day) 
Open days a year: 363days
Annual average ticket income: £8.14 m illion (8 ,142,600) 
Average admission price: £9.93
As mentioned previously, although most research uses the ZTCM, because of the limitation 
of the ITCM studies, comparisons between the two TCM methods were rare. It appeared 
that the ZTCM could result in underestimated values in this paper. Many researchers 
consider that ITCM is an econometrically superior method to ZTCM. Addition, it was clear 
that the results of CS between OLS and converted methods were significantly different in 
comparing the OLS and converted models using GLS. Regarding the ITCM, even though 
the difference of the values of individual estimated CS appeared to be insignificant (GLS: 
£10.44; OLS: £10.95), the difference of the annual based estimated CS result was significant 
(GLS: £8.5 million; OLS: £9 million). On the other hand, the estimated CS with GLS was 
£0.4 million per annum, while the estimated CS with OLS was £0.1 million. This means that
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if the OLS was used in this study the result could be seriously underestimated. It is apparent 
that the CS differs according to the TCM method and regression model.
5.2.3 Conclusion and Discussions
The outcome based on objectives of pilot study 1 have been analysed as follows;
• Validity of TCM’s and CYM’s survey questions was verified.
The focus of this section was to find directions and questions which were difficult to 
understand. The piloting procedure revealed that there were some drawbacks in 
understanding the context of some questions, although most of the respondents found no 
comprehension problems. For this, besides on-site survey, 7 people from different 
backgrounds were randomly selected to investigate (5 research students, 2 academics). All 
respondents gave comments on Q7, Q9, Q9-1 in Figure 5.3. Furthermore, as to on-site 
survey, there were many respondents who did not answerer as well as who could not 
understand on these questions. Therefore, it was ascertained that alternative plan is 
inevitable to use stated travel time and stated cost data. Besides this, it was also determined 
that colloquial expression is more useful for understating question. For instance, as can be 
seen Figure 5.1, ‘amusement part ‘should be changed to ‘amusement park’ in the statement 
of contingent situation.
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Figure 5.3
Indicated Questions in Pilot Survey
Q7. How long did the journey last?    .......................(___ hours___ minutes)
Q9. What is the total expenditure for this trip?
........................  per person (about £ )
Q9-1. The splits of the total expenditure per person
♦ Please, fill in the blanks in the following table.
Amount of money spent (£)
Transportation
Entrance fee
Accommodation
Meals
Entertainment
Shopping
Other expenses
• Problems and limitations of zoning method in ZTCM were demonstrated.
Centric circle method was used for this pilot stud, which is one of most popular method with 
administrative region zoning method in TCM research. Nevertheless, it is impractical to 
calculate the accurate population in a centric circle. As a result, it is also impossible to 
estimate accurate percentage of visiting. In addition, there are some drawbacks on 
administrative region zoning method. Therefore, the methods to overcome these drawbacks 
of each zoning technique are requested and will be examined further in main study.
• Problems of Standard method using OLS were indicated.
In case of ITCM, dependent variable is the number of individual visit, which has 
characteristics of non-negative integer. For this reason, a count data model adequate for the 
dependent variable is requested.
• Difficulty for adopting DB-DC was revealed as the number of questionnaires is 
small.
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Questionnaires with three different sets of admission fees were employed. Table 5.11 
illustrates that it could resulted in 12 type of price in total, as there are 4 cases for each set 
under the 3 type of bidding price set. In this pilot study, no more than 113 out of 200 
questionnaires were responded the question of DB-DC. There were only two respondents for 
questionnaire set 3 (No-Yes), meanwhile only one respondent for questionnaire set 1 (No- 
No). For this reason, it was not enabled to evaluate recreational value using CVM in this 
pilot study. Thus, it was confirmed that the bidding price must be set less than three types 
and the number of questionnaires should be increased in the main study.
Table 5.11
Response results of DB-DC CV Question
N o . o f  S et S ta r t P r ice N o . o f  R esp o n ses T o ta l
Y es-Y es Y es-N o N o -Y es N o -N o
1 £  16 13 11 8 1 (3 3 )
2 £ 2 2  5 6 8 24 (4 3 )
3 £ 2 8  5 3 2 27 (3 7 )
Total 23 2 0 18 52 (1 1 3 )
Note:
- The current adm ission fee is £12 per adult.
- The bid sets in order o f  [A, B , C] are [Questionnaire 1: £16, £18, £14], [Questionnaire 2: £22 , £24, 
£20], [Questionnaire 3: £28, £30, £26].
• Selection of TC demand functional form is important to estimating CS.
In this Pilot study, it is also verified that the choice of the functional form used in the 
estimation has been shown to affect both the expected value and variance of CS estimates.
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5.3 Pilot Study II:
Evaluating H ahoe historic village with O pen-ended CVM
5.3.1 Methodology
5.3.1.1 Objectives of Study II
The objectives of pilot survey 2 are as follows;
Firstly, average WTP of HHV is evaluated using open-ended question. It is very important 
for DB-DC CVM to select bid price, since irrelevant bid price may cause stating point bias. 
Langford (1994), Herriges and Shogren (1996), and Pollicino and Maddison (2002) pointed 
out that the starting bidding price for DB-DC question must be selected properly to remove 
starting point bias. Thus, it is suggested that an open-ended question is performed in 
advance to choose bid price in many studies currently. On this basis, a starting bid price of 
DB-DC question is set up.
Secondly, input variables are examined in advance. The variables ascertained in the natural 
resources researches are employed in this study. Therefore, influencing of variables to the 
open-ended WTP is verified.
Lastly, the validity of questions in the questionnaires are verified.
5.3.1.2 Research Site
Hahoe historic heritage village (HHV) is the most representative venue among the six 
traditional villages which were designated by the South Korean government with its best- 
conserved condition and the highest conservation value. Especially ever since the Queen 
Elizabeth’s visit to this traditional village in April 1999, the number of tourists has been 
rapidly increased. However, the village could not properly accept the visiting crowd without 
any planned preparation. For this reason, various problems have been happening, and the 
local government has tried to develop this heritage site to the worldwide tourist attraction in 
this opportunity.
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There are also relatively negative opinions in its development toward the large-scale tourist 
attraction. According to those opposite viewers, the massive development for famous tourist 
site could destroy the unique traditional scenery of the village and consequently ruin its 
conservation value. Besides, they also assert that HHV should be left for the future 
generations as well as its current value as a tourist attraction. In spite of these oppositions, 
however, the local government has tried to enforce its development for the sake of possible 
profits that could be brought through development. More detail about HHV and background 
of selecting this site will be illustrated in main survey.
5.3.1.3 Sampling Design
In Pilot Study 2, like Pilot Study 1,‘non-probability convenience sampling method’ was 
adopted. The investigation was enforced on the spot for two days from the 3rd of May in 
2001. The researcher have led the survey and five MSc students from Hanyang University 
have assisted them. They were instructed how to do it from the researcher. The 
‘standardised interview’ was accepted so the inquirer can ask questions in consistent 
patterns in order to have the coherent research possible. Ballpoint pen was also given to each 
replier to enhance their motivation for participation.
5.3.1.4 Questionnaire Design
The variables used on questionnaire survey of this research were modified and 
complemented in order to meet research purposes based on results of precedent researches. 
The questionnaire survey consists of sixteen questions. The questionnaire was divided into 
four sections as below;
• Socio-economic characteristics of the respondents (e.g. gender, age, residential area, 
job, household income, number of household, educational background)
• Configuration of Visiting (e.g. visiting experience, visiting company, number of 
company, staying period, spend money cost)
• Satisfaction after visiting (e.g. re-visit opinion)
• Open-ended CVM Questions (e.g. opinion of WTP, WTP price)
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Before posing the questions, the opinions from the three survey experts in Korea Tourism 
Research Institute (KTRI) was accepted about questionnaires. Final questionnaire was 
determined based on these results.
Contingent Situation
CVM is what establishes an imaginary scenario on a fictitious situation which does not 
physically exist and has respondents reply to that. Therefore, the statement of contingent 
situation is essential for CVM questionnaire. Figure 5.4 illustrates contingent statement for 
contingent market of CVM, and
Figure 5.4
Statement of Contingent situation
“It is supposed that there is a DEVELOPMENT PROJECT in Hahoe Historic Village to meet 
the tourist demand. HOTEL, RESORT, FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE WILL BE 
CONSTRUCTED in or near the site. THE CURRENT SCENERY WOULD BE CHANGED.’
Open-ended Question for Willlngness-to-Pay More Money for the Entrance 
Fee
Open-ended question, unlike DB-DC question in pilot study 1, directly ask for a WTP price 
for an entrance ticket fee. The respondents fill in WTP price in the blank directly. Figure 5.5 
shows the questions in this survey.
The respondents read the given statement of contingent situation. Suppose that imaginary 
scenario on fictitious situation exists physically, and reply the Q8 and Q9.
Q8 is not a question asking if the respondent agrees or disagrees about either contingent 
developing project or conservation of HHV. It asks “if you will visit HHV, even though 
extra entrance fee should be paid for HHV conservation”, which is an imaginary scenario.
In other words, there might be some respondents who disagree on developing project, but 
agree on conservation of HHV. They might not want to pay extra to enter. The WTP is zero. 
The following cases could cause various biases; If respondents, whose WTP is zero, fill in
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the amount which is more than zero or if respondent fill in more or less amount than they 
want to pay (These biases were already point out in Chapter 4).
Open-ended question employed in this pilot study has been used in much CVM research so 
far. In addition, it is one of the popular method due to simple procedure. However, it is 
suggested by many researcher that open-ended question should be used as an auxiliary 
method of DB-DC Question since it could result in bias.
It is demonstrated that DB-DC question method, adopted in Pilot Study 1 and Main study, 
causes the least bias. Nonetheless, it could result in ‘starting point bias’, where respondents 
consider the first biding price on the questionnaire is the most appropriate amount.
Theoretically, this risk can be minimised if the quantity of survey is considerable. However, 
it cost so much money and time. Thus, the most appropriate bidding price must be 
investigated in advance. For this, open-ended question survey is performed to find out 
average WTP before DB-DC survey. The average WTP will be criteria of biding price of 
DB-DC question. Consequently, only respondents who answered Q8 (agree on WTP for 
extra fee) can fill in Q9, open ended question about WTP price.
Figure 5.5
Questions for Open-ended WTP Price
Q8. If you want to MAINTAIN THE CURRENT HISTORIC SCENERY.
It would spend much money on restoration and conservation. Therefore, visitor should pay 
much more money FOR ENTRANCE FEE than before. In this case, are you willing to pay 
the extra money for ENTRANCE FEE?
□ Yes □ No
Q9. (Only in the case of'Yes' responder on question 8)
HOW MUCH MONEY are you WILLING TO PAY for it (per person)?
  ........................................... .............Per person: ( WonI
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5.3.2 Analysis and Findings
The total of 259 questionnaires out o f272 was returned and used for the statistic analysis. 
This section is classified into three parts. The first part is the descriptives enforced to draw 
‘Demographic characteristics’ and ‘Visiting configurations’. Additionally, the second one is 
to estimate the average WTP price. Finally, the last one is to verify variables which affect on 
WTP, using multiple regression model.
5.3.2.1 Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents
The gender ratio of the respondents was nearly half and half; Male (51.4%), Female (49.6%). 
The dominant age group was between 20’s and 40’s with 79.2%. In terms of educational 
background, 84.2% of them graduated from high school or beyond. Most of them 
interestingly resided in the distance of 100 km or further with a portion of 68.4%.
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Table 5.12
Demographic characteristics of the respondents
Division Frequency %
Gender Male 130 51.4
Female 129 49.6
Age Under 19 33 12.7
20-29 66 25.4
30-39 78 30.0
40-49 62 23.8
50-59 18 6.9
60 or above 3 1.2
Educational background Under middle school 41 15.8
High school 92 35.4
In University 31 11.9
University 88 33.8
In postgraduate school 3 1.2
postgraduate school or above 5 1.9
Distance to home Under 100 km 79 30.4
100-200 km 56 21.5
200-400 km 25 9.6
Over 400 km 97 37.3
Employment Employed 108 41.5
Un-employed 152 58.5
Job Primary industry 0 0.0
Self-employed 29 11.2
Officer 27 10.4
Engineer 20 7.7
Salesman 11 4.2
Professional 21 8.1
Housewife 65 25.0
Student 69 26.5
Others 18 6.9
Annual income of family Under 1,200 16 6.3
(xl0,000 KW) 1,201 -2,400 109 42.7
2,401 -3,600 84 32.9
3,601 -5,000 38 14.9
Over 5,001 8 3.1
Number of Household 3.98 (mean)
Korean Won (KW : £ = 2000 ; 1)
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5.3.2.2 Configuration of Visiting
According to the Table 5.13, Half of households annually earned more than 25,000,000 
Korean Won (£12,500). A bit more than 60% made their first visit to the Village. The 
average number of their company was 4.35. Approximately 18,965 Korean Won per capita 
has been spent visits to the Village.
Table 5.13
Visiting configuration of the respondents
Division Frequency %
Total number of visits 1 158 60.8
(include current visiting) 2 - 5 89 34.1
6 -1 0 17 6.5
Over 10 7 2.7
Company Alone 5 1.9
Family 166 63.8
Girl/boy fiiend 18 6.9
Friends/Relatives 55 21.2
Package Groups 16 6.2
Average No. of company 4.35
(include respondent)
Stay overnight Stay at accommodation 77 29.6
Day-trip 183 70.4
Average total cost p/person (stated) 18,960*
Korean Won (KW : £ = 2000 : 1)
S.3.2.3 Estimation of Average Individual WTP 
Response of Contingent Situation
The contingent situation, which is for contingent tourist developing project in or near HHV, 
was given to respondents. The responses of the situation is veiy negative. Therefore, the 
opinion of WTP, which is opposite opinion against the developing project, is bigger than 
others. The respondents, who has an opinion willing to pay for conservation of HHV, is 168 
out of 260, it is 64.6%.
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Table 5.14
Opinion of willing to pay more money for conservation of HHV
Frequency %
Opinion for WTP Yes 168 64.6
No 92 35.4
Open-ended Willingness to Pay Price
Table 5.15 is the consequences of frequency analysis on willingness to pay in addition to
spending on the entrance fees of the respondents who had WTP. The average monetary
amount of individual willingness-to-pay for the entrance ticket fee was estimated as 12,565
Korean Won (£6.30). Accordingly, the bid price of main survey is based on the average
WTP here, since DB-DC question is answered by only respondents who had WTP.
Table 5.15
Frequency table of the amount of money of willing to pay
Amount of money of WTP* N %
1,000 21 12.5
2,000 6 3.6
3,000 11 6.5
5,000 26 15.5
10,000 66 39.3
15,000 6 3.6
16,000 2 1.2
20,000 16 9.5
24,000 2 1.2
25,000 1 0.6
50,000 6 3.6
80,000 3 1.8
100,000 2 1.2
Total 168
Individual WTP = Average WTP
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S.3.2.4 Verification Results of Regression Model
This section is to determine the influence of explanatory variables, which is used for CVM 
model in main study, on WTP. Most recreational resources valuing researches have mainly 
dealt with recreational value of natural resources.
It was inferred from Chapter 3 (in comparing previous research results of natural resources 
and cultural heritage resources) that the differences of influence, which was affected to 
dependent variable by explanatory variables, between natural and cultural resources is 
basically small. Nevertheless, it was also demonstrated that the difference between two 
resources was not verified in the previous research statistically, since there has been no 
empirical study that tried to compare demand model and recreational value of natural and 
cultural resources.
Therefore, this pilot study is to ascertain the influence of variables from existing research on 
WTP using regression model, as well as to find out the bid price of DB-DC question for 
main study. DB-DC CVM of main study is not an open ended question to fill in the 
monetary amount of WTP but a close ended question to choose whether accept bid price or 
not.
Hence, demand model is derived using Logit model, taking binary response (whether accept 
bid price or not) as a dependent value. For this reason, it is difficult to determine the 
influence of explanatory variable on WTP.
As a consequence, this pilot study is an exploratory research to set up criteria for selecting 
variables for main study by examining the relationship between WTP and explanatory 
variables in regression model.
Table 5.16 is the variables to put into regression model. The process of inputted variables 
will be examined in detail in main study.
The dependent variable is individual stated WTP. As to travel time (TRAVEL TIME), one 
of explanatory variable, it is estimated from revealed data using GIS in main study, however 
it is evaluated from stated data in this study, which is a common method in general. In case 
of travel distance, the residential place of visitors was asked first following the figure from
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the living place was calculated to HHV, that is, up to 100 Km, 101- 200 Km, 201-300 Km, 
301- 400 Km and over 400 Km. Hence, re-coding was produced in order to create distance 
variables. Moreover, therefore, the definition on variables must be distinct.
The followings are dummy variables; population scale of a residence (MAIN CITY), if the 
respondent has visited it before (FIRST_VISIT), if the respondent sleep over or not 
(STAY TIME), if the respondent has a job or not (JOB), Willingness to re-visit (RE VI OP) 
and Gender (GENDER).
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Table 5.16
Variables of Regression models
Dependent Variables
WTP Open-ended response of willingness to pay entrance price 
in the contingent situation
Explanatory Variables
TRA TIME
TRA_DISTANCE
MAIN_GITY
FIRST_VISIT
INCOME
STAYTIME
JOB
AGE
EDUCATION
FAMILYN
GENDER
RE_VI_OP
SATISFAC
Stated travel time by respondent from resident area to HHV
1= Under! hour
2= 1 hour ~ 1 hour 59 minutes
3= 2 hours ~ 2 hours 59 minutes
4= 3 hours ~ 3 hours 59 minutes
5= 4 hours ~ 4 hours 59 minutes
6= Over 5 hours
Revealed distance using respondent's residential county information 
1= Under 100 km, 2= 100-200 km 
3= 200 -  400 km, 4= Over 400 km
Population size of residence,
where 1= Respondent's residential county is Seoul, 0= others
Visiting experience, where 1= this is first visit, 0= others
Annual household income before taxes (x10,000 KW),
1= Under 1200, 2= 1201-2400, 3=2401 -3600,
4= 3601 -  5000, 5= Over 5001
Lodging for night in the HHV,
where 1= stay at accommodation, 0= day trip
Employment, where 1= employed, 0 = unemployed
age categories;
1= Under 19, 2=20-29, 3=30-39,
4= 40 -  49, 5= 50 -  59, 6= 60 or above
Educational background categories;
1= Under middle school
2= High school
3= In University
4= University
5= In postgraduate school
6= postgraduate school or above
Number of household
Gender, where 1= male, 0 = female
Re-visit opinion, where 1= YES, 0 = NO
Satisfaction after visiting (1 -5 )___________________________
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Results of Regression
The regression analysis was implemented with ‘the amount of willingness-to-pay per 
person’ as dependent variables with thirteen explanatory variables.
The results show that travel time variable has strong relationship with travel distance 
variable. Given this, as shown Table 5.17, three models were evaluated as follows; (1) 
model inputted both travel time and distance variables, (2) model inputted travel time 
variable only and (3) model inputted travel distance variable only.
Model (2) with inputted travel time has the highest adjusted and F values. In the case of 
Model (1), t value of travel distance variable was not significant, however its sign was 
positive. It means when the place of residence is far, WTP is considerable. Therefore, it 
showed opposite result of that travel time variable was significant, however its sign is 
negative. Moreover, the sign of Model (2) and (3) was negative in both cases. On this basis, 
it was inferred that Model (1), inputted both variables, could have problem.
To conclude, it is estimated that Model (2) which includes inputted travel time variable has 
superiority over the others. Therefore, it is decided that the ‘travel time’ variable should be 
considered for the model s of main study as a explanatory variable.
In Model (2), TRAVEL TIME, MAIN_CITY, STAY_TIME, Number of Household and 
SATISFACTION variables were statistically significant on WTP.
In particular, when travel time from residence to HHV increases, WTP decreases. In other 
words, when cost increases, WTP reduces. It is identical with TCM basic premise that 
visiting demand declines as travel cost increases. This was judged to cause because the 
option value decreases as the distance of the residents from HHV increases.
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Table 5.17
Results of Regression (Dependent V.: WTP)
(1) (2) (3)
(CONSTANT) -12248.665 -11571.264 -20108.825*
(-1.245) (-1.254) (-2.094)
TRA_TIME -2821.477** -2718.032**
(-2.727) (-3.022)
TRA_DISTANCE 314.489 -1742.143
(0.204) (-1.270)
MAIN_CITY 7199.563* 7416.790** 6628.138*
(2.395) (2.646) (2.164)
FIRST_VISIT -1498.790 -1385.434 -2120.914
(-0.615) (-0.586) (-0.856)
INCOME -2372.223 -2344.768 -2000.441
(-1.821) (-1.815) (-1.512)
STAYTIME 6953.538** 6877.366** 4570.879
(2.765) (2.774) (1.898)
JOB 3814.951 3578.129 2256.417
(1.201) (1.213) (0.707)
AGE -1127.888 -1144.043 -1875.042
(-1.102) (-1.125) (-1.862)
EDU -521.182 -489.886 -71.531
(-0.709) (-0.683) (-0.098)
FAMILY_N 3931.126** 3911.988** 3914.829**
(3.945) (3.956) (3.847)
GENDER -705.571 -615.352 367.713
(-0.244) (-0.216) (0.126)
REVISIT 518.169 600.533 1893.241
(0.231) (0.273) (0.848)
SATISFAC 8008.302** 7926.535** 8427.197**
(5.562) (5.750) (5.765)
R^ .436 .436 .408
A_R^ .387 .391 .361
F 8.862** 9.659** 8.612**
D.W. .711 .709 .633
Dependent Variable; 
*p<.05, **p<.01
WTP
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5.3.3 Conclusion and Discussions
The followings were ascertained through Pilot study 2.
• starting point of bid price on DB-DC question was evaluate using open-ended 
question.
The amount of additional willingness to pay per person for Hahoe Village, which was 
calculated in this research, is 12,565 KW (i.e. £6.30).
• explanatory variables which influence WTP were derived.
Especially, among them. Travel time and Travel distance had a negative influence over WTP. 
On the whole, visiting cost had a negative effect on WTP, which is the same as the basic 
premise of TCM.
• the comprehension and validity of questionnaire was demonstrated by three 
researchers of Korea Tourism Research Institute (KTRI) as well as on-site survey 
like pilot study I.
Here, the problem of accuracy in stated travel time, Q6, was posed. Thus, it was indicated 
that guild lines of interviewers were necessary to assist respondents’ comprehension of 
statement of contingent situation.
5.4 Chapter Summary
Two different pilot studies were performed in this chapter. Before employing the selected 
methods into the main study, the problems of standard methods (which have been currently 
used in literatures) were discovered by performed the pilot studies. The optimal methods to 
overcome these drawbacks will be suggested in chapter 6. In addition to this, the key 
information to perform the main study was examined.
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Data of Study 1 have been gathered from 200 visitors at Warwick Castle and among them, 
187 data were analysed. Data of Study 2 have been gathered from 272 at HHV, which is the 
main research site, and among them 259 were analysed.
In Study 1, demand model and recreational value were estimated using Standard ITCM and 
ZTCM. It was observed that there are some problems in the standard zoning methods and 
deriving demand model using OLS method (deal with in Chapter 7). It was examined that 
what is the optimal Hybrid TCM method to solve these problems in employing HHV. 
Furthermore, the validity of questionnaire and its structure for TCM and DB-DC CVM were 
demonstrated.
On the other hand, in Pilot study 2, starting point of did price of DB DC questionnaire, 
which is used to the main study, was evaluated using open-ended question (12,565 KW, 
£6.30). In addition, explanatory variables, which affect WTP, were demonstrated. 
Particularly, visiting cost had a negative influence on WTP.
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CHAPTER SIX
METHODOLOGY ill:
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR MAIN STUDY
6.1 Introduction
This Study examines the particular characteristics of recreational demand and value of 
cultural heritage resources by comparing recreational demand and value of natural 
recreational resources.
A considerable number of studies have been conducted on the evaluation of recreational 
demand and value of natural recreational resources. However, there has been little research 
that focused on cultural heritage. Accordingly, those results of previous studies should be 
employed for recreational demand and value evaluation of cultural heritage.
In practice, many researchers insist on that the demand and value of cultural heritage site 
could be calculated by adopting methods from those of natural resources. Nonetheless, 
cultural heritage must have distinctive characteristics from natural resources. Thus, it is 
anticipated that the natural and cultural heritage resources must be different in demand and 
value as well. For this reason, two pilot surveys have been conducted.
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This chapter describes the methodology for comparison of cultural heritage and natural 
resources. Therefore, this research is designed in consideration of existing researches and 
pilot studies. In this chapter, the research process will be introduced in detail. Additionally, 
the estimation and verification methods of model in the study will be explained. Finally, the 
estimation method of recreational value will be demonstrated.
6.2 Objectives o f M ain Study
It was confirmed that cultural heritage resources have particular characteristics compared 
with other out-door recreational resources. For this reason, it is anticipated that recreation 
demand and value of the cultural heritage resources may have particular characteristics as 
well.
The number of studies regarding evaluation of recreational demand and value of cultural 
heritage resources has increased recently. Nonetheless, most of them were estimated using a 
basic evaluation method. The particular characteristics of demand and value of cultural 
heritage has never been studied so far, because there are only few studies on it.
The aim of this study is to examine the particular characteristics of cultural heritage 
resources, which is distinct from natural resources, by calculating recreational demand and 
value through evaluation methods. To do this a cultural heritage resource is compared with a 
natural resource, which is distinctively different from it. In selected sites, the resources type 
is different but the other factors are very similar to each other.
6.2.1 Conceptual Research Questions
Two main research questions are set up to achieve the aim of study.
Are there differences of recreational demand and value according to evaluation 
method?
Are there distinctions of recreational demand and value between cultural heritage 
and natural resources?
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The former question could be a crucial contribution of this study and the latter is the main 
purpose of this study.
6.2.2 Specific Research Objectives
To answer the two conceptual research questions above, the following nine research 
objectives are established. These research objectives can be grouped into three:
• Verify the validity of travel time as a proxy variable of travel cost, which is a 
crucial variable for deriving TCM model.
• Evaluate recreational demand model and values of cultural and natural heritage 
resources adopting verification result above.
• Determine the characteristics of recreational demand and value of cultural heritage 
by comparing estimation results.
The specific research objectives of those three are illustrated below.
6.2.2.1 Validity of Travel Time as a Proxy of Travel Cost in TCM Model
It was confirmed in Chapter 4 and 5 that ‘travel time’ could be a optimal variable. However, 
the ‘travel distance’ has been currently used as a proxy variable of ‘travel cost’ in TCM. 
Many researches (Brainard et al., 1997; Brownstone et al., 2003; Hensher and Sullivan, 
2003; Jiang and Morikawa, 2004) showed that it produces superior result in adopting travel 
time as a proxy variable of travel cost in TCM.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, since the recreation and leisure time are finite resources (Chavas 
et al., 1989), reducing travel time to a destination results in increasing available time to 
spend at the destination (Jiang and Morikawa, 2004). This indicates that recreational visitors 
tend to reduce the ‘travel time’ as much as possible. As a result, when visitors choose a 
travel route, they prefer the shortest way in terms of travel time (Brainard et al., 1997; 
Brownstone et al., 2003; Hensher and Sullivan, 2003). Therefore, concerning that the ZTCM
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is a spatial demand model derived from the relationship between the ‘travel cost’ and 
‘visiting demand’, it could be inferred that the model employing the ‘travel time’ as a proxy 
of the travel cost explains recreational visitors’ behaviour better than the currently used 
standard model, which is associated with the distance to the destination.
However, as it is easy to calculate the distance from the residence to a destination using a 
map, the majority of the TCM literature adopts the travel distance instead of the travel time. 
Apparently, it is too difficult to calculate the accurate travel time, as there are many factors 
that may affect the travel time such as road traffic congestion, the width and speed limits of 
roads. Therefore the travel time is viewed as an auxiliary cost (i.e., an opportunity cost of 
the travel time) of the travel cost in the model.
This study also adopts the basic idea of the research methodology of Brainard, Lovett and 
Bateman’s (1997), which is the first and only case applying the travel time using GIS in the 
ZTCM model.
Therefore, as the first step for this research object,
1. Validity of ZTCM with travel time (ST-ZTCM) will be verified by comparing 
with Standard ZTCM (S-ZTCM), and compare their CS from both methods
ZTCM is used to ascertain the object of the study. Particularly, only travel cost is an 
explanatory variable, regarding ZTCM. No variable is regarded as an explanatory variable in 
ZTCM, but the travel cost, in order to identify the validity of travel time variable, computed 
with GIS, as a proxy variable of travel cost for this objective.
6.2.2.2 Comparing Recreation Demand Models
Recreational demand models (RDMs) in this study includes ZTCM, ITCM, HTCM, and 
CVM. The characteristics of evaluation methods are as follows;
• ZTCM, ITCM and HTCM are one of popular indirect preference evaluation
methods and CVM is a well known direct preference evaluation model (Pearce and 
Turner, 1990; Adamowicz, 1995; Hanley et al., 1997). Additionally, ZTCM, ITCM 
and HTCM could belong to an expenditure function model and CVM belongs to an
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income compensation function model respectively (Randall, 1984).
Evaluation methods can be classified in many ways according to various standards. 
However, these two mentioned above are the most popular classification.
• Additionally, they are classified into two relying on dependent valuable; one is 
required actual revealed data (ZTCM and ITCM), and the other is required 
hypothetical stated data (HTCM and CVM).
HTCM, recently invented, has the characteristics of both TCM and CVM.
• ITCM, HTCM, and CVM is derived with individual data. However, ZTCM is 
derived with the average values of respondent's residential zone.
The same variables derived from same data set were inputted to derive evaluation models 
except ZTCM. Take these characteristics into consideration, the following specific 
objectives are set up.
2. Examination of the discrepancy between using actual revealed data 
method (ITCM) and hypothetical stated data method (HTCM-NOW) in 
Individual TCM (indirect preference method)
This objective is, under the same situation, to examine ‘what can be affected deriving result 
depending on dependent variable whether it is an actual revealed data or stated hypothetical 
data ’ in the Indirect evaluation model.
The deriving procedure of ITCM is the same as that of HTCM. Furthermore, all condition is 
identical far from discrepancy in dependent variables, namely actual or hypothetical data. 
Therefore, it will be demonstrated that ‘how the characteristic of data affect result of model 
deriving in a model derived from same methodology’. For this, ITCM and HTCM(NOW) of 
each resource followed by the result of model deriving were compared.
The dependent variable of ITCM model is the number of visit for last 12 months in a 
recreational site. Meanwhile, HTCM (NOW) requires the dependent variable of the number
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of hypothetical visit. It can be estimated from questionnaire by asking willingness to visit 
under the assumption that the environmental quality of the site remains the same.
3. Examination of the difference between direct (CVM) and indirect (HTCM- 
NOW) preference methods
The objective here is to examine ‘how the discrepancy of model deriving procedure affects 
the result of model deriving’ under the control of other factors.
Both HTCM and CVM are required hypothetical stated data as a dependent variable. The 
variables into HTCM are employed into CVM as well. Notably, regarding HTCM(NOW), it 
is estimated under the assumption that current QRE is stable, which is the same contingent 
circumstance of CVM. In addition, in this study, the parameter of both models is estimated 
from multiple likelihood method. However, the dependent variable of HTCM is contingent 
upon the number of annual trip and that of CVM is binaiy response, which is the willingness 
to pay (WTP) of contingent price of independent value. As a result, it is inadequate to 
compare HTCM and CVM. Thus, they are compared in terms not of econometrics but of 
conception.
4. Examination of the differences of derived demand models of evaluation 
method, according to characteristics of resources (cultural and natural)
For this, all derived models in this study were compared. All factors were controlled except 
distinction of cultural and natural resources. The procedures to control other factors will be 
examined later in this chapter. In comparison, variables and then model fit were compared in 
turn.
6.2.2.3 Comparing Recreation Non-market Values
Recreation non-market value is evaluated by using recreation demand model, which is 
derived earlier. The ultimate objective of model evaluation is to estimate non-market value.
Generally, CS estimated using TCM can evaluate use-value only, as it is derived in 
consideration of actual outcome (like, how many time has a respondent visited the site). 
Conversely, it has been proposed that CVM can estimate non-use value, since it is on the
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basis of hypothetical behaviour in the future (site visiting intention), which can be expected 
from contingent situation. Furthermore, it is expected that HTCM can be used for non-use 
value. It is on the basis of hypothetical behaviour (i.e. willingness to visit), meanwhile 
deriving procedure of HTCM is the same as that of TCM. Here, recreational values 
estimated using TCM and CVM are Marshallian CS and Hicksian CV respectively.
Specific objectives were set up in consideration of the following aims mentioned in 
literature review already.
5. Verification of the differences of CS estimated from individual method 
and spatial (zonal) method in TCM (Indirect preference method)
For it, CSs calculated using ITCM and ZTCM were compared. Both methods require actual 
revealed data as a dependent variable. Nevertheless, ITCM required the data of the number 
of individual visit over last 12 months and ZTCM required that of the visiting ratio from 
respondent's residential area. Consequently, to examine the CSs’ difference relying on 
evaluation methods is the aim of the specific objective.
6. Examination of the influence of data’s difference upon CS (i.e., actual 
revealed data and hypothetical stated data) in Individual TCM
To achieve this aim, CSs calculated from the actual revealed data model (ITCM) and the 
hypothetical stated data model (HTCM-NOW) were compared. This aim is also to 
demonstrate influence of data’s differences on CS. Only dissimilarity is that the differences 
of being used revealed actual data and stated hypothetical data in computing CSs using 
ITCM. It was pointed out earlier that ITCM and HTCM is identical except data of dependent 
variable.
7. Demonstrating the variation of CS depending on the variation of quality of 
resource in indirect preference methods (TCM)
The aim is to demonstrate the variation of CS depending on the variation of quality of 
resource in TCM using HTCM.
8. Verification of the distinction between Marshaiiian CS and Hicksian CV
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The aim of this objective is to evaluate CS and CV using the same data set and verify the 
distinction between them. Therefore, recreational values estimated from ZTCM, ITCM and 
CVM were compared. Marshallian CS is estimated from ZTCM and ITCM, while Hicksian 
CV is evaluated form CVM.
According to literature review, it has been proposed that if some requirements are satisfied, 
the result of CV differs little from that of CS. It is not empirically proven but academically 
examined. There has been no study that the covers same data set up on the same resources. 
Therefore, it will be examined empirically in this study.
9. Ascertaining the difference of derived recreational values depending on 
the characteristic of resources (cultural or natural).
To conclude, all estimated recreational values were compared in this study. Additionally, it 
was examined that if the comparing results can be affected depending on the characteristics 
of resources. In examining the objectives of study, it is intended that the recreational 
demand of cultural heritage resources, which differ from natural resources, is calculated.
6.3 Research Process
Figure 6.1 shows the research process of main study. The objective of the study established 
in the concrete and in detail.
Since it was important that the condition of the two sites should be identical (apart from the 
distinctives of the resources), it was important to choose the sites for the study, carefully. As 
a result, HHV and IMP were selected. Since they have national wide market extension, an 
on-site survey was performed as well as direct interview. Occasionally, a self-administrated 
method was performed simultaneously.
Questionnaires were distributed to visitors at the exit of HHV and IMP, so that visitors who 
have already finished their sightseeing could answer the survey. Especially, for TCM 
analysis, only one person per group was chosen to answer the questionnaire in order that 
duplication of specific region may be avoided.
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To design the Questionnaire is one of the essential parts of this study. A hypothetical 
tourism development plan established as a contingent scenario statement was used to assist 
the comprehension of respondents. On the basis of this contingent scenario, WTP was asked 
using DB-DC Question method and hypothetical visiting intention was asked for HTCM.
As mentioned in chapter 5, pilot surveys were performed twice before the main survey. The 
starting value and scope of bidding price for DB-DC CV question were determined by the 
open-ended CV question in pilot study.
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Figure 6.1
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6.4 Research Sites
6.4.1 Selecting Procedure of Research Object Sites
There are two attractions selected for the main research; one is a cultural heritage which is 
the main research object. The other is a natural heritage which is an object of comparison of 
cultural heritage. As a result, a historic heritage village in Korea is selected as a cultural 
heritage and a national part in Korea is selected as a comparison purpose.
It is appropriate for accurate comparison that if the other facts, except the cultural and 
natural characteristic in the resources, could be controlled. Hence the following selecting 
criterion are considered in choosing attractions;
• Location of two attractions must be close to each other
• Market extension as a visitor attraction must be similar
• The number of annual visitors must be analogous
• Attractions must reflect the historic and natural characteristics clearly
There are six historic heritage villages which were specially appointed by the central 
government as a cultural asset in South Korea. Table 6.1 shows the present state of six 
historic heritage villages. As can be seen, Hahoe historic village has the most spacious 
dimensions.
Table 6.1
Historic villages (which are appointed by government as a cultural asset)
No Name Location (county) Ycar^) Sizc^ ^ households
A Wangkok Kangwon 1988 0.3 50
B Wyeam Chungnam 1988 0.2 65
C Hahoe Kyongbuk 1984 5.3 188
D Yangdong Kyongbuk 1984 1.0 133
E Nakan Jeonnam 1983 0.2 79
F Seongeup Cheiu island 1984 0.8 465
Appointed year by government as a national park 
a unit: km^
(Source: KNTO, 1998)
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On the other hand, there are twenty national park designated by the central government in 
South Korea. Table 6.2 shows the present state of national park. Nineteen out of twenty is a 
natural resource. Fifteen of them are mountain resources, followed by seaside resources, 
which are three.
Table 6.2
National Parks in South Korea
No Name Location (county) Year )^ Size^ ^ Character^^
1 Mt. Sorak Kangwon 1970 373.0 M
2 Mt.Odae Kangwon 1975 298.5 M
3 Mt. Pukhan Kyonggi, Seoul 1983 78.45 M
4 Mt. Chiak Kangwon 1984 182.1 M
5 Mt. Sobaek Chungbuk, Kyongbuk 1987 320.5 M
6 Taean Chungnam 1978 329.0 S
7 Mt. Kyerong Chungnam 1968 61.1 M
8 Mt. Worak Chungnam, Kyongbuk 1984 284.5 M
9 Mt. Juwang Kyongbuk 1976 105.6 M
10 Mt. Sokri Chungbuk, Kyongbuk 1970 283.4 M
11 Byunsan Jeonbuk 1988 157.0 S
12 Mt. Dukyou Jeonnam, Kyongnam 1975 219.0 M
13 Mt. Kaya Kyongnam, Kyongbuk 1972 80.2 M
14 Kyongju Kyongbuk 1968 138.2 C, H,M
15 Mt. Naejang Jeonnam, Jeonbuk 1971 76.0 M
16 Mt. Jiri Jeonnam, Jeonbuk, Kyongbuk 1967 440.5 M
17 Mt. Wolchul Jeonnam 1988 41.88 M
18 Hallyo sea Jeonnam, Kyongnam 1968 510.3 S,I
19 Tadohae sea Jeonnam 1981 2344.9 s ,i
20 Mt. Halla Cheju island 1970 149.0 M
Note:
The designated area of National park is 6.5% of total area of country. 
Appointed year by government as a national park 
a unit: km^
M: mountain, S: seashore, I: islands, C: cultural, H: historic 
{Source: National Park Authority, 2004)
Figure 6.2 illustrates the location of national parks and historic heritage villages on the map. 
The point of an alphabet indicates a historic heritage village and the point of a number 
designates a national park.
With respect to four selecting criterion mentioned above, it is apparent that the combinations 
of A and 2(option 1), C and 9(option 2), and D and 14(option 3) are nearer than any other 
resources between historic and natural one. In this basis, first, three options for selecting the 
object of the study are set up. The options are compared on the table 6.3.
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Figure 6.2
Historic heritage villages and National Parks
North Korea
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Note: Historic Heritage Village
A: Wangkok, B: Wyeam, C: Hahoe, D: Yangdong, E: Nakan, 
F: Seongeup (in Cheju island).
National Park
I. Mt. Sorak, 2. Mt.Odae, 3. Mt. Pukhan, 4. Mt. Chiak,
5. Mt. Sobaek, 6. Taean seashore, 7. Mt. Kyerong,
8. Mt. Worak, 9. Mt. Juwang, 10. Mt. Sokri,
II. Byunsan peninsula, 12. Mt. Dukyou, 13. Mt. Kaya,
14. Kyongju historic, 15. Mt. Naejang, 16. Mt. Jiri,
17. Mt. Wolchul, 18. Hallyo sea, 19. Tadohae sea,
20. Mt. Halla (in Cheju island).
Furthermore, the optimal option is chosen by comparing selected options. As can be seen 
table 6.3, Kyongju national park (option 3) is located in Kyongju City, which represents a 
typical Korean historic city, and the combination of cultural, historic, and natural heritage.
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Therefore it is not relevant to compare this with historic heritage village. For this reason, it 
is excluded.
Finally, in case of option 1, it is determined according to KNTO(1998), that the restoration 
of Wanggock historical heritage village is in progress and the size of the village is extremely 
small (50 households only). Hence, it does not have a national wide market extension. This 
is considerably different from Odea mountain national park, which has a national wide 
market extension as a well-known national park. As a result, option 1 is exclusive as well.
Table 6.3
Selected options for Research object sites
option Resources No. Name Location* Size(km^) Character*^
1 A Wangkok Kangwon 0.3
2 Mt.Odae Kangwon 298.5 M
2 C Hahoe Kyongbuk 5.3
9 Mt. Juwang Kyongbuk 105.6 M
3 D Yangdong Kyongbuk 1.0
14 Kyongju Kyongbuk 138.2 C, H,M
* name of county 
M: mountain, S: seashore. I: islands, C: cultural, H: historic
In conclusion, option 2 (Hahoe village and Juwang mountain national park) is selected as an 
object of this study. Since they are located nearby each other and both have a national wide 
market extension.
6.4.2 Brief Review of Two Selected Sites
6.4.2.1 Hahoe Historic Heritage Village (HHV)
Hahoe historic heritage village (HHV) is a historic heritage village, representative Korean 
cultural heritage resources, designated as a Important Folklore (Object No. 122) by central 
government. (Lim, 1999). HHV has preserved the housing architecture and the village 
structure of the Joseon dynasty. Moreover, the village was not artificially created; there are 
still people who actually live there (KNTO, 2005). There are houses designated as National
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treasures, such as Yangjindang (No.306) and Chunghyodang (No.414). Also there are other 
important folk material such as the Hahoe Bukchon House (No.84), Hahoe Namchon 
House(No.90) and Hahoe Juilje(No.91) (KNTO, 2005). The homes of commoner families 
were generally made of mud and covered with thatched roofs (Lim, 1999). In particular, 
appointed area for conservation is 5,288,008m^ (Lim, 1999). HHV is famous throughout 
Korea for the Hahoe Pyolshingut, a traditional village rite dating to the Koryo Dynasty, and 
the Hahoe masked dance (Kim, 1997). Indeed, recreational value of HHV is well balanced 
scenery, combination of a natural surrounding and a historic view rather than the cultural 
property itself.
There is a conflict between development and conservation in HHV. Recently, it became the 
focus of public attention as a tourist attraction and the visitors are considerably increased. 
Notably, when Queen Elizabeth II of the U.K. visited Korea, this village was introduced as 
the most typical traditional attraction in Korea. Since then, it has been known as a tourist 
attraction nationwide (Lim, 1999). After she visited here, as can assume in Table 6.6, the 
number of tourists increased approximately three times as many as previously. Nevertheless, 
the lack of facilities for visitors results in many problems. Additionally, the local inhabitant 
are full of complaints about low subsides and the limitations of living there. Moreover, after 
many tourists visiting there, the preserved culture of the village has been radically 
destroying at the moment (Lim, 1999). Consequently, inhabitant and local government 
intend to develop HHV as a large scale tourist attraction. However, the Korean historical 
society and association as well as NGO request to conserve it. In practice, the local 
government has a blue print for developing a large scale accommodation, shopping centres, 
and theme parks.
According to statistical data in 2003, the following characteristics of visitor of HHV are 
shown; To begin, visitors are distributed all over the country and the percentage of foreign 
visitors is no more than 1.79%. Therefore, it is a domestic destination, which has national 
wide market extension. Moreover, most of visitors are individuals (89.6%) rather than 
groups. Among them, adults account for 81.1%. Accordingly, the adult ratio of individual is 
excessively high. To conclude, most of group visitor is the student under 16 years old.
HHV is surrounded by mountain and river so that tourist should either take a bus or park the 
car in main entrance. Entrance fee, a main source of income, is charged in the main entrance. 
Entrance fee is shown table A. It is 2000 KW (£1.00) per person for an adult.
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Table 6.4
Entrance Fees of HHV
Classification Over 19 ages 13-18 ages 7-12 ages
Individual 2,000 won (£1.00) 1,000 won (£0.50) 700 won (£0.35)
Group____________ 1,700 won (£0.85) 800 won (£0.40) 600 won (£0.30)
Note:
Groups are more than 30 persons.
Age 6 or under / 65 or over are free.
Given that £1.00 is equivalent to 2,000 Won.
6.4.2.2 Juwang Mountain National Park (JMP)
Mt. Juwang mountain (721 m), designated as National Park No. 12 in 1976, is the smallest of 
the domestic national parks. It is a part of Kyongbuk county like HHV, and the nearest 
natural national park from HHV. It takes approximately 30 minute by car. The Juwang 
mountain is not so steep, making it a great place to walk and enjoy the wonderful scenery. 
There are many graceful rocks such as Giam, Seokbyeokam, Geupsudae, Jeongsam and 
Adeulbawi, and also caves such as Juwang cave and Yeonhwa cave. There are also many 
waterfalls that represent the beauty of Juwang mountain. The representative waterfalls are 
the 1st, 2nd, 3rd waterfalls and the Dalgi waterfall. Also there are many beautiful valleys 
such as the Outer-Juwang Valley, Inner-Juwang Valley, Wolwae Valley and Naewon 
Valley. On the mountainside there is a 6 meter high Jahaseong that spreads out 15 km, and 
there is the Dalgimul Mineral Spring in the Goenae mid-stream (National Park Authority, 
2005).
The main source of income in JMP is entrance fee as well. As can be shown table 6.5, it is 
3200 KW (£1.60) per adult.
Table 6.5
Entrance Fees of JMP
Classification Over 19 ages 13-18 ages 7-12 ages
Individual 3,200 KW (£1.60) 1,200 KW (£0.60) 600 KW (£0.30)
Group_______  3,000 KW (£1.50) 1,000 KW (£0.50) 500 KW (£0.25)
Note:
Groups are more than 30 persons.
Age 6 or under / 65 or over are free.
Given that £1.00 is equivalent to 2,000 Won
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6.4.3 Comparing the Selected Sites
The procedure of selection and the present states of attractions were investigated. Table 6.6 
shows the number of visitors and total profit of HHV and JMP over last eight years. It is 
appropriate for them to be an object of this study, according to four selecting criterion of 
sites.
• the locations of HHV and JMP are near each other. It takes only approximately 30 
minute by car.
• both have the same market extension (national). HHV is the largest and most 
popular historic village. Therefore, its market extension is national wide. On the 
other hand, JMP is a representative national park in Korea as well, which has a 
national wide market extension.
• the number of visitor and profit of the attractions over the last four year are 
comparable. As shown in Table 6.6, the annual average visitor number in HHV 
(841,309) is very similar to its in JMP (772,106) during the same period. Besides, 
the profit of HHV is 691,799,000 (£345,900), which is very similar to that of JMP, 
682,598,000 KW(£341,299). (Given that 2,000 KW is equivalent to £1.00.)
Table 6.6
Number of Visitors and Total profit of the selected sites
Year No. of Visitor Total Profit (x 000)
HHV JMP HHV JMP
1996 442755 1074000 378369 769522
1997 450210 1045577 389385 748303
1998 374931 792472 331154 560331
1999 1104920* 847827 878210 608603
2000 842352 736614 666144 686094
2001 825400 749161 667355 660077
2002 898304 773265 749827 655521
2003 850223 829382 683870 728700
Note:
* The Queen of UK visited at HHV in April 1999. 
{Source: Data was obtained from the office of HHV.)
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Lastly, HHV and JMP do not have any other characteristics of resource expect historic and 
natural characteristics respectively.
Consequently, HHV, selected as a main object of this study, is a representative Korean 
historic village designated by government. It is necessary for HHV, to evaluate the value of 
resource. Since, there is a warm debate for development. It can be concluded that JMP 
satisfied the criteria for selection as a comparative natural resource.
6.5 Sampling Design
According to Hair et al. (2000), the sampling procedure has an important implication in the 
process of identifying, developing and understanding market constructions that need to be 
examined. Indeed, if data is not collected from the people that can provide the correct 
information to answer the research questions, the study outcome will be useless.
The basic sampling method adopted for the present study was derived from the Churchill’s 
(1999) suggestions. Churchill (1999) suggested that it is first necessaiy to defined the 
population of the study on which the researcher wishes to make an inference. Secondly, a 
sampling frame needs to be identified. A sampling frame is the listing of the elements from 
which the actual sample will be selected. The third step of selecting a sample procedure is 
closely related to the identification of the sampling frame since the choice of sampling 
method depends largely on what the researcher can develop for a sampling frame. The next 
step requires the sample size to be determined. Fifth step indicates that the researcher needs 
to choose the elements that will be included in the study. Finally, the researcher needs to 
collect the right data from designated respondents.
The specific sampling method adopted in the present study is delineated in the following 
section.
6.5.1 Survey Instrument
Surveys to obtain data for TCM and CVM models can be conducted many ways. For 
example, on-site surveys can be conducted with a selected sample of people visiting a
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particular site, or surveys can be mailed to the population of interest. However, an on-site 
survey may result in a higher response rate, as compared with mailed-back surveys (Upeneja 
et al., 2001).
The main sites, HHV and JMP, have a national wide market extension. Therefore, the data 
of this research were obtained in on-site surveys in order not only to improve responding 
rate but also to avoid answer from someone never visit the attraction.
Basically, the Direct-interview method was used for the detail of the survey technique as it 
was used in preparatory survey. Nevertheless, a self-administered questionnaire technique 
was occasionally adopted depending on the situation. Additionally, a small selection of 
candies was given to respondents to give them a motivation; (10 pieces in a box, £ 0.25 
each). It could be shared among the group.
6.5.2 Sampling Method
According to Sekaran (2000), there are two major types of sampling designs: probability and 
non-probability sampling. In probability sampling, the elements in the population have some 
known chance or probability of being selected as sample subjects. In non-probability 
sampling, the elements do not have a known or predetermined chance of being selected as 
subjects. Each of these two major designs has different sampling strategies. Depending on 
the availability of time and other resources, and the purpose of the study, different types of 
probability and non-probability sampling designs are chosen.
In this study, the non-probability sampling method was adopted for two reasons. Firstly, 
there is no specific information of population. Secondly, limited time and resources 
available. The population of the main study is all visitors, who make a trip for leisure 
purpose, in HHV and JMP for one day. HHV and JMP, the main attractions, are a heritage 
conservative site as well as an out door recreation site. The number of annual visitor is 
verified, however the detail of distribution ratio and peculiarities of visitors are not 
investigated. Moreover, both have national wide market extension so that it costs too much 
time and money to employ probability sampling method. Especially, it does not mean that 
the probability sampling method is superior to non-probability sampling method (Sakaran,
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2000). Therefore, it is decided that non-probability sampling method is appropriate for this 
study.
In fact, according to NOAA report, it is theoretically suggested that probability sampling 
could be proper for accurate CVM analysis. However non-probability convenience sampling 
method is widely accepted, due to limitation of cost, time and population. Take the 
suggestion into consideration, sampling techniques and sampling size are selected carefully.
Sampling Technique
There are two main types of non-probability sampling designs; convenience sampling and 
purposive sampling.
Convenience sampling is the least reliable of all sampling designs in terms of 
generalisability, but sometimes it may be the only viable alternative when quick and timely 
information is needed, or for exploratory research purposes. Convenience sampling involves 
collecting information from members of the population who are conveniently available to 
prove it.
On the other hand, instead of obtaining information from those who are most conveniently 
available, it might sometimes become necessary to obtain information from a specific target 
group. This type of sampling design is called purposive sampling. Purposive sampling plans 
fall into two categories: judgement and quota sampling designs. Judgement sampling 
involves the choice of subjects who are in the best position to provide the information 
required. Judgement sampling may sometimes be the best sampling design choice, 
especially when there is a limited population that can supply the necessary information. 
Quota sampling ensures that certain groups are adequately represented in the study through 
the assignment of a quota. Quota sampling is often used on considerations of cost and time, 
and the need to adequately represent minority elements in the population. Although the 
generalisability of non-probability sampling designs is very restricted, they have certain 
advantages and are sometimes the only viable alternative for the researcher (Sekaran, 2000). 
The merits and demerits of non-probability sampling are shown in Table 6.7.
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Table 6.7
Non-probability sampling design techniques
Sampling Design Description Advantages Disadvantages
Convenience The most easily Quick, convenient. Not generalisable at
sampling accessible members 
are chosen as 
subjects.
less expensive. all.
Judgment sampling Subjects selected on 
the basis of their 
expertise in the 
subject investigated.
Sometimes, the only 
meaningful way to 
investigate.
Generalisability is 
questionable; not 
generalisable to 
entire population.
Quota sampling Subjects are 
conveniently chosen 
from targeted groups 
according to some 
predetermined 
number or quota.
Veiy useful where 
minority 
participation in a 
study is critical.
Not easily 
generalisable.
{Source: this table was quoted from Sekaran, 2000, p.281)
On the basis of convenience sampling technique, the advantage of Judgement and Quots 
sampling techniques were adopted.
The survey targets were those visitors who went out from HHV and JMP after they had 
finished sightseeing. In addition. The interviewers who have been divided into two groups 
were waiting for visitors in exit and the rest room located in near exit. They tried to have an 
interview as many group as they can. Here, questionnaire was not forced to a group who 
does not intend to answer.
The questionnaires were restricted to first adult in each group of visitors. Therefore, visitors 
from specific places do not overlap on the survey for the TCM model.
Sample Size
To overcome the limitation of non-probability convenience sampling survey, sample size 
were maximized. The appropriate sample size was computed using a formula for estimating 
general sampling size. The sample size of limited population can be calculated using
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equation 6.1 (Joe, 1993; Han, 1996; Cho, 1998), when the standard deviation of population 
can not be evaluated.
where,
P= population rate
Z= coefficient of reliability = 1.96 (a= 0.05) 
d= accuracy rate = ™
^ a ! 2 n N
N= number of population 
n= sample size
(approve error= ±3%, d= 0.071)
According to the previous studies (Joe, 1993; Han, 1996; Cho, 1998), the population rate to 
maximize the sample size is 0.5 {P = 0.5). Population is based on the number of visitors per 
day. Consequently, the visitor number of HHV is 2305, that of JMP is 2115. As a result, it is 
appropriate that sampling size of HHV is 176.05 and that of JMP is 174 respectively. In case 
of HHV, survey has been performed for two days. Therefore, multiply 174 by 2, which are 
352. However, a total of 586 questionnaires out of 600 were returned and 552 were valid for 
the econometric analysis. Therefore, it is concluded that it is good enough to reflect 
population. Furthermore, one per group answered the questionnaire to reflect population of 
the sample thoroughly. On the other hand, in case of JMP, it was intended that the survey of 
JMP was undertaken over two days. However it was not successful, because it rained for the 
first day all day long. Therefore, only one day remained for the survey. The survey has been 
produced respondents from 400, and 313 were used for analysis. In consideration of sample 
size from the equation which is 174, it seems that the characteristics of population could be 
reflected in this size sample.
Selecting Investigation Date
The investigation was carried out at HHV on the spot for two days from the 1st May 2004. 
Additionally, it was also carried out at JMP for two days from 8* of May 2004. It was 
performed during the peak day, weekend, based on information from administration offices 
of HHV and JMP.
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It was performed in May because of the following reasons; Table 6.8 illustrated the mean of 
the number of visitor in HHV monthly during four years (2000-2003). It showed that the 
number of visitors in April, May and August are the highest of the seasons. Therefore, April 
and May were considered as a best time to survey.
Table 6.8
The mean of the number of visior monthly (Year 2000-2003)
2000 2001 2002 2003 Mean
1 55395 2%%5 48302 36763 42449
2 31751 24894 40050 27444 31035
3 41860 39329 62188 46540 47479
4 106550 116259 153858 105927 120649
5 122606 131138 118269 126800 124703
6 51204 48037 49800 55710 51188
7 60649 57055 68097 72115 64479
8 114877 131504 . 129497 135764 127911
9 45671 33081 43076 47660 42372
10 121779 120575 104628 107704 113672
11 50449 58245 53676 62184 56139
12 39561 35948 26863 25612 31996
Total 842352 825400 898304 850223 854070
{Source: Andong City, 2004)
6.6 Questionnaire Design
The variables used on questionnaire survey of this research were modified and 
complemented in order to meet research purposes based on results of precedent researches. 
Final questionnaires were determined based on these results and pilot studies..
The questionnaire consists of twenty-three questions. As Table 6.9 shows the questionnaire 
is divided into five sections; Configuration of Visiting, Satisfaction after visiting, CVM 
Questions, Hypothetical Visiting Intention and Demographic characteristics.
A nominal scale is always used for obtaining personal data. Interval scale is used when 
responses to various items that measure a variable can be tapped on a five or seven point 
scale, which can thereafter be summated across the items. Ration scales are usually used in
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organizational research when exact numbers on objectives factors are called for (Sekaran, 
2000).
In this questionnaire, 7 points likert scale (interval scale) was used for question 7 and 8. 
Additionally, some questions (e.g. visiting experience, number of company, hypothetical 
visiting intention, household annual income, etc.) were asked using ratio scale.
Table 6.9
Questionnaires
Category No. Question Scale
Configuration 1 visiting experience ratio total number
of Visiting 2 visiting experience ratio for last 12 months
3 number of company ratio
4 multi-destination trip nominal
5 main-destination nominal
6 staying period nominal
Satisfaction 7 re-visit opinion interval Likert
after visiting 8 satisfaction after visit interval Likert
CVM Questions 9 opinion to contingent scenario nominal
10 opinion of WTP nominal
11 WTP price nominal first stage
11-1 WTP price nominal second stage
11-2 WTP price nominal second stage
Hypothetical 12 willing to visit number. ratio
Visiting Intention if current site quality is stable
13 willing to visit number. ratio
if current site quality
has improved
14 willing to visit number. ratio
if current site quality
has decreased
Demographic 15 gender nominal
Characteristics 16 occupation real name
17 birth year ratio real year
18 educational background nominal
19 number of household ratio
20 household income ratio
21 residential area real name
The important questions of all here are regarding the ‘contingent scenario’ and ‘DB-DC 
questions’ for CVM, and the ‘place of residence’ for TCM.
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The questionnaires regarding CVM are introducing briefly in next section.
6.6.1 Questions for DB-DC CVM
The questionnaires as for CVM must be designed carefully because of eliminating bias 
pointed out in existing researches. According to Mitchell and Carson (1989), Hanemann et 
al. (1991), and Kanninen (1993), the reliability and validity of CVM are determined by the 
following factors.
•  the contingent scenario in questionnaire should be inclusive plausibility, 
understandability and meaningfulness. Unless they are clear in questionnaire, it 
could cause some fallacies for instance, embedding bias, hypothetical bias, 
information bias and non-response bias.
• Suitable payment vehicle should choose for WTP questions; otherwise it has more 
possibly to occur strategic bias, payment method bias.
• Elicitation method and questionnaire of WTP should be appropriate; (Elicitation 
method of WTP should be appropriate, and the questionnaire regarding WTP 
should be designed carefully.) Otherwise starting point bias might arise.
Two preparatory studies (as well as pilot study) have been performed in this thesis; One for 
main attraction (280 respondents), the other for Warwick Castle (190 respondents). 
Simultaneously, the questionnaire for main study were amended based on the outcome of 
pilot survey by interviewing three survey exports, five ordinary people and two researcher 
in tourism twice for advice regarding the comprehension and structure of questionnaire.
6.6.1.1 Contingent Scenario
The contingent market should be established for a contingent trade in CVM’s questionnaire. 
It is appropriate that contingent scenario should be associated with contingent market 
successively. In this stage, it should be considered how much information is given to 
respondents. The influence of how much information should be given to the respondents is 
so important issue (Bille, 1997).
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To set up suitable contingent scenario, the assumption was given that tourism developing 
plan is processing in HHV and JMP. It was emphasized on that it is inevitable to destroy 
environment. In addition, it was mentioned that it could cost much to suspend developing 
plan and to conserve the environment of the site under this assumption.
In some previous studies, supporting pictures are sometimes given to make it precise. 
However, this is an on-site survey so that visitors who have already looked around site 
answered questionnaire. Consequently, only following statement was given. Figure 6.3 
shows the questions for the ‘contingent statement for contingent situation’ and ‘respondent’s 
opinion as to the contingent statement’.
Figure 6.3
Contingent Scenario Statement
Suppose the following statement is true:
“There is a proposal to BUILD A BIG MODERN STYLE HOTEL AND AN AMUSEMENT 
PARK around the Hahoe historic village in order to attract MORE TOURISTS AND 
INCREASE TOURISM REVENUE for the area.”
Q13. Do you support this proposal?
□ Yes □ No
6.6.1.2 Survey Instrument
The goal of contingent valuation is to measure the CV (i.e. WTP) or EV (i.e. WTA) for the 
good in question (Loomis et al., 1998).
With reference to cultural heritage resources, Kahnemand and Knetsch (1992) have 
observed that there is good possibility that embedding bias and strategic bias could appear 
for moral satisfaction. Therefore it is concluded that if WTA is used for CYM question 
instrument, there is strong possibility that bias could occur.
As noted in chapter 3 and 4, a number of researches suggested to employ WTP rather than 
WTA for CV study. In particular, writing in 1997, Bille who studied CV based on cultural
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heritage recommended WTP instead of WTA in applying CVM. Consequently, WTP is used 
for CV research in this study.
6.6.1.3 Payment Vehicle
The payment method of WTP, which respondent is willing to pay, is very crucial to choose. 
According to Carson et al. (1998), the payment description must meet three key 
requirements. Firstly, the payment should be perceived as linked directly to provision of the 
commodity. Secondly, to make it plausible one should specify a particular context. Finally, 
it is best if the payment is viewed as mandatory once a commitment has been made; e.g., if 
the programme is approved one can’t avoid paying because firms will then raise prices or 
the government will raise taxes. One wants respondents to take the notion of payment veiy 
seriously.
Rowe et al. (1996) and Ready and Navrud (2002) argued that the respondent must also know 
how they will forfeit the money involved. The vehicle used for collecting the money must be 
realistic, given the provision mechanism. A government program me might logically be 
funded through taxes. A project undertaken at a single site might logically be funded 
through entrance fees. In addition, the payment vehicle must not itself be objectionable to 
the respondents. If the mechanism is not credible and appropriate, the respondent may object 
to the entire scenario.
In this study, entrance fee was chosen as a WTP payment vehicle. It is easy to make a 
decision for the respondents and eliminate hypothetical bias by choosing a realistic level of 
payment. In addition, even though tax and donation are used as a payment vehicle in 
existing studies, it is not suitable for Korean culture; because tax is disapproved for Korean 
economic situation and giving a donation is not popular. In conclusion, they could result in 
payment vehicle bias.
6.6.1.4 Elicitation Method
The double bounded dichotomous choice technique (DB-DC) is used as an elicitation 
method. It was revealed in existing studies that the respond rate is high and starting point 
bias can be minimised. Furthermore, it is less affected by interviewer. The structure of DB- 
DC questions is shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4
DB-DC Bidding Price
First Bidding Price Second Bidding Price
No 3,000 KW
Questionnaire A 5,000 KW
Yes :,ooo KW
No 10,000 KW
Questionnaire B 15,000 KW
Yes 20,000 KW
The criteria of bidding price is based on average individual WTP (12000 KW), which is 
calculated by open-ended method in preparatory study 2. Three years difference between 
pilot and main survey are considered on it. Moreover, it is also considered that WTP is 
declined radically when the bidding price of entrance fee is three times more expensive than 
actual fee, as indicated in preparatory study 1.
In addition, it is good for analysis to minimise price set, according to pilot survey. Thus, 
only two price sets were applied on main study. There were two types of questionnaire A 
and B depending on bidding price. In other word, everything was identical apart from 
bidding price. The structure of DB-DC Question is shown in Figure 6.5
Firstly, the opinion to the extra entrance fee to conserve HHV and JMP is asked on Question 
10, on the assumption that contingent developing plan is suspended. Then, only positive 
respondents, who have an intention to pay extra for conservation the castle, can answer 
Question 11. Lastly, if respondents do not have an intention to pay any extra, they directly 
jump to Question 12.
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Contingent bidding entrance price (A) is presented on Q11 of first stage in DB-DC method. 
If it is accepted, price (B), more expensive than price (A), will be offered on Q11-1 of 
second stage. Meanwhile, when Ql l i s  not accepted, price (C), cheaper than price (A) will 
be offered on Q11-2 of second stage.
Two questionnaires were prepared for DB-DC CVM survey. The contingent bidding 
admission fees of Questions 11,11-1 and 11-2 in those questionnaires, which are given to 
the respondent, are different except other questions. The bid sets of three questionnaires in 
order of [A, B, C] are [5000, 8000, 3000], [15000,20000,10000] KW, respectively. That 
means the bid sets are regularly increased by from 3000 KW to 20000 KW.
Accordingly, Questionnaires with different sets of admission fees were randomly distributed 
to respondents in on-site survey. The volume of surveying is about 300 (HHV), 200 (JMP) 
for each bidding price set.
Figure 6.5
Double Bounded Dichotomous Choice Questions
QIO. The conservation of this historic site requires investment, and it has been suggested 
that visitors should pay for the conservation through increases in admissions fees.
Do you accept it?
□ Yes □ No
♦ I f  y o u r  a n sw er is N O  f o r  Q uestion  10, p le a s e  g o  to  Q u estion  12. O th erw ise  g o  to  
Q uestion  12..
Q11. If the new admission fee is set to be ( A ), are you willing to pay for this amount?
□ Yes □ No
♦  I f  y o u r  resp o n se  is Yes, p le a s e  g o  to  qu estion  1 1-1.
♦ I f  y o u  resp o n se  is N o, p le a s e  g o  to  qu estion  11-2.
Q11-1. If the new admission fee is set to be ( B ) instead, are you still willing to pay 
for this amount?
□ Yes □ No
Qll-2. If the new admission fee is ( C ) instead, are you willing to pay for this amount?
□ Yes □ No
Note:
- The current admission fee is 2000 KW per adult.
- The bid sets in order of [A, B, C] are [Questionnaire 1; 5000, 8000, 3000], [Questionnaire 2: 15000,
20000, 10000]
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6.6.2 Questions for HTCM
Figure 6.6 illustrated the questionnaire of hypothetical visiting intention for HTCM.
Since the questions for HTCM is located very next to DB-DC CV question section, it is 
natural that respondent could answer under contingent situation.
The hypothetical visiting intention of respondent was answered under three assumptions; 
first assumption is ‘the quality of current historical scenery and environmental of HHV is 
stable’, second one is ‘the quality of current historical sceneiy and environmental of HHV 
has improved’ and final one is the quality of current historical scenery and environmental of 
HHV has decreased.
Here, ration scale was employed for this question in the section and the number of visiting 
intention was answered with open-question.
Figure 6.6
Hypothetical visiting intention for HHV
Q12. If the quality of current historical scenery and environmental of HHV is stable, 
how many times are you willing to visit HHV in 12 months?
.(______ )
Q13. If the quality of current historical scenery and environmental of HHV 
has improved, how many times are you willing to visit HHV in 12 months?
.(______)
Q14. If the quality of current historical scenery and environmental of HHV 
has decreased, how many times are you willing to visit HHV in 12 months?
.(______)
Note:
- The current admission fee is 2000 KW per adult.
- The bid sets in order of [A, B, C] are [Questionnaire 1: 5000, 8000, 3000], [Questionnaire 2: 15000,
20000, 10000]
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6.7 Verifying Methodology of Recreation Demand Model and 
Recreation Non-market Value
The recreation demand model derived in main study is pight each per site. Hence, sixteen 
models were derived in total (In the case of JMP, SD-ZTCM was not presented in this 
dissertation). The followings are derived model;
•  standard ZTCM (S-ZTCM); There are two zoning methods namely, concentric and 
administrative region based zoning method. Here, the latter is applied for it. As 
mentioned in Chapter 4, administrative region based zoning method tends to be 
popular in current literature.
• SD-ZTCM: it is derived using travel distance as a proxy variable of travel cost. 
Here, travel distance is estimated using GIS. Zoning method is combined the 
advantages of each concentric and administrative region based zoning method.
• ST-ZTCM: it is simlar to SD-ZTCM. The only difference is using travel time 
instead of travel distance as a proxy variable.
Here, all ZTCM models are estimated using regression model with OLS or GLS.
ITCM: model is derived using individual data, and travel time computed with GIS 
is applied as a proxy variable of travel cost.
• HTCM: it is similar to ITCM and also using individual data. However, it uses 
respondent’s hypothetical state response data as a dependent variable, unlike other 
TCM model.
In this study, TCM using individual data takes a non-negative integer data as a dependent 
variable. Accordingly, count data model (POISSON or Negative Binomial model) using ML 
estimater is employed.
• DB-DC CVM: it is derived using Logistic regression model and takes Binary data 
as a dependent variable. Here, DB-DC questioning method applied as a elicitation 
format.
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The followings are to introduce applied model and variables, additionally, as well as value 
estimation method briefly.
6.7.1 Variables for Deriving Recreation Demand Models
This section is to examine the variables derived for each demand model in main study.
6.7.1.1 Calculation of Dependent Variables
Table 6.10 shows the dependent variables which are applied in the recreational demand 
models in the main study.
In the ZTCM processing, firstly, the residential areas were divided such as 35 (ST-ZTCM) 
and 34 (SD-ZTCM) in HHV, 25 (ST-ZTCM) of JMP, into zones. The population of the 
zones were calculated based on the administrative region using the census data (Korea 
National Statistical Office, 2004).
The visiting rate from the residence zone to the sites (Q_DIV_P) was included in the whole 
experience demand function (WEDF) in the first stage of the ZTCM processing. On-site 
questioning of visitors identified their zonal origin from which the dependent variable in the 
regression was calculated. Assuming the same proportion as in the sample, the total number 
of visitors per residential zone, which is divided by the population of each zone, was used as 
the dependent variable.
In the case of the resources demand function (RDF) at the second stage, the WEDF was 
estimated using the (Q_DIV_P variable. In the first estimated ZTCM function, relating visit 
rates to travel cost, the various entiy fee levels can be represented by incrementing the travel 
cost values for each zone until visitation drops to zero. For each increment the visitation rate 
for the zone can be calculated and all the zones summed to obtain the total visitation rate at 
that increment.
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The dependent variable (Q) is the estimated visitation rates at various increments above the 
present entry fee starting from the estimated function in the first-stage of the ZTCM process. 
The (Q) was the sum of the visiting number at the distance level for each zone.
The dependent variable of ITCM is the number of visit for last 12 months (VI I2), on the 
other hand, that of HTCM are as following; (1) the number of annual visit, when current 
QRE is stable (RE NOW), (2) the number of annual visit, when current QRE has improved 
(RE GOOD), (3) the number of annual visit, when current QRE has decreased (RE BAD).
The dependent variable of CVM is binary data. If respondent accept bidding price under the 
contingent scenario, it is 1. Otherwise, it is 0.
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Table 6.10
Applied Dependent Variables of Main Studies
Method Variable Describes
S-ZTCM Q_DIV_P
Q
- Dependent variable of first stage, visiting rate from zone i to site j
- (number of visitor to site j  from zone i 
/ population of zone /) *100,000,
- administrative region based method used for zoning
- Dependent variable of second stage,
- sums of the visiting number as the travel time level 
for the each zone
- using first stage function
SD-ZTCM Q_DI_P
Q
- Dependent variable, visiting rate from zone i to site j
- (number of visitor to site j  from zone i 
/ population of zone 0*100,000,
- combining zoning method used for zoning
- Dependent variable of second stage,
- sums of the visiting number as the travel time level 
for the each zone
- using first stage function
ST-ZTCM Q_DI_P
Q
- Dependent variable, visiting rate from zone i  to site j
- (number of visitor to site j  from zone i 
/ population of zone î) *100,000,
- combining zoning method used for zoning
- Dependent variable of second stage,
- sums of the visiting number as the travel time level 
for the each zone
- using first stage function
ITCM VI_12 Number of actual visiting for last 12 months
HTCM VI NOW 
VI_GOOD
VI_BAD
If current QRE is stable, number of willing to visit for 12 months 
If current QRE has improved, number of willing to visit for 12 
months
If current QRE has decreased, number of willing to visit for 12 
months
CVM Y Binary response of willingness to pay for contingent bidding 
entrance price, if 1 = pay, 0 = no pay
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6.7.1.2 Calculation of Explanatory Variables
Explanatory variables were divided into four types.
the core variables for verifying recreational demand model (e.g. TRA COST, 
EN_PRI)
the variables related with configuration of visiting (e.g. FIRST_VISIT, 
STAYTIME, VI_MULTI)
the variables related with satisfaction after visiting (e.g. OP_PAY, RE VI OP, 
SATISFAC, RE_GOOD)
socio-economic characteristics variables (e.g. GENDER, JOB, INCOME, AGE, 
EDU, FAMILY_N, MAIN_CITY)
Table 6.11 illustrates the definitions of employed explanatory variables for models. The 
theoretical background and definition of the variables into the model was demonstrated 
earlier. The most important explanatory variable is travel cost variable (TRA COST) for 
TCM and bidding price variable (EN PRI) for CVM. The explanatory variables applied in 
main study for deriving model were demonstrated in Table 6.11.
I  ravel Cost
In this study, travel distance and travel time were employed as a proxy variable of travel cost. 
The travel cost (TRA COST) is the major explanatoiy variable.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, this involves setting a price per mile, which requires choosing 
between two options: (1) use petrol costs only as an estimate of marginal cost, or (2) use 
‘full cost of motoring’ figures, to include an allowance for depreciation, insurance, etc. 
Consumers’ surplus figures will depend on the choice. The option (1) is adopted here. Travel 
costs (TRA COST) were estimated by calculating mileage. Travel costs were based upon 
the cost of operating a 4-wheel drive vehicle.
According to Chapter 4, total transportation costs were calculated to be $0.199 per mile by
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American Automobile Association at 1996. This cost was argued by many researchers. For 
example, Hof and Rosenthal (1987) suggested $0.12, Siderelis et al. (2000) used $0.14,
$0.20 was used by Hellerstein (1991) and Whitehead et al. (2000). Additionally, McConnell 
(1992) used $0.168 per mile. Creel and Loomis (1990) applied $0.22.
In this study, 130 KW per km (i.e. $0.176 p/mile) was applied. It is seems to be similar with 
other costs which were applied in the previous researches. Meanwhile, travel cost depending 
on travel time is based on 217 KW per minute (i.e. $0.181 p/minutes). The transportation 
cost per km or an hour was adopted the government suggested rate, which was calculated by 
KTRI (1998). The formulas of Travel cost is shown in equation 6.2 and 6.3.
A .  *1 —
TCdij = JL A A z (6.2)
100
T  *
TC\ = -----^  (6.3)
100
where,
rCdij = estimated travel cost using travel distance between respondent’s residential area i 
and destination/
rCtÿ = estimated travel cost using travel time between respondent’s residential area i and 
destination j
D[f= revealed distance between respondent’s residential area i and destination j  
Tij = revealed travel time between respondent’s residential area i and destination j  
p  = patrol price per litre 
k = petrol consumption per km 
m = petrol consumption per minute
According to equations, travel distance and travel time are multiplied by 130 and 217 
respectively.
The travel distance and time values were calculated based on the average value, which were 
estimated from shortest value, longest value, and the estimated value from town centre using 
GIS.
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Additionally, the ‘RoadPilot 2003’ (GIS programme for personal computer), which is made 
by Daewoo Precision Industries Co., is used so as to estimate the TRAVEL TIME and 
TRAVEL DISTANCE from residence to HHV and JMP. The roads in this programme were 
divided into 12 categories according to congestion level, speed limit and width of roads.
In case of ITCM and HTCM which individual data are used, when a respondent has a full 
time job, opportunity cost is included to travel cost. Opportunity cost is one third (1/3) or 
one fourth (1/4) of normal wage. In this study, one fourth of wage is considered as an 
opportunity cost. Equation 6.4 shows how to calculate opportunity cost.
Opportunity Cost = Ty *
t J
\  (6.4)
where,
Tÿ = revealed travel time between respondent’s residential area i and destination j  
w = average monthly wage (= 1532750) 
t = average working minutes per month (= 10896)
According to equation 6.4, opportunity cost was estimated by multiplying 35.2 and travel 
time together.
Visiting Configuration Variables
The variables with reference to configuration of Visiting were selected. It explains the 
visiting configuration of respondents. It has the characteristic of revealed data and all 
variables were inputted into ITCM, HTCM, CVM in common. The variables consisted of 
previous visiting experience (FIR VISIT), staying time in the site (STAYTIME), multi­
destination (VIMULTI).
Variables related with Satisfaction after Visiting
Variables related with satisfaction after visiting is a stated data by asking preference to 
respondents. It is the opinion to pay more money for conservation of the site (OPPAY), the 
opinion of re-visit (RE VI OP) and hypothetical visiting intention variable (RE GOOD), 
which was adopted to HTCM(GOOD) as a dependent variable.
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The dependent variable of TCM is revealed data, which can not be estimated using stated 
data due to ambiguousness. Therefore, variables regarding satisfaction after visiting were 
inputted into only HTCM and CVM, which stated data is adopted as a dependent variable.
Socio-economic Characteristic Variables
This study also included socio-economic demographic variables, such as gender (GENDER), 
the household armual income before taxes (INCOME), education (STU YEAR) and 
respondent’s age (AGE), status of employment (JOB), education level (EDU), number of 
household (FAMIL_N). Additionally, Residence Configuration Variable was included, e.g. 
big city resident, which is if population of residential administrative region is over 1 million, 
1, under 1 million = 0 (MAIN CITY).
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Table 6.11
Applied Explanatoiy Variables of Main Studies
Method Variable Describes
S-ZTC M  M _D IST
& SD -Z T C M
D IST
ST-ZTC M  M _D IS T
TIM E
ITCM  & H T C M  O P P A Y
C V M
C om m on
E N _PR I
G E N D E R  
R E _V I_O P  
SA T ISFA C  
RE G O O D
T R A  C O ST
M A IN _C IT Y
F IR ST _V ISIT
IN C O M E _F
ST A Y T IM E
V I_M U L T I
JOB
A G E
E D U
F A M IL Y  N
For W EDF o f  first stage,
average distances o f  each zone i  to site j  (m iles)
For RDF o f  second stage, 
gradually Increasing distances (m iles)
For W EDF o f  first stage,
average travel tim e o f  each zone / to site j  (minutes)
For RDF o f  second stage,
gradually Increasing travel tim e (m inutes)
Opinion to have W TP for conservation,
1 =  agree to pay, 0 =  disagree
Bidding entrance ticket price for WTP  
(3000 ~  20000 KW; £1.50 ~  £10.00)
Gender, where 1= male, 0 =  fem ale 
R e-visit opinion (1-7); R e-visit opinion  
Satisfaction after visiting (1-7)
Number o f  hypothetical visiting, 
when current QRE has improved.
Travel tim e cost (minute*217®)
+  opportunity cost o f  travel time (minute*35.2*’),
i f  response is em ployed
Population size o f  residence,
where 1= population >  1 m illion, 0=  pop <  1 m illion
V isiting experience, where 1= this is first visit, 0= others
Annual household incom e before taxes
Stay tim e o f  this trip in the site, 1 =  over 1 day, 0 =  one day
trip
M ulti-destination visiting,
where 1= multi-destination trip, 0 =  single destination trip 
Employment, where 1= em ployed, 0 =  unem ployed  
Years
Full tim e studying years at the school 
Number o f  household
Note:
“ travel time cost p/minute = 217 KW= $0,181 p/minute 
(monthly average income /  monthly average working minutes)*0.25 
= (1532750 /  10896)*0.25 = 35.2 = $0.03 p/minute
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6.7.2 Applied Recreation Demand Models
Eight recreational models for each research object is estimated in main study, as mentioned 
the beginning of the section. Regression model, Count data model (Poisson or Negative 
Binomial model). Logistic regression model (linear-logit model or log-logit model) were 
used for function to evaluate those models.
The choice of the functional form for the estimating equation is a matter of economic 
implications as well as econometric convenience. Additionally, it used in estimation has 
been shown to affect both the expected value and variance of consumer surplus estimates 
(Ziemer et al., 1980; Adamowicz et al., 1989; English and Bowker, 1996).
The specification of an incorrect functional form will also bias estimated coefficients. The 
extend of the bias depends on the nature of the real relationship and the incorrect function 
form specified (Ward and Beal, 2000). Many researchers argued and reported the effects of 
specification errors in recreational demand models (Wetzstein and McNeely, 1980; Ziemer 
et al., 1980; Smith et al., 1983; Adamowicz et al., 1989; English and Bowker, 1996). We 
assumed that there is no specification bias or specification error in the chosen model. A 
specification error occurs when instead of estimating the ‘correct’ model we estimate 
another model.
Unbiased estimates of CS can only be obtained if researchers use the correct functional form 
of the visitation equation -  irrespective of whether the average price of distance is measured 
correctly. If selections mechanisms ‘confuse’ models, final estimates of CS must be biased -  
and, somewhat disturbingly, researchers may not be able to predict either the direction or the 
magnitude of that bias (Stoeckl, 2003). The size of the bias is related to the nature and extent 
of the influence of the omitted variable and the degree of correction between it and the 
incorporated independent variables (Ward and Beal, 2000).
Investigating which of these models best predicted visitor arrivals to the sites was a multi­
stage process.
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The Attributes of a Good Model
Whether a model chosen in empirical analysis is good or appropriate or the right model 
cannot be determined without some reference criteria, or guidelines. Harvey (1981) noted 
econometrician, lists the following criteria by which one can judge a model (qtd. in Gujarati, 
1992). He mentioned ‘parsimony’, ‘identifiability’, ‘goodness of fit’, ‘theoretical 
consistency’ and ‘predictive power’.
Gujarati (1992) argued that model can never completely capture the reality; some amount of 
abstraction or simplification is inevitable in any model building. Therefore, the principle of 
‘parsimony’ states that a model be kept as simple as possible. According to him, 
‘identifiability ’ means that for a given set of data the estimated parameters must have unique 
values or, what amounts to the same thing, there is only one estimate per parameter. He also 
observed about the ‘goodness of fit’, he mentioned since the basic thrust of regression 
analysis is to explain as much of the variance in the independent variable as possible by 
explanatory variables included in the model, a model is judged good if this explanation, as 
measured, by the Adjusted R ,^ is as high as possible.
In addition to these, he suggested ‘theoretical consistency’. According to him, no matter 
how high the goodness of fit measures, a model may not be judged good if one or more 
coefficients have the wrong signs. Thus, in the demand function for a commodity if the price 
coefficient has a positive sign, or if the income coefficient has a negative sign (unless the 
good happens to be an inferior good), we must look at such results with great suspicion even 
if the R^  of the model is high, say, 0.92. In short, in constructing a model we should have 
some theoretical underpinning to it; ‘measurement without theory’ often can lead to very 
disappointing results. Finally, he also mentioned ‘predictive power’.
6.7.2.1 Regression Models with OLS or EGLS
Demand functions for the recreational activity at the cultural heritage resources can be 
estimated using standard statistical procedures for multiple regressions like a recreational 
activity, sport fishing, mountain bike and rafting at a natural resources etc (Sinclair and 
Stabler, 1997; Upneja et al., 2001). This approach has been used because it fits an equation 
to a set of observed data, providing statistical estimates of the effect of each variable.
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Researchers using the TCM have overwhelmingly favoured the OLS as their estimation 
method. However, if specification errors occur in an estimated OLS function, it must be 
resolved (Walsh, 1986). The OLS is no longer the best linear unbiased estimator in the 
presence of heteroscedasticity or serial-correlation (Bockstael and Strand, 1987; Ward and 
Beal, 2000).
English and Bowker (1996) and Wooldridge (2000) suggested when the results of the OLS 
model indicated the presence of heteroscedasticity, it must be fitted to a GLS model. The 
GLS estimator is consistent and asymptotically more efficient than the OLS (Wooldridge, 
2000).
Linear, Semi-log and Double-log models using the OLS estimation are examined to choose 
an optimal functional form. In addition, the GLS is used to remove the problems of 
heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation in the selected models.
The best model is selected amongst the four candidates by comparing the diagnostic tests 
results. In this paper, the values of R ,^ adjusted R ,^ F, t ,  and Wald tests are as the evaluation 
criteria in the first stage. In the next stage, hypothesis tests such as F-statistic, LR-statistic 
and Information Criterion Tests (e.g. Akaike information criterion, Schwarz information 
criterion, and Hannan-Quinn criterion) are used for the coefficient test. Additionally, the 
results of White-test, Durbin-Watson (D.W.) test, and Breusch-Godffey Lagrange Multiplier 
(LM) test are used to investigate heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation.
Selection of the Recreational Demand Model and Specification Error
The specified model of visitor behaviour should be consistent with economic theory. This 
theory hypothesizes that visitors’ decisions are governed by their preferences and are limited 
by their time and income constraints. Thus the algebraic form of the model should reflect 
what is believed to be the relationships between the variables of the system under study. In 
addition, the analyst should expect algebraic signs of the estimated coefficients to reflect the 
nature of the relationship indicated by theory.
They concluded that, if researchers assumed error resulted from omitted variables alone, 
they are likely to overestimate consumer surplus. On the other hand, if researchers attribute
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error to inaccurately measured numbers of trips, then consumer surplus is likely to be 
underestimated.
Because of its practical importance, we take a closer look at how to go able out formulating 
an econometric model. Specifically, we consider the following questions:
• what are the attributes of a good or correct model?
• suppose an omniscient econometrician has developed the correct model to analyze 
a particular problem. However, because of data availability, cost considerations, 
oversight, or sheer ignorance (which is not always a bliss), the researcher uses 
another model, and thus, in relation to the correct model, commits a specification 
error. What types of specification errors is one likely to make in practice?
• what are the consequences of the various specification errors?
• how does one detect a specification error?
• what remedies can one adopt to get back to the correct model if a specification 
error has been made?
Smith (1988), Bockstael and Strand (1987), and Bockstael et al. (1990) considered the 
implications of biases in sample selection. Smith found, in relation to local recreation sites, 
that sample selection effects from on-site surveys do not lead to important changes in the 
qualitative description in the determinants of site demand, nor would have any effects 
distorted any policy recommendations. Bockstael and Strand (1987), and Bockstael et al. 
(1990) explored methods of correcting for sample selection bias.
The consequences of including irrelevant variables in the model are less serious in that 
estimated coefficients still remain unbiased and consistent, the error variance and standard 
errors of the estimators are correctly estimated, and the conventional hypothesis-testing 
procedure is still valid. The major penalty we pay is that estimated standard errors tend to be 
relatively large, which means parameters of the model are estimated rather imprecisely. As a 
result, confidence intervals tend to be somewhat wider.
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Steps in Estimating the Regression Model
The steps which was suggested by Ward and Beal (2000) in estimating the regression model 
are these. The first step which was completed long before the data input stage is 
consideration of the model to be estimated. What variables would we want in the model? 
Can we collect data for all of them? etc.
The second step is to express the model in a linear additive fashion, even though we suspect 
some variables will be related in a negative direction and we additionally may suspect the 
relationship is not linear. They suggested we have to be careful at this stage to note the units 
in which each variable is measured. Some variables may be measured in dollars or another 
unit of currency and some in perhaps hundreds or thousands of another unit. A variable like 
education might be measured in years or as a dummy variable with several categories.
The third step is to run the data with the software of choice, firstly as the linear functional 
form. There are many issues which are raised at this point and which we must understand 
before we can move further forward. Since we cannot deal with everything at once.
A fourth step which is usually undertaken is to test other functional forms. It is possible that 
the linear functional form does not provide the best ‘fit’ for the data. So long as the 
functional forms that are tried are appropriate under the constraints of the underlying 
demand theory, it is pertinent to estimate them and test their suitability. Two common 
functional forms include the Double-log and the Semi-log models. These functional forms 
can be handled using inherently linear statistical techniques by transforming the independent 
variable, the dependent variables or both. A common variable transformation is to take 
natural logs.
Effects of Violation of the Assumptions
According to Gujarati (1992), the classical linear regression model assumes that the model 
used in empirical analysis is ‘correctly specified’. The term correct specification of a model 
can mean several things, such as:
• No theoretically relevant variable has been excluded from the model.
• No unnecessary or irrelevant variables are included in the model.
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• The functional form of the model is correct.
If a theoretically relevant variable has been excluded from the model, the coefficients of the 
variables retained in the model are generally biased as well as inconsistent, and the error 
variance and the standard errors of the OLS estimators are biased. As a result, the 
conventional t and F tests remain of questionable value, to say the least.
The specification of an incorrect functional form will also bias estimated coefficients. The 
extend of the bias depends on the nature of the real relationship and the incorrect function 
form specified. Unfortunately, inspection of the data is of only limited use to detect this 
problem. The safest ground for any analyst is to abide by the primary rule of statistical 
analysis which is that the underlying theory well accepted by practitioners in the discipline 
must drive the statistical analysis. Good statistics do not substitute for weak theoiy.
However, as has been discussed above, demand theory can accommodated several 
functional forms and we therefore have the latitude to choose one from among many.
Having specified the objectives of the regression analysis, selected the independent and 
dependent variables, addressed the issues of research design, and assessed the variables for 
meeting the assumptions of regression, the researcher is ready to estimate the regression 
model and assess the overall predictive accuracy of the independent variables (Hair et al., 
1998). According to Hair et al. (1998), in this step, the researcher must accomplish three 
basic tasks: (1) select a method for specifying the regression model to be estimated, (2) 
assess the statistical significance of the overall model in predicting the dependent variable, 
and (3) determine whether any of the observations exert an undue influence on the results.
According to Hair et al. (1998), the basic issue is whether, in the course of calculating the 
regression coefficients and predicting the dependent variable, the assumptions of regression 
analysis have been met. Are the errors in prediction a result of an actual absence of a 
relationship among the variables, or are they caused by some characteristics of the data not 
accommodated by the regression model? The assumptions to be examined are as follow:
• Linearity of the phenomenon measured
• Constant variance of the error terms
• Independence of the error terms
• Normality of the error term distribution
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Regression Model with OLS
The method used for ZTCM is simple linear regression model. The simple regression model 
can be used to study the relationship between two variables (Wooldridge, 2000). The 
relationship between visiting rate and travel cost is estimated. The simple equation is,
y=^o+ JIix + u. (6.5)
where,
y  = visiting rate from respondent's residential area to destination 
X = travel cost from respondent's residential area to destination 
= coefficient of travel cost 
fio -  constant 
u = error term (u=0)
The linearity of equation (6.5) implies that a one-unit change in x has the same effect ony, 
regardless of the initial values of x. The values of fio and were derived through Eview 3.1 
programme in this study. Coefficient of regression model can be evaluated easily using other 
statistic programmes so that we do not need to deal with complicated equations in person.
Tests of Statistical Significance of Linear Regression Model
Tests of statistical significance that concern us are the coefficient of determination, R^ , 
which is used to test the overall applicability of the specified model, the F test which is used 
to test the statistical significance of entire regression equation and t-tests.
In practice, a researcher is faced with the problem of deciding among several competing 
explanatory variables. Thus, what we need is a measure of goodness of fit that is adjusted 
for the number of explanatory variables in the model. Such a measure has been devised and 
is known as the R .^ This is a good practice, for the R^  will enable us to compare two 
regressions that have the same dependent variable but a different explanatory variables 
(Studenmund, 2001). Gujarati (1999) mentioned as the number of explanatory variables 
increases in a model, the R^  becomes increasingly less than the R^ . There seems to be a 
penalty involved in adding more explanatory variables to a regression model. According to 
him, when the value of R  ^was increased. It can be shown that R^  will increase if the
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absolute t value of the coefficient of the added variable is larger than 1, where the t value is 
computed.
Therefore, the same situation applies to this research. If we apply log to a dependent variable 
in the model and other model is selecting just normal dependent variable, comparing 
between models using the value of has not any statistical meaning. Because whole 
variance of dependent variables in the denominator of R  ^are different each other between 
these two models. Therefore, according to the form of dependent variable, the Linear models 
and Semi-log models that log is not applied to one comparing categoiy, and Semi-log 
models and Double-log models that log is applied put to other one comparing category for 
comparing.
In the beginning stage for model comparing, the value of adjusted R^  or R^  is used to choose 
explanatory variables to include in models. However, hypothesis test is widely used for the 
goodness of fit of models generally. In this research, the values of R ,^ R ,^ F, t and r are 
basically used to compare the goodness of models and at first stage. In next stage, F-statistic, 
LR-statistic, LM-statistic, AIC (akaike information criterion) test, SIC (schwarz information 
criterion) test are used for the coefficient test. And the results of White-test, Durbin-Watson 
test, LM statistic are used as the comparing tool of models.
Tests o f  Slope Coefficients
Individual parameters for variables in the model are evaluated by testing the estimated slope 
coefficients for statistical significance. The r-ratio, the estimated slope coefficient divided by 
its standard error, is used as a test. If the -^ratio is less than a critical value, we could delete 
that independent variable from the equation, unless there is a strong theoretical reason for 
keeping it.
Coefficient o f  Determination (R^)
The coefficient of determination, R ,^ is a measure of the goodness of fit of the OLS 
estimated line to the data. It tells us the proportion of the variation in the dependent variable 
which has been explained by the independent variables. With multiple regression, it is more 
usual to use the adjusted R  ^provides a good estimate of the coefficient of determination in 
the population.
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F-test
The F-test is a statistical test which indicates whether the equation as a whole has acceptable 
predictive ability. It tests a null hypothesis that all of the estimated slope coefficients are no 
different fi-om zero. Large values of F imply that at least one of the independent variables 
has an effect on the dependent variable.
Heteroscedasticity and Seriai-Correiation Problems
Heteroscedasticity is the variance of the error term, given the explanatory variables, is not 
constant. Heteroscedasticity occurs when the assumption that the residuals exhibit constant 
variance throughout the regression is violated. This may occur when the model is incorrectly 
specified through omitted variables or the incorrect functional form. It is useful to check for 
these problems before proceeding to test for constant variance (Bockstael and Strand, 1987).
There are three consequences of using OLS in the presence of heteroscedasticity (Carrol and 
Ruppert, 1988). First, the OLS estimator no longer has minimum variance among all linear 
unbiased estimators. Second, the hypothesis tests are no longer valid because the variance- 
covariance matrix of OLS estimator is incorrect which leads to a biased variance estimator. 
Finally, if the assumption is made that the error terms are distributed joint-normally, the 
GLS estimator and not the OLS estimator is the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE). 
Therefore, the GLS estimators should be used if the problem of heteroscedasticity is severe.
EGLS is an attractive alternative to OLS when there is evidence of heteroscedasticity that 
inflates the standard errors of the OLS estimates (Wooldridge, 2000). The White-statistic 
was used to indicate the presence of heteroscedasticity in this study.
Serial-correlation is defined as in a time series or panel data model, correlation between the 
errors in the different time periods (Wooldridge, 2000). Serial-correlation occurs when the 
residuals exhibit a cyclical or perhaps sequential pattern such as progressively becoming 
larger or smaller. The Durbin-Watson statistic may be used to indicate the presence of serial- 
correlation. According to Gujarati (1999), the consequences of serial-correlation in a model 
are (i) the least squares estimators are still linear and unbiased. But they are not efficient 
compared to the procedures that take into account serial-correlation. In short, the usual OLS 
estimators are not BLUE (best linear unbiased estimators). And, (ii) the estimated variances
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of OLS estimators are biased. Sometimes the usual formulas to compute the variances and 
standard errors of OLS estimators seriously underestimate true variances and standard errors, 
thereby inflating t values. This gives the appearance that a particular coefficient is 
statistically significantly different from zero, whereas in fact it might not be the case. 
Therefore, the usual t and F  test are not generally reliable, (iii) the usual formula to compute 
the error variance is a biased estimator of the true and in some cases it is likely to 
underestimate the latter, (iv) the conventionally computed may be an unreliable measure 
of true R .^ Finally, (v) the conventionally computed variances and standard errors of forecast 
may also be inefficient. Eventually, if serial-correlation is found, we suggest that it be 
corrected by appropriately transforming the model so that in the transformed model there is 
no serial-correlation.
White’s Heteroscedasticity Test
This is a test for heteroscedasticity in the residuals from a least squares regression (QMS, 
1997). White's test is explicitly intended to test for forms of heteroscedasticity that 
invalidate the usual OLS standard errors and test statistics (Wooldridge, 2000). White's test 
is a test of the null hypothesis of no heteroscedasticity against heteroscedasticity of some 
unknown general form. The test is computed by an auxiliary regression, where we regress 
the squared residuals on all possible cross products of the regressors. For example, suppose 
we estimated the following OLS regression:
+ (6.6)
The test statistic is then based on the auxiliary regression:
Ci = «0 + «i^t + «2^ 1 + oi3,Xx + + ccsXtZt + Vt (6.7)
The Obs*R  ^is White's test statistic, computed as the number of observations times the 
centered R^  from the test regression. White's test statistic is asymptotically distributed as a%^  
with degrees of freedom equal to the number of slope coefficients in the test regression.
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Lagrange Multiplier (Breusch-Godfrey) Test
Many researchers (e.g. Wooldridge, 2000; QMS, 1997, etc.) recommend LM test use 
whenever you are concerned with the possibility that the errors exhibit serial-correlation. 
According to them, LM test is more general test of serial-correlation than Durbin-Watson 
test and others.
The null hypothesis of the test is that there is no serial-correlation in the residuals up to the 
specified order. Eviews reports a statistic labelled F-statistic and an Obs*R  ^(the number of 
observation times R-squares) statistic. The Obs*R^ statistic has an asymptotic distribution 
under the null hypothesis. The distribution of the F-statistic is not known, but is often used 
to conduct an informal test of the null. LM test indicate that the residuals are serial 
correlated.
Durbin-Watson Test
The Durbin-Watson (D.W.) statistic is a test for first-order serial correlation. More formally, 
the D.W. statistic measures the linear association between adjacent residuals from a 
regression model (QMS, 1997). This test is also based on the OLS residuals (Wooldridge, 
2000).
If there is no serial-correlation, the D.W. statistic will be around 2. The D.W. statistic will 
fall below 2 if there is positive serial correlation (in the worst case, it will be near zero). If 
there is negative correlation, the statistic will lie somewhere between 2 and 4. Positive serial 
correlation is the most commonly observed from of dependence. As a rule of thumb, with 50 
or more observations and only a few independent variables, a D.W. statistic below about 1.5 
is a strong indication of positive first order serial correlation.
Transformation of Model using EGLS
When heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation problem could occur in regression model 
which is examined with OLS.
It should be noted that Serial-correlation problem is not big concerns in a model which 
cross-sectional data used. However, visiting rate and travel distance (or travel time) of
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ZTCM is a sort of time-series data. In case of second stage model of ZTCM, there are 
gradual rises of x at fixed intervals and y continues to drop, as indicated in equation 6.5. Due 
to these similarities of time-series data, serial-correlation problem verified carefully. Serial- 
correlation occurs when the residuals exhibit a cyclical or perhaps sequential pattern such as 
progressively becoming larger or smaller (Ward and Beal, 2000). The Durbin-Watson 
statistic and LM-statistic were used to indicate the presence of serial-correlation here.
In conforming heteroscedasticity or serial-correlation problem in regression model 
calculated with OLS, estimated generalized least squares (EGLS) is used to remove these 
problems. GLS is defined as an estimator that accounts for a known structure of the 
heteroscedasticity, serial-correlation patter in the errors, via a transformation of the original 
model.
The followings are the procedure of EGLS. First of all, suppose there is equation 6.6 above. 
It is a multiple linear regression model. Estimate the above regression model using OLS and 
obtain the residuals, û. Next, create log(w )^ by first squaring the OLS residuals and then 
taking the natural log. Then, verifying the regression in equation (6.7) and obtain the fitted 
values, g. Afterward, exponentiate the fitted values fi*om equation (6.7): h = exp(g). Finally, 
estimate the equation 6.6 by WLS, using weight 1/ h (Wooldridge, 2000).
According to Wooldridge (2000), we use the EGLS estimates inplace of the OLS estimates 
because they are more efficient and have associated test statistic with the usual t and F  
distribution. In addition, Bowes and Loomis (1980) have argued that demand curves should 
be estimated using generalized least squares (GLS) rather than conventional ordinary least 
squares (OLS). They used actual data with unequal zonal population and illustrated that 
GLS estimates were more efficient than OLS estimates.
6.7.2.2 Count Data Models
The Count Data Models, Poisson and Negative binomial model, were applied for Individual 
TCM and HTCM. These models are verified by the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE). 
The dependent variable of ZTCM is the rate of visiting. Therefore it is not integer. However, 
the dependent variables of the ITCM and HTCM is exactly non-negative integer.
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Firstly, the (6.8) is the probability density function of the Poisson model. The Poisson 
regression model specifies that the random trips variable Y takes on the value y with 
(Valencia, 2002)
Pr(T = y) = f - J ^ ,  y = 0, 1,2,... (6.8)
With 1 most commonly specified as 2 = exp(X,^), where X  is the vector of all demand 
covariates and p  is the corresponding parameter vector. The maximum likelihood estimator 
(MLE) of the parameter p  is obtained by maximizing the log likelihood function. The 
systematic part of this demand models is E[T \X \=X = exp(2^) = var(Y), which is Y mean 
and variance. The Poisson model implicitly assumes its conditional variance equals its 
conditional mean.
The choice between negative binomial and Poisson models is based on the presence of over­
dispersion, a condition found when the mean and variance of trips are unequal. The negative 
binomial model is considered an extension of Poisson regression that allows the variance to 
differ from the conditional mean (Siderelis and Moore, 1995; Betz et al., 2003).
Since real data frequently exhibit over-dispersion, that is, the conditional variation is greater 
than the mean; Negative Binomial distribution, which accounts for over-dispersion, is used 
instead of Poison distribution.
Choosing between the two models involves examination of the a parameter, which appears 
in the calculation of the conditional variance of the dependent variable (Grogger and Carson, 
1988). If this parameter is greater than 0, the variance is greater than the mean. As a 
approaches 0, however, the negative binomial model degenerates to the Poisson. Thus, 
testing for a = 0 provides a case for selecting the negative binomial over the Poisson, and 
indirectly the presence of over-dispersion. The parameter for a is significantly different from 
zero. This result suggests over-dispersion in the data and that the negative binomial model 
was the correct model to use (Yen and Adamowicz, 1993; Boxall et al., 1998; Cameron and 
Trivedi, 1998; Chakraborty and Keith, 2000; Betz et al., 2003).
Secondly, according to Yen and Adamowicz (1993), the probability density function of the 
Negative Binomial model is (6.9). The mean and variance was assumed in this model.
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Pr(ï. = + y  = 0 ,l,2 ,... (6.9)
E(Y) =X = exp(XP),
Far(7) = 2(l+a2), (E(T) < Fw-(y))
where 2, = exp(P, TCi, SCi, Mi, SEt, w,), variables are as listed above, y9 is a vector of 
coefficients, f  represents the gamma function, a is the over-dispersion parameter, the 
expected value E(L) is 2, and the variance Var(Tj) is 2,(1+o2/).
Cameron-Trivedi Test
The maximum likelihood estimation was used to derived the parameter. The Over­
dispersion test which was suggested by Cameron and Trivedi (1990) was used to choose the 
proper count data model in the Poisson and NB models.
According to Eviews' guide book (QMS, 1997), the test is based on an auxiliary regression 
of eo -yon)P' and testing the significance of the regression coefficient.
In the output of the test, the t-statistic of coefficient is highly significant, leading researcher 
to reject the Poisson restriction. Moreover, the estimated coefficient is significantly positive, 
indicating over-dispersion in the residuals (QMS, 1997).
Tests of Statistical Significance of Poisson and NB Models
Count data model is estimated using MLE, whereas linear regression model is evaluated 
using OLS or EGLS. In the results of MLE function, the smaller value of the log-likelihood 
function and the significant indicate a better fit for the Poisson and NB models (Chakraborty 
and Keith, 2000).
Estimating Method of Price Elasticity
Price elasticity is a unitless measure of demand response to changes in a good or service’s 
price. It is defined as the percentage change in quantity demanded divided by the percentage 
change in the price. Price elasticity is negative because of the inverse relationship between
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price and quantity. A unitary elasticity implies that price and quantity change in the same 
proportion. Price elasticity typically encountered in recreation demand studies ranges from 
about -0.2 to -2.0 (Loomis and Walsh, 1997; Betz et al., 2003).
According to Betz et al. (2003), Price Elasticity in Poisson and NB model can be estimated 
as follows. Within the Poisson and NB model’s semi-log form, price elasticity is derived 
below,
;= A c* T C  (6.10)
where, Ptc is the estimated coefficient on the travel cost variable and TC is travel cost. As 
distance or travel cost increases so does the estimated elasticity. In conclusion, average 
distance, multiplied by coefficient of TC, is coefficient of elasticity.
6.7.2.3 Logit Model
Logit regression is estimated for DB-DC CVM model. Logit model is estimated using MLE 
as count data model is estimated using MLE.
For the logistic regression analysis, the WTP question format was collapsed into 
dichotomous choice, that is, would respondents purchase a entrance ticket (with contingently 
bid price) or not at a given price. Therefore, the dependent variable was coded as a dummy 
variable, with “1” indicating the respondent would purchase a ticket (with contingently bid 
price), and a “0” indicating the respondent would not purchase a ticket with the bid price. 
When the dependent variable is coded 0 or 1, one of the appropriate regression analysis 
techniques is logistic regression (Greene, 1997). The general form of the logistic model is as 
follows:
Probability of a “yes” = (6-11)
where, .. .Z?n are the coefficients and Aj.. .Xn are the variables indicated in the model.
Both linear-logit model and log-logit model are evaluated and compared to find out superior 
model for recreational value.
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Tests of Statistical Significance of Logit modei
The MLE is used to derive Logit model like count data model. Hence, verifying technique of 
model fit of Logit model is same with count data model, basically. Therefore, in the results 
of MLE function, the smaller value of the log-likelihood function and the significant 
indicate a better fit for the logit model (Caldas and Black, 1997).
The selection procedures by verifying over-dispersion was important in the evaluation 
procedures of count data model. As a result, it is focused on verification procedures of over­
dispersion. Conversely, superior model in logit model was chosen in terms of goodness-of- 
fit, after two types of logit model have been estimated. Therefore, it is focused on 
verification methods of MLE model’s model fit.
Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic, Andrew statistic, predicted correct rate, information criteria 
statistics and McFadden R-squares were estimated to verify the goodness-of-fit of logit 
model.
Hosmer-Lemeshow & Andrews statistics
The idea of these tests is to compare the fitted expected values to the actual values by group. 
If these differences are “large”, we reject the model as providing an insufficient fit to the 
data. The tests differ in how the observations are grouped and in the asymptotic distribution 
of the test statistic. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test groups observations on the basis of the 
predicted probability that = 1. The Andrews test is a more general test that groups 
observations on the basis of any series or series expression. These tests are the Pearson 
type tests of goodness-of-fit. The null hypothesis is the model is correct.
Information Criteria (AIC, SC, HQ)
The information criteria are often used as a guide in model selection. The Kullback-Leibler 
quantity of information contained in a model is the distance from the ‘true’ model and is 
measured by the log likelihood fiinction. The notion of an information criterion is to provide 
a measure of information that strikes a balance between this measure of goodness of fit and 
parsimonious specification of the model. The various information criteria differ in how to
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strike this balance. In this analyzing, Akaike info criterion (AIC), Schwarz criterion (SC) 
and Hannan-Quinn criterion (HQ) are used as a information criteria. We select the model 
with the smallest information criterion value of the model.
6.8.3 Methods of Deriving Recreation Non-market Values
The aim of this stduy is to estimate and compare the recreation non-market value of cultural 
heritage resources and natural heritage resources. Marshallian Consumer Surplus and 
Hicksian Compensating Variance were evaluated to calculate recreation non-market value.
If whole CS or CV of site is compared, the total number of visitors produces more effect 
than the characteristics of resources of site on CS and CV. Hence, CS per capita is compared 
to eliminate this problem.
The estimation method of CS and CV is explained in this section.
6.8.3.1 Marshallian Consumer Surplus 
Estimating CS method of Regression Models
Consumer surplus (CS) is a traditional measure of net benefit to a consumer (Ward and Beal, 
2000). They mentioned if the estimated function is the correct visitor’s demand for a single 
site, as a function of its price, then the CS associated with a price change is measured as the 
area to the under of the demand curve and between those two prices. It expresses a non­
observable measure of utility in terms of pounds and is interpreted as willingness to pay for 
access to the site over and above the necessary travel cost (Bergstrom, 1990; Betz et al., 
2003).
Typically, for recreation applications, use is measured in visits, trips or recreation days. For 
day use sites, these measures are equal. Hence, for economic valuation it is convenient to 
derive consumer surplus on a per-trip basis (Betz et al., 2003). Therefore, it was applied in 
the study. For the calculation of the CS in this study, ‘minimum value to maximum value’ 
was used to estimate the CS (e.g. Anex, 1995; Whitehead et al., 2000; Xue et al., 2000). The
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consumer surplus of trips to site j  is equal to the area beneath the demand function and 
above the implicit prices,
Œ , = (6.12)
where, is the price to visit site j  and is the choke price that forces Xy to go to zero
(Whitehead et ak, 2000).
However, CS estimated with equation (6.12) is not a monetaiy value, it is a distance 
value(km) and a time value (minutes) since CS estimated on the basis of travel distance and 
travel time respectively. Therefore, these should be transformed into monetary value. It can 
be transformed by following equation (6.13)
100
(6.13)
where,
CSm = monetary value of estimated CS
C& = estimated CS (km or minutes) from ZTCM model
r = rate of surveying respondents in the whole number of visitors p/day
c = fuel cost per km (fuel cost per minutes, if ST-ZTCM model)
Mp = average passenger number per car
Here, c, fuel cost per km or minutes is KW ($0.176 p/mile) and 217 KW ($0.181 p/minute). 
The rate of respondents in the whole number of visitors per day, r, is 23.95 in HHV, because 
the total number of visitor per day is 2304 and 552 people were indicated by survey. In 
computing the rate of respondents in the whole number of visitors per day, r, in IMP with 
same way, it is 14.80. The average passenger number per car, n, is 5 because it is based on 
five seat car. It is not usual but sometimes the average number of seat in the car was also 
used for it (e.g. Fix and Loomis, 1998).
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Estimating CS method of Count Data Models
The benefit measures associated with Poisson and Negative binomial models are calculated 
using the estimated parameter on the travel cost variable (ptc)- According to many 
researchers, who stated the estimating method, the CS of poisson and negative binomial 
model per person per trip is measured by -l/Ptc (e.g. Creel & Loomis, 1990; Englin & 
Shonkwiler, 1995; Englin & Cameron, 1996; Fix & Loomis, 1998; Chakraborty & Keith, 
2000; Siderelis et al., 2000; Betz et al., 2003).
6.S.3.2 Hicksian Compensating Variance
CV estimation of the study originated from three systems of measuring (mean WTP, median 
CV and truncated CV), which is suggested Hanemann in 1984. The coefficient value 
estimated from linear-logit model are used for it and are explained below. In fact, estimation 
formulas using coefficient value of log-logit model are a little bit different from the equation 
below. However, it is not necessary to illustrate them in detail. It is demonstrated that linear- 
logit model is superior to log-logit model in most of research. Furthermore, in this study, it 
is concluded that the goodness-of-fit of model of linear-logit is also superior to that of log- 
logit. It will be examined in detail in Chapter 7.
First, Mean CV indicates the accumulated area of probability with the bid price, which is 
given randomly from zero to infinity. This figures is used in many existing studies (e.g. 
Bowker and Stoll, 1988; Kerr, 2000, etc.). Equation 6.6 shows the formula.
MeanCV= rF^(Aü)(^ = —1 • ln{l + (6.14)
{PJ
where a= constant, P= coefficient of bid price variable
Second, Median CV indicates the accumulated area of probability with the bid price, which 
is given randomly from median value to infinity. Hanemann (1984; 1989) and Johansson et 
al. (1989) used this method in their CVM research. Equation 6.15 illustrates it.
Median CV= ^  F ^ d A - F ^ ) d A  = -^ (6.15)
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Finally, Truncated CV indicates the accumulated area of probability with the bid price, 
which is given randomly from zero value to maximum value. Boyle and Bishop (1988) used 
this method. The calculate equation is shown Equation 6.16.
f ca .A FjdA
= f l l J  , (6.16)
yj3J [ 1 + Exp{a -  p  • Max.A)\
6.9 Chapter Summary
This chapter is concerned with the methodological approach employed in main study. A 
comprehensive empirical study has been carried out using the selected methods in the 
chapter 4 and 5. To achieve the principal aim of this research, first of all, two conceptual 
research questions were established. Three research objects were created to answer them. 
Then, nine final specific objectives were set up to verify these research objects. The main 
analysis are focused on ascertainment of these specific objectives. Research processes for 
the main study were established.
In selecting research sites, it is very important to consider the sites, which have similar 
conditions apart from particular of resources (cultural or natural). The details of sites and 
selecting procedures of research object sites were explained. In Questionnaire Design, 
Questions for DB-DC CVM were emphasised. Contingent Scenario and the basis of WTP 
were illustrated as a survey instrument. Not only the reasons why entrance fee is used for a 
payment vehicle but also why DB-DC method is used for an elicitation method were 
explained.
Following the structure of survey and the question of hypothetical visiting intention, the 
evaluation procedures of Recreational Demand Model and Consumer Surplus were 
illustrated. Particularly, Heteroscedasticity and Serial-Correlation Problems which could 
occur in regression model as well as its verification methods (i.e.,White’s 
Heteroscedasticity Test, Lagrange Multiplier Test, Durbin-Watson Test) and its elimination 
method using EGLS were demonstrated.
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In addition, verification method of over-dispersion of count data models and verification 
methods to confirm goodness-of-fit using MLE in logit model were explained, the 
estimation methods of Marshallian Consumer Surplus and Hicksian Compensating Variance 
for recreation value were introduced.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
7.1 Introduction
This chapter is grouped into four sections. The first part profiles respondents’ sio-economic 
characteristics and visiting configuration of HHV and JMP for main survey.
The second part presents stage I of analysis and finding process, which applies four 
evaluation methods to main attractions. Recreation demand models and values for each site 
are calculated using the methods.
The third section presents stage II of analysis and finding process, which compares 
estimated demand model and values in stage I. It enables us to verify the differences of 
recreation demands and values depending on evaluation methods.
The last section presents stage III of analysis and finding process, which demonstrates the 
distinctions of recreation demands and values of HHV and HHV based on stage I and II.
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7.2 Profiles of the Respondents
7.2.1 Socio-economic Profiles of the Respondents
The field surveys were performed the first and second weekends of May in 2004 in HHV 
and JMP respectively. The survey of HHV has produced responses from 600 individuals and 
among them, 552 were used for data analysis. Meanwhile, the survey of JMP has produced 
responses form 400 individuals and among them, 313 were used for data analysis.
This section was to compare socio-economic profiles and visiting configuration of 
respondents from two sites.
7.2.1.1 Gender
Figure 7.1 shows the gender distributions of the samples of HHV and JMP.
Figure 7.1
Gender of the Respondents
5 4 .0 0 %
5 3 .0 0 %
4 7 .0 0 %
4 6 .0 0 “/
male fem ale
HHV d JMP
The proportion of females was higher than that of males in both sites. Particularly, the 
proportion of females in HHV(54%) was slightly higher than that in JMP (53%).
7.2.1.2 Age
The age group sample was divided into 7 categories in both sites. Figure 7.2 represents the 
distribution of age group according to these categories. Surveys were conducted with adults,
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over  18 and there w a s no  respon dent in  the ca tegory  o f  ‘age  70  or o v e r ’. T h erefore , the  
distribution  o f  age  w a s b e tw een  18 and 69 .
Figure 7.2
A g e  G roup o f  the R esp on d en ts
37.40%
2.90% 4.50%
32.50% 31.90% 
27.80%
21.40%
17.40%
% 10.90%
6.50%
3.30% 3.50%
□ O
Under19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69
O HHV □ JMP
T he figures sh o w  that far m ore than h a lf  o f  resp on d en ts’ age  w as b e tw een  2 0  to 39  (60% ).
In com paring  tw o  attractions, the proportion  o f  age  b e tw een  20  and 29  in  H H V  w a s  h igh er  
than that in JM P and the proportion  o f  age  b etw een  4 0  and 59  in JM P w as h igh er  than that in  
H H V .
In addition . T ab le 7.1 in d icates that m ean  v a lu e  o f  H H V  (3 4 .1 4 )  is sm aller  than that o f  JM P  
(3 6 .3 9 ) . C on seq u en tly , it is  co n c lu d ed  that the m ean  v a lu e  o f  age  in  H H V  is  sm a ller  than  
that in  JM P. (H ere, the figu res o f  T able 7.1 w ere  real va lu e  b eca u se  it is b a sed  on  ratio sca le .)
Table 7.1
C om paring  R esu lts o f  C on tin u in g  V ariab les b e tw een  H H V  and JM P
S ite M ean S. D. M in . M ax.
A ge H H V 34.14 10.880 19 68
JMP 36 .39 11.405 18 69
Study year H H V 14.02 2 .059 6 21
JMP 13.70 2 .222 6 18
H ousehold incom e H H V 334 .64 143.884 100 900
(m onthly) JMP 319 .78 112.361 150 700
H ousehold  number H H V 3.67 1.256 1 10
JMP 3.79 1.313 1 10
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7.2.1.3 Employment Status
E m p loym en t status id en tifie s  the percen tage o f  respondents w h o  h ave  and do n ot h ave  a jo b , 
as sh ow n  in  F igure 7 .3 .
Figure 7.3
E m p lo y ed  R ates o f  R esp on d en ts
62.00% 64.00%
38.00% 36.00%
em ployed un-em ployed
O HHV □ JMP
T here w ere  m ore respondents w h o  h ave a jo b  in  both  sites. U n -em p lo y ed  ratio o f  H H V  
(38% ) w as com p aratively  h igher than that o f  JM P (36% ), h o w ev er  there is n o  s ig n ifica n t  
d ifferen ces.
7.2.1.4 Educated Level
T he study background w as d iv id ed  into 6 ca teg o r ies  in both  sites. U nder year  9 is eq u iva len t  
to  a m id d le  sch o o l graduation, w h ich  is com p u lsory  education  in K orea. Y ear 10 to 12 is  a 
h igh  sch o o l student or a graduate, and year 1 3 -14  is a c o lle g e  student or a graduate. 
M oreover, year 15-16  is eq u iva len t to a under graduate student or a graduate, and year  17-18  
is a p ost graduate (m aster) student or a graduate. Y ear 19 and over  m eans a p ost graduate  
doctoral cou rse or a graduate.
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Figure 7.4
Study years (as a fu ll tim e student) o f  R esp on d en ts
37.30%
32.40% 33.20% 
31.00%
4.80%
2.90%
24.90%
17.40%
6.50% 6.10%
3.30%
r~ | 0.00%
Under 9 10-12. 13-14 15-16 17-18 19 & Over
(studyyears as a full-time student)
O HHV □ JMP
In com paring  tw o  sites , the largest p ercen tage o f  respon dents is year 10 to 12 (h igh  sc h o o l)  
in H H V . T aking into con sid eration  that th is su rvey  is con d u cted  to the adult at the a g e  o f  
over  18, it is reasonab le that m o st o f  resp on d en ts’ sch o o l b ackground b e lo n g  to Y ear 10 to  
12 .
In JM P ’s ca se , the year 13-24  (2 years c o lle g e )  accou n ted  for a h ig h est rate. N otab ly , there  
w ere  con sid erab le  d ifferen ces in the p ercen tage o f  19 and O ver (postgraduate doctoral 
cou rse) b etw een  JM P (0% ) and H H V (3 .30% ).
A s  can b e  seen  T able 7 .1 , the m ean  va lu e  o f  H H V  is a lso  h igh er  than that o f  JM P, w h ic h  are 
14 .02  years and 13 .70  years resp ective ly . T herefore, it is co n clu d ed  the sch o o l back grou n d  
o f  v is ito rs is h igher in  H H V  than in JM P.
7.2.1.5 Household Monthly Income
A s in eom e, m on th ly  salary w as in vestiga ted , s in ce  an annual salary is not fam iliar to K orean. 
T he h ou seh o ld  in com e group sam p le w a s d iv id ed  into 6 ca tegor ies in both  sites.
F igure 7 .5 illustrates h o u seh o ld  m on th ly  in com e in H H V  and JM P. D istribution  o f  in co m e  
rate w as very  sim ilar each  other. T he h igh est resp on se  rate o f  in com e w a s 2 0 1 -3 0 0  (x  1 0 ,0 0 0  
K W ) in both  H H V  and JM P. H ow ever , the respond  rate o f  4 0 1 (x  1 0 ,0 0 0  K W ) and o v er  w as  
h igh er in H H V  than in JM P.
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From Table 7.1, it is shown that mean value of HHV is also higher than that of JMP, which 
are 3,350,000 KW and 3,200,000 KW respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
household income of HHV is higher than that of JMP.
Figure 7.5
Household Monthly Income
34.40%
37.40%
20 .10% 19.50%
1.10%0 .00%
29.10%
24.30%
12.70%
9.60%
7.40%
4.50%
0-100 101-200 201-300 301-400 401-500 Over 501
(x10,000) KW
OHHV □ JMP
7.2.1.6 Size of Household
Household number is shown in Figure 7.6. The number of household group sample was 
divided into 5 categories in HHV and JMP.
It is apparent from the Table 7.1 and Figure 7.6 that there is no considerable distinction of 
mean value of household number between HHV and JMP. Furthermore, more than 93% of 
the respondents had five or less members of family.
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Figure 7.6
Household Number of Respondents
77.90%
16.80% 18.20%
1 -2 .
74.40%
4 .5 0 ^ 0 %  0,70%
6-8 .
Q HHV □ JMP
_  0.60% 0.00% 0.00% 
9-10. Over 10
7.2.1.7 Size of Residential Area
Figure 7.7 illustrates the respondents’ residential ratio who live in a big city, which have a 
population of more than 100 million.
Figure 7.7
Big city Residential Rate of Respondents
60.10%
47.80%
39.90%
52.20%
Over 100
□  HHV □  JMP
1-100
(x million, population)
The more respondents live a city, which have a population of less than 100 million in both 
attractions. Nevertheless, the rate of the respondents from a big city in HHV (47.80%) is 
larger than that in JMP (39.90%).
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7.2.2 Visiting Configuration of the Respondents
7.2.2.1 Number of Visiting for last 12 months
Figure 7.8 demonstrates the number of visit for last 12 months. The quantity of visiting 
number in JMP is five times at maximum, while that in HHV is three times at the most for 
last 12 months.
. HHV
Figure 7.8
Number of Visiting for last 12 months
2-times 
10.10% 0.20%
1-time
89.70%
JMP
4-times 5-times 
3-times 2.60% 0-30%
6.70%
2-times
22.40% 1 -time
6 8 .10%
The rate of respondents who visit the site once is largest in both places. For instance, the 
ratio of visiting HHV once accounts for 90%, which is competitively higher than that of 
visiting JMP once, which is 68.10%. As a result, the number of visit for last 12 months is 
much higher in JMP than in HHV.
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1,2.2.2 Visiting Experience of Respondents
Figure 7.9 shows the visiting experience of respondents to the site. 80.50% of JMP’s 
respondents have been the site before and only 46.70% of HHV’s respondents have been the 
site before.
Figure 7.9
Visiting Experience of Respondents
80.50%
53.30%
19.50%
46.70%
first visit Over 1
(total number of visit)
□  HHV □  JMP
1.2.2.3 The Length of Staying
Figure 7.10 illustrates the proportion of an overnight trip. It is shown that the majority of 
respondents preferred one day trip to overnight trip. Overnight trip ratio of JMP (26.20%) is 
relatively higher than that of HHV (12%).
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Figure 7.10
Length of Staying of Respondents
88 .00%
26.20%
73.80%
12.00%
Over 1 night day-trip
O HHV □  JMP
7.2.3 Section Conclusion
It is estimated that socio-demographic profiles of HHV’s respondents are generally similar 
to that of JMP’s respondents.
Nonetheless, the female ratio of HHV is rather higher than that of JMP, the mean value of 
age in HHV was smaller than that in JMP, and the education background of respondents is 
higher in HHV than in JMP. In addition, household income of HHV is higher than that of 
JMP, the rate of the respondents from a big city in HHV is larger than that in JMP.
On the other hand, the visiting configuration of HHV and JMP were remarkably distinct. For 
instance, the proportion of revisit and staying overnight in JMP is much higher than those in 
HHV.
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7.3 Process o f Analysis and Findings
In this section, the recreation demand models and recreation non-market values of both 
‘Hahoe historic heritage village (HHV)’ and ‘ Juwang mountain national park (JMP)’ are 
demonstrated. Moreover, its process and result of recreation demand models and non-market 
values are analysed. Then, the characteristics of cultural and natural heritage resources are 
illustrated by comparing demand models and non-market values of them, with an emphasis 
on cultural heritages, to which little attention has been given, compared to natural resources. 
Furthermore, there are some new attempts on recreation demand and value researches in this 
study as follows;
Firstly, several controversial points of the ‘travel distance’ variable, which has been 
currently used as a proxy variable of ‘travel cost’ in Zonal Travel Cost Method 
(ZTCM)are indicated. Meanwhile, ‘travel time’, calculated by means of 
Geographical Information System (GIS), and is suggested as a new proxy variable 
of travel cost. For it, validity of ZTCM with ‘travel time’ (ST-ZTCM) should be 
illustrated by comparing ST-ZTCM and Standard ZTCM (S-ZTCM), which is 
currently used, and comparing their CSs.
Secondly, Individual TCM (ITCM) is derived using count data models and CS is 
also estimated from this ITCM. Moreover, ‘opportunity cost’ of travel time is 
calculated, using GIS, and added on travel cost. Finally, two models and their CSs 
are compared; one derived from ITCM emphasizing on individual characteristics, 
and the other derived from ST-ZTCM emphasizing on the spatial characteristics.
Thirdly, hypothetical TCM (HTCM) is derived by combining ITCM and 
hypothetical stated data. In addition, RDMs and CSs of HTCM are estimated, 
according to ‘quality of recreational environment’ (QRE). In particular, the 
previous studies of HTCM have been only focused on a small scale of recreation 
resources so far (e.g. resources for recreational fishing, mountain biking, and 
tracking etc.). However, HTCM, focused on national-wide scale of recreation 
resources, is suggested in this study.
Finally, a contingent valuation method (CVM) is derived through double-bounded 
dichotomous choice method (i.e. DB-DC CVM), which is a hypothetical stated data
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model. The difference and its reasons of two types of CSs are illustrated, that are 
CSs from actual revealed data model (ZTCM and ITCM), and CSs from 
hypothetical stated data models (HTCM and CVM).
This section is divided mainly into three parts, as can be seen from Figure 7.11 below. The 
first procedure is the stage I, which is to derive the recreation demand models and values of 
HHV and JMP. Next, the second procedure is the stage II, which is to compare the results of 
the derived recreation demand models and values in the stage I. The final procedure in this 
chapter is the stage III, which is to compare the results of the derived recreation demand 
models and values between HHV (cultural heritage resources) and JMP (natural heritage 
resources).
Additionally, Research Objective 1 in main study is verified after the ZTCM models of 
HHV and JMP is derived -  after the deriving results of ZTCM of JMP, which is in analysis 
(2) of the stage I, as it is need to verify the results of both sites together.
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Figure 7.11
Analysing Process
Stage 1: Stage II: Stage III:
Deriving —> Comparing ----- ► Comparing
RDMs & RVs RDMs & RVs HHV & JMP
(1 )
Cultural 
Heritage Site 
(HHV)
—^  ZTCM Regression Models
Verifying
Research Objective 1
Count Data Models
Count Data Models
LOGIT MODEL
Comparing 
RDMs & RVs of HHV
-ZTCM vs ITCM
- ITCM vs HTCM
- HTCM vs CVM
Verifying
Research Objectives 
2, 3, 5, 6. 7, 8
(2)
Natural 
Heritage Site 
(JMP)
—^  ZTCM RegressionI Models
Verifying
Research Objective 1
Count Data Models
-ŒG)i Count Data Models
LOGIT MODEL
Comparing 
RDMs & RVs of JMP
-ZTCM vs ITCM
- ITCM vs HTCM
- HTCM vs CVM
Verifying
Research Objectives 
2, 3, 5. 6. 7, 8
Comparing Results 
of RDMs & RVs 
between 
HHV & JMP
Verifying
Research Objectives 
4 ,9
Note:
HHV: Hahoe historic village 
JMP: Juwang mountain national park
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7.4 Analysing Stage I - l:  Deriving RDM s and RVs o f H H V
Figure 7.12 shows the analysis procedure in Stage I. As can be seen from it, the derivative 
procedures of the optimal model of each evaluation method are examined and recreation 
values from derived models are estimated.
Figure 7.12
Analysing Process of HHV in Stage I
! Verifying Validity 
■J TRAVEL TIME from GIS 
I as a proxy of travel cost
Adopted TRAVEL TIME 
from GIS (verified 
in the analysis o f ZTCM)
j Adopted TRAVEL TIME 
■i from GIS (verified 
j in the analysis o f ZTCM)
Adopted DB-DC method 
(double bounded dichotomous 
choice method)
Stage
Zonal TCM
CVM
Hypothetical
TCM
individual TCM
Methodological SignificanceDeriving Model
-  LOGIT MODEL 
(linear & log logit models)
- Regression Models with OLS & GLS
- Linear, Semi-log, Double-log 
functions derived
- Count Data Models (POISSON, NB)
- Count Data Models (POISSON, NB)
Note:
1) ‘travel tim e’, the validity was verified in zonal TCM, w as applied to individual 
and hypothetical TCM.
7.4.1 Deriving Zonal TCM models & CSs of HHV
In the previous studies of ZTCM, the travel distance, from the place of residence to the 
destination, has been the proxy variable of travel costs. The variable of the travel distance 
does not depend on respondent’s stated data, but depend on revealed data. The travel 
distance data from the site to place is the only appropriate revealed data as a proxy variable 
for travel costs.
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However, as reviewed in the literature part, it is obvious that in modem society the travel 
pattern of tourists (e.g. visiting demand or select destination etc.) does not rely on travel 
distance but does rely on travel time. Therefore, theoretically, employing the ‘travel time’ is 
more logical than using ‘travel distance’ as a proxy variable of travel cost, when it comes to 
Zonal TCM (see chapter 4).
The main issue is how travel time, which depends entirely on statement of respondents, can 
be estimated more precisely. The geographical information system (GIS), which has been 
applied in wide and various fields and research at present, is employed to solve the problem 
in this study.
There are two important points in applying ZTCM in this part. Firstly, the validity and 
superiority of ZTCM with GIS (SD-ZTCM) over currently used ZTCM (S-ZTCM) is 
compared. Secondly, the validity and superiority of ZTCM using the TRAVEL TIME with 
GIS (ST-ZTCM) over ZTCM using the TRAVEL DISTANCE with GIS (SD-ZTCM) is 
compared.
As can be seen the Figure 7.13, it is divided into two parts.
• The first part is to examine the validity of the application of GIS in deriving ZTCM 
model by comparing results of S-ZTCM (derived with travel distance using normal 
method) and SD-ZTCM (derived with travel distance using GIS) (see 1 in Figure 
7.13).
• The second part is to investigate the validity of the application of travel time (from 
GIS) as a proxy variable of travel costs in deriving ZTCM (ST-ZTCM) by 
comparing it result with that of SD-ZTCM (see 2 in Figure 7.13).
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Figure 7.13
Analyzing Process of Zonal TCM
Finding 1Current ZTCM
ZTCMwith CIS
Finding 2SD-ZTCM with CIS
ST-ZTCM with CIS
Verifying
Comparing
Models
Comparing
Models
Validity & Superiority 
of ST-ZTCM with CIS
Validity & Superiority 
of ZTCM with CIS 
(SD-ZTCM)
R esearch O bjective 1
7.4.1.1 Validity and Superiority of the ZTCM with GIS: Finding 1 
Deriving S-ZTCM and SD-ZTCM model of HHV
As mentioned in the literature review, ZTCM is originated in Clawson and Knetsch (1966)’s 
demand model. They defined that the ‘whole experience demand function’ (WEDF, deriving 
model from the first stage in the ZTCM deriving process) differs fi*om the ‘actual resource 
demand function’ (RDF, deriving model from the second stage). According to them, the 
RDF of the tourist destination could derive from WEDF. From their point of view, variation 
of visiting rate by increasing one unit of travel cost in ZTCM is identical to variation of 
demand by increasing one price unit of general economic goods.
The first derived ZTCM model in this section is identical to the currently used standard 
ZTCM (S-ZTCM) in the TC studies.
In this research, 77 cities and towns, from which there are more than two visitors, are 
accepted for spatial zoning to solve the problem, a visitor in a zone, as mentioned previously 
(see chapter 3). Map 8.3 shows the zoning result for S-ZTCM.
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Table 7.2 shows the procedures to produce optimal model derived for S-ZTCM. Four 
models in Table 7.2 are estimated using the ordinary least square (OLS) method of 
regressing analysis. These functional forms, such as linear, semi-log models, and double-log, 
were tested using diagnostic tests. The best model is selected amongst four candidates by 
comparing the diagnostic test results.
According to the form of the dependent variable, the linear model and the semi-log model 
which log are not applied into one comparing category, and the semi-log model and the 
double-log model which log are applied into other comparable category for comparison, 
because comparison of the values of between log applied models and normal models 
does not have any statistical meaning (Gujarati, 2003).
In this study, the values of R ,^ R^ , F, t, and Wald tests are used to evaluate the suitability of 
models in the first stage. In the next stage, hypothesis tests such as F-statistic, LR-statistic, 
information criterion tests (e.g. Akaike Information Criterion, Schwarz Information 
Criterion, and the Hannan-Quirm criterion) are used for the coefficient test. Additionally, the 
results of the White-test, Durbin-Watson (D.W.) test, and Breusch-Godfi-ey Lagrange 
Multiplier (LM) test are used to examine the problems of heteroscedasticity and serial- 
correlation (see Chapter 6).
In the first stage, the semi-log model is selected for WEDF. As the normal dependent 
variable models has serious problems of heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation. 
Additionally, in the logged dependent variable models, the t-values of the coefficients, F and 
R^  values of the semi-log functions are higher than the double-log function.
In the second stage, the semi-log model is also selected for RDF. However there is a serious 
problem of heteroscedasticity in the semi-log model. Therefore, Equation 7.1, which is 
accepted as a final S-ZTCM model, is transformed using EGLS method. Therefore, the 
heteroscedasticity problem is removed of the Equation 7.1.
The values of R  ^of Equation 8.1 and F seem to be excessively high, but such high values are 
common for the second stage model (RDF) of ZTCM, which is a regression model of travel 
cost and recreational trip.
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Ln__Q= 8.084 -0.011*^/97
(3495.313) (-2585.021)
(7.1)
R^=.999, A_R"=.999, F=6682336
White= 13.176, LM= .671(p=.413), D.W.= 1.516
Table 7.2
Derived models for Standard ZTCM (S-ZTCM)
WEDF (first stage) 
Dependent V.
DIST 
Ln DIST
R"
A_R^
F
White test 
LM test 
DW
RDF (second stage)
Dependent V.
Q_DIV_P
Linear
-.030"
(-10.268)
7.864
(14.652)
.584
.579
105.430"
14.038"
6.384*
1.372
Semi-Log
-4.001
(-14.001)
22.705**
(15.859)
.723
.720
196.016**
16.343**
.010
1.974
Ln_
Semi-Log
-.Oil"
(12.553)
2.347
(12.553)
.591
.586
108.532"
4.874
1.092
2.232
Q_DIV_P
Double-Log
-1.266
(-10.314)
6.854**
(11.149)
.587
.581
106.382**
5.721
.839
2.191
Ln_Q
Linear Semi-Log Semi-Log Double-Lo}
DIST -1.338** -.Oil"
(-6.263) (-1938.362)
Ln_DIST -586.031** -3.222**
(-15.814) (-14.955)
C 937.729** 3753.095** 8.086** 21.738**
(7.639) (16.850) (2477.968) (16.788)
R^ .455 .842 .999 .826
A R^ .443 .838 .999 .823
F 39.230** 250.10** 3757247** 223.662**
White test 17.868** 32.136** 20.934** 32.085**
LM test 30.726** 39.733** .002 35.205**
DW .075 .049 1.645 .082
Notice: r-statistics are in parentheses. 
* = p < .05, ** = p < .01
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The second derived ZTCM model is the SD-ZTCM, which focuses on travel distance 
estimated from GIS. SD-ZTCM model is derived following the same procedures as S- 
ZTCM.
As can be seen in Table 7.3, in the first stage for SD-ZTCM, the double-log model estimated 
by the OLS is selected for WEDF, because the normal dependent variable models have 
serious problems with heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation as with the S-ZTCM derived 
above. In the second stage, the double-log model is also selected for RDF of SD-ZTCM.
However there are also serious problems of the heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation with 
the double log model. Therefore, the final Equation 7.2 is estimated by transforming double­
log model with EGLS method. However, it still has serial-correlation problem. Nevertheless, 
it is difficult to remove all problems even though function is transformed with GLSs.
The data of this thesis is cross-sectional. Many economists argued that the cross-sectional 
data model is not seriously affected by the serial correlation problem (see chapter 3; p.OO). 
Therefore, even if there is a problem of serial-correlation on Equation 7.2 (transformed 
model with EGLS), which is derived above, it was regarded as the best possible model. 
Furthermore, serial-correlation problem is much less serious in Equation 7.2, in terms of 
LM-test and D.W. results in double-log model with OLS, which is selected as a first RDF 
model.
Ln_Q= \3A26-\A2S*LN_DIST (7.2)
(1489894.0) (-807158.7)
R^= 1.0 R^  = 1.0 F = 6.52E+ll(p<.01)
White test = 2.66 l(p>.05) LM test = 16.949(p<.01) D.W.= 1.142
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Table 7.3
Derived models for SD-ZTCM (using TRAVEL DISTANCE from GIS)
WEDF (first stage)
Dependent V.
DIST 
Ln DIST
R^
A_R^
F
White test 
LM test 
DW
RDF (second stage) 
Dependent V.
Q_DIV_P
Linear
-.037**
(-6.839)
8.538
(8.661)
.594
.581
46.778**
11.540**
5.933*
1.100
Semi-Log
-4.694
(.410)
25.656**
(12.504)
.804
.798
131.373**
12.340**
.025
2.025
Ln_Q_DIV_P 
Semi-Log Double-Log
-.013
(-10.703)
2.360
(10.685)
.782
.775
114.560**
.411
3.993*
1.303
-1.428
(-11.198)
7.281**
(11.394)
.797
.790
125.403**
.302
1.753
1.432
LN_Q
Linear Semi-Log Semi-Log Double-Log
DIST -.001 -6.00E-05**
(-1.274) (-18.208)
Ln_DIST -135.732** -1.434**
(-9.176) (-2457.101)
C 60.296** 1198.51** 1.870** 13.471*
(2.817) (9.462) (28.656) (2695.793)
R^ .003 .133 .377 .999
A R^ .001 .132 .376 .999
F 1.623 84.196** 331.523** 6037346**
White test 1.104 122.054** 197.736** 109.288**
LM test 95.582** 90.883** 513.524** 386.851**
DW .353 .391 .028 .307
Notice: t-statistics are in parentheses. 
* p < .05, ** p < .01
As can be seen comparing results, it is not obvious that SD-ZTCM is superior to the 
currently used S-ZTCM. However, the results of R ,^ F, t values of coefficients in SD-ZTCM 
are better than S-ZTCM.
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Estimating CSs of S-ZTCM and SD-ZTCM model of HHV
Table 7.4 shows Marshallian consumer surplus (CS), which integrate functional line of 
Equations 8.1 and 8.2 on the graph. The procedure of calculating CS and all CSs’ integral 
domain, which are evaluated using ZTCM model was mentioned earlier. Integral domain set 
up from minimum to maximum travel cost price range to highlight comparing result 
amongst models (see Chapter 6).
As can be seen in Table 7.4, the CSs from the S-ZTCM and SD-ZTCM (using GIS) are very 
different each other. Assuming that CS of SD-ZTCM, which shows relatively better model 
fit, that of S-ZTCM is no more than 18.8%. Therefore, it shows that the currently used S- 
ZTCM could under-estimate the CS of HHV.
Table 7.4
The estimated CS of the Standard ZTCM
Model Whole CS per day Individual CS per day* %
S-ZTCM 294737 km 13883 (06.94) 18.8
SD-ZTCM_____________  1561176 km____ 73753 (36.88)________ 100.0
The unit of CS is Korean Won (KW), the number in parentheses are UK pounds (£).
Average annual visitor’s number in 4 years: 841309
Number of visitors p/day: 2305 (Source: Data of Office of HHV, 2004)
Rate of respondents in the number of visitors p/day: (552/2305)* 100 = 23.95 
Estimated CS (km) p/day = Estimated km * 100/23.95 = Estimated Km * 4.175 
Monetary value of CS = [(Estimated CS (km) p/day)*130®]/5*’
®fiiel cost per km = 130(Korean Won) = $0,176 p/mile 
 ^passenger number p/car = 5
7.4.1.2 Validity and Superiority of the ST-ZTCM using GIS: Finding 2 
Zoning Procedure for SD-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM model of HHV
It was already ascertained that model fit of ZTCM is better, when it is estimated using GIS, 
in terms of TRAVEL DISTANCE, employed as a proxy variable of travel cost.
The aim of this part is to examine whether TRAVEL TIME (with GIS) can better reflect the 
characteristic of visitor’s behaviour than the TRAVEL DISTANCE (with GIS) in the ZTCM.
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Therefore, SD-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM, which are derived using GIS, are compared and the 
differences of their CSs are distinguished. In addition, SD-ZTCM, which is comparable with 
ST-ZTCM, introduced in Analysis 1 and ST-ZTCM and its deriving procedures introduce in 
this part.
The ‘RoadPilot 2003’ (GIS programme), which is made by Daewoo Precision Industries Co., 
is used so as to estimate travel time and travel distance from residence to the destinations (i.e. 
HHV or IMP) in this study.
Deriving ZTCM model starts with zoning the area from the object site (HHV). The visiting 
rate of each zone is the dependent variable of ZTCM.
It is important ‘How to zone’ using (the data from) GIS in this level, as zoning result could 
be very different according to zoning criteria, i.e. travel time and travel distance. There are 
generally two types of zoning in ZTCM: ‘concentric zoning’ and ‘zoning based on 
administrative regions’, as mentioned in Chapter 4. The combination of the advantages of 
both zoning skills is employed in this study.
The zoning of this study is based on the research by Brainard, Lovett, and Bateman (1997), 
which is the first and only case applying the travel time as a proxy variable of the travel cost 
in the ZTCM model. Such a model is called ST-ZTCM in this thesis. They estimated the 
accurate travel time using GIS. However, such a method suffers from some limitations, 
which have been reviewed earlier (see chapter 4). Their method requires the large scale 
computer system and extensive GIS database, which is built over the countries concerned. 
Nevertheless, those are currently built only in a few countries such as the US and the UK 
and cannot be generally applied to other countries.
In addition to applying Brainard et al.’s method, this study develops the ST-ZTCM method.
It can be derived by using the basic GIS database and programme only, which is available in 
most countries with a normal personal computer.
Zoning was implemented in the following procedures;
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In the first step, the farthest administrative regions (cities or towns), which has the visitors 
discovered, and the travel distances and the travel times from the farthest administrative 
region to HHV are calculated using GIS. In particular, the travel times are calculated using 
GIS, in consideration of widths, conditions and speed limits of roads, traffic congestion 
areas, as well as low speed areas. 188 cities and towns between the farthest region and HHV 
are selected from this stage. Therefore, the whole country is almost covered by it. It is 109 
regions (cities and towns) that have more than one visitor, and 77 regions (cities and towns) 
have more than two visitors out of 188 (see Figure 7.16).
Figure 7.14 is a map of Korea. Figure 7.15 shows the zones based on administrative regions 
and here a fundamental unit is city or town.
Figure 7.14
Provinces of South Korea
China
Kang.won
- ^  K vonq-d i
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Figure 7.15
Administrate Regions (Cities & Towns)
'■HHV
For the second step, the regions (cities and towns), which lie in the same distance from HHV, 
in terms of travel distance, are put together as a zone. In the final step, the regions which 
required the same travel time from the site are put together as a zone. Therefore, zones, 
based on TRAVEL DISTANCE and TRAVEL TIME, are created, as can be seen in Figure
7.18 and 7.19.
Moreover, the zoning results of SD-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM are illustrated in Figure 7.18 and
7.19 respectively. They describe that the cities or towns, which are fundamental units of 
zoning based on administrative region, could be appreciably different according to the 
means of zoning.
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As examined before, the currently preferred method is ‘zoning based on administrative 
regions’ and adapted for S-ZTCM in this thesis. However, there is a weak point of the 
method. Only areas of residences, which have respondents on the survey, are considered in 
ZTCM analysis.
Figure 7.16 shows the zoning result based on S-ZTCM. Here, each administrative region is 
considered as a zone in the model. Therefore, it has an advantage of estimating the accurate 
population of a zone (i.e. administrative region). However, the quantity of data in relation to 
administrative regions which are used to derive model, is relatively small, because only 
regions which have more than one visitor considered as a data.
Figure 7.17 illustrates the zoning result of a standard method, concentric zoning. It has the 
advantage of the large amount of data, however it is very difficult to estimate the number of 
accurate population per zone (a concentric circle).
As a result, the strong points of each ‘concentric zoning’ and ‘zoning based on 
administrative regions’ methods are combined and used in this thesis.
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Figure 7.16
Shows the Zoning Result for S-ZTCM
North Korea
Sea
'■HHV
Sea
Sea
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Figure 7.17
Shows the Concentric Zoning Result for S-ZTCM
North Korea
S ea
10 /
'■HI
10 N
Note:
The ZTCM model, using concentric zoning method, 
is not derived in this thesis.
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As can be seen Table 7.5, total 34 of the travel distanee (see Figure 7.18) and the 35 of 
travel time (see Figure 7.19) zones are estimated.
Figure 7.18
Zoning Result of SD-ZTCM
N o t e :  Value in the administrative region is number o f  zone
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Figure 7.19
Z on in g  R esu lt o f  ST -Z T C M
Note: Value in the administrative region is number of zone
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Table 7.6
Travel Distance and Travel Time Zones for SD-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM
No. ofR.^) N o. o f  v is itor P opulation  o f  zone Distance (km)^^ Tim e (min.)^^
Z one SD ST SD ST SD ST SD ST SD ST
1 1 2 6 36 55880 235467 18.9 22.85 38 36.5
2 1 2 30 11 179587 158205 23.6 48.7 46 55.0
3 5 2 28 12 432659 190499 42.1 41.5 86 62.5
4 2 3 6 11 72328 159731 61.0 63.1 121 78.0
5 3 3 16 43 538333 984516 72.3 94.0 126 87.0
6 2 4 2 52 129800 1104562 80.1 96.5 129 91.0
7 5 3 53 22 1179317 610523 90.0 102.0 149 96.7
8 10 3 75 24 1862443 629614 95.0 87.2 152 102.7
9 4 5 23 24 533392 659544 110.7 126.6 195 110.4
10 4 2 7 4 402010 161122 123.9 147.2 176 120.5
11 9 3 50 8 3205484 373766 131.2 137.9 209 130.7
12 3 8 2 8 175643 958873 138.7 144.2 185 137.3
13 7 3 3 5 474466 369411 151.5 180.4 212 142.7
14 7 5 2 3 496198 674773 169.1 186.7 234 151.6
15 4 3 7 7 850529 1037415 173.3 191.5 242 157.0
16 5 5 19 13 1807267 2013881 178.9 169.9 249 160.0
17 5 7 5 15 1087576 1537156 186.8 215.7 239 165.6
18 4 9 3 16 597375 2102766 192.0 202.7 262 170.2
19 3 3 7 ,7 865929 691208 196.0 235.4 262 173.0
20 5 5 19 15 1957942 1830312 199.4 215.5 249 174.6
21 3 7 8 34 667972 2782154 204.2 213.4 259 176.8
22 4 7 7 27 646980 2620502 208.1 223.6 282 178.6
23 10 5 35 9 3206897 1053210 211.4 229.5 272 180.0
24 5 4 4 15 975220 779440 215.2 220.3 290 181.5
25 11 6 17 18 2512771 1693647 220.1 247.4 267 184.0
26 4 6 8 16 1263401 2393667 225.1 248.0 264 187.8
27 8 15 28 41 2205203 4661663 228.1 239.1 284 191.3
28 9 5 17 12 2366356 4233007 232.7 258.3 292 193.6
29 10 5 17 9 3040961 1878745 236.9 251.0 267 197.2
30 6 3 8 3 2054690 180383 242.6 208.5 276 201.3
31 11 5 21 11 6368411 1815657 248.3 257.9 276 207.0
32 4 8 8 12 771610 2858861 256.4 263.7 325 212.6
33 6 7 10 6 2779000 520174 263.7 262.2 318 218.6
34 7 9 2 2 854277 1163530 280.2 278.9 365 235.3
35 16 2 1590120 309.6 270.6
t -5 .3 5 0 14.312
N otice:
number o f  administrative regions (cities 
Average TRAVEL D ISTANCE o f  each 
Average TRAVEL TIM E o f  each zone 
*=P<.05, **=P<.01
or tow ns) included, 
zone
From Table 7.5, it can be inferred that travel distance zones is completely different from 
travel time zones. Especially, it is also shown in the result of Paired-sample T-test result 
between travel distance and travel time data, i.e. average travel distance: t  =  -5.350 (p<0.01); 
average travel time: t  =  14.312 (p<0.01), on the bottom of Table 7.5. Furthermore, travel 
time does not always increase in the same proportion to the rise of travel distance.
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Figure 7.20 illustrates that the relations between the average travel distance and travel time 
in terms of the zones. The travel time fluctuate against the travel distance on Graph A and 
vice versa on Graph B. in other word, the travel distance and the time are not increased in 
the same proportion.
This result indicates that SD-ZTCM (derived using travel distance) could be inaccurate on 
the assumption that travel time reflects better visitors’ behaviour than travel distance. 
Therefore, it may result in inaccurate CS as well.
Figure 7.20
Comparing between TRAVEL DISTANCE and TRAVEL TIME in the Zones
400 -I
300 -
200 -
100 -
350.
300-
250-
2 0 0 -
150-
100 -
50-
—  vijriME —  vi_asT 
A ) Zones based on travel distance
 VI_TIME —-  V1_DIST
B) Zones based on travel time
N ote:
The labels o f  the axes are zones.
Lastly, the difference between zoning based on TRAVEL DISTANCE and zoning based on 
TRAVEL TIME is investigated by comparing the following Figure 7.21 and 7.22. Sam- 
Chuck City, where is in the east costal area, is exampled for an efficient method of 
comparison.
A rugged mountain range lies from south to north between HHV and Sam-Chuck. They are 
the places difficult of access each other. Therefore, it takes much time although the distance 
is not far on the map. It causes the different zoning results, as shown Map 8.7 and 8.8.
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Figure 7.21
Comparing Distance of Zone 13 in zones of SD-ZTCM
North Korea Sea
Sam-
Chuck
Sea
N ote: Value in the administrative region is number o f  zone
First of all, Figure 7.21 is the zoning result of SD-ZTCM based on TRAVEL DISTANCE.
In tenus of distance basis, Sam-Chuck is 13^ '^  zone out of 34 zones. It is estimated that the 
other regions belonging to Zone 13 are loeated in the similar distance with one another.
On the other hand. Figure 7.22 is the zoning result of ST-ZTCM based on the TRAVEL 
TIME. Here, Sam-Chunk is the 34* Zone out of 35 zones. Unlike Figure 7.21, it is validated 
that the distance of other regions, belong to Zone 34, is very differ from one another.
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Figure 7.22
Comparing Distance of Zone 6 and 34 in zones of ST-ZTCM
North Korea
SEA
34
34
34C
X 34B H
34A
SEA
3^4
3434
□  zone 6 
□zone 34
N ote; Value in the administrative region is number o f  zone
For instance, the distance from HHV to Sam-Chuck (34A) on the Figure 7.22 is twice as 
short as the distance from HHV to other regions (34B) and is three times as far as that from 
HHV to the other regions (34C), where is the furthest among Zone 34. Additionally, another 
example is shown on the Map 8.8. In the case of 6*'’ zone, the shortest distance from HHV to 
the Zone 6 (6A) is only half as the farthest distance from HHV to the Zone 6 (6B).
In conclusion, it is expected that the derived zonal model, using zones based on travel time, 
could be different from the derived zonal model, based on travel distance.
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Deriving SD-ZTCM & ST-ZTCM model of HHV
Four functions (i.e. linear, semi-logs, and double-log function) are also established through 
the same the deriving procedures as S-ZTCM, according to the ordinary least square (OLS) 
method of regressing analysis. Furthermore, the best possible model is selected amongst 
four models by comparing the results from the diagnostic tests.
In the first stage of ZTCM procedure, double-log model (Equation 7.3) for WEDF (travel 
distance model) and Semi-log model (Equation 7.4) for WEDF (travel time model) were 
selected, (see Table 7.6)
Ln_Q_DIV_P= 728l-lA2S*Ln_DIST (7.3)
Ln_Q_DIV_P = 2.984 -.0 m*TIME (7.4)
In the second stage for RDF, double-log model for travel distance model and semi-log 
model for travel time model are also selected, (see Table 7.7)
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Table 7.6
First-stage model (WEDF) for deriving ZTCM
Travel Distance based Models (SD-ZTCM)
Dependent V. Q_DIV_P Ln_Q_DIV_P
Linear Semi-Log Semi-Log Double-Log
DIST -0.037" -0.013**
(-6.839) (-10.703)
Ln_DIST -4.694** -1.428**
(0.410) (-11.198)
C 8.538" 25.656** 2.360** 7.281**
(8.661) (12.504) (10.685) (11.394)
R^ .594 .804 .782 .797
A R2 .581 .798 .775 .790
F 46.778" 131.373** 114.560** 125.403**
White test 11.540" 12.340** .411 .302
LM test 5.933* .025 3.993* 1.753
DW 1.100 2.025 1.303 1.432
Travel Time based Models (ST-ZTCM)
Dependent V. Q_DIV_P Ln_Q_DIV_P
Linear Semi-Log Semi-Log Double-Log
TIME -0.047** -0.018**
(-8.009) (-11.072)
LN_TIME -6.258** -2.085**
(-13.216) (-10.930)
C 9.458** 33.313** 2.984** 10.626**
(10.101) (14.167) (11.718) (11.220)
R2 .667 .845 .793 .789
A R^ .657 .840 .787 .782
F 64.141** 174.651** 122.591** 119.473**
White test 12.888" 25.326** 2.552 5.100
LM test 3.280 1.351 .838 .115
DW .749 1.116 1.653 1.749
Note;
/-values are in parentheses. 
* = p<.05, ** = p<.01
According to results of RDF models (Table 7.7), there are serious problems of 
heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation in double-log model (travel distance) using OLS 
(White test = 109.288, p<0.01; LM-test = 386.851, p<0.01; D.W. = 0.307).
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Therefore, the final equation 7.5 is transformed from double-log model using GLS to 
remove heteroscedasticity. However, the serial-correlation problem still exists on it (LM test 
= 16.949, p<0.01; D.W.= 1.142). Nevertheless, it is very difficult to eliminate the problem 
even though functional conversion is implemented. As illustrated earlier, serial-correlation 
have less effect on cross-sectional data models than heteroscedasticity. Therefore, Equation 
7.5 (transformed model from double-log model) is chosen as a final model for SD-ZTCM.
Ln_Q= 13 A26-I A2S*Ln_DlST (7.5)
(1489894.0) (-807158.7)
R^  = .999 A_R  ^= .999 F = 6.52E+11 (p<0.01)
White test = 2.66l(p>0.1) LM test = 16.949 (p<0.01) D.W.= 1.142
In case of Semi-log model (TRAVEL TIME), the heteroscedasticity and serial correlation 
problems are also indicated. Therefore the semi-log model is converted with GLS (EGLS) 
so as to solve the problems. Equation 7.6 (converted model from semi-log model using OLS) 
is finally derived for ST-ZTCM.
Ln_Q= 9.130-O.On*TIME (7.6)
(102638.2) (-45897.76)
R^  = .999 A_R  ^= .999 F = 2.11E+09 (p<0.01)
White test = 4.956 (p<0.1), LM test = .526 (p<0.05), D.W.= 1.959
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Table 7.7
Second-stage model (RDF) for deriving ZTCM
Travel Distance based Models (SD-ZTCM)
Dependent V.
DIST 
Ln DIST
LN_Q
R^
A_R^
F
White test 
LM test 
DW
Linear
- 0.001
(-1.274)
60.296
(2.817)
.003
.001
1.623
1.104
95.582**
.353
Semi-Log
-135.732
(-9.176)
1198.51**
(9.462)
.133
.132
84.196**
122.054**
90.883**
.391
Semi-Log
-6.00E-05**
(-18.208)
1.870
(28.656)
.377
.376
331.523**
197.736**
513.524**
.028
Double-Log
-1.434
(-2457.101)
13.471*
(2695.793)
.999
.999
6037346**
109.288**
386.851**
.307
Travel Time based Models (ST-ZTCM)
Dependent V. Q LN_Q
Linear Semi-Log Semi-Log Double-Log
TIME -3.693** -0.018**
(-6.607) (-348.987)
LN_TIME -1397.354** -4.081**
(-16.516) (-18.406)
C 2092.043** 8592.505** 9.092** 25.218**
(7.931) (17.488) (381.13) (19.624)
R^ .356 .775 .999 .813
A R^ .348 .773 .999 .810
F 43.658** 272.791** 121791.6** 338.784**
White test 25.876** 61.518** 24.651** 55.134**
LM test 55.909** 67.485** 26.078** 62.171**
DW .045 .031 .729 .050
N otice;
/-statistics are in parentheses. 
* = p<.05, ** = p<.01
In WEDF case, when it comes to model fit, there is no difference between TRAVEL 
DISTANCE and TRAVEL TIME models. However, in RDF case, there are comparatively 
more heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation problems of TRAVEL DISTANCE model 
(SD-ZTCM) than that of TRAVEL TIME model (ST-ZTCM). Therefore, those problems in
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the SD-ZTCM model are still remain, even though model is converted with GLS method. 
Consequently, the model fit of ST-ZTCM is better than SD-ZTCM.
Estimating CSs of SD-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM model of HHV
Table 7.8 shows that the CSs from the SD-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM are very different one 
from another.
Additionally, given the CS of ST-ZTCM is 100%, that of SD-ZTCM is 183%, which is 
significantly higher. Therefore, it may be concluded that SD-ZTCM could overestimate CS 
ofHHV.
Table 7.8
Estimated CS of the ZTCM with GIS (SD-ZTCM & ST-ZTCM)
Model Whole CS p/day Individual CS p/ day* %
SD-ZTCM 1561176 km 73753 (36.88) 183
ST-ZTCM 512668 min___________40347 (20.17)  ^
The unit of CS is Korean Won (KW), the number in parentheses are UK pounds (£).
Average annual visitor’s number in 4 years: 841309 
Number of visitors p/day: 2305
Rate of respondents in the number of visitors p/day: (552/2305)* 100 = 23.95 
Estimated CS (km) p/day = Estimated km * 100/23.95 = Estimated Km * 4.175 
Monetary value of CS in SD model = [(Estimated CS (km) p/day)* 130®]/5*’
Monetary value of CS in ST model = [(Estimated CS (minutes) p/day)*217^ ]/5^
® fuel cost per km = 130(Won) = $0,176 p/mile 
 ^average passenger number p/car = 5 
travel time cost p/minute = 217(Won) = SO. 181 p/minute
Research Objective I is verified after the evaluation of JMP’s S-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM.
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7.4.2 Deriving of ITCM and HTCM models
7.4.2.1 Deriving Recreation Demand Models 
Dependent and Explanatory Variables
This part is the second stage of TCM, and examines the deriving procedure of ITCM as well 
as Hypothetical TCM, which is the combine ITCM with hypothetical stated data.
ITCM and HTCM require actual revealed data and hypothetical stated data respectively. As 
illustrated earlier, the hypothesis of HTCM is extended in this study.
Previous studies estimated recreational demand model only on the assumption of 
HTCM(GOOD), however this study estimates demand models if current QRE is stable (i.e. 
HTCM-NOW) and QRE has decreased (i.e. HTCM-BAD) as well. Therefore, HTCM 
estimating in this section are three types.
The regression models using OLS and GLS are applied for ZTCM, on the other hand, the 
Count Data Models (e.g. Poisson and Negative binomial model) are applied for ITCM and 
HTCM. As the dependent variable of ZTCM is the visiting ratio, it is not integer, however, 
the dependent variables of the ITCM and HTCM are exactly non-negative integer (number 
of annual visiting).
The maximum likelihood method is used to estimate the parameters instead of OLS and 
GLS. The Over-dispersion test which was suggested by Cameron and Trivedi (1990) is used 
to choose the proper count data model in the Poisson and NB models as a count data model.
The identical explanatory variables are put into ITCM and HTCM, in the study. It was 
previously explained that the process and reasons of selecting explanatory variables as well 
as the definition of variables (see Chapter 6).
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Deriving Models
Table 7.9 shows all derived models for ITCM and HTCM.
Over-dispersion test of Cameron and Trivedi (1990) is implemented and Poisson model and 
NB model are derived and compared so as to select either Poisson model or NB model. 
According to Cameron and Trivedi (1990), if the /-value of the coefficient of test result is 
highly significant, and the estimated coefficient is significantly positive, it indicates the 
over-dispersion in the residuals. In this case, it is obvious that NB model is selected to 
derive RDM.
There is a doubt about the over-dispersion. When the /-value of the coefficient of Cameron 
& Trivedi test result is significant. However, the model fits of each model are compared, as 
the signs of coefficients are negative.
The followings offer some explanations; when coefficient value of C&T test is positive and 
the results of the test is significant, it is considered as over-dispersion and simultaneously 
NB model is applied instead of Poisson model. In this basis, when the result of C&T test is 
significant statistically and coefficient value is negative at the same time, it indicate the 
contrary result for over-dispersion. Therefore, other criteria were adopted except C&T test 
to select count data model, either Poisson or NB model.
The comparing results of model fit are as follows:
First of all, with respect to ITCM, the most important variable, i.e. the /-value of the 
coefficient of travel cost (TRA COST), is not significant for NB model. Furthermore, the 
value of log-likelihood (LL) is relatively low in the Poisson model, it means that model fit of 
Poisson model is better than NB model, and R^  is comparatively good in the Poisson model. 
Therefore, Poisson model is selected for the ITCM.
Then, in terms of HTCM(NOW), the /-value of the coefficient of travel cost variable 
(TRA COST) in the NB is significant, nonetheless, the /-value of the coefficient of travel 
cost in Poisson is higher than NB. Moreover, log likelihood (LL) in Poisson model is 
relatively low and R^  value in Poisson model is relatively high. Finally, Poisson model is 
chosen for HTCM(NOW).
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Next, according to the HTCM(GOOD) and the HTCM(BAD), estimated results of Poisson 
and NB models are identical, as can be seen in Table 7.9.
Both models showed the same values and sign of coefficient in every variable apart from 
A_R^ value. In conclusion, there is no difference amongst the values of individual CS 
(shown on the bottom of Table 7.9), which estimated from each model.
Consequently, either of these models is acceptable, and Poisson is selected for them.
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Finally, as can be seen Table 7.10, the Poisson models are chosen for the ITCM and HTCMs.
It is estimated that the only significant variable is the only travel cost (TRA_COST) in 
ITCM. On the contraiy, in the HTCM case, ‘travel cost’(TRA_COST), ‘household 
income’(INCOME), ‘opinion to pay more money for conservation of the site’(OP_PAY) 
and ‘education level’(EDU) are significant regardless of QRE. They also have positive 
effect on hypothetical visiting demand of visitors.
Furthermore, it is identified that TRA COST, OP PAY, INCOME values were significant 
at 99% in every HTCM model. However, while EDU value was significant at 99% in 
HTCM(BAD), it was significant at 95% in HTCM(GOOD) and at 90% in HTCM(NOW).
On the whole, it can be inferred that EDU value has difference influence and significance on 
the models according to the variation of QRE.
The ‘travel cost’ (TRA COST) has a negative effect on hypothetical visiting demand of the 
visitors according to the variation of QRE. In particular, the worse QRE is, the more 
negative effect to hypothetical visiting demand by travel cost. Consequently, the visitors are 
less impacted on travel cost, as current QRE has improved.
The ‘respondent’s WTP for conservation site’ (OP PAY), which is newly introduced in this 
thesis, has a strong and positive impact upon WTV.
The ‘respondent’s education level’ (EDU) has a relatively considerable impact upon WTP, 
when current QRE has decreased (BAD = 0.155; NOW = 0.033; GOOD = 0.042).
In addition to these facts, ‘living in the large city having a population of more than one 
million’ (MAIN CITY) can not affect the hypothetical WTV, when current QRE remains 
the same. Nevertheless, it affects the hypothetical WTV, both when current QRE has 
improved and decreased.
I f ‘staying is more than one night for this visit’ (STAY TIME), it affects hypothetical 
visiting demand positively on the only assumption that current QRE is stable.
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Finally, ‘age’ (AGE) affects hypothetical visiting demand positively, on the only assumption 
that current QRE has decreased.
Table 7.10
Results of Poisson and Negative Binomial Models for HHV
ITCM HTCM(NOW) HTCM(GOOD) HTCM(BAD)
Poisson Poisson Poisson Poisson
TRA_COST -0.00000679**' -0.0000184*** -0.0000165*** -0.0000374***
(-1.949233) (-5.247053) (-6.054129) (-5.799581)
OP_PAY 0.053913 0.460710** 0.287188** 0.926806**
(0.550597) (4.174846) (3.557228) (3.765279)
MAIN_CITY 0.010854 0.035373 0.104987 0.290182
(0.128690) (0.416050) (1.602439) (1.888559)
FIR_VISIT -0.100401 0.009601 0.008285 0.246847
(-1.173031) (0.110817) (0.124091) (1.583929)
INCOME 7.86E-05 0.000845* * 0.000715* * 0.001224* *
(0.259612) (3.039577) (3.254833) (2.764083)
STAY_TIME 0.058827 0.216718 0.093588 0.282502
(0.467792) (1.798988) (0.968085) (1.297390)
VI_MULTI -0.011145 -0.041443 -0.006928 0.006648
(-0.125337) (-0.465207) (-0.100704) (0.041443)
JOB -0.017594 0.041691 -0.033189 —0.061669
(-0.174089) (0.410294) (-0.424144) (-0.336707)
AGE 0.005085 0.002284 0.002716 0.029176**
(1.272715) (0.561298) (0.864214) (4.323579)
EDU 0.023566 0.032841 0.042222** 0.154885* *
(1.095318) (1.514906) (2.502315) (4.048250)
FAMILY_N 0.001535 -0.019730 0.002883 0.049506
(0.044827) (-0.566270) (0.108080) (0.867911)
C -0.200444 -0.494548 -0.071144 -4.841492***
(-0.559781) (-1.361945) (-0.253334) (-7.294839)
Log-likelihood -582.2916 -594.5698 -728.5065 -341.7716
LR-statistic 10.72080 67.94759*** 81.04883*** 115.6776***
R^ 0.244691 0.402573 0.442261 0.298789
A R^ 0.229248 0.390358 0.430857 0.284452
Notice:
T-statistics are in parentheses.
*: p<0.10, p<0.05, p<0.01
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T.4.2.2 Estimating CSs of ITCM and HTCM models
Table 7.11 shows the estimated CS from the ITCM and HTCM. The process of calculating 
CS from Count data model is described earlier (see Chapter 6).
As can be seen in Table 7.11, individual CS of ITCM, which is an actual revealed trip model, 
is 29455 Korean Won (KW), when the current QRE is stable. This amount is equivalent to £ 
14.7. On the other hand, that of HTCM(NOW) is 10970 KW (£ 5.5), when current QRE is 
stable same as ITCM. In addition, that of HTCM(GOOD) is 12121 KW (£ 6.1), when 
current QRE has improved, and that of HTCM(BAD) is 5348 KW (£ 2.7), when current 
QRE has decreased.
Therefore, it is verified that CS of HTCM is affected by the variation of QRE and the better 
QRE is, the larger CS is.
However, there is a difference from the literature, i.e. CS of HTCM(GOOD), which is 
hypothetical stated data model on the assumption that the current QRE has improved, is 
smaller than that of ITCM, actual revealed data model on the assumption of that current 
QRE is stable. The reasons of this are explained in the comparing part.
Table 7.11
CS from ITCM and HTCM of HHV
ITCM HTCM(NOW) HTCM(GOOD) HTCM(BAD)
Individual CS* 29455 (14.73) 10970(05.49) 12121 (06.06) 5348 (02.67)
CS per trip 147275 (73.64) 54348 (27.17) 60606 (30.30) 26738 (13.37)
%_________________ 100.0____________111.5__________49.2
The unit of CS is Korean Won (KW), the number in parentheses are UK pounds (£).
Individual CS = (CS p/trip)/5®
® number of passenger per car
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7.4.3 Deriving RDMs and RVs of DB-DC CVM
Contingent valuation method (CVM) model, hypothetical stated data model, is derived using 
double-bounded dichotomous choice method (DB-DC) in this part. Moreover, Logit model 
is adopted to derive CVM model of HHV. According to previous literature, WTP Price of 
CVM model is a Hicksian compensating variance (CV). Therefore, the Hicksian CV is 
estimated in this part.
7.4.3.1 Deriving Linear-logit and Log-logit model for CVM models
Maximum likelihood estimation with the binary logit model is employed to derive CVM in 
this study. To derive CVM, Linear-log and log-logit model have been employed in previous 
studies as a logit model. It is not yet obvious that which model is superior to the other 
between them, even though majority of CV studies estimates that linear-logit is superior to 
log-logit recently. Therefore it is verified that which model is better for WTP by estimating 
and comparing both in this thesis.
CV (WTP) from CVM for HHV is estimated as following procedures. In Table 7.12, the 
first Linear-logit model is derived to estimate CV (WTP) of HHV. Meanwhile, significant 
variables are chosen from the first model in terms of Wald statistic and t value. The second 
Linear-Logit model is derived with accepted explanatoiy variables from the first model. 
Finally, CV (WTP) is estimated with the reduced model, which is applied the significant 
variables in the whole model.(see Table 7.12).
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Table 7.12
Results of First linear-logit model (whole variables)
Name of Variable Coefficient Std. Error Wald t
EN PRI -0.000347 0.000031 174.966*** -13.22748***
TRA COST -0.000059 0.000010 33.649*** -5.800805***
MAIN CITY 0.770424 0.212400 13.157*** 3.627235***
FIRST_VISIT -0.043642 0.201829 0.047 -0.216230
INCOME F 0.006267 0.000914 47.024*** 6.857373***
STAY TIME -0.002139 0.300839 0.000 -0.007111
VI MULTI 0.110557 0.211141 0.274 0.523616
JOB 0.434885 0.239298 3.303* 1.817335***
AGE 0.012988 0.010322 1.583 1.258296
STU_YEAR 0.247090 0.056628 19.039*** 4.363364***
FAMILY N 0.174877 0.086175 4.118** 2.029323**
GENDER 0.131814 0.205268 0.412 0.642155
RE VI OP 0.846235 0.110660 58.479*** 7.647143***
SATISFAC 0.100040 0.099806 1.005 1.002344
RE_GOOD 0.617697 0.179160 11.887*** 3.447748***
C -7.567259 1.057193 51.235*** -7.157876***
Log likelihood -340.9296 AIC 0.791
LR statistic 519.2355*** SC 0.877
H & L Statistic 18.5503** HQC 0.824
Andrews Statistic 94.6969*** McFadden R^ 0.432
Cox & Snell R^ 0.438
Predicted correct 80.3% Nagelkerke R^ 0.595
N ote:
Convergence achieved after 10 iterations 
Covariance matrix computed using second derivatives 
*p<0.1, "p<0.05, ** p<0.01
The result of second linear-logit analysis, which is input only significant explanatory 
variables, as follows (Table 7.13).
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Table 7.13
Results of Second (reduced) linear-logit model (accepted variables)
Name of Variable Coefficient Std. Error Wald t
EN PRI -0.000342 0.000026 179.941*** -13.41434***
TRA COST -0.0000534 0.000009 34.112*** -5.840532***
MAIN CITY 0.698596 0.205733 11.530*** 3.395637***
INCOME F 0.006267 0.000899 48.611*** 6.972202***
JOB 0.526099 0.224144 5.509** 2.347144**
STU YEAR 0.235657 0.054231 18.882*** 4.345383***
FAMILY N 0.181089 0.084451 4.598** 2.144318**
RE VI OP 0.906109 0.091674 97.693*** 9.884048***
RE_GOOD') 0.654481 0.174489 14.069*** 3.750849***
C -7.054257 0.944697 55.758*** -7.467215***
Log likelihood -349.8950 AIC 0.788
LR statistic (9 df) 519.5311*** SC 0.840
H & L Statistic 15.0600 HQC 0.808
Andrews Statistic 79.4858*** McFadden R^ 0.426
C&SR^ 0.434
Predicted correct 80.5% Nagelkerke R^ 0.589
Note:
Willingness to visit number when environmental quality is changed to be good than now. 
Convergence achieved after 10 iterations 
Covariance matrix computed using second derivatives 
*p<.l,"p<.05, "p<.01
It seems to be no significant difference in model fit in comparison in Tables 7.12 with 7.13.
Nonetheless, considering some results of the model fit tests, some values of reduced model 
are slightly worse. For instance, log-likelihood value of reduced model, which only accepted 
variables are applied, and some coefficient of determination’s value.
However, the coefficient of determination (R )^ increases in proportion to the rise of the 
number of variables into the model (Gujarati, 2003; Greene, 2003). Meanwhile, there are 15 
explanatoiy variables in the whole model and 9 explanatory variables in the reduced model, 
which means 6 explanatoiy variables are reduced. Consequently, the values of the 
coefficients of determination in the reduced model are getting smaller.
On the contrary, the results of Hosmer and Lemeshow Statistic and Andrews Statistic show 
that the model fit of second model is better. Additionally, the results of information criterion 
tests prove that the model fit of reduced model is better. It is also shown that each Wald and
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t value in reduced model is increased little by little. For these reasons, it is demonstrated that 
the model fit of reduced model is better than that of the whole model.
It was described that the estimated result of linear-logit model and next, log-logit model is 
estimated. Table 7.14 shows the derived result of log-logit model. The deriving procedure of 
the model is implemented the same as that of linear-logit model.
The left part of Table 7.14 shows the first model (employed whole explanatory variables).
On the other hand, the right part of it shows the second model (employed significant 
variables from the first model).
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Table 7.14
Log-logit model for CVM model of HHV
Whole model (Whole Variable) Reduced model (Accepted Vari.)
Name of V. Coefficient Std. Error Coefficient Std. Error
LN_EN_PRI -3.106728*** 0.237603 -3.068029*** 0.232129
(-13.07531) (-13.21690)
LN_TRA_COST -1.962758*** 0.277225 -1.808729*** 0.250967
(-7.080016) (-7.207050)
MAIN_CITY 0.843530*** 0.210135 0.809029** 0.205405
(4.014222) (3.938699)
FIRST_VISIT 0.143712 0.198571
(0.723730)
LN_INCOME 2.183590* * 0.296025 2.166298*** 0.275373
(7.376376) (7.866764)
STAYTIME 0.019817 0.288207
(0.068760)
VI_MULTI 0.225929 0.208111
(1.085620)
JOB 0.404088 0.235308 0.435214** 0.219722
(1.717271) (1.980749)
LN_AGE 0.632291 0.348804 0.570554 0.330991
(1.812741) (1.723776)
LN_EDU 2.935171*** 0.731814 2.893771* * 0.716628
(4.010813) (4.038038)
LN_FAMILY_N 0.115451 0.273188
(0.422606)
GENDER 0.069249 0.200709
(0.345024)
LN_RE_VI_OP 3.595406*** 0.530709 3.961979*** 0.444649
(6.774716) (8.910358)
LN_SATISFAC 0.484262 0.390376
(1.240499)
LN_RE_GOOD') 0.706100** 0.290553 0.685412* 0.286638
(2.430191) (2.391211)
C 18.42163*** 3.493984 17.42342*** 3.338352
(5.272385) (5.219168)
Log likelihood -356.8321 -365.0016
LR statistic 479.7364*** 478.7945***
McFadden R^ 0.401991 0.396091
AIC 0.830361 0.825995
SC 0.915887 0.878982
HQ C. 0.863036 0.846228
H&LS. 23.861*** 24.756***
Andrews Statistic 181.618*** 175.440***
Predicted correct 79.73% 79.07%
NOTICE:
Willingness to visit number when environmental quality is changed to be good than now. 
Convergence achieved after 6 iterations 
Covariance matrix computed using second derivatives 
p<-l, *p < .0 5 /" p < .0 1
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It is demonstrated that model fit of linear-log model is better than that of log-logit model, 
with regard to comparisons of two models, as mentioned in the stduies of Hanemann (1984), 
Johansson et al. (1989), and Caldas and Black (1997).
The comparing results between linear-logit model and log-logit model are as follows: First 
of all, as far as Log likelihood is concerned, linear-logit model is relatively good. Then, 
regarding the coefficient of determination, linear-logit model is better than the other. 
Additionally, according to the results of Hosmer & Lemeshow Statistic and Andrews 
Statistic and Information Criterion test, the model fit of linear-logit model is better than that 
of log-logit model. For these reasons, only linear-logit model is employed for final WTP 
calculation.
T.4.3.2 Estimating CV (WTP) of HHV
Hanemann’s three types of CYs (i.e. Mean CV, Median CV, and Truncated CV), and its 
calculation method are examined (see Chapter 6).
The averages of all explanatory variables, except ‘bid entrance price’(EN_PRI), in derived 
linear-logit model are calculated and the figures are considered as a constant so as to 
estimate three types of CSs (WTPs). Particularly, Table 7.15 shows the average of 
explanatory variables, which are used in the linear-logit model.
Table 7.15
Results of Descriptive Analysis of Explanatory variables
Variables
TRA_COST
MAIN_CITY
INCOME
JOB
EDU
FAMILY_N 
RE_VI_OP 
RE GOOD
Mean
33267.37
0.50
343.57
0.60
14.13
3.67
5.60
1.96
Std. Deviation
13550.93
0.50
148.85
0.49
2.07
1.27
1.28 
0.80
As a consequence, the value of a and p  is estimated for WTP (Hicksian CV) calculation 
formula (a = 4.338798, p = 0.000342). Furthermore, the figures (a and p) are input into
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(Equation 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16 in Chapter 6), to calculate CV. The result of this is illustrated 
in Table 7.16.
As can be seen in Table 7.16, there is no considerable differences amongst three types of 
WTP.
Table 7.16
Comparing Individual CVs (WTP)
Mean CV Median CV Truncated CV
Individual CS* 12725 (6.36) 12687 (6.34) 12494 (6.25)
Whole annual CS * 10,189,910,000
(5,094,955.00)
10,159,480,000
(5,078,240.00)
10,005,720,000
(5,002,860.00)
% 100.0 99.7 98.2
The unit of CS is Korean Won (KW), the number in parentheses are UK pounds (£).
** Whole annual CS = [Individual CS]* [The number of visitors who willing to pay for 12 months®] 
®The number of visitors who willing to pay = [the average of number of visitors to HHV for four 
years] -  [number of No WTP visitors’’] = 841309 -  40467 = 800842 
%fo WTP: 4.8105% (95/457)
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7.5 Analysing Stage 1-2: Deriving RDM s and RVs o f JM P
JMP was selected to be compared with HHV in the study. For that reason, RDMs and RVs 
of JMP were calculated with the same method of those of HHV. The estimation procedures 
were the same as Figure 7.13. However, In case of ZTCM, only ST-ZTCM, which was 
selected as an optional model in HHV study and Standard ZTCM, which is a general model 
in existing study, were evaluated and compared.
7.5.1 Deriving Zonal TCM models and RVs
7.5.1.1 Deriving ZTCM models 
Zoning Procedure for ST-ZTCM model
The same as HHV’s case, zoning is implemented following procedures: In the first step, it is 
calculated using GIS that the farthest administrative region (city or town). The 188 regions 
between the farthest region and JMP are selected from this stage.
In the second step, the regions (cities or towns), which are located in the same TRAVEL 
TIME from JMP, are put together as a zone. Through these procedures, as shown in Table 
7.16, total 25 zones, based on the TRAVEL TIME, are accepted.
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Zones (based
Table 7.17
on TRAVEL TIME) of ST-ZTCM
Zone No. of visitor Population Av. Travel time Av. Distance
1 36 32379 10 5.9
2 12 74193 62 41.2
3 30 250803 79 50.2
4 48 661849 108 71.4
5 10 182183 118 86.6
6 10 325849 134 87.8
7 33 984516 144 117.0
8 29 1184543 148 112.5
9 11 646350 154 127.8
10 6 830968 165 148.8
11 4 531409 181 155.5
12 4 1010033 194 181.1
13 24 1912752 204 185.3
14 12 1681828 208 189.6
15 7 1823404 212 206.7
16 3 770922 217 219.4
17 2 598497 223 233.3
18 2 552378 228 197.0
19 4 4309266 239 259.8
20 3 1693028 248 285.3
21 6 3633929 253 291.8
22 3 2732001 258 293.0
23 4 2830055 263 294.8
24 3 3898107 267 312.7
25 6 8686747 273 307.2
It can be seen for the figures that there is a gradual increase on travel time (minutes) 
depending on zone. On the other hand, in Zone 8,18,25 cases, the figures of average 
distance are smaller than the zone before.
In addition. Figure 7.23 shows the relation between travel distance (VI DIST) and travel 
time (VI TIME). A horizontal line of the graph is zone and a vertical line of the graph is the 
figures of travel distance and time. The travel distance (VI DIST) fluctuate against the 
travel time (VI TIME) on the Graph. In other word, the travel distance and the time are not 
increased in the same proportion like a case of HHV.
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Such results are identical to those in HHV. As can be seen in Table 7.17 and Figure 7.23, it 
show the same result as HHV’s as follows. It is concluded that the increase of TRAVEL 
DISTANCE and TRAVEL TIME are not identical. It also can be inferred that travel time 
required depends not only on distance but also on capacity and condition of roadway, as 
mentioned earlier.
Figure 7.23
Comparison of Travel Distance and Time Data of JMP
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Deriving of ST-ZTCM and S-ZTCM models
Two procedures are implemented to derive ZTCM model:
In the first stage, four models (i.e. linear, semi-logs, and double-log model) are also 
established through the same deriving procedures as ZTCM model of HHV, according to the 
ordinary least square (OLS) method of regressing analysis. Furthermore, the best possible 
model is selected amongst four models by comparing the results of model fit.
Table 7.18 illustrates the deriving outcomes of WEDF. According to the table, semi-log (D) 
model is at the highest regarding the values of R^  and F respectively. Moreover, its model fit 
is the best regarding Information Criterion teats results. In addition, there is no issue of 
heteroscedasticity, which the other models have (i.e. semi-log (D): White test = 1.388 p>0.1). 
In the case of issue of serial-correlation, it does not seem to have any problem, except
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double-log model (i.e. double-log: LM-test = 7.678 p<0.01, D.W. = 0.680). Hence, semi-log 
model(D) is selected for the optimal WEDF in the first stage.
Table 7.18
First-stage model (WEDF) for deriving ZTCM
Model Linear Semi-log (I) Semi-log (D) Double-lo
Dep. V. Q_DIV_P LN_Q_DIV_P
TIME -0.521** -0.026**
(-4.064) (-23.716)
Ln_TIME -74.569** -2.396**
(-10.941) (-9.025)
Constant 113.494** 396.013** 5.734** 13.053**
(4.516) (11.356) (26.356) (9.609)
R^ 0.418 0.839 0.961 0.780
A R2 0.393 0.832 0.959 0.770
F 16.514** 119.706** 562.461** 81.456**
AIC 10.485 9.201 0.986 2.710
SC 10.582 9.298 1.084 2.808
White test 18.399** 21.816** 1.388 13.334**
LM test 0.398 3.641 0.005 7.678**
DW 1.039 0.935 2.013 0.680
Notice: ^-statistics are in parentheses. 
* p < . 0 5 ,  * * p < . 0 1
In the second stage, semi-log model(D) is also selected for RDF as a optimal function (see 
Table 7.19). In particular, the model fit of semi-log(D) is better than that of the others, since 
R ,^ A_R ,^ F figures are high and Information Criterion figures are low.
What is more, on the base on LM test, since it is the only model, which does not have the 
issue of serial-correlation (i.e. semi-log(D): 0.830 p>0.1).
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Table 7.19
Second-stage model (RDF) for deriving ZTCM
Model Linear Semi-log(I) Semi-Iog(D) Double-log
Dep. V. Q LN_Q
TIME -30.703** -0.026**
(-5.569) (-7635.75)
LN_TIME -7146.130** -3.875**
(-13.481) (-15.086)
Constant 10854.84** 40701.03** 10.714** 24.511**
(6.719) (14.365) (10735.19) (17.853)
R^ 0.392 0.791 0.999 0.826
A R^ 0.380 0.787 0.999 0.822
F 31.011** 181.736** 58304671** 227.575**
AIC 20.147 19.080 -8.447 3.816
SC 20.224 19.156 -8.370 3.892
White 17.122** 36.433** 22.410** 32.797**
LM 29.059** 37.037** 0.830 36.036**
DW 0.091 0.070 1.526 0.080
Note: /-statistics are in parentheses. 
* p < .05, ** p < .01
Finally, heteroscedasticity problem (i.e. White test= 22.410 p<0.01), shown in semi-log 
model (D), is solved by transforming function with EGLS (Equation 7.7).
Ln_Q= 10.713 -0.026*77ME 
(39898.14) (-20202.64)
(7.7)
R^  = 1.0 R^= 1.0 F = 4.08E+08’d 2 _
Comparing ZTCM models between ST-ZTCM and S-ZTCM
The excellence of ST-ZTCM was verified previously. However, it is verified once more for 
JMP by comparing S-ZTCM as well as differences of CS.
Table 7.20 is illustrated estimating results of S-ZTCM model for JMP. It is double-log 
model that is the optimal model among WEDF models. The double-log model is 
transformed using EGLS to resolve heteroscedasticity problem (White: 14.023, p<.01) to 
Equation 7.8. Hence, the problems of heteroscedasticity is eliminated.
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Ln_Q_DIV_P= 8.807-L704*ZV_DZSr 
(17.646) (-17.306)
(7.8)
R^=.869 A_R^=.866 F=299.489**
White= 1.594(p>0.1) LM= 1.586(p>0.1) D.W.= 2.307
Table 7.20
Deriving Results of S-ZTCM for JMP
WEDF
Dependent V. Q_DIV_P Ln_Q_DIV_P
Linear Semi-log(I) Semi-Log(D) Double-Log
DIST -0.103** -0.015**
(-2.896) (-11.571)
Ln_DIST -19.647** -1.620**
(-8.011) (-18.639)
Constant 20.189** 99.021** 2.756** 8.419**
(3.671) (8.447) (14.074) (20.260)
R^ 0.185 0.634 0.783 0.904
A R^ 0.163 0.624 0.778 0.901
F 8.389** 64.177** 133.894** 347.394**
Aie 8.465 7.663 1.795 0.984
SC 8.550 7.749 1.880 1.069
White test 12.721** 37.927** 12.495** 14.023**
LM test 0.886 5.456* 5.402* 0.230
DW 0.832 0.747 0.902 2.024
RDF
Dependent V. Q Ln_Q
Linear Semi-log(I) Semi-log(D) Double-Log
DIST -0.018 -0.0005**
(-1.353) (-13.488)
Ln_DIST -171.035** -1.701**
(-5.846) (-2772.539)
Constant 112.120* 1279.817** 2.690** 13.536**
(2.327) (6.115) (18.867) (3084.399)
R^ 0.014^ 0.213 0.591 0.999
A R^ 0.006 0.207 0.588 0.999
F 1.829 34.177** 181.939** 7686975**
Aie 15.007 14.781 3.361 —6.764
SC 15.051 14.826 3.406 -6.719
White test 2.348 47.156** 13.937** 41.751**
LM test 13.911** 13.175** 106.501** 38.613**
DW 0.466 0.538 0.018 0.886
Notice: /-statistics are in parentheses. 
*p<.05, **p<.01
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Linear model in RDF (on the bottom part of Table 7.20) is excluded, since t value of the 
coefficients is not statistically significant. Then semi-log(I) is also excluded, as the figures 
of R ,^ A_R  ^are comparatively lower than the others.
In addition, there are some advantages of the double-log model. For instance, the figures of 
R ,^ A_R  ^are good as well as those of the information criterion tests. However, the 
disadvantage of it is that the heteroscedasticity problem is more remarkable than that of 
semi-log(D) (i.e. White test= semi-log: 13.937 p<0.01; double-log: 41.751 p<0.01). On the 
other hand, there is also obvious problem of serial-correlation in semi-log (D) (i.e. LM test= 
106.501 p<0.01, D.W.= 0.018).
For that reason, two models (semi-log(D) and double-log model) are transformed using 
EGLS, so as to eliminate heteroscedasticity, which causes more problem in cross-sectional 
data model. Nevertheless, it is proved that heteroscedasticity of double-log model has not 
been eliminated with regards to the result. Accordingly, semi-log(D) is chosen. Equation 7.9 
shows transformed semi-log (D) model using EGLS.
Nonetheless, in terms of LM test and D.W. result, serial-correlation problem still remains 
even though the model was transformed using EGLS.
LnjQ= 1.371-0.0003* DIST (7.9)
(9.246) (-14.1119)
R^=.999 A_R^=.99S F=32398.91(p<.01)
White= 2.045(p=.360) LM= 51.259(p<.01) D.W.= .258
In conclusion, as demonstrated in HHV analysis, it is verified that ST-ZTCM is superior to 
S-ZTCM on account of having better the model fit of ST-ZTCM.
As coefficients’ t-value of ST-ZTCM was relatively considerably high and there is no 
heteroscedasticity and serial correlation problem in comparing RDF models.
Moreover, serial correlation problem was serious even if S-ZTCM model was transformed 
using EGLS.
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7.5.1.2 Estimating CSs of S-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM
Table 7,21 shows that the CSs from the S-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM are very different each 
other. Moreover, given the CS of ST-ZTCM is 100%, that of S-ZTCM is 0.6%, in other 
word, the CS of ST-ZTCM is significant proportion compared to that of S-ZTCM. Thus, it is 
obvious that the value of resources is more underestimated when using S-ZTCM than when 
using ST-ZTCM. Such result is shown in the HHV the same.
Table 7.21
Estimated CSs of the ZTCM models (S-ZTCM & ST-ZTCM)
Model Whole CS p/day Individual CS p/ day* %
S-Z T C M  1829 .04  km  152 0 .6
ST -Z TC M  (using GIS)_____________ 172831 .32  m in_____________________ 2 3 9 6 4 ___________ 100.0
The unit o f  CS is Korean W on (KW ), the number in parentheses are U K  pounds (£).
A verage annual visitor’s number in 4 years: 772106  
Number o f  visitors p/day: 2115
Rate o f  respondents in the number o f  visitors p/day: (313 /2115)*100 = 14.80 
Estimated CS (km) p/day =  Estimated km * 100/14.80 =  Estimated Km * 6.757  
Monetary value o f  CS in SD  m odel =  [(Estimated CS (km) p/day)* 130*]/5*’
Monetary value o f  CS in ST m odel =  [(Estimated CS (minutes) p/day)*217"^]/5^
® fuel cost per km =  130(W on) =  $0.176 p/m ile 
 ^average passenger number p/car = 5 
 ^travel time cost p/minute = 217(W on) =  $0.181 p/minute
7.5.1.3 Verifying Research Objective 1
The first Research Objective of the main study is ‘to verify the validity of ST-ZTCM 
(ZTCM with travel time) by comparing with S-TCM, which is currently used, and 
comparing their CSs’.
To verify Research Objective 1, the results of S-ZTCM, SD-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM of HHV 
and those of S-ZTCM, ST-ZTCM of JMP were compared.
In HHV, there were heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation problem in finally estimated S- 
ZTCM and SD-ZTCM (RDF of second stage). Therefore, however the models were 
transformed using EGLS to remove them, the problem of serial-correlation was not 
eliminated.
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In summary, it was not obvious that SD-ZTCM is superior to the currently used S-ZTCM. 
However, the results of R ,^ F, t values of coefficients in SD-ZTCM are better than S-ZTCM.
In JMP, the coefficients’ t-value of ST-ZTCM were comparatively high and there were no 
heteroscedasticity and serial correlation in comparing RDF model. However, serial- 
correlation problem could not be eliminated in S-ZTCM even though the model were 
transformed using EGLS. Accordingly, it is identified that ST-ZTCM is the optimal model 
in both sites.
Next, CSs of each model were compared. As shown Table 7.22, there were significant 
differences amongst CSs. Particularly, this study identified that ST-ZTCM is superior to S- 
ZTCM. Therefore, supposing that ST-ZTCM is the optimal ZTCM model, it is ascertained 
that S-ZTCM underestimated CSs of HHV and JMP.
Table 7.22
Comparing CS between S-ZTCM and ST-ZTCM models
S ite M o d el In d iv id u a l C S  p er  d a y %
H H V S-Z T C M 13883 (06 .94 ) 34 .4
ST-ZTC M 4 0 3 4 7  (2 0 .1 7 ) 100.0
JMP S-Z T C M 1 5 2 (0 0 .0 8 ) 0 .6
ST-ZTC M 2 3 9 6 4 (1 1 .9 8 ) 100 .0
The unit o f  CS is Korean W on (KW ), the number in parentheses are U K  pounds (£).
7.5.2 Deriving RDMs and RVs of ITCM and HTCM
7.5.2.1 Deriving ITCM and HTCM(NOW, GOOD and BAD) models
The dependent and explanatory variables into ITCM and HTCM models in JMP are defined 
identically as the variables into HHV, and the same variables are adopted on it.
Table 7.23 shows all derived models for ITCM and HTCM. In addition, the same as HHV’s 
case, the over-dispersion test which was suggested by Cameron and Trivedi (1990) is used 
to choose the proper count data model in the Poisson and NB model.
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In like manner of HHV, The over-dispersion is doubted in that the values of /-statistic of the 
coefficient of Cameron and Trivedi test are enormous. However, there seems to be no 
problem of over-dispersion, as the sign of coefficient is plus. Consequently, it is determined 
either Poisson or NB model by comparing the model fits in the end.
As can be seen in Table 7.23, there is no difference of Poisson and NB model’s results in 
relation to ITCM and HTCM in JMP. This result is different from that in HHV. For this 
reason, although the CS is estimated from all models, there is no difference of the CS results 
according to models. Therefore, Poisson model is chosen for ITCM and HTCM (NOW).
Since the sign of coefficient is a plus, the NB model is selected for HTCM(GOOD). 
However, it does not seem to have virtual difference between the figures of the Poisson 
model and NB model (see Table 7.23). Afterward, in the HTCM(BAD) case, it is impossible 
to compute the figure of Poisson using Eviews 3.1 programme. Thus, NB model is chosen.
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Table 7.24 demonstrates ITCM and HTCM, which were finally chosen.
The followings are the statistically significant variables in ITCM. Four explanatory 
variables were statistically significant in ITCM; Travel cost (TRA COST) and house 
income (INCOME) were significant at 99%, and multi-destination trip (VI MULTI) was 
significant at 95%. Additionally, the variable of living in the large city having a 
population of more than one million (MAIN CITY) was significant at 90%. The sign of 
coefficient of TRA COST and VI MULTI are negative, in addition, MAIN CITY and 
INCOME have a positive effect on the actual annual trip of visitors.
Moreover, the statistically significant variables in HTCM model are as follows; The 
significant variables of HTCM(NOW) are five, which are all four significant variables of 
ITCM plus ‘respondent’s WTP for conservation of site’ (OP PAY). TRA COST, 
INCOME, MAIN CITY, and VI MULTI were significant at 99%. Therefore, the 
significant levels of MAIN CITY and VI MULTI of HTCM (NOW) are higher than 
those of ITCM. The sign of coefficient is all the same as that in ITCM. Additionally,
OP PAY, which is not significant variable in ITCM, in HTCM(NOW) is positive here.
In case of HTCM(GOOD), the significance and sign of variables in the model are same 
with those of HTCM (NOW) except that STAYTIME variable (positive effect) were 
added, and the significant level of OP PAY is improved.
The ‘respondent’s WTP for conservation of site’ (OP PAY) has a positive impact upon 
hypothetical stated trip intention, on the both assumption that the current QRE is stable 
and the current QRE has improved. However, (OP PAY) is not significant statistically, 
when current QRE is has decreased.
In the case of ‘living in the large city having a population of more than one 
million’(MAIN_CITY), the result is the same as the case of OP PAY. Therefore, when 
both the current QRE is stable and the current QRE has improved, the variable has a 
positive impact upon hypothetical stated trip intention, whereas the variable is not 
statistically significant, when current QRE has decreased.
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However, HTCM(BAD) showed different result from the others. The variables of 
OP PAY, MAIN CITY, STAYTIME were not significant anymore in this case. 
Furthermore, AGE and ‘number of household’ (FAMILY N) affects hypothetical visiting 
demand positively.
To summarise, the following three variables were significant in TCM models (i.e. ITCM 
and HTCM), which were used to individual data; ‘travel cost’ (TRA COST), ‘household 
income’ (INCOME) and ‘multi-destination trip’ (VI MULTI). Here, it was determined 
that TRA COST, VI MULTI had negative and INCOME had positive influences on 
recreational demand.
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Table 7.24
Results of Poisson and Negative Binomial Models for JMP
ITCM HTCM(NOW) HTCM(GOOD) HTCM(BAD)
Model Poisson Poisson NB NB
TRA_COST -0.0000211*** -0.0000340*** -0.0000254*** -0.0000668***
(-4.811915) (-7.854059) (-9.480354) (-4.417242)
OP_PAY 0.065645 1.301299** 0.733127** 13.03173
(0.209000) (2.228169) (2.778655) (0.013566)
MAIN_CITY 0.216573 0.355478* * 0.282207* * 0.101214
(1.659527) (2.669006) (3.525837) (0.200507)
FIR_VISIT -0.088703 -0.171149 -0.072612 -0.973124
(-0.576802) (-1.029615) (-0.760212) (-0.928319)
INCOME 0.001388** 0.001935** 0.001833** 0.005093**
(3.186354) (4.626364) (7.041441) (3.532557)
STAYTIME 0.101277 0.098777 0.152822** 0.607526
(0.803808) (0.797317) (2.019120) (1.447435)
VI_MULTI -0.228619** -0.386575*** -0.305713*** -1.362138***
(-2.217424) (-3.822816) (-4.883048) (-3.403506)
JOB 0.062158 0.023843 0.030298 -0.482228
(0.552213) (0.225531) (0.448535) (-1.417528)
AGE 0.001413 0.001588 0.000855 0.029533**
(0.320931) (0.377908) (0.320184) (2.234996)
EDU 0.003411 -0.008464 -0.008340 0.109517
(0.141943) (-0.366416) (-0.571414) (1.573859)
FAMILY_N 0.001258 0.017352 0.017483 0.185090
(0.033738) (0.490816) (0.789039) (1.647164)
C 0.364781 -0.451907 0.825445** -17.63356
(0.709939) (-0.641398) (2.284621) (-0.018357)
a —16.83686
(-0.075894)
-16.13600
(-0.004280)
Cameron 0.087374** -0.610133***
& Trivedi test (2.524850) (-15.66016)
Log-likelihood -367.1537 -389.8431 -559.3339 -106.4320
LR-statistic 58.04652*** 182.9811*** 258.2560*** 88.72168***
R^ 0.580833 0.575857 0.542602 0.415704
A R^ 0.565255 0.560095 0.525604 0.391936
Notice: T-statistics are in parentheses. 
p<0.10, **: p<0.05, ***: p<0.01
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T.5.2.2 Estimating CSs of ITCM and HTCM models
Table 7.25 shows the estimated CSs from the ITCM and HTCM models of JMP.
As can be seen in Table, individual CS of ITCM, which is an actual revealed trip model, 
is 9479 KW (£4.74), when the current QRE is stable. On the other hand, individual CS of 
HTCM(NOW) is 5882 KW (£2.94). In addition, that of HTCM(GOOD) is 7874 KW 
(£3.94), and CS of HTCM(BAD) is 2994 KW (£1.50).
As might have been expected, the CS of HTCM is affected by the variation of QRE. 
Furthermore, as current QRE is improved, the CS rises as well.
Table 7.25
CSs from ITCM and HTCM of JMP
ITCM HTCM(NOW) HTCM(GOOD) HTCM(BAD)
Individual CS* 9479 (04.74) 5882 (02.94) 7874 (03.94) 2994(01.50)
CS per trip 47393 (23.70) 29412 (14.71) 39370 (19.69) 14970 (07.49)
%____________________________________lOfrO____________ 13T9__________50.9
The unit of CS is Korean Won (KW), the number in parentheses are UK pounds (£).
Individual CS = (CS p/trip)/5^
 ^number of passenger per car
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7.5.3 Deriving RDMs and RVs of DB-DC CVM of JMP
7.5.3.1 Deriving Logit models
DB-CVM model of JMP is derived the same way as that of HHV as well.
Table 7.26 shows the whole linear-logit model which whole explanatory variables are 
applied to the model. Meanwhile, significant variables are chosen from the whole model 
in terms of Wald statistic and t values. The reduced linear-logit model is derived with 
accepted explanatory variables from the whole model. Finally, recreation value (i.e. CV) 
is estimated with the reduced model (see Table 7.27).
Table 7.26
Whole Linear-log model for CVM (whole variables model)
Name of Variable Coefficient Std. Error Wald t
EN PRI -0.000926 9.12E-05 103.273*** -10.16233***
TRA COST -0.000120 1.85E-05 42.207*** -6.496687***
MAIN CITY 0.715873 0.386173 3.436* 1.853764*
FIRST VISIT -0.014059 0.402924 0.001 -0.034891
INCOME 0.008538 0.002010 18.047*** 4.248189***
STAY TIME -0.505285 0.411067 1.511 -1.229205
VI MULTI -0.413647 0.355404 1.355 -1.163880
JOB 0.631814 0.385486 2.686 1.639005
AGE -0.001370 0.015669 0.008 -0.087448
EDU 0.298676 0.076832 15.112*** 3.887398***
FAMILY N 0.240009 0.133979 3.209* 1.791389*
GENDER 0.659001 0.336475 3.836** 1.958541*
RE VI OP 1.132354 0.226841 24.918*** 4.991847***
SATISFAC 0.374234 0.184324 4.122** 2.030304**
RE_GOOD 0.858290 0.163552 27.539*** 5.247809***
C -7.505004 1.718320 19.076*** -4.367641***
Log likelihood -132.749 AIC 0.513
LR statistic (15 df) 477.837*" SC 0.633
McFadden R^ 0.643 HQC 0.560
Cox & Snell R^ 0.561 H&LS. 3.549
Nagelkerke R^ 0.777
Predicted correct 90.3%
:p<0.10, :p<0.05, :p<0.01
Convergence achieved after 10 iterations 
Covariance matrix computed using second derivatives
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As observed in HHV, it is apparent that the value of log-likelihood is getting worse and 
the values of coefficient determination are getting smaller, when the number of 
explanatory variables in the reduced model is fewer.
However, Wald statistic and t values of coefficient in the reduced model are gradually 
higher. What is more, the results of information criterion tests illustrates that the model fit 
of reduced model is better than that of whole model.
On the other hand, the result of Homer & Lemeshow Statistic demonstrates that model 
fits of both models are good.
Therefore, it is confirmed that the second (reduced) model is better than whole model. 
Consequently, the second (reduced) model is employed for estimating RV (i.e. CV).
Table 7.27
Reduced Linear-logit Analysis for CVM (accepted variables model)
Name of V. Coefficient Std. Error Wald t
EN PRI -0.000884 8.58E-05 106.136*" -10.30230***
TRA COST -0.000119 1.67E-05 51.397*** -7.169193***
MAIN CITY 0.677274 0.375477 3.253* 1.803770*
INCOME F 0.008103 0.001906 18.073*** 4.251240***
STU YEAR 0.299297 0.073588 16.542*** 4.067192***
FAMILY N 0.175802 0.126528 1.930* 1.389425*
GENDER 0.768908 0.321038 5.736** 2.395064**
RE VI OP 1.173401 0.222218 27.882*** 5.280417***
SATISFAC 0.331189 0.178170 3.455* 1.858837*
RE_GOOD 0.818157 0.150305 29.629*** 5.443299***
C -7.497005 1.602742 21.880*** -4.677611***
Log likelihood -136.101 AIC 0.506
LR statistic (10 df) 475.439*" SC 0.588
McFadden R^ 0.636 HQC 0.538
Cox & Snell R^ 0.558 H&LS. 4.018
Nagelkerke R^ 0.772
Predicted correct 89.9%
p<.l, p<.05, p<.01
Convergence achieved after 10 iterations 
Covariance matrix computed using second derivatives
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In addition, the model fits of linear-logit and log-logit model, which is the same as HHV 
case, are different. Finally, the model fit of linear-logit model is also better than that of 
log-logit model. Such result is the same as the result in HHV. (Note, the deriving results 
of log-logit model were illustrated in Appendix C.)
7.S.3.2 Estimating of RVs from CVM model
Hanemann’s three types of CVs (i.e. Mean CV, Median CV, and Truncated CV) are also 
estimated through the following procedures. The calculation procedures of CV in JMP are 
identical to those in HHV.
It is calculated that the average of all explanatory variables, except ‘bid entrance 
price’(EN_PRI), in derived linear-log model and their figures are considered as a constant 
so as to estimate three types of CVs (WTPs). Particularly, Table 7.28 explains the average 
of explanatory variables, which are used in the linear-logit model.
Table 7.28
Results of Descriptive Analysis of Explanatory Variables
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
TRA COST 2273 72920 32551.92 17105.53
MAIN CITY 0 1 0.40 0.490
INCOME F 150 700 321.58 111.790
STU YEAR 6 18 13.74 2.116
FAMILY N 1 10 3.77 1.341
GENDER 0 1 0.52 0.500
RE VI OP 3 7 6.40 0.923
SATISFAC 1 7 5.92 1.106
RE GOOD 0 24 3.63 2.699
As a consequence, the value of a and p  is estimated for CV calculation formula {a 
=9.121338, =0.000884). Furthermore, the figures (oc andP) are input into Equation 6.14, 
6.15, and 6.16 to calculate CV. This result is illustrated in Table 7.29.
As can be seen in Table 7.29, there is no considerable differences amongst three type of 
CV.
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Table 7.29
Comparing Individual CVs of JMP
Mean CV Median CV Truncated CV
Individual CS* 10319 (5.16) 10318 (5.16) 10318(5.16)
Whole annual CS * 7,393,928,117
(3,696,964.06)
7,393,827,796
(3,696,913.90)
7,393,756,138
(3,696,878.07)
% 100.00 99.99 99.99
The unit of CS is Korean Won (KW), the number in parentheses are UK pounds (£).
** Whole annual CS = [Individual CS]* [The number of visitors who willing to pay for 12 months ]^ 
®The number of visitors who willing to pay = [the average of number of visitors to HHV for four 
years] -  [number ofNo WTP visitors ]^ = 772106-55529 = 716577 
%lo WTP: 7.192% (21/292)
7.6 Stage II: Comparing Derived RDMs and RVs - 
Research Objectives 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8.
RDMs and RVs of HHV and JMP were calculated in analysis and finding Stage I. In 
stage II, the models and recreation values of both sites, which are derived in Stage I, are 
compared. By doing this, the differences of each evaluation methods are determined.
The result of evaluation methods are compared by inspecting Research Objectives. Six, 
out of nine research objectives, regarding the comparison of RDM and RV (i.e. Research 
Objective 2,3, 5, 6, 7, 8) are verified in this section. Research Objective 4 and 9 are 
examined in analysis and finding stage III of this section.
7.6.1 Comparing Derived RDMs
Recreational demand models (RDMs) in this study include ZTCM, ITCM, HTCM, and 
CVM. These evaluation methods were divided mainly into two; direct or indirect 
preference method, as shown in literature review (see Chapter 2). Additionally, they are 
classified into two groups depending on dependent valuables: one requires actual revealed 
data (ZTCM and ITCM), and the other requires hypothetical stated data (HTCM and 
CVM). Furthermore, ITCM, HTCM, and CVM is derived with individual data. On the
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other hand, ZTCM is a zonal (spatial) model. Therefore, the average values of each zone 
are used in the model.
7.6.1.1 Verifying Research Objective 2
The Research Objective 2 is ‘to examine the discrepancy between using actual revealed 
data method (ITCM) and hypothetical stated data method (HTCM-NOW) in Individual 
TCM (indirect preference method)’. This objective is, under the same situation, to 
examine ‘what can be affected deriving result depending on dependent variable whether it 
is an actual revealed data or stated hypothetical data ’ in Indirect evaluation model.
The deriving procedure of ITCM is the same as that of HTCM. Furthermore, all condition 
is identical far from discrepancy in dependent variables, namely actual or hypothetical 
data. Therefore, it is demonstrated that ‘how the characteristic of data affects result of 
model deriving in a model derived from same methodology’. For this, ITCM and 
HTCM(NOW) of each resource followed by the result of model deriving were compared.
The dependent variable of ITCM model is the number of visit for last 12 months in a 
recreational site. Meanwhile, HTCM (NOW) requires the dependent variable of the 
number of hypothetical visit. It can be estimated from questionnaire by asking willingness 
to visit under the assumption that the environmental quality of the site remains the same.
It can be seen from Table 7.30 that significant variables had considerable differences 
between ITCM and HTCM (NOW) in HHV. In ITCM, only TRA COST was significant 
variable at 99%. On the other hand, not only TRA COST but also OP PAY, INCOME, 
STAYTEME, EDU were significant in HTCM(NOW). However, there was no 
considerable difference between them in JMP. The variables of TRA COST,
MAIN CITY, INCOME and VI MULTI were significant in both models and OP PAY 
was significant at the level of 95% in HTCM(NOW) only. The significance of 
MAIN CITY and VI MULTI in HTCM(NOW) were higher than that in ITCM. In 
addition, HTCM(NOW) had more influence on independent variables than ITCM had.
In case of, OP PAY had most influence over independent variable in HTCM(NOW) 
model in both sites, however OP PAY was not significant in ITCM model either HHV
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nor JMP. As a result, it can be concluded that OP PAY affects hypothetical demand only. 
In other word, as OP PAY refers to ‘opinion to pay more money for conservation of the 
site’, it is a stated data, which shows opinion not happens in present but would happen in 
future. In conclusion, it is reasonable that the variable were significant in HTCM(NOW), 
which evaluates a hypothetical visiting intention under a imaginary situation.
There was no difference of sign of significant variables amongst models. Only 
TRA COST and VI MULTI had negative and the others had positive effect on 
dependent variable.
Moreover, INCOME had positive influence on hypothetical visiting intention in 
HTCM(NOW) not only in HHV but also in JMP.
The models between attractions are distinctive later in Research Objective 4.
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Table 7.30
Results of ITCM and HTCM(NOW) of HHV and JMP
Site HHV JMP
Method ITCM HTCM(NOW) ITCM HTCM(NOW)
Model Poisson Poisson Poisson Poisson
TRA_COST -0.00000679*** -0.0000184*** -0.0000211*** -0.0000340***
(-1.949233) (-5.247053) (-4.811915) (-7.854059)
OP_PAY 0.053913 0.460710** 0.065645 1.301299**
(0.550597) (4.174846) (0.209000) (2.228169)
MAIN_CITY 0.010854 0.035373 0.216573 0.355478***
(0.128690) (0.416050) (1.659527) (2.669006)
FIR_VISIT -0.100401 0.009601 -0.088703 -0.171149
(-1.173031) (0.110817) (-0.576802) (-1.029615)
INCOME 7.86E-05 0.000845* * 0.001388** 0.001935**
(0.259612) (3.039577) (3.186354) (4.626364)
STAYTIME 0.058827 0.216718 0.101277 0.098777
(0.467792) (1.798988) (0.803808) (0.797317)
VI_MULTI -0.011145 -0.041443 -0.228619** -0.386575***
(-0.125337) (-0.465207) (-2.217424) (-3.822816)
JOB -0.017594 0.041691 0.062158 0.023843
(-0.174089) (0.410294) (0.552213) (0.225531)
AGE 0.005085 0.002284 0.001413 0.001588
(1.272715) (0.561298) (0.320931) (0.377908)
EDU 0.023566 0.032841 0.003411 -0.008464
(1.095318) (1.514906) (0.141943) (-0.366416)
FAMILY_N 0.001535 -0.019730 0.001258 0.017352
(0.044827) (-0.566270) (0.033738) (0.490816)
C -0.200444 -0.494548 0.364781 -0.451907
(-0.559781) (-1.361945) (0.709939) (-0.641398)
Log-likelihood -582.2916 -594.5698 -367.1537 -389.8431
LR-statistic 10.72080 67.94759*** 58.04652*** 182.9811***
r 2 0.244691 0.402573 0.580833 0.575857
A r 2 0.229248 0.390358 0.565255 0.560095
Notice: T-statistics are in parentheses. 
: p<0.10, **: p<0.05, ***: p<0.01
7.6.1.2 Verifying Research Objective 3
The Research Objective 3 is to ‘examine the difference between direct (CVM) and 
indirect (HTCM-NOW) preference method’. It can be verified by demonstrating ‘how the 
discrepancy of deriving methods of model affects the evaluation results’ under the control 
of other factors.
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Both HTCM and CVM are required hypothetical stated data as a dependent variable. The 
variables into HTCM are employed into CVM as well. Notably, regarding HTCM(NOW), 
it is estimated under the assumption that current QRE is stable, which is the same 
contingent circumstance of CVM. In addition, in this study, the parameter of both models 
is estimated from multiple likelihood method. However, the dependent variable of HTCM 
is contingent number of annual trips and that of CVM is a binaiy response, which means 
the willingness to pay (WTP) a contingent price of independent value. As a result, a 
comparison of HTCM and CVM is inadequate. Thus, they are compared in terms not of 
econometrics but of conception.
The nine explanatory variables except OP_PAY, which were inputted in HTCM models, 
were inputted in CVM model. Additionally, GENDER, RE VI OP, SATISFAC,
RE GOOD were added in CVM model. Consequently, it is compared in terms of the 
same variables, which were inputted in both HHV and JMP.
To sum up. From Table 7.31, it can be seen that the variables, which were significant in 
whole models in both sites, were TRA COST and INCOME. Besides these variables, 
EDU and MAIN CITY were significant at the level of 99% in HHV and JMP 
respectively in both CVM and HTCM(NOW).
In comparing two models in terms of HHV, MAIN CITY, JOB and FAMILY N were 
significant in CVM and STAY TIME was significant in HTCM(NOW).
In case of JMP, EDUCATION, FAMILY N were significant in CVM and VI MULTI 
was significant in HTCM(NOW).
In both sites, only FAMILY N was significant in CVM as well as had positive influence 
on CVM.
In brief, TRA COST and INCOME, which are variables related with monetary affairs, 
were different in both HHV and JMP. TRA COST had negative influence on dependent 
variable in all models, particularly in CVM. INCOME also had comparatively positive 
effect on dependent variable in CVM.
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It can be inferred that it is because the amount of willingness-to-pay money is directly 
asked to respondents in CVM survey, the questions lead the respondents to 
subconsciously recall the financial cost, for instance, the traveling cost and household 
income etc. Meanwhile, TCM model asks the number of visit over last 12 months, so that 
respondents do not recall their financial situation directly in answering the question.
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Table 7.31
Results of CVM and HTCM(NOW) of HHV and JMP
Site HHV JMP
Method CVM HTCM(NOW) CVM HTCM(NOW)
EN_PRI -0.000347*** -0.000926***
(-13.22748) (-10.16233)
TRA_COST -0.000059*** -0.0000184*** -0.000120*** -0.0000340***
(-5.800805) (-5.247053) (-6.496687) (-7.854059)
OP_PAY 0.460710** 1.301299**
(4.174846) (2.228169)
MAIN_CITY 0.770424*** 0.035373 0.715873* 0.355478* *
(3.627235) (0.416050) (1.853764) (2.669006)
FIRST_VISIT -0.043642 0.009601 -0.014059 -0.171149
(-0.216230) (0.110817) (-0.034891) (-1.029615)
INCOME 0.006267*** 0.000845* * 0.008538** 0.001935**
(6.857373) (3.039577) (4.248189) (4.626364)
STAY_TIME -0.002139 0.216718 -0.505285 0.098777
(-0.007111) (1.798988) (-1.229205) (0.797317)
VI_MULTI 0.110557 -0.041443 -0.413647 -0.386575***
(0.523616) (-0.465207) (-1.163880) (-3.822816)
JOB 0.434885* * 0.041691 0.631814 0.023843
(1.817335) (0.410294) (1.639005) (0.225531)
AGE 0.012988 0.002284 -0.001370 0.001588
(1.258296) (0.561298) (-0.087448) (0.377908)
EDU 0.247090* * 0.032841 0.298676** -0.008464
(4.363364) (1.514906) (3.887398) (-0.366416)
FAMILYN 0.174877** -0.019730 0.240009 0.017352
(2.029323) (-0.566270) (1.791389) (0.490816)
GENDER 0.131814 0.659001
(0.642155) (1.958541)
RE_VI_OP 0.846235* * 1.132354* *
(7.647143) (4.991847)
SATISFAC 0.100040 0.374234**
(1.002344) (2.030304)
RE_GOOD 0.617697* * 0.858290* *
(3.447748) (5.247809)
C -7.567259*** -0.494548 -7.505004*** -0.451907
(-7.157876) (-1.361945) (-4.367641) (-0.641398)
Log likelihood -340.9296 -594.5698 -132.749 -389.8431
LR statistic 519.2355*** 67.94759*** 477.837*** 182.9811***
R^ 0.432 0.402573 0.643 0.575857
N otice:
Convergence achieved after 10 iterations 
Covariance matrix computed using second derivatives 
*: p<0.10, **: p<0.05, ***: p<0.01
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7.6.2 Comparing Recreation Non-market Values
Table 7.32 illustrates comparing result of RVs computed form each RDM model of HHV 
and JMP.
Especially, CSs below are estimated considering only one way travel costs. To explain 
actual visitor’s behaviour, TC must be multiplied by two for return trip. However, return 
trips is not considered, since the aim here is to compare only characteristics of estimated 
RVs of each method.
Table 7.32
Comparing results of RVs of HHV and JMP
Dept. Vari. Method Individual RV^ Comparing RV(%)^^
Korean Won (£) (1) (2) (3)
HHV
Revealed data ST-ZTCM 40347 (20.17) 137
ITCM 29455 (14.73) 100 100
Stated data HTCM(NOW) 10870 (5.44) 37 100
HTCM(GOOD) 12121 (6.06) 41 112
HTCM(BAD) 5348 (2.67) 49
CVM )^ 12635 (6.32) 43
JMP
Revealed data ST-ZTCM 23964 (11.98) 253
ITCM 9479 (4.74) 100 100
Stated data HTCM(NOW)
HTCM(GOOD)
HTCM(BAD)
CVM^ )
5882 (2.94)
7874 (3.94)
2994 (1.50)
10319 (5.16)
62
83
100
134
51
109
Integration range of ZTCM is between minimum TC and maximum TC.
CS or CV p/person. The unit of CS or CV is Korean Won (KW),
the number in parentheses are UK pounds (£).
the figures are compared on the basis of Boldic number.
the CV of CVM is the average number of Mean CV, Median CV, and Truncated CV.
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7.6.2.1 Verifying Research Objective 5
The Research Objective 5 is ‘to verify the differences of CS estimated from individual 
method and spatial (zonal) method in TCM (Indirect preference method)’. For it, CSs 
calculated using ITCM and ZTCM model were compared. Both models require actual 
revealed data as a dependent variable.
The CSs of HHV and JMP computed using these models were compared as follows;
In HHV, given that the CSs of ITCM is 100%, the CS of ST-ZTCM is 137% (see Table 
7.30, column (I) in the Comparing part). On the other hand. In JMP, given that the CSs of 
ITCM is 100%, the CS of ST-ZTCM is 253% (see Table 7.30, column (1) in the 
Comparing part).
Hence, the comparing result of CSs from the actual revealed data models (ITCM and 
ZTCM) shows that CSs of the zonal model (ZTCM) is more larger than that of the 
individual model (ITCM). Therefore, it is verified that CSs of the zonal model and 
individual model are different, although both models use the actual revealed data in both 
sites.
7.6.2.2 Verifying Research Objective 6
The Research Objective 6 is ‘to examine the influence of data’s difference upon CS (i.e., 
actual revealed data and hypothetical stated data) in Individual TCM’.
To achieve this aim, CSs calculated from the actual revealed data model (ITCM) and the 
hypothetical stated data model (HTCM-NOW) were compared. This aim is also to 
demonstrate influence of data’s differences on CS. Only dissimilarity is that the 
differences of being used revealed actual data and stated hypothetical data in computing 
CSs using ITCM. Both are the same individual TCM models, but the calculated CSs from 
the two models are different: one using actual revealed data, and the other using 
hypothetical stated data.
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The CSs’ comparison of both models were as follows; As can be seen in column (1), 
comparing part in Table 7.32, when the CS of ITCM is 100%, that of HTCM(NOW) is no 
more than 37% in HHV. This tendency was shown in JMP as well. If the CS of ITCM is 
100%, that of HTCM(NOW) is 62%. Therefore, the CS from the hypothetical state data 
model is rather small.
1,6.23  Verifying Research Objective 7
The Research Objective 7 is ‘to demonstrate the variation of CS depending on the 
variation of quality of resource in TCM’. The aim is to demonstrate the variation of CS 
depending on the variation of quality of resource in TCM using HTCM.
The CSs of hypothetical stated data model (HTCM-NOW, GOOD, and BAD) depending 
on the differences of QRE are compared.
In HHV, From comparison column (2) in Table 7.32, it can be seen that CS of 
HTCM(GOOD), the current QRE has improved, is 112% and CS of HTCM(BAD), the 
currency QRE has decreased, is 49%, when CS of HTCM(NOW), the current QRE is 
stable, is 100%. The result in JMP is similar to that in HHV. Suppose that CS of 
HTCM(NOW) is 100%, CS of HTCM(GOOD) is 134% and CS of HTCM(BAD) is 51%.
To conclude, it can be inferred that recreation value (CS) varies according to variation of 
the QRE of heritage site.
7.6.2.4 Verifying Research Objective 8
The Research Objective 8 is ‘to verify the distinction between Marshallian CS and 
Hicksian CV’. The aim of this objective is to evaluate CS and CV using the same data set 
and verify the distinction between them. For this, Marshallian CS is estimated from 
ITCM model and Hicksian CV is evaluated form CVM.
According to comparing column (3) in Table 7.32, when CS of ITCM in HHV is 100%, 
CV of CVM is 43%, which is competitively small compared with CS of ITCM. On the
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other hand, in JMP, CV of CVM is 109%, which is similar but slightly larger than CS of 
ITCM.
To sum up, in HHV, it can be concluded that the difference of CS and CV values were 
veiy considerable. The value of CS was bigger than that of CV. In JMP, those values 
were similar but the value of CV were slightly greater than that of CS.
7.7 Analysis and Findings Stage III: 
Comparing RDMs and RVs between HHV and JMP
The purpose of this part is to clarify the characteristics of recreational demand (RDMs) 
and evaluate the recreational value of historic heritage resources by comparing CSs of 
HHV and JMP.
The derived methods of RDMs are compared, and then the RVs estimated from RDMs 
are compared. It should be noted that the data to derive HHV are different from the data 
to drive JMP. For this reason, it is necessary to emphasise that the models are not 
compared in terms of econometrics but compared in terms of conception.
7.7.1 Comparing RDMs between HHV and JMP
7.7.1.1 Comparing ZTCM models between HHV and JMP
In this section. Standard ZTCM of HHV and JMP are compared and then the ST-ZTCM 
of HHV and JMP, which was ascertained to be superior to Standard ZTCM, are also 
compared.
Comparing Standard ZTCM (S-ZTCM) of HHV and JMP
Table 7.33 illustrates the results of comparing Standard ZTCM model of HHV and JMP.
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In selecting model, the semi-log(D) is chosen as a WEDF model in HHV. Meanwhile, the 
double-log model is chosen as a WEDF model in JMP. However, it is as a RDF that semi­
log (D) is chosen of both HHV and JMP.
In terms of model fit, it is apparent that HHV model is better than JMP. Most of all, the 
values of R  ^and F of RDF in HHV are much higher than those of RDF in JMP. 
Furthermore, Heteroscedasticity and Serial-correlation problems in JMP are more serious 
than those in HHV.
According to the comparing the coefficient of ‘distance’ (DIST) variable, it can be seen 
fi*om the comparing result of RDF that HHV model is more affected than JMP model by 
distance from a residence to the destination.
Table 7.33
Comparing S-ZTCM models of HHV and JMP
Deriving Stage WEDF RDF
Site HHV JMP HHV JMP
Model Semi-Log(D) Double-Log Semi-Log(D) Semi-log(E
DIST -0.011" -O.Oll" -0.0005**
(12.553) (-1938.362) (-13.488)
Ln_DIST -1.620"
(-18.639)
C 2.347" 8.419" 8.086" 2.690"
(12.553) (20.260) (2477.968) (18.867)
R^ .591 .904 .999 .591
A R^ .586 .901 .999 .588
F 108.53" 347.39" 3757247" 181.94**
White test 4.87 14.02" 20.93" 13.94**
LM test 1.092 .230 0.002 106.50**
D.W. 2.232 2.024 1.645 0.018
* = p < .05, ”  = p < .01 
t value is in the parenthesis
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Comparing ST-ZTCM models of HHV and JMP
ST-ZTCM models are also discriminated. Above all, the zoning results of two 
destinations are compared before the result of RDMs is contrasted.
Comparing Zoning Results
The zoning results are shown in Table 7.34, which are required to derive ST-ZTCM 
models. Particularly, zone is estimated on the base of TRAVEL TIME data, which is 
estimated using GIS.
The whole area is divided into 35 (HHV) and 25 zones (JMP). The total population of 
HHV (46708104) is larger than that of JMP (41837989), and the average of population of 
each zone of HHV (1373768) is smaller than that of JMP (1673519). Meanwhile, the total 
zoning area of HHV is even more extensive than that of JMP, and the each zoning area of 
HHV is smaller than that of JMP. Consequently, in other word, the residence of 
respondents in HHV is distributed further and more extensively.
It is investigated that the average distance (i.e. TRAVEL DISTANCE) from each zone to 
HHV is 180.3 km, which is more extensive than that from zone to JMP (178.5 km). On 
the other hand, the average travel time (i.e. TRAVEL TIME) in HHV is 152.1 minutes, 
which is less than that in JMP (183.6 min). Thus, it is concluded that HHV is more 
accessible than JMP. It is apparent that when the zone is distant that a visitor spends more 
time on the journey, it is shown in comparison of travel time and distance (see Table 
7.34).
In general, on the other hand, it is reasonable that when the distance is far, the zone is 
remote from the centre as well. There are some exceptions in HHV and JMP, indicated 
by bold type: even though the zone is far, the figures of distance decrease on some 
occasions. More exceptions are shown in HHV. In HHV cases, the accessibility does not 
entirely depend on distance but rather depends on the transport situation of each zone. It 
can be inferred that the location of each zone, depending on the speed limits and 
conditions of the roads and traffic congestions and so on, more affect the accessibility. In 
other word, assuming that distance from each zone to the destination is the same.
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TRAVEL TIME from the easy access zone is shorter than that from the hard access zone. 
The accessibility of each zone depending on the distance in HHV is more different (OR 
various) than that in JMP.
Table 7.34
Comparing Zones of HHV and JMP
N. of visitors Population of Zone Travel time Distance
Zone
HHV JMP HHV JMP HHV JMP HHV JMP
1 36 36 235467 32379 36.5 10 22.9 5.9
2 11 12 158205 74193 55.0 62 48.7 41.2
3 12 30 190499 250803 62.5 79 41.5 50.2
4 11 48 159731 661849 78.0 108 63.1 71.4
5 43 10 984516 182183 87.0 118 94.0 86.6
6 52 10 1104562 325849 91.0 134 96.5 87.8
7 22 33 610523 984516 96.7 144 102.0 117.0
8 24 29 629614 1184543 102.7 148 87.2 112.5
9 24 11 659544 646350 110.4 154 126.6 127.8
10 4 6 161122 830968 120.5 165 147.2 148.8
11 8 4 373766 531409 130.7 181 137.9 155.5
12 8 4 958873 1010033 137.3 194 144.2 181.1
13 5 24 369411 1912752 142.7 204 180.4 185.3
14 3 12 674773 1681828 151.6 208 186.7 189.6
15 7 7 1037415 1823404 157.0 212 191.5 206.7
16 13 3 2013881 770922 160.0 217 169.9 219.4
17 15 2 1537156 598497 165.6 223 215.7 233.3
18 16 2 2102766 552378 170.2 228 202.7 197.0
19 7 4 691208 4309266 173.0 239 235.4 259.8
20 15 3 1830312 1693028 174.6 248 215.5 285.3
21 34 6 2782154 3633929 176.8 253 213.4 291.8
22 27 3 2620502 2732001 178.6 258 223.6 293.0
23 9 4 1053210 2830055 180.0 263 229.5 294.8
24 15 3 779440 3898107 181.5 267 220.3 312.7
25 18 6 1693647 8686747 184.0 273 247.4 307.2
26 16 2393667 187.8 248.0
27 41 4661663 191.3 239.1
28 , 12 4233007 193.6 258.3
29 9 1878745 197.2 251.0
30 3 180383 201.3 208.5
31 11 1815657 207.0 257.9
32 12 2858861 212.6 263.7
33 6 520174 218.6 262.2
34 2 1163530 235.3 278.9
35 2 1590120 270.6 309.6
Sum 553 312 46708104 41837989 5171 4590 6131 4462
Mean 16.26 12.48 1373768 1673519 152.1 183.6 180.3 178.5
N ote:
Average TRAVEL TIME between residence and the destination, (minutes) 
Average TRAVEL DISTANCE between residence and the destination, (Km)
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It is shown more obviously in Figure 7.24, which illustrates the variation of travel time 
and distance according to the distance of zone.
In Figure 7.24, the unit of X axis is number of zones, and the unit of Y axis is ‘km’ and 
‘minutes’. In addition, the solid line refers to the average of travel time (TRAVEL TIME; 
minutes) from each zone, and the dotted line refers to the average of distance (TRAVEL 
DISTANCE) from each zone. As can be seen in the graph, the farther the zones are, the 
more the travel time (TRAVEL TIME) is. TRAVEL TIME and DISTANCE generally 
tends to increase. On the other hand. It is estimated that this is not an easy access area, if 
there is a sudden drop on the TRAVEL DISTANCE line (VI DIST; dotted line). The fact 
is shown more considerably in the HHV case.
Figure 7.24
Comparing of TRAVEL TIME (VI_TIME) and TRAVEL DISTANCE (VI DIST)
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The distances, requiring the same travel time, are different depending on accessibility. It 
is obviously shown in both JMP and HHV, however, it is more significant in HHV.
As a result, it is estimated that S-ZTCM (based on distance, not using GIS), which is 
widely used, can not reflect the behaviour of visitors properly. It is appeared more 
noticeably when the condition of road is in good condition or the place is accessible.
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Consequently, it is evident that ST-ZTCM is an appropriate model in estimating RDM, if 
the quality of road condition is good or the place is accessible.
Comparing Variables o f  H H V  &. JMP
Before tuning to the comparing ST-ZTCM, the relation between TRAVEL TIME and 
dependent variable (Q) of ST-ZTCM, in Figure 7.25 and 7.26., should be indicated.
The dependent variable of ST-ZTCM refers to that of RDF. In particular, the dependent 
variable refers to the amount of anticipated visitors depending on increasing travel time.
Figure 7.25 illustrates the relation between TRAVEL TIME(minute) and forecasted 
visiting demand from RDF model. Figure 7.26 is a Scatter Graph, which illustrates 
relation between two variables. Where, the curve of Figure 7.26 is the nearest neighbour 
fit line (polynomial degree: 1, bandwidth span = 0.3), which is provided by SPSS 
(statistic programme), and the straight line is simple regression line using OLS. The 
relation between the variables can be apparently illustrated by drawing simple regression 
line.
Figure 7.25
Comparing TRAVEL TIME vs ‘Number of Expected Visitors’ (Q)
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These graphs illustrate the characteristics as follows: Firstly, in terms of JMP, the number 
of visitors who live near JMP begins with 35000. It is higher than the case of HHV, 
which begins with 7000. (see Figure 7.25 and 7.26). Secondly, the further residence is, 
the less the number of visitor. In the end, when travel time is required to be 200 minutes, 
the number of visitor is close to 0. On the other hand, as for HHV, when travel time is 
estimated to be 300 minutes, the number of visitor is near to 0 (see Figure 7.26). Thirdly, 
in terms of regression line, when travel time (TRAVEL TIME) is required to be 550 
minutes, the number of visitors in HHV is decreased to below 0, meanwhile, when travel 
time is required to be 350 minutes, the number of visitors in JMP is decreased to below 0 
(see Figure 7.26).
Figure 7.26
TRAVEL TIME vs ‘Number of Expected Visitors’ (Q)
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When comparing the slope of simple regression line in Figure 7.26, the slope of JMP 
(-30.703) is eight times as great as that of HHV (-3.778). In other words, the ‘number of 
expected visitors’(Q) of JMP reacts against ‘travel time’(TRAVEL TIME) more 
sensitively than that in HHV.
In brief, in the JMP case, it is obvious that the respondent’s frequency of visiting is more 
affected by ‘travel time’(TRAVEL TIME) than that of HHV. This means that the visiting 
frequency of visitors who lives near JMP is greater than the frequency of visitors who
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lives near HHV. Ho^vever, the visiting frequency of JMP declines enormously as travel 
time increases. On the other hand, in HHV case, the visiting frequency of visitors is 
declined slightly, when the travel time rises. As a result, it can be deduced that even 
though visitors live far from destinations, HHV visitors have more visiting demand than 
JMP visitors. Additionally, it is supposed that the elasticity of visiting frequency 
according to travel time in JMP is higher than that of HHV.
Comparing ST-ZTCM  models
It indicates that the results of comparing ST-ZTCM models, as can be seen Table 7.35.
In terms of WEDF, There is no problem of heteroscedasticity or serial-correlation of both 
HHV and JMP. Additionally, in RDF models, HHV model has the problems of both. 
However, JMP model has only heteroscedasticity problem and the t value of the 
coefficient is considerably high.
Meanwhile, in terms of S-ZTCM, the coefficient of the distance variable in HHV is far 
higher than that in JMP. In other words, HHV model is more affected by distance than 
JMP is. However, the result of ST-ZTCM is contrary to that of S-ZTCM, for instance, the 
coefficient of travel time variable in JMP is higher than that in HHV. Accordingly, it is 
estimated that JMP is more affected by travel time compared to HHV. Therefore, as the 
result of comparing ST-ZTCM and S-ZTCM is entirely different, therefore, ST-ZTCM 
model is inevitably required.
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Table 7.35
Comparing ST-ZTCM models of HHV and JMP
WEDF RDF
HHV JMP HHV JMP
Semi-Log(D) Semi-log(D) Semi-Log(D) Semi-log(D)
TRA_T1ME -0.018" -0.026" -0.018" -0.026"
(-11.07) (-23.72) (-348.99) (-7635.75)
C 2.984" 5.734" 9.092" 10.714"
(11.72) (26.36) (381.13) (10735.19)
R^ .793 .961 .999 .999
A_R^ .787 .959 .999 .999
F statistic 122.59" 562.46" 121792" 58304671"
White test 2.552 1.388 24.651" 22.410"
LM test 0.838 0.005 26.078" 0.830
D.W. 1.653 2.013 .729 1.526
Note: /-statistics are in parentheses, 
*=p<.05, ** = p<.01
In summary, it is estimated that there are considerable differences between S-ZTCM and 
ST-ZTCM in comparing ZTCM. The former has been frequently used for ZTCM studies 
and the latter is selected as the optimal ZTCM model for this study. Accordingly, it is 
necessary to use the ST-ZTCM model in both HHV and JMP. It is also demonstrated that 
JMP case is more affected than HHV case by travel cost in ST-ZTCM. Moreover, the 
model fit of RDMs of JMP is better than that in HHV, in terms of not only the t values of 
coefficients and the F values but also heteroscedasticity and serial-correlation.
7.7.1.2 Comparing ITCM models between HHV and JMP
Comparing relation of ‘Visiting Demand’ and TRAVEL TIME between HHV 
and JMP
Figure 7.27 shows the relationship between ‘number of annual visits’ (VI I2) and ‘travel 
time’ (VI TIME) variable. The curve on the graph Nearest neighbour fit line (NNFL; 
polynomial degree: 1, bandwidth span = 0.3), which is provided by SPSS, and the straight 
line is simple regression line derived from OLS.
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The slope of the simple regression line, which is calculated with the ‘number of annual 
visits’ (VI_12) and ‘travel time’ in JMP (-0.006) is approximately three times as high as 
that in HHV (-0.002). In other words, the ‘number of annual visits’ in JMP is more 
decreasing, compared to that in HHV, when travel time required is increasing.
In the Figure 7.27, In the case of HHV, based on NNFL (curve), the ‘number of annual 
visits’ (VI_12) of the resident near the HHV is approximately 1.6. The figure declines 
rapidly until when 110 minutes ofVl TlME and afterwards declines steadily. In 
particular, there is VI_12 until it is 270 minutes. Meanwhile, based on simple regression 
line (straight), assuming that the straight line is extended passing down through X axis, it 
can be estimated that extended line could meet zero when VI TIME is approximately 600 
minutes.
On the other hand, in the case of JMP, based on NNFL (curve), the VI I2 near the JMP is 
approximately 2.7, which is larger than that in the HHV case. VI TIME declines rapidly 
until it is 70 minutes and afterwards it declines steadily. In particular, there is VI I2 until 
it is 280 minutes (VI TIME). Meanwhile, based on simple regression line (straight), 
assuming that the straight line is extended passing down through X axis, it can be 
estimated that extended line could meet zero when time required is approximately 380 
minutes.
In conclusion, the VI I2 of the resident near JMP is a much greater than that of the 
resident near HHV. However, as the VI TIME increases, the VI I2 dramatically declines. 
Furthermore, the slope of estimated simple regression line on JMP is far larger than that 
on HHV. Therefore, the VI I2 of JMP is more affected than that of HHV by VI TIME. It 
can be estimated that as the VI TIME rises, the VI_12 drops considerably in JMP.
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Figure 7.27
Visiting Demand (VI I2) vs. Travel Time (VI TIME)
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Comparing ITCM models
Furthermore, the comparing results of derived count data models of two destinations 
(HHV and JMP) are compared in Table 7.36. Especially, Poisson model is selected as an 
ITCM model for HHV and JMP.
The explanatory variables, which affect significantly to two models, differ from one 
another.
The ‘travel costs’ (TRA_COST) is statistically significant in both models. Also, the sign 
of coefficient is negative, which is consistent with previous research. There are no 
significant explanatory variables but ‘travel cost’ in HHV model. However, ‘living in the 
large city having a population of more than one million’ (MAIN_CITY), ‘household 
income’ (INCOME), ‘multi-destination trip’ (VI MULTI) variables are statistically 
significant in JMP model. In particular, MAIN CITY, and INCOME variables have a 
positive effect, on the contrary, VI MULTI variable has a negative effect on the 
dependent variable (V I12) of JMP model.
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As for the elasticity of travel cost (TRA_COST) of ITCM, that in JMP (^= -0.69) is three 
times as high as that in HHV (^= -0.23). Here, the elasticity is calculated following ‘price 
elasticity of demand (Q’ in ITCM model, which is suggested by Betz et al. (2003) (see 
chapter 6).
In terms of model fit, JMP model is better than HHV model overall. It can be indicated 
fi"om these factors such as t values of coefficient as well as LR values. All these are much 
higher than those in HHV.
Table 7.36
Comparing ITCM models of HHV and JMP
HHV JMP
Model Poisson Poisson
TRA_COST -0.000007"* -0.000021***
(-1.949233) (-4.811915)
OP_PAY 0.053913 0.065645
(0.550597) (0.209000)
MAIN_CITY 0.010854 0.216573
(0.128690) (1.659527)
FIR_VISIT -0.100401 -0.088703
(-1.173031) (-0.576802)
INCOME_F 0.000079 0.001388**
(0.259612) (3.186354)
STAYTIME 0.058827 0.101277
(0.467792) (0.803808)
VI_MULTI -0.011145 -0.228619 *
(-0.125337) (-2.217424)
JOB -0.017594 0.062158
(-0.174089) (0.552213)
AGE 0.005085 0.001413
(1.272715) (0.320931)
STU_YEAR 0.023566 0.003411
(1.095318) (0.141943)
FAMILY_N 0.001535 0.001258
(0.044827) (0.033738)
C -0.200444 0.364781
(-0.559781) (0.709939)
Log-likelihood -582.292 -367.154
LR-statistic 10.721 58.047***
R^ 0.245 0.581
A R^ 0.229 0.565
Note: /-statistics are in parentheses. 
*: p<0.10, **: p<0.05 , ***: p<0.01
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To sum up, the dependent variables (VI I2) in JMP is more sensitive than those in HHV 
to travel costs (travel time). The decrease of those in JMP is considerable, as an increase 
of travel costs is slight. The same results are shown in the ST-ZTCM and the ITCM as 
well.
Such trends are also identified in comparing the travel cost (TRA COST) elasticity of 
demand. Particularly, the elasticity of JMP is three times as high as that of HHV. In 
addition, according to the model fit of ITCM, the JMP’s is better than HHV’s.
7.7.1.3 Comparing HTCM models between HHV and JMP
To compare the HTCM model of HHV and JMP, the relation of variables into the model 
is compared first. Next, the relation between dependent variables of three HTCM (NOW, 
GOOD, and BAD) and travel time of HHV and JMP are compared. Second, the 
significant variables and their effects of HHV and JMP are compared. Third, the travel 
cost elasticity of demand (Q of the destinations are evaluated and compared. Finally, the 
model fit of the destinations are compared.
Comparing Relationship of Dependent Variables between HHV and JMP
Table 7.37 shows the comparisons of dependent values, hypothetical visiting demand, 
applied in three model of HTCM.
As shown in Table 7.37, the mean of JMP is greater than that of HHV, in RE NOW. In 
other words, when QRE is stable, the ‘hypothetical annual visiting demand’ of JMP is 
larger than that of HHV.
On the other hand. Suppose that RE NOW is 100%. When QRE is has improved, the 
mean of RE_GOOD in JMP is 213%. Additionally, the mean of RE GOOD in HHV is 
167%. Therefore, it is inferred that when the current QRE has improved, the ‘hypothetical 
annual visiting demand’ in JMP is larger than that in HHV. Nonetheless, when current 
QRE has decreased, the ‘hypothetical annual visiting demand’ in HHV declines gradually.
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whereas that in JMP drops dramatically. That is, given that RE NOW is 100%, the 
RE BAD in HHV is 32% (mean= 0.35), that in JMP is 11.3% (mean= 0.19).
In summaiy, the variation of the visiting demand in JMP is relatively large, compared 
with that in HHV, in terms of variation of the QRE. In other word, the visiting demand in 
JMP is more affected than that in HHV by the variation of QRE.
Table 7.37
Comparing ‘Hypothetical Visiting Demand’ of HHV and JMP
HHV JMP
mean % Mean %
RE NOW l.IO 100 1.68 100
RE GOOD 1.84 167 3.57 213
RE BAD 0.35 32 0.19 11.3
N ote:
the figures are compared on the basis of Boldic number.
RE_NOW: Dependent variable of HTCM (NOW), when current QRE is stable, hypothetical 
willing to visit number for 12 months; RE GOOD: Dependent variable of HTCM (GOOD), when 
current QRE has improved, hypothetical willing to visit number for 12 months; RE_BAD: 
Dependent variable of HTCM (BAD), when current QRE has decreased, hypothetical willing to 
visit number for 12 months.
Comparing Relationship of RE_NOW and VI_TIME between HHV and JMP
Figure 7.28 indicates the visual relationship between ‘travel time’ (VI TIME) and 
‘hypothetical visiting demand’ variables such as (RE NOW), (RE GOOD) and 
(RE BAD) of HTCM. The curve on the graph is Nearest Neighbour Fit Line (NNFL) and 
the straight line is the simple regression line with OLS.
Fist of all, the relationship between ‘hypothetical visiting demand’(RE NOW) and ‘travel 
time’ (VI TIME) is examined. The number of hypothetical visiting demand in JMP is 
relatively higher than that in HHV, where requiring VI TIME is short. Meanwhile, the 
RE NOW decreases rapidly, where the required VI TIME is long. There is the Y (line of 
RE NOW) intercept of simple regression line in JMP on above 3 and the largest number 
ofRE NOW in JMP is greater than 10. However, the largest number ofRE NOW in 
HHV is no greater than 4 and the Y intercept of the simple regression line is below 2. As
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a result, as with the ITCM case, the RE NOW in HHV increases when travel time 
(VI TIME) is short (i.e., short-distance residence); on the contrary, it decreases sharply 
when travel time is long (i.e., long-distance residence). As can be seen in Graph 8.7, 
assuming that the slope of regression line in HHV (-0.004) is 100%, the slope of simple 
regression line in JMP (—0.010) is 250%, which is large amount.
As can be seen in the Graph, the VI TIME, where RE NOW is 0, is estimated to be 
300(min.) in JMP and 400(min) in HHV. Accordingly, given that current QRE is stable, 
the RE NOW from a short-distance residence in JMP is higher than that from a short- 
distance residence in HHV. In addition, when the VI TIME requires more, the RE NOW 
drops sharply in JMP. Hence, the VI TIME, which RE NOW meets zero in HHV, is 
greater than the VI_TIME, which RE_NOW meets zero in JMP.
Figure 7.28
Relation of RE NOW and TRAVEL TIME
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Comparing Relation of RE_GOOD and VI_TIME between HHV and JMP
The following graphs (Figure 7.29 and 7.30) illustrate the relationship between VI TIME 
and RE GOOD apparently.
As can be seen in Figure 7.29, according to the Y (line ofRE GOOD) intercept of simple 
regression line of two destinations, JMP is on approximately 7 and HHV is on below 3. 
The slope of simple regression line of JMP (-0.020) is three times as sharp as that of
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HHV (-0.006). The point where the simple regression line of HHV meets zero is 
estimated at VI TIME (500), on the other hand, the point where the simple regression 
line of JMP meets zero is estimated at VI TIME (300).
Hence, when current QRE has improved, the overall result is the same as current QRE is 
stable. Nonetheless, in JMP case, the number of RE GOOD increases significantly, when 
visitor’s residences are near the destination, and the number of RE GOOD in JMP 
decreases radically as VI TIME increases. In conclusion, the point, where RE GOOD is 
Zero, in JMP is similar to the point when QRE(NOW) in JMP. On the other hand, in 
HHV case, the number ofREGOOD is not increased dramatically even though visitor’s 
residences are near the destination. However, there is a difference between RE GOOD 
and RE NOW. In particular, the VI TIME is estimated at 450 min., where RE GOOD 
meets zero (see Figure 7.29), meanwhile, the VI TIME is estimated at 400 min., where 
RE NOW meets zero (see Figure 7.28).
Figure 7.29
Scatter Graph of RE GOOD and VI TIME
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Figure 7.30 is an ‘area graph’ provided by SPSS, which shows visual trends in detail. The 
line on the graph consists of the average number of visiting demand (mean RE GOOD) 
on the point of same visitor’s travel time (VI TIME). Moreover, as can be seen Graph 8.9, 
in the case of JMP, the RE GOOD is relatively high, when VI TIME is short. 
Nevertheless, the RE GOOD sharply declines, as the VI TIME rises, compared with 
HHV’s case.
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Figure 7.30
Area Graph ofRE GOOD and VI_TIME
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Comparing Reiationship between RE_BAD and VI_TIME in HHV and JMP
The relationship between RE BAD and VI TIME variable is shown in Figure 7.31.. 
There are some differences compared with the comparing results RE NOW, RE GOOD 
as follow; (1) given when current QRE of JMP has decreased, the number of hypothetical 
visiting demand (RE BAD) in JMP decreases rapidly, on the other and, the number of 
RE BAD in HHV decreases gradually. (2) Especially, in terms of simple regression line, 
RE BAD in JMP meets zero where VI TIME is 220 (min), on the contrary, RE BAD in 
HHV meets zero where VI TIME is 300(min).
Figure 7.31
Scatter Graph of RE BAD and TRAVEL TIME
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To sum up, the hypothetical visiting demand (RE BAD) of JMP is more sensitive than 
that of HHV to the variation of QRE.
Comparing HTCM models of HHV and JMP
Table 7.38 shows the comparison result of HTCM between HHV and JMP.
Like ITCM model’s case, HTCM model is derived using Count Data Model. It is 
determined that which one, amongst count data model, estimates HTCM by implementing 
the over-dispersion test.
As shown in Table 7.38, the only HTCM(GOOD) and (BAD) model in JMP are derived 
using NB model whereas, HTCM(NOW, GOOD, and BAD) in HHV and HTCM(NOW) 
in JMP are derived using Poisson model.
Most of all, ‘travel cost’ (TRA COST), a main explanatoiy variable, is significant in all 
models and has a negative influence for all models, which are the same result as previous 
literature. On the other hand, there is a difference of significant variables among models 
depending on area (i.e. HHV or JMP).
It was expected that ‘respondent’s WTP for conservation site’ (OP PAY) is significant 
for all models, however, in the end, it is revealed that OP PAY is not significant for 
HTCM(BAD) of JMP. It is estimated that variables have an effect on dependent variables 
positively because variables have all positive sign.
According to the ‘living in the large city having a population of more than one million’ 
(MAIN CITY) variable, this is estimated to be significant for all models. However, as a 
result, HTCM(NOW) is significant for JMP, HTCM(GOOD) is significant for both HHV 
and JMP. While, HTCM(BAD) is significant for only HHV. As can be seen from the 
result, MAIN CITY variable has a positive effect on visiting demand.
The ‘household annual income before tax’ (INCOME) variable has a positive effect on 
visiting demand for all models, as expected.
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The ‘lodging for night in the site’ (STAY TIME) variable is significant for HTCM(NOW) 
in HHV and HTCM(GOOD) in JMP. It has a positive effect on dependent variable, as 
might have been expected.
The ‘multi-destination visiting’ (VI MULTI) variable is significant for all JMP models 
but HHV models. It has a negative effect on dependent variable, as might have been 
expected.
AGE variable was expected to be significant positively for dependent variables in every 
model. However, it is significant for HTCM(BAD) model in both attractions. It positively 
affects visiting demand, as might have been expected.
The ‘education level’ (EDU) variable was expected to be significant for every model in 
both attractions. Nevertheless, it is not significant for all HTCM models of JMP.
The ‘number of household’ (TAMILY_N) variable is significant and has a positive effect 
on dependent variable of HTCM (BAD) in JMP.
In addition, the model fit of HTCM in both HHV and JMP are compared. When 
concerning the value of log-likelihood, LR-statistie, and coefficient of determination 
below, model fit in JMP is better than model fit in HHV, as shown results of TCM model.
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Table 7.38
Results of HTCM Models
M eth od H T C M (N O W ) H T C M (G O O D ) H T C M (B A D )
Site H H V JMP H H V JMP H H V JMP
M odel P oisson Poisson P oisson N B P oisson N B
T R A C O S T -0.0000184***
(-5.247053)
-0.0000340***
(-7.854059)
-0.0000165***
(-6.054129)
-0.0000254***
(-9.480354)
-0.0000374***
(-5.799581)
-0.0000668***
(-4.417242)
O P_PA Y 0.460710***
(4.174846)
1.301299**
(2.228169)
0.287188***
(3.557228)
0.733127***
(2.778655)
0.926806***
(3.765279)
13.03173
(0.013566)
M A IN _C IT Y 0.035373
(0.416050)
0.355478***
(2.669006)
0.104987*
(1.602439)
0.282207***
(3.525837)
0.290182*
(1.888559)
0.101214
(0.200507)
FIR_VISIT 0.009601
(0.110817)
-0.171149
(-1.029615)
0.008285
(0.124091)
-0.072612
(-0.760212)
0.246847
(1.583929)
-0 .973124
(-0.928319)
INCOM E 0.000845***
(3.039577)
0.001935***
(4.626364)
0.000715***
(3.254833)
0.001833***
(7.041441)
0.001224***
(2.764083)
0.005093***
(3.532557)
STAYTIM E 0.216718*
(1.798988)
0.098777
(0.797317)
0.093588
(0.968085)
0.152822**
(2.019120)
0.282502
(1.297390)
0.607526
(1.447435)
VI_M ULTI -0.041443
(-0.465207)
-0.386575***
(-3.822816)
-0.006928
(-0.100704)
-0.305713***
(-4.883048)
0.006648
(0.041443)
-1.362138***
(-3.403506)
JOB 0.041691
(0.410294)
0.023843
(0.225531)
-0.033189
(-0.424144)
0.030298
(0.448535)
-0.061669
(-0.336707)
-0.482228
(-1.417528)
A G E 0.002284
(0.561298)
0.001588
(0.377908)
0.002716
(0.864214)
0.000855
(0.320184)
0.029176***
(4.323579)
0.029533**
(2.234996)
E D U 0.032841*
(1.514906)
-0.008464
(-0.366416)
0.042222**
(2.502315)
-0.008340
(-0.571414)
0.154885***
(4.048250)
0.109517
(1.573859)
FA M ILY _N -0.019730
(-0.566270)
0.017352
(0.490816)
0.002883
(0.108080)
0.017483
(0.789039)
0.049506
(0.867911)
0.185090*
(1.647164)
C -0.494548
(-1.361945)
-0.451907
(-0.641398)
-0.071144
(-0.253334)
0.825445**
(2.284621)
-4.841492***
(-7.294839)
-17.63356
(-0.018357)
a -16.83686
(-0.075894)
-16.13600
(-0.004280)
L og-L
LR-statistic
R^
A  R^
-594 .5 6 9 8
67.94759***
0.402573
0.390358
-389 .8431
182.9811***
0.575857
0.560095
-728 .5 0 6 5
81.04883***
0.442261
0.430857
-5 5 9 .3339
258.2560***
0.542602
0.525604
-3 4 1 .7 7 1 6
115.6776***
0.298789
0.284452
-1 0 6 .4 3 2 0
88.72168***
0.415704
0.391936
Notice: T-statistics are in parentheses. 
*: p<0.10, p<0.05, ***: p<0.01
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Comparing TRAVEL COST Elasticity of Demand of HTCM models between 
HHVandJMP
Table 7.39 indicates the comparison results of the travel cost elasticity of demand (Q of 
HTCM of the destinations. The figures in the table refer to ‘how mueh the hypothetieal 
visiting demand has an effect on travel cost’.
To begin, as to HTCM(NOW), the travel eost elastieity of demand (^= -1.11) in JMP is 
greater than that in HHV (^= -0.61). Assuming that the  ^in HHV is 100%, the Ç in JMP 
is 182%.
Moreover, when comparing the elasticity in HTCM(GOOD), the JMP -0.83)) is 
greater than HHV (^= -0.55). However, the differenee between JMP and HHV in 
HTCM(GOOD) tends to be smaller than its in HTCM (NOW). For instanee, given than 
the ;  in HHV is 100%, the ;  in JMP is 151%.
To eonelude, according to the elastieity of HTCM(BAD), the JMP (C,= —2.17) is greater 
elastic than the HHV (^= -1.24) as well. The difference between JMP and HHV is 
considerable: when the Ç in HHV is 100%, the Ç, in JMP is 175%.
Especially, when considering the variation of the elastieity depending on the variation of 
QRE, given that the elasticity of HTCM(NOW) in HHV is 100%, that of HTCM(GOOD) 
is only 90% and that of HTCM(BAD) is on less than 203%. There is the same tendency 
for the elastieity in JPM, i.e., HTCM(NOW):100%, HTCM(GOOD): 75% , and 
HTCM(BAD): 196%.
In conclusion, the following faets are aseertained in comparing the travel eost elasticity of 
hypothetical visiting demand. Firstly, as the QRE decreases, the travel eost elasticity of 
the hypothetical visiting demand rises in both HHV and JMP. Then, the travel cost 
elasticity of hypothetical visiting demand of each HTCM model in JMP is larger than that 
in HHV. Finally, the variation of travel cost elasticity of hypothetical visiting demand in 
JMP aceording to the variation of QRE, is considerably greater than that in HHV.
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Table 7.39
Comparing Elasticity between HHV and JMP in HTCM
Elasticity (Q Comparing
HHV JMP HHV JMP
HTCM NOW -0.61 -1.11 100 100
GOOD -0.55 -0.83 90 75
BAD -1.24 -2.17 203 196
Note: the figures are compared on the basis of Boldic number.
Comparing Results of HTCM models between HHV and JMP
To sum up, the comparison results of HTCM models are summarised as follows:
Compared with HHV, the visitor’s hypothetical visiting demand of JMP is considerably 
high on aecount of eharacteristie of natural resources. In addition, as the travel cost 
gradually increases, the hypothetieal visiting demand of JMP sharply declines.
Thus, it may be inferred that the potential visitors, who have visiting needs for natural 
resourees, prefer a natural resouree where less travel eost required but similar natural 
quality as substitutes (the substitute here is equivalent to the substitute goods in general 
eeonomies.)
Since the main purpose of visitors going to a natural resource is for relaxation and 
promotion of health, any natural resources could be an alterative attraetion as long as their 
needs are met. Moreover, given that travel cost remains the same and QRE is better in 
JMP than any other natural resources, the demand for visiting JMP increases dramatically. 
On the other hand, if QRE is worse, then the demand JMP decreases rapidly.
On the eontrary, as previously examined, the main purposes of historic heritage’s visitors 
are for interest of histoiy and education. For that reason, it is diffieult to find out an 
alternative attraction in substitute for HHV’s own peeuliarity (originality), sinee aneient 
style of buildings and eultural heritage are well eonserved through out the whole village. 
Consequently, it is inferred that comparatively long-distance residents will visit HHV.
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In brief, compared to the natural heritage resourees like JMP, the historic heritage 
resourees like HHV do hardly have many substitute designations to meet the visitors’ 
needs. As a consequence, the historic heritage resourees (HHV) are less affeeted by the 
travel eost.
Meanwhile, there are charaeteristics in HHV compared to JMP. First of all, there is 
hardly alternative place (substitute destination), as the characteristics of historic heritage 
attraetions are relatively unique compared to natural resourees. Secondly, the travel cost 
elasticity of hypothetical visiting demand is eonsiderably low, depending on variation of 
QRE in the site.
7.7.1.4 Comparing DB-CVM models between HHV and JMP
Table 7.40 indieates estimated results of CVM model in HHV and JMP. Binary Linear- 
logit model is applied to derive CVM model.
Most of all, signifieant variables are eompared in models of HHV and JMP. The 15 
explanatory variables are put into each model. As a result, nine variables are signifieant 
for HHV model and ten variables are significant for JMP model. The sign of signifieant 
variables are identical in two destinations.
There are eight variables, whieh are significant in both areas; ‘Bidding entranee tieket 
priee for WTP (3000 ~ 20000 KW; £1.50 -.£10.00)’ (EN_PRI), ‘Travel eost, whieh is 
estimated using TRAVEL TIME with CIS’ (TRA COST), ‘living in the large eity having 
a population of more than one million’ (MAIN CITY), ‘household annual income before 
tax’ (INCOME), ‘edueation level’ (EDU), ‘number of household’ (FAMILY N), 
‘individual re-visiting opinion’ (RE VI OP), ‘hypothetieal number of willingness to visit, 
when eurrent QRE has improved’ (RE GOOD).
On the other hand, the ‘employed’ (JOB) variable is significant for HHV only, while 
GENDER and ‘Satisfaction after visiting’ (SATISFAC) variables are significant for JMP 
only.
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Model fit of JMP is better than model fit of HHV, whieh is identical to comparing results 
of TCM models.
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Table 7.40
Results of Logit Analysis for CVM
Whole Model Reduced Model
HHV JMP HHV JMP
EN_PRI -0.000347*** -0.000926*** -0.000342*** -0.000884***
(-13.22748) (-10.16233) (-13.41434) (-10.30230)
TRA_COST -0.000059* * -0.000120* * -0.0000534*** -0.000119* *
(-5.800805) (-6.496687) (-5.840532) (-7.169193)
MAIN_CITY 0.770424** 0.715873* 0.698596** 0.677274*
(3.627235) (1.853764) (3.395637) (1.803770)
FIR_VISIT -0.043642 -0.014059
(-0.216230) (-0.034891)
INCOME_F 0.006267** 0.008538** 0.006267*** 0.008103***
(6.857373) (4.248189) (6.972202) (4.251240)
STAYTIME -0.002139 -0.505285
(-0.007111) (-1.229205)
VI_MULTI 0.110557 -0.413647
(0.523616) (-1.163880)
JOB 0.434885*** 0.631814 0.526099**
(1.817335) (1.639005) (2.347144)
AGE 0.012988 -0.001370
(1.258296) (-0.087448)
EDU 0.247090*** 0.298676** 0.235657*** 0.299297***
(4.363364) (3.887398) (4.345383) (4.067192)
FAMILY_N 0.174877** 0.240009 0.181089** 0.175802
(2.029323) (1.791389) (2.144318) (1.389425)
GENDER 0.131814 0.659001 0.768908**
(0.642155) (1.958541) (2.395064)
RE_VI_OP 0.846235* * 1.132354* * 0.906109*** 1.173401* *
(7.647143) (4.991847) (9.884048) (5.280417)
SATISFAC 0.100040 0.374234** 0.331189
(1.002344) (2.030304) (1.858837)
RE_GOOD 0.617697*** 0.858290* * 0.654481*** 0.818157* *
(3.447748) (5.247809) (3.750849) (5.443299)
C -7.567259*** -7.505004*** -7.054257*** -7.497005***
(-7.157876) (-4.367641) (-7.467215) (-4.677611)
Log likelihood -340.930 -132.749 -349.895 -136.101
LR statistic 519.236*** 477.837*** 519.531*** 475.439***
AIC 0.791 0.513 0.788 0.506
SC 0.877 0.633 0.840 0.588
HQ C. 0.824 0.560 0.808 0.538
McFadden R^ 0.432 0.643 0.426 0.636
C&SR^ 0.438 0.561 0.434 0.558
Nagelkerke R^ 0.595 0.777 0.589 0.772
H & L S . 18.5503** 3.549 15.0600 4.018
Predicted corr. 80.3% 90.3% 80.5% 89.9%
p<.05, p<.01
Convergence achieved after 10 iterations 
Covariance matrix computed using second derivatives
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7.7.1.5 Verifying Research Objective 4
The Research Objective 4 is to ‘examine the differences of derived demand models of 
evaluation method, aecording to characteristies of resources (eultural and natural)’. For 
this, all derived models in this study were eompared. In comparison, variables and then 
model fit were compared in turn.
The eomparison results of reereation demand of HHV and JMP can be summarised as 
follows.
•  The dependent variable of JMP is more affeeted than that of HHV by travel cost. 
Additionally, the travel eost of elasticity of hypothetical visiting demand in JMP 
is higher than that in HHV, in the case of ITCM and HTCM. The visiting 
demand in JMP from the short-distance residenee is much larger than the visiting 
demand in HHV from the short-distance residence. However, the visiting 
demand in JMP decreases dramatieally as the residenee is distant. In contrast, the 
visiting demand in HHV relatively gradually deereases, as the residence is 
distant. In a word, the visiting demand of HHV is less affeeted by travel cost than 
that of JMP in all TCM models.
•  The model fit of JMP (e.g. log-likelihood, LR and R )^ is better than that of HHV 
in all evaluation models.
• The variation of the visiting demand in JMP is more sensitive than that in HHV 
to the variation of the QRE. According to the eomparing result of HTCM, the 
variation of the hypothetical visiting demand in JMP is rather larger than that in 
HHV, as the QRE varies. Besides, the travel eost elasticity of the hypothetieal 
visiting demand in JMP is higher than that in HHV in all HTCM models.
• There is no difference in the coefficient’s sign of the variables in all models in 
both HHV and JMP. However, the significant variables, in the models, differ 
depending on characteristic of each resource. Table 7.41 shows the comparing 
results of the statistieally significant variables, which are used in ITCM, HTCM,
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and CVM. These models are derived using the maximum likelihood estimation 
and They are all individual data models. From the table, it can be eoncluded that 
the signifieant variables of every model are TRA COST and INCOME.
TRA COST variable have a negative effeet on dependent variable of all models. 
Conversely, INCOME variable have a positive effect on dependent variable of 
all models. Notably, the ‘education level’ (EDU) variable impaets positively on 
HHV, while, the ‘multi-destination visit’ (VI MULTI) variable impacts 
negatively on JMP only. In the ease of HHV, the ‘education level’ seems to 
affect hypothetical visiting demand owing to the eharaeteristie of eultural 
heritage resources.
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7.7.2 Comparing RVs between HHV and JMP
7.7.2.1 Comparing Individual RVs from ROMs between HHV and JMP
In this part, the results of RVs of both ‘Hahoe historic heritage village’ (HHV) and ‘Juwang 
mountain national park’ (JMP) are compared. Then, the characteristics of historic and 
natural heritage resources by comparing RVs of them, with an emphasis on historic 
heritages are examined.
Here, it is compared that the individual RV, on the basis of RV capita, computed from each 
RDM of two destinations first. Then, the RVs from all model is compared on the whole.
Comparing OS of ZTCM between HHV and JMP
Table 7.42 indicates the comparing results of CS from ZTCM models between HHV and 
JMP. It can be seen in the table that the CS in JMP is relatively lower than that in HHV.
In ZTCM model, as the residence is far, the CS increases, in general. The CS result of this 
study follows this as well.
As mentioned before, the number of annual visitors of HHV is similar to that of JMP. 
Moreover, the location and accessibility to the destinations are similar to one another. 
Taking those similarities into consideration, it explains that the place of visitors’ residence 
in HHV is widely distributed compared to that in JMP. Accordingly, the visitors of HHV 
come from far further compared with those of JMP, this is reflected in the result of CS of 
ZTCM. In addition, when Individual CS in HHV is 100%, CS in JMP is only 59%.
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Table 7.42
The estimated CS of the ZTCM
M o d el W h o le  C S  p /d a y In d iv id u a l C S  p/day*^ %^)
Standard ZTC M H H V 294737 km 13883 (06.94) 100
JMP 1829 km 152 (00.08) 1.1
ST -Z T C M  w ith  CIS H H V 512668 min 40347  (20.17) 100
JMP 1 7 2 8 3 1 min 2 3 9 6 4 (1 1 .9 8 ) 59.4
N ote:
Integration range o f  ZTCM is between minimum TC and maximum TC.
CS p/person, The unit o f  CS is Korean W on (KW ), the number in parentheses are U K  pounds (£). 
the figures are compared on the basis o f  B old ic number.
Comparing CSs of ITCM between HHV and JMP
The comparison results of CS estimated form ITCM model of two areas are shown in Table 
7.43. The result of ITCM is the same as that of ZTCM; Individual CS in HHV is higher than 
that in JMP. Given that CS of HHV is 100%, CS of JMP is no more than 32.2%.
There are differences in individual CS between JMP and HHV, since the travel cost variable 
has more impact upon the individual visiting demand in JMP than that in HHV. It was 
already mentioned that the visiting demand in JMP from the short-distance residence is 
much larger than the visiting demand in HHV from the short-distance residence. However, 
as the travel cost increase (i.e., the travel time takes long), the visiting demand in JMP 
decreases dramatieally. For this reason, the visiting demand in JMP becomes zero first, 
where it takes less time to travel to JMP than to HHV. The visiting demand in HHV 
relatively gradually decreases. Therefore, the visiting demand in HHV becomes zero later 
than the visiting demand in JMP becomes zero.
Table 7.43
Individual CS from ITCM
In d iv id u a l C o m p a r in g  %^^
H H V  29455 (14.73) 100
JMP____________________________________________ 9479 (04.74)______________________________ 32_
N ote:
CS p/person, The unit o f  CS is Korean W on (KW ),
the number in parentheses are U K  pounds (£).
the figures are compared on the basis o f  B old ic number.
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Comparing CSs of HTCM between HHV & JMP
Table 7.44 shows comparison results of CS estimated from HTCM model between HHV 
and JMP.
First of all, as have been examined in the results of ZTCM and ITCM, the CSs of HTCM in 
HHV are more considerable than those in JMP. Assuming that each CS of HTCM in HHV is 
100% respectively, the CSs of HTCM in JMP are following; HTCM(BAD) is 56%, 
HTCM(NOW) is 54%, and HTCM(GOOD) is 65%.
Next, when comparing the variation of CS, depending on the variation of the QRE, the CSs’ 
differences of JMP is more considerable than those of HHV. In the HHV case, when the 
QRE varies, the variations of CSs are following; HTCM(BAD) is 49%, and HTCM(GOOD) 
is 112%, given that HTCM(NOW) is 100%. On the contrary, in the JMP case,, under the 
same assumption as above, HTCM(NOW) is 100%, HTCM(BAD)is 51%, HTCM(GOOD) 
is 134%.
Table 7.44
Individual CS of HTCM
H T C M (N O W ) H T C M (G O O D ) H T C M (B A D )
C S') % )^ CS % C S %
H H V  1 0 8 70 (5 .44 ) 100 12121 (6.06) 100 5 3 4 8 (2 .6 7 ) 100
JMP_______ 5 8 8 2 (2 .9 4 ) 54.1 7 8 7 4 (3 .9 4 ) 65.0 2 9 9 4 (1 .5 0 )_________  56.0
N ote:
') CS p/person, The unit o f  CS is Korean W on (KW ), the number in parentheses are U K  pounds (£). 
the figures are compared on the basis o f  B old ic number.
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Comparing CVs of CVM between HHV & JMP
The comparison result of CVs derived from CVM model is illustrated in Table 7.45.
The CV of CVM in HHV is higher than that in JMP, which is identical result to CV 
estimated from TCM models. In addition, there is no significant difference among three 
types of CVs.
The evaluated figures, using Hanemann’s three estimating methods, i.e., mean, median, and 
truncated CV, are on the average 12635 KW (£ 6.32) in HHV and 10318 KW (£ 5.16) in 
JMP each. Thus, given that the CV of HHV is 100%, that of JMP is only 82%.
Table 7.45
Comparing CV (WTP)
Average CV') % )^ Methods of Estimating CV
Mean CV Median CV Truncated CV
HHV 12635 (6.32) 100 12725 12687 12494
JMP________10318(5.16) 82 10318  10318_________ 10318
Note:
') CS p/person, The unit o f  CS is Korean W on (KW ), the number in parentheses are U K  pounds (£). 
the figures are compared on the basis o f  B oldic number.
7.7.2.2 Verifying Research Objective 9
The Research Objective 9 is to ‘ascertain the difference of derived recreational values 
depending on the characteristic of resources (cultural or natural)’. For this, the verified 
results of Research Objective 5-8 on stage II and the comparing results of beginning part of 
stage III are estimated.
The individual RVs of two destinations can be summarised as follows;
• In TCM, CSs of zonal model was smaller than that of individual in both sites, 
especially it was extremely small in JMP. Since the CS of ITCM in JMP is 
excessively small, compared to that in HHV, the CSs of individual model 
remarkably differ from those of zonal model in JMP.
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•  The derived RVs are larger than that of JMP in terms of all evaluation methods’ 
results. From Table 7.46, there are the most differences of RVs between 
destinations in ITCM; assuming that ITCM of HHV is 100, that of JMP is 32%. 
There are the least differences of RVs between them in CVM; the RV of JMP is 
equivalent to only 58% of RV of HHV in average.
• The RV (CS) variation in JMP is much larger than that of in HHV depending on 
QRE. In other word, depending on the variation of the QRE, the CSs’ differences of 
JMP is more considerable than those of HHV. In the HHV case, when the QRE 
varies, the variations of CSs are following; HTCM(BAD) is 49%, and 
HTCM(GOOD) is 112%, given that HTCM(NOW) is 100%. On the contrary, in the 
JMP case, under the same assumption as above, HTCM(NOW) is 100%, 
HTCM(BAD)is 51%, HTCM(GOOD) is 134%.
Table 7.46 illustrates comparison result of RVs computed form each RDM models of HHV 
and JMP.
Table 7.46
Comparing whole CSs of HHV & JMP
Individual CS') %
HHV JMP (HHV=100)^)
ZTCM Standard 13883 (06.94) 152 (00.08) 1
ST 40347 (20.17) 23964 (11.98) 59
ITCM 29455 (14.33) 9479 (04.74) 32
HTCM NOW 10870 (05.44) 5882 (02.94) 54
GOOD 12121 (06.06) 7874 (03.94) 65
BAD 5348 (02.67) 2994 (01.50) 56
CVM^ ) 12635 (06.32) 10318 (05.16) 81
N otice:
Integration range of ZTCM is between minimum TC and maximum TC.
') CS p/person, The unit of CS is Korean Won (KW), the number in parentheses are UK pounds (£). 
the figures are compared on the basis of Boldic number, 
the CS of CVM is the average figure of Mean, Median, and Truncated WTP.
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Next, the differences between destinations in terms of estimation results of Research 
Objective 5-8, which was demonstrated in stage II, is compared.
Firstly, the CSs between HHV and JMP, calculated from the actual revealed data models 
(ITCM and ZTCM) in indirect evaluation method are discriminated. In both destinations, CS 
of ZTCM was larger than that of ITCM, which was remarkable in JMP. When the CSs of 
ITCM are 100%, those of ZTCM in HHV and JMP are 137% and 253% respectively.
Secondly, the CSs of an actual revealed data model (ITCM) and those of hypothetical stated 
data model (HTCM-NOW) in indirect evaluation method are compared. It is ascertained that 
the CS of the hypothetical state data model is enormously smaller than that of the actual 
revealed data model in both sites. Particularly, the differences between them are greater in 
HHV. For example, suppose that CSs of ITCM is 100%, those of HTCM in HHV and JMP 
are 37% and 62% respectively. It can be concluded that revisit opinion of HHV is smaller 
than that of JMP.
The dependent variable of ITCM is actual visiting number, therefore, the number of visit for 
last 12 months is at least once, because the current visiting is include (even if re-visit 
opinion is zero). Nonetheless, the number of WTV for next 12 months becomes zero in 
HTCM(NOW), when the respondents’ re-visit opinion is zero. Therefore, the CS of 
HTCM(NOW) would be small, if re-visit opinion is low.
Finally, the Marshallian CS calculated from indirect model (ITCM) and Hicksian CV from 
direct model (CVM) between HHV and JMP are compared.
There are great differences in destinations in discriminating between CS and CV. In HHV, 
as can be seen in Table 7.46, CS is much larger than CV. On the other hand, in JMP, CS is 
relatively smaller than CV. Assuming CSs of each site are 100%, the CV in HHV is 42.90% 
and that in JMP is 108.90% respectively.
To summarise, the defences of RVs of HHV and JMP are as follows:
• RVs of HHV is larger than those of JMP.
• RV of HHV is less affected than that of JMP by the variation of QRE.
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•  Marshallian CS considerably differs from Hicksian CV in HHV, although there is 
hardly any difference between them in JMP.
7.8 Practical and Managerial Implications for HHV
The general interests in heritage tourism have been recently growing in Korea. HHV is the 
most representative venue which was designated by the Korean government with its best- 
conserved condition and the highest conservation value. Especially ever since the Queen 
Elizabeth’s visit to this traditional village in April 1999, the number of tourists has rapidly 
increased. For this reason, various problems have been happening, and the local government 
and residents have tried to develop this heritage site to the worldwide tourist attraction in 
this opportunity. They have tried to enforce its development for the sake of possible profits 
that could be brought through development. On the other hand, there are also relatively 
negative opinions in its development toward the large-scale tourist attraction. According to 
those opposite viewers, the massive development for HHV could destroy the unique 
traditional scenery of the village and consequently ruin its conservation value. Besides, they 
also assert that HHV should be left for the future generations as well as its current value as a 
tourist attraction.
However, this is not a case to simply choose where to develop or conserve HHV. (to decide 
whether to develop or conserve is not a main issue of HHV). This is more complicated than 
that, since HHV should not only conserve heritage resources but also produce profit for 
maintenance and conservation. Also, the optimal policy should be to meet the needs of the 
local resident as well as to provide a good experience for visitor.
Taking these into consideration, the following practical and managerial implications for 
HHV can be achieved on the basis of analysis of this research.
Firstly, efficient entrance price strategies are required. Robinson et al. (1994) and Mourato 
et al. (2002) argued that pricing can be used as a means of controlling demand. Conservation 
and protection of fragile heritage assets can be a motivating factor in setting a relatively high 
admission charge, which has the effect of reducing visitor numbers and therefore reducing 
pressure on the core heritage assets.
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Given this, the average amount of the non-market recreational value per adult person for 
HHV is 27479 KW (£13.74), which was estimated in this study. Considering that the 
entrance fee is 2000 KW (£1.00) per person (adult), it is presumed that the non-market value 
of HHV could be 14 times as much as the physical profit of the market value of HHV. In the 
case of IMP, which has similar condition to HHV, the non-market value per adult is 14587 
KW (£7.30). The entrance fee is 3200 KW (£1.60). Therefore, the non-market value of IMP 
is five times greater than that of HHV in terms of the entrance fee. As a consequence, non- 
market value of HHV is twice as much as that of IMP per adult, even if the entrance fee of 
HHV is cheaper than that of JMP. In conclusion, the entrance fee of HHV could be 
increased. By doing this, the number of visitors (is suddenly unexpectedly increasing) seems 
to be controlled as well as the revenue could be maintained or increased.
Secondly, the appropriate marketing method can be differentiated depending on the 
influence of travel time on the recreation demand in order to maximise the efficiency of 
marketing. The visitors who live less than 110 minutes away from HHV by car were 
influenced the most by travel time. However if it takes between 110 to 280 minutes, the 
number of visitors has nothing to do with travel time.
Hence, the area can be divided into two: the one (A) is that it takes less 110 minutes from 
HHV by car and the other (B) is that it takes more than 110 minutes from HHV by car. Then 
each marketing strategy should be set up in a different way. In detail, in terms of area A, it is 
affected by travel time at the same time the visiting demand is much higher than that of area
B. Thus, it should be focused on the travel time. It takes little time to get from resident area 
to HHV. On the other hand, as the visiting demand of area B is not influenced by travel time, 
it would be efficient if it could be focused mainly on the heritage particularity of HHV. 
Furthermore, marketing should be more concentrated on A than B.
Thirdly, the revenue of HHV could be maximised by extending the length of the stay and 
increasing the rate of re-visitors. According to scholars, the length of stay of cultural 
heritage visitors is longer than that of natural resource visitors and the age, income and 
education level of cultural heritage visitors are higher than those of natural resource visitors 
(Fletcher, 1996; Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996; and Smith, 2003)
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In HHV case, the visitors have higher income and education level than JMP’s visitors. 
Nonetheless, the average age of visitors in HHV is younger than that in JMP. In addition, 
the length of staying of HHV is shorter than that of JMP. Especially, the ratio of day trip of 
HHV is much higher than that of JMP, and the annual number of visit of HHV is far less 
than that of JMP. In other words, the length of stay and the ratio of re-visit which are 
directly related to the income are very short and low comparing with JMP. As far as scholars 
are concerned, motioned above, it can be anticipated that the length of stay and the rate of 
re-visit could be increased up to the those levels of JMP.
The age ratio between 20 and 30 of HHV is higher, while the ratio between 45 and 59 of 
HHV is fairly low. However, the results of literature review indicated the majority of 
heritage visitors are aged between 20 to 30 and between 45 to 59. Hence, marketing strategy 
should be focused on increasing visiting demand in this age level (45-59). For instance, 
marketing to appeal to the people aged between 45 and 59 could be strengthened; and some 
events and travel packages could be developed for them.
Fourthly, travel cost should be estimated using travel time in calculating TCM. In terms of 
the cultural heritage resources, the cases of restoration and maintenance plan based on the 
non-market evaluation have been increased. CVM has been mainly employed for cultural 
heritage evaluation, nevertheless TCM is applying for it lately. This is because TCM takes 
advantage of revealed data, unlike CVM. This research discovered that TCM using travel 
time is superior to existing TCM (which travel distance is used). Moreover, the CS 
estimated using existing methods underestimates the value of resources. Thus, the decision 
making for reconstruction or policy making could be far different when resources are 
valuated using exiting methods. In particular, wrong decision making for reconstruction or 
conservation plan for cultural heritage resources results in serious problems, which can not 
be resolved.
Finally, HHV’s restoration plan should not be made in order to increase the number of 
visitors. The Korean government has many successful experiences in restoring natural 
resources so as to increase the number of visitors. Therefore, Korean government tends to 
reconstruct cultural resources for the quantities of visitors as well. However, cultural 
heritage cases are far different from the other cases. This is because, according to the result 
of this research, the recreational demand of a natural resource (JMP) is dramatically 
increased when QRE improves. In contrast, that of a cultural heritage (HHV) is not
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sensitive depending on variation of QRE at all. When QRE is changed, the recreational 
values of HHV only slightly varies compared with those of JMP.
Such a result suggests a new directions in HHV for restoration or environmental 
improvement. In detail, the number of visitors of cultural heritage resources, unlike those of 
natural resources seem not to be increased by restoring or improving the environment. This 
could cause damage to historic resources. Natural resources have their own natural curing 
system, however once a cultural heritage resource is damaged it can not be reversed. As a 
result, planning for improving QRE or making policy in cultural heritage should be given 
more careful consideration in that it can not be treated the same as natural resource.
7.9 Chapter Sum mary
This chapter has been focused on procedures and results of demonstrating nine research 
objectives which were set up in the chapter 6 and divided into three stages, which verified 
the objectives (stage I is objective 1 ; stage II is objective 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 ; and stage III is 
objective 4 and 5, respectively) and each findings were as follows;
In the first stage, ST-ZTCM model, which was employed travel time as a proxy of travel 
cost, is the optimal model in HHV and JMP. There are significant differences amongst CSs, 
which are derived from ST-ZTCM, SD-ZTCM, and S-ZTCM. Hence, travel time is more 
optimal proxy variable than travel distance, which is currently used proxy in the TCM model.
In the second stage, HTCM(NOW) model had more influence on independent variables than 
ITCM model had. The significant variables had considerable differences between actual and 
hypothetical stated data model (ITCM vs. HTCM-NOW) in cultural heritage site. In 
particular, there are significant difference in the variables between direct (HTCM-NOW) 
and indirect (CVM) hypothetical stated data model, although they use same hypothetical 
stated data.
Furthermore, there are significant differences of CS estimated using individual data model 
(ITCM) and zonal data model (ZTCM) in the indirect method, although both models use the 
actual revealed data in both sites. The CS of zonal model is significantly bigger than that of 
individual model. Such a characteristic was shown in natural heritage site distinctively.
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There is significant difference between CS and CV in cultural heritage site. On the other 
hand, in natural heritage site, no difference is found.
In the last stage, with regard to the visiting intention, natural heritage is more affected than 
cultural heritage by travel cost and quality of recreational quality. The model fit of natural 
heritage is better than that of cultural heritage in all evaluation models. However, there is no 
difference in the coefficient’s sign of the variables in all models in both HHV and JMP. The 
significant variables in the models differ depending on characteristic of each resource.
Moreover, individual recreational values of HHV is larger than those of JMP. Recreational 
value is less affected than that of JMP by the variation of quality of recreational resources. 
Notably, Marshallian CS considerably differs from Hicksian CV in HHV, although there is 
hardly difference between them in JMP.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 Overall Sum m ary o f Findings
The main aim of this study was to examine the particular characteristics of cultural heritage 
resources, distinct from natural resources, by calculating recreational demand and value 
through the evaluation methods.
8.1.1 New attempts in this Study
In this study, recreation demand models and values of both cultural heritage resources 
(Hahoe historic heritage village) and natural heritage resources (Juwang mountain national 
park) were illustrated. Then, the characteristics of cultural and natural heritage resources
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were examined by comparing various demand models and their values with an emphasis on 
cultural heritages. New attempts in this study are as follows:
• Several controversial points of the ‘travel distance’ variable, which has been 
currently used as a proxy for ‘travel cost’ in TCM were addressed. Meanwhile, in 
this study, ‘travel time’ calculated with CIS, was adopted as a proxy of travel cost 
in ZTCM, ITCM and HTCM. Therefore, ZTCM with ‘travel time’ (ST-ZTCM) was 
verified by comparing ST-ZTCM, SD-ZTCM and S-ZTCM.
• ITCM was derived using count data models and at the same time CS was estimated 
through ITCM. Moreover, ‘opportunity cost’ of travel time was calculated, using 
CIS, and added to travel cost.
• HTCM was derived by combining ITCM and hypothetically stated data. In addition, 
RDMs and CSs of HTCM according to ‘quality of recreational environment’ (QRE) 
were estimated. In particular, the previous studies of HTCM have only been 
focused on small scale of recreation resources, which have a local market extension 
so far (e.g. resources for recreational fishing, mountain biking, and tracking etc.). 
However, HTCM focused on recreation resources, which have a national market 
extension, was suggested for this study.
• Each recreational demand and value, which was derived through the evaluation 
methods, was compared by two criteria: the one is ‘direct preference method 
model’ and ‘indirect preference method model’, the other is ‘actual revealed data 
model’ and ‘hypothetically stated data model’.
8.1.2 Summary of Findings
In the initial stage of the study, two main conceptual research questions were set up to 
achieve the aims of research: (i) do recreation demand and recreation non-market value vary 
with evaluation methods? (ii) is there any difference in recreational demand and non-market 
value between cultural heritage and natural resources?
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There have been few studies that tried to compare the results of different evaluation methods 
for a destination. Furthermore, it was anticipated that evaluation results are different 
according to the characteristics of resource whether cultural or natural. As a result, the 
discrepancies, if any, would be used to explain particular characteristics of cultural heritage 
resources.
To test the above hypotheses, non-market evaluation methods and their related concepts 
were reviewed in Chapter 2; Marshallian consumer surplus (CS), Hicksian compensating 
variance (CV) and equivalent variance (EV) were investigated as welfare change measure 
methods. Willingness to pay (WTP) and willingness to accept (WTA) were the evaluation 
format in evaluation methods to estimate Hicksian CV and EV in practice.
Non-market evaluation methods were invented in the early 70’s and have been developed to 
meet the needs of the times. There are many classifications depending on the researcher. 
However, this research is based on ‘Direct and Indirect preference evaluation method’, 
which is widely accepted.
Followed by this, the concepts regarding heritage resources were demonstrated. Heritage 
consumption has become an important part of the tourist experience. Heritage tourists are 
ideal customer in many aspects compared with other tourists, because they tend to spend 
more money in the local economy at a destination and they are supposedly sensitive to the 
local culture, custom and traditions of the host community. They are also more likely to 
have some awareness of environmental and conservation issues. The interest in heritage 
tourism is likely to increase as the attention to culture and education gradually grows.
A cultural heritage site is similar to an environmental site in that it has the characteristics of 
a pure public good or quasi-private good. On the other hand, the economic value for a 
cultural heritage good provides basic information for their optimal provision and for 
designing efficient and fair regulatory policies in this cultural sector. Additionally, valuation 
results can be very useful in informing decision about the funding of cultural heritage good.
By reviewing the previous evaluations of cultural heritage resources, the following 
information is indicated
• The valuation of cultural heritage resources has been studied since the early of 90’s.
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• While the evaluation for natural resources has mainly been studied in North 
America, cultural heritage valuation has been performed mostly in Europe.
• Only a limited number of methods are used in evaluating cultural heritage. The 
Direct methods (stated preference method), mainly CVM, dominate all the studies. 
In the case of CVM research, an open-ended method was commonly applied until 
the mid-90s and afterwards the dichotomous choice method became popular. There 
exist very few applications of indirect preference methods as the revealed 
preference method. It is inferred that this is because CVM can evaluate both the use 
and non-use value, as has been mentioned in Chapter II.
• The prime object of the previous evaluations of a cultural heritage resource is to 
estimate adequacy of a project, i.e., make a decision regarding restoration or repair 
of a cultural heritage and to compare an attraction value before and after 
reconstruction.
In particular, heritage resources are mainly classified into two; ‘cultural heritage resources’ 
and ‘natural heritage resources’. Hence, a cultural heritage site, which has the substantial 
issue of decision making regarding the balance between development and conservation, was 
chosen as the object of the study. In addition, a natural heritage attraction was selected to 
compare the number of visitors, location, and accessibility.
Taking these conditions into account, several destinations were recommended and finally 
Hahoe historic heritage village (HHV) and Juwang mountain national park (JMP) were 
selected as a cultural and natural heritage resource respectively. The two destinations are 
located near to each other (30 minutes by car) and are designated as conservation areas by 
the Korean government. They have similar numbers of annual visitors and cost of entrance 
fees. This was described in detail in Chapter 6.
On the other hand, non-market evaluation methods are principally classified into two; 
estimating non-market value of a single site or one specific site amongst several similar sites, 
relying on aims of estimating non-market value. In the thesis, single particular site were 
chosen and their non-market values were calculated.
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In Chapter 4, TCM and CVM out of the four main methods examined in chapter 2, were 
adopted to compute the non-market value of single-site cultural heritage resources.
There are advantages and disadvantages of both CVM and TCM. CVM is a flexible method 
of empirical applications because a hypothetical market can be constructed that is 
appropriate to the study of interest regardless of the dimensions of time and space. Hence, 
CVM can be used to estimate non-user values as well as user values; whereas, the 
application of TCM is restricted to current users. In contrast, TCM overcomes the problem 
of a hypothetical market by using actual market data. Additionally, economists prefer to rely 
on the actual behaviour consumers exhibit in response to price signals, as opposed to 
hypothetical statements about that behaviour.
As a consequence, ZTCM, ITCM, HTCM, and DB-DC CVM were chosen among several 
sub-evaluation methods of TCM and CVM. The characteristics of the selected evaluation 
methods were as follows; Firstly, ZTCM, ITCM, and HTCM are indirect evaluation models 
and CVM is a direct evaluation model. Secondly, classified into two, depending on a 
dependent valuable; one is required actual revealed data (ZTCM and ITCM), and the other is 
required hypothetical stated data (HTCM and CVM). HTCM, recently invented, has the 
characteristics of both TCM and CVM. Thirdly, ITCM, HTCM, and CVM are derived from 
individual data. Moreover, ZTCM is derived through the average values of respondents’ 
residential zone.
Two pilot studies were implemented to prepare the main research. Pilot study 1, Warwick 
Castle, showed that there were some problems in the standard zoning methods and deriving 
demand model using the OLS method in TCM models. To solve the problems of standard 
zoning method and functional form of demand model, reformed zoning method and count 
data model were employed in the main study. Additionally, in Pilot study 2, HHV, starting 
bid price of DB-DC questionnaire in CVM, which was used in the main survey, was 
evaluated using open-ended questions. (The details were explained in Chapter 5).
Considering the characteristics of evaluation methods, nine specific research objectives 
were established and ascertained in order to fulfil the study’s aims: (1) Validity of ST-TCM 
was verified by comparison with S-TCM, and their CSs, (2) The discrepancy was examined 
between using actual revealed data method (ITCM) and hypothetical stated data method 
(HTCM-NOW) in Individual TCM (indirect preference method), (3) The difference was 
examined between direct (CVM) and indirect (HTCM-NOW) preference method, (4) The
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differences of derived demand models of evaluation method were examined according to 
characteristics of resources both cultural and natural, (5) The differences of CS were 
examined and estimated from an individual and spatial (zonal) method in TCM (Indirect 
preference method), (6) The influence of the used data differentials on CS between actual 
revealed and hypothetical stated data in Individual TCM was examined, (7) The variation of 
CSs was demonstrated depending on the variation of quality of resource in TCM, (8) The 
distinctions were verified between Marshallian CS and Hicksian CV, (9) The differences of 
derived recreational values were investigated depending on the characteristic of resources 
(cultural or natural).
To conclude, the outcomes of verifying research objectives are grouped into two: First, the 
results of comparing evaluation methods can be summarised as follows:
• The ST-ZTCM model which employed travel time as a proxy of travel cost was the 
optimal model in HHV and JMP. Additionally, there were significant differences 
amongst CSs, which were derived from ST-ZTCM, SD-ZTCM, and S-ZTCM. 
Hence, travel time was a more optimal proxy variable than travel distance, which is 
the currently used proxy in the TCM model.
There were significant differences in the employed variables between the indirect 
preference method (HTCM-NOW) and the direct preference method (CVM), 
although they used the same hypothetically stated data.
In TCM, there were significant differences in CSs estimated, using an individual 
model (ITCM) and the spatial (zonal) model (ZTCM) in both sites, although both 
models use the same indirect preference method and the actual revealed preference. 
The CS of the zonal model was significantly greater than that of the individual 
model. Such a characteristic is shown distinctively in natural heritage site 
distinctively.
Second, the results of comparing the estimation value depending on characteristic of 
resources (i.e. cultural and natural), which is the main purpose of the study, are as follows:
• The visiting intention of natural heritage is more affected than that of cultural 
heritage by travel cost and variation of recreational quality.
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The larger market extension of resource, the greater elasticity of price (Q. When it 
comes to natural resources, the elasticity of price of the recreational site, where 
there is a national market extension, is greater than that of the recreational site 
where there is a local market extension. For instance, on the basis of ITCM, 
Siderelis & Moore (1995) found the elasticity of price(Q was -0.21 for the 
recreational value of trail in California. On the other hand, the result of elasticity of 
price(Q of this study was -0.68.
There is significant difference between Marshallian CS and Hicksian CV in a 
cultural heritage site. On the other hand, in a natural heritage site, no difference is 
found between CS and CV.
The model fit of natural heritage is better than that of the cultural heritage site in all 
evaluation method models.
• In the TCM model, the variables have considerable differences between actual 
revealed preference method (ITCM) and hypothetically stated preference method 
(HTCM-NOW) in the cultural heritage site. However, there is no marked difference 
between them in the natural heritage site.
• There is no difference in the coefficient signs on the variables in all models in both 
HHV and JMP. However, the significant variables, in the models, differ depending 
on characteristic of each resource. As has been addressed in Chapter 3, according to 
the literature of CVM, the results are the same in the variables of previous visiting 
experience, income, and education level. The more previous visiting experience 
visitors have, the higher the WTP. The higher the income and education levels, the 
higher the WTP. Consequently, it was verified that the sign of all variable in main 
study is the same as that in literature.
Individual recreational values of HHV are larger than those of JMP. In addition, the 
recreational value is less affected than that of JMP by the variation of quality of 
recreational resources.
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8.1.3 Distinctiveness of Recreation Demand and Recreation Non- 
market Values of Cultural Heritage Resources
Given this background, the particular characteristics of cultural heritage resources could be 
estimated. Those were grouped into four categories: First, the effect of travel costs on 
visiting demand; Second, the effect of the variation of QRE on Visiting demand; Third, 
characteristics of RDMs’ model fit of cultural heritage resources; and last, characteristics of 
recreational value.
8.1.3.1 The Effect of Travel Costs on Visiting Demand
It was deduced that the travel cost has a greater effect on the recreational demand of natural 
heritage site than that for cultural heritage sites.
As can be seen before, first of all, HHV (cultural heritage resources) and JMP (natural 
heritage resources) were compared in the view of ZTCM, ITCM, and HTCM (indirect 
preference methods). It was concluded that the difference of visiting demand in HHV, 
depending on the travel cost, was relatively smaller than that of JMP.
Secondly, there are some visiting demands in HHV, where the travel costs required are 
higher than in JMP. Therefore, distribution of residences in HHV is comparatively wider 
than that in JMP.
Finally, when the travel cost is low, that is the short-distance residences, the visiting demand 
in JMP is larger than that in HHV. When the travel cost is high, which means the long­
distance residences, the visiting demand in JMP is relatively smaller than that in HHV. In 
short, where travel cost is small, the visiting demand is large in JMP. However, as the travel 
cost increases, the visiting demand in JMP declines sharply, whereas, the visiting demand in 
HHV declines gradually.
Two points are considered as the causes of such results: the one is that the main visiting 
purposes of the cultural heritage sites are different from those of the natural heritage sites. 
The other is that cultural heritage has the strong characteristics of originality and peculiarity, 
therefore, an alternative substitute destination is not easy to find, (or there is no place to 
substitute).
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As discussed before, the main purpose of visiting a cultural heritage site is for ‘an 
educational effect’, ‘interest in traditional culture and history’ and so on. Therefore, the 
particular characteristics is a very important factor at cultural heritage sites (it is also called 
‘originality’ rather than ‘particular’ i.e. Yale, 1997). It means that there is no alternative 
historic heritage attraction with the same peculiarity (namely, there are no substitutes, from 
the econometrics point of view.).
Since it has these unique characteristics tourists are willing to visit, even though it is far 
from their place of residence. In particular, HHV was designated as the first historic village 
by the Korean government on account of conservation of historic heritage sites. Over fifty 
buildings, which are of historical importance, have been well conserved all over the village. 
They were mostly built in 15C through 16C. Therefore, there is no place, which has the 
same particular atmosphere and historic scenery of 15C-16C as HHV does.
Hence, for instance, if a teacher would like to show the 15-16C historic scenery and 
atmosphere to the students, it is the only place to see and to feel it. In contrast, the main 
purpose of visiting natural resources is for ‘health’, ‘relaxation’ and so on. Therefore, if 
there are other places to replace them, the nearer these are the better. On this basis, except 
for a few cases, natural resources have relatively less of their own particularity but more 
alternative attractions (substitutes) than historic heritage resources do.
On the other hand, in the case of JMP, it was ascertained that visiting demand from a short- 
distance residence is high owing to low travel cost. However, the visiting demand from a 
long-distance residence is low due to high travel cost. The most important reasons to visit 
natural visiting resources are ‘health’ and ‘relaxation’. Therefore, visitors do not have to 
visit a specific attraction as anyplace will do, as long as it can meet their needs. If the natural 
environment maintains a high quality, a destination near a residence may be preferred. On 
this basis, it could be inferred that the re-visit demand to the same place for ‘natural visiting 
site’ is higher than the re-visit demand to the same place for ‘cultural heritage. Hence, 
visitors from a long distance to a natural site have more desire to find a nearer one.
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8.1.3.2 Effect of the Variation of QRE on Visiting demand
It was deduced that the visiting demand of ‘cultural heritage site’ is less sensitive to the 
variation of the QRE than the visiting demand of natural heritage site. As can be seen from 
the result of the analyses, the visiting demand of JMP is more sensitive to QRE than that of 
HHV. For instance, the visiting demand of JMP is increased as QRE is better and also the 
visiting demand is decreased, when QRE is worse. In addition, the visiting demand of HHV 
is less affected by QRE, and the variation of visiting demand depending on QRE is also 
relatively small.
As mentioned above, the cause of such results is considered as a matter of ‘alternative 
destination’(substitute). There is no alternative place because of the peculiarity of ‘historic 
heritage resources’. On the contrary, there are many alternative places (substitutes) for 
‘natural visiting resources’, as far as travel cost is the same.
In JMP, assuming that travel cost is fixed and current QRE has improved, it would be 
preferred to an alternative. Furthermore, when current QRE has decreased, an alternative 
would be much more preferred. In contrast with it, in HHV, whatever current QRE has 
improved or decreased, an alternative’s preference would not changed dramatically because 
of its own peculiarity. Therefore, the variation of visiting demand of HHV is relatively small.
8.1.3.3 Characteristics of Model fit of Recreation Demand Models in 
Cultural Heritage Site
Given that the other conditions of object are the same apart from the type of resources 
(cultural and natural), the model fit of RDMs in ‘cultural heritage resources’ is not good, 
compared with that in ‘natural heritage resources’. According to the analysis, model fits of 
RDMs of JMP are better than that of HHV, in general, in the research, and the following 
facts are revealed:
• The visiting demand of ‘cultural heritage resources’ is not sensitive to travel cost.
On the hypothetical basis of the TCM model i.e., ‘the visiting demand increases, as the 
travel cost rises and as a model closely follows it, the model fit is good. The more 
exception’s there are, the worse the model fits the circumstance.
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•  the number of individual’s annual visits is less than one in HHV.
There are many respondents who visit less than once per year, even if they live near HHV.
In the case of ‘cultural heritage resources’, unlike ‘natural visiting resources’, no one is 
willing to pay for the entrance fee and visit ‘historic heritage resources’ for the same historic 
site.
It is also deeply associated with ‘peculiarity’ of historic resources. All ‘cultural heritage 
resources’ have their own peculiarity. It is generally accepted that visitors have the 
limitation of ‘time’ and ‘money’. As the main purposes of visiting ‘cultural heritage 
resources’ are for ‘education’ ‘intellectual experience’ and ‘historic interest’, visitors would 
like to see various ‘historic heritage resources’, rather than the same place over and over.
On the contrary, ‘natural visiting resources’ do not need to be a specific place owing to the 
visiting purpose, like, e.g. ‘health’ and ‘relaxation’. As long as it is near a residence and it 
costs less, there are better possibilities to visit elsewhere. In other word, the ‘natural visiting 
resources’ is more sensitive to travel cost, and it satisfies a precondition of TCM. 
Additionally, the travel cost is a main explanatoiy variable in TCM model. Therefore, the 
model fit of ‘natural visiting resources’ (JMP) is good.
8.1.3.4 Characteristics of Recreation Non-market Values
Suppose that the other circumstances are the same, except for the types of resources, the 
recreation non-market value per capita (per adult) of ‘cultural heritage resources’ is larger 
than that of ‘natural visiting resources’.
It does not mean that the whole recreation non-market value of the ‘historic heritage 
resources’ is larger than the whole recreation non-market vale of the ‘natural visiting 
resources’. If the recreational non-market value of the whole resources needs to be 
compared, the number of visitors has an impact entirely upon the recreational non-market 
value, as a conclusive factor. Thus, only the recreation non-market value per capita (per 
adult) is considered and compared in this study.
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8.2 Policy Im plications
In the chapter 1, several managerial and practical implications were examined on the basis 
of the results of this research. This study yields some important implications for policy 
markers and project managers to ensure effective decision making in cultural and natural 
heritage.
Since the concern with cultural heritage resources has been growing in the tourism field, the 
substantial issues of policy makers’ decision making regarding cultural heritage resources 
has been increasing. Therefore, it is vital to estimate the recreation demand and value of 
cultural heritage resources. As mentioned Chapters 2 and 3, the outcomes of this study could 
be practically useful for policy makers or organizations associated with cultural heritage 
because;
Valuation estimates are usefiil for evaluating whether to undertake projects to 
protect or restore cultural heritage sites.
Valuation estimates are also important for determining the level of investment in 
ongoing activities to provide or protect cultural heritage sites.
Valuation results can inform decisions when choices have to be made among 
competing objectives within cultural heritage.
Valuation results can be veiy useful in informing decision about the funding of 
cultural heritage sites.
In addition, based on the analysis of the main study, the following policy implications can be 
suggested.
Firstly, In the case of cultural heritage, unlike natural resources, visitors are not increased 
even if the quality of the recreational environment of a cultural heritage site has been 
increased. As a consequence, restoration as well as extension of facilities in a cultural 
heritage site should be avoided, if the purpose is mainly for increasing the number of visitor.
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Secondly, it is suggested that any event, education or exhibition programme should be 
progressively developed in an attraction so as to highlight its own originality. According to 
this research, the percentage of revisits to a cultural heritage site is lower than that of a 
natural resource. Even the re-visit ratio of local visitors is low as well, (especially, in 
cultural heritage site which has an entrance fee). Hence, it can be concluded that re-visit 
demand as well as recreational value of a cultural heritage site could be increased by holding 
more cultural and educational events, which flourish in its own originality , or producing a 
historical environment, which can maximise their own peculiarity (originality) in ‘historic 
heritage visiting resources ’.
Finally, the scope of promotion must be enlarged, as cultural heritage is less likely to be 
affected by distance than natural heritage site.
8.3 Contributions o f the Research
The results of this study provide several conceptual and theoretical contributions as well as 
practical contributions for the policy or decision maker in the tourism industry. There are 
three main contributions in theoretical terms:
Fist of all, the results of the study verified that travel time is appropriate as a proxy variable 
of travel cost in deriving TCM model. The way to calculate accurate travel time was 
introduced by using GIS. Therefore, this research proved that the existing model which uses 
travel distance seems not to be precise. Furthermore, the method can derive more accurate 
TCM and this method is also suitable for sub-methods of TCM, that is ZTCM, ITCM, 
HTCM.
Secondly, it was empirically verified that the recreational values of a site are very different 
depending on the evaluation methods in the study. There was no research estimates demand 
and value of the same attraction using same data before. Therefore, the differences of 
demand and value, depending on methods, should theoretically be studied further.
Finally, this research broadens HTCM study. The stated data was mainly used only for 
‘Direct preference method’ not ‘Indirect preference method’ so far. However, HTCM is 
enable to develop strong points of both methods by adopting stated data into ‘Indirect
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preference method’. Meanwhile previous studies have estimated the demand models under 
the only assumption if QRE has improved, this research estimated those under the 
assumption that current QRE is stable and has decreased as well. By doing this, the answer 
to ‘how do the variations of QRE affect on demand and value’ was identified.
Besides this, in practical terms, the particular characteristics of cultural heritage sites, 
compared with natural heritage sites, were examined. Furthermore, HHV was compared 
with JMP which is similar to each other in scale, revenue and location but reflect natural 
characteristics thoroughly in this study. Therefore, the findings provide crucial information 
for decision making for the appropriate number of visitors in HHV to be controlled, the 
entrance fee, and the marketing strategy to increase profits, in HHV.
8.4 Recom m endations for Further Research
The suggestions for further research are as follows:
To begin with, it is said that evaluating cultural heritage resources tends to have the 
advantages in making decisions of policy and project. However, there have been few studies 
that tiy to evaluate cultural heritage with limited subjects and objectives. Therefore, 
fundamentally the quantity of evaluation research as for cultural heritage should be 
increased as well as various objects on it must be tried to deal with.
Moreover, even though the derived recreational demand and values are estimated from a 
single site, the results are different, according to the type of evaluation methods. This could 
result in serious mistakes in decision making, regarding cultural heritage policy or projects. 
Nonetheless, little attention has been given to this. The differences between methods should 
be further studies and taken into consideration in future research.
To conclude, Willig (1976) mentioned that when income or substitute effect is small, the 
difference between CS and CV is small (see Chapter 2). Although it was supposed that there 
are small income and substitute effects in HHV the difference between CS and CV is fairly 
great in this study. Such results are shown in previous studies as well. However, many 
authors have quoted his comments without questioning this. Therefore, this remains a matter 
for future study.
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APPENDIX 1
Z o n in g  R e su lts  o f  S T -Z T C M  (H H V )
Zone C.T. N.V. Pop. Household T.D. T.T.
1 Yaechun 6 55,880 235,467 20,801 21.7 34
Andong 30 179,587 61,310 24 39
2 Youngju 8 126,303 158,205 42,918 46.3 52
Kunwei 3 31,902 12,317 51.1 58
3 Weisung 5 71,216 190,499 27,706 40.5 60
Sangju 7 119,283 43,099 42.5 65
4 Bonghwa 4 39,949 159,731 14,944 63.3 76
Munkyung 5 83,955 29,745 46.9 79
Danyang 2 35,827 13,086 79.1 79
5 Chilgok 2 108,304 984,516 36,818 86.3 86
Dalseo-gu 30 609,106 191,545 99.7 87
Seo-gu 11 267,106 91,843 96.4 88
6 Dalsung 6 160,062 1,104,562 51,867 100.7 90
Jaechun ^1€^1 5 141,215 49,082 103.4 90
Gumi =j v^]X\ 13 354,746 118,921 86.6 92
Buk-gu 28 448,539 146,477 95.3 92
7 Jung-gu 3 84,104 610,523 33,369 97.6 96
Nam-gu y-Y 8 186,037 68,478 104.2 97
Dong-gu 11 340,382 117,717 104.3 97
8 Susung-gu 21 449,475 629,614 143,946 100.7 102
Kimchun 1 147,760 49,159 95.5 103
Chungsong 2 32,379 12,674 65.5 103
9 Kyungsan 18 221,196 659,544 76,068 125.5 108
Changnyung 0 67,313 26,359 137.7 110
Sungju 0 52,322 18,948 101.8 111
Wonju 5 282,025 97,162 134.4 111
Koiyung 1 36,688 13,733 133.4 112
10 Yongchun 4 116,523 161,122 42,632 139.5 120
Hyeongsung 0 44,599 15,852 154.8 121
11 Youngyang 0 21,496 373,766 8,296 82.7 129
Geochang 0 66,370 24,664 166.2 131
Kyonhju 8 285,900 99,383 164.9 132
12 Chungju 4 210,169 958,873 71,841 134.8 134
Hapchun w e 1 60,160 23,640 149.1 135
Okchun w e 1 57,893 20,730 148.6 136
Boeun 0 39,186 14,770 90.6 137
Haman # t i e 0 63,435 23,620 179.8 138
Youngdong 0 54,284 19,963 135.9 138
Youngweol ‘g-^e 0 44,134 17,004 134.3 139
Masan n > ^ A l 2 429,612 143,918 180.4 141
13 Hongchun $ € e 1 71,733 369,411 25,809 183.2 142
Yeechun o j ^ A ] 4 192,611 192,611 184.6 142
Yeoju 4 e e 0 105,067 36,587 173.4 144
14 Hamyang #^^e 0 42,760 674,773 16,986 192.5 148
Chungdo ^ s .e 0 51,025 18,960 153.3 150
Changwon 3 510,439 162,053 189.9 152
Weoryung 2)^e 0 32,766 13,600 193 153
Sanchung w e 0 37,783 15,281 205 155
15 Kimhae 1 407,368 1,037,415 131,948 208.7 157
Pyeongchang 0 46,531 17,881 157.4 157
Yongin -g -^ A ] 6 583,516 199,847 208.6 157
16 Youngduk 1 52,697 2,013,881 19,957 102.2 159
Milyang 1 117,732 42,722 177 159
Taechun 5 1,438,778 479,916 169.5 160
Jinhae ^ t f l A ] 1 150,308 50,336 193 161
Chunchyeon 5 254,366 89,901 207.7 161
17 Yangsan 0 210,424 1,537,156 71,471 213.8 164
Kwangju 1 198,086 67,854 209.8 164
Sasang-gu 1 293,073 93,729 217.6 165
Jinju 10 337,319 113,633 213.7 166
Buk-gu 4 e 3 325,459 102,886 218.6 166
Sachyeon A j-^ A ] 0 114,556 40,588 220.9 167
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Kangseo-gu f 0 58,239 20,752 215.2 167
18 Pusanjin-gu 7 416,684 2,102,766 140,603 223.2 169
Kyeosan 2] t i g 0 40,722 15,720 100.9 169
Kumsan g t l g 0 61,256 22,935 192.9 170
Wyeowang 0 144,458 49,553 229.7 170
Hanam 0 129,926 47,551 229.5 170
Weumsung 0 88,259 30,163 157.7 171
Jinchun 0 61,667 21,711 230.2 171
Suwon 9 1,040,223 359,103 226.3 171
Osan 0 119,571 40,869 233.6 171
19 Namwon 0 103,783 691,208 34,589 232.3 173
Kuri 2 193,842 66,653 235.8 173
Seocho-gu 5 393,583 138,627 238.2 173
20 Yeonjae-gu 2 227,666 1,830,312 74,638 226.6 • 174
Sungnam 9 970,470 348,934 234.5 174
Dong-gu 0 119,918 42,694 228.6 175
Muju f g g 0 29,254 10,339 154.7 175
Kangdong-gu 4 483,004 164,155 233.2 175
21 Woolsan 13 1,078,926 2,782,154 348,058 209.6 176
Saha-gu 2 379,303 121,514 223.3 177
Seo-gu 4  g 0 146,622 51,679 222.6 177
Jangsu 0 30,126 9,714 228.2 177
Taeback EfltiJjAl 1 54,043 19,870 129.6 177
Songpa-gu $ 4 17 649,888 223,754 240.5 177
Joongryang 1 443,246 154,085 240 177
22 Dongrae-gu ^ e f lg 5 284,274 2,620,502 91,529 234.2 178
Chungwon 0 122,562 43,159 196 178
Kunpo 1 276,756 93,689 234.8 178
Nam-gu y - g 4 305,598 100,494 228.4 179
Chungju 12 617,254 211,263 196.7 179
Namyangju y y g 4 405,733 138,998 239.6 179
Anyang 1 608,325 205,981 235.7 179
23 Kumjeong-gu g y g 5 278,337 1,053,210 91,035 227.1 180
Sooyoung-gu g y g 0 176,838 58,687 229.7 180
Jung-gu Ÿ g 0 55,620 21,556 231 180
Ansung ^AJa] 3 153,937 53,556 220.3 180
Kwangjin-gu y y 1 388,478 141,367 239.2 180
24 Yeongi 2 83,815 779,440 30,236 203.9 181
Kwachun 0 70,641 25,008 241.7 181
Yangpyung 0 84,171 31,904 192 182
Kangnam-gu y y 13 540,813 193,857 243.6 182
25 Haewoondae-gu 14 404,351 1,693,647 130,595 239.2 183
Jeongpyung e ^ g g 0 31,520 11,013 245.1 183
Kangreong y  # 4 0 230,080 82,020 250.2 183
Siheoung 2 379,336 131,499 248.9 184
Keoumchun-gu g y 0 264,004 93,056 252.1 185
Dongdaemun-gu 2 384,356 143,014 248.6 186
26 Ansan y y y 1 671,687 2,393,667 236,313 245.1 187
Pyeongtaek 2 371,679 128,349 254 187
Sungdong-gu 1 343,018 123,394 249.1 187
Kwanak-gu y y 7 524,560 197,578 245.4 188
Gijang y y g 2 77,851 26,758 241.7 189
Dongjak-gu 3 404,872 144,854 252.6 189
27 Nonsan f c t t y 0 136,541 4,661,663 49,732 215.5 190
Gapyeong y y g 1 55,725 20,378 228.6 190
Pohang 25 513,424 167,754 180.6 191
Youngdo-gu « @ sg 1 173,075 57,639 235.2 191
Jeongsun y  y g 0 46,362 18,145 168.8 191
Kwangmyeong y y y 0 337,516 118,474 257.2 191
Hwasung 1 249,917 86,289 253.8 191
Kangbuk-gu y y 1 362,906 126,252 249.2 191
Yeongdeongpo-gu «gfSE 1 412,152 147,838 255.9 191
Shoonchang g y g 0 34,691 12,596 256.5 192
Buchun g y y 3 852,602 290,377 263 192
Guro-gu g s . 1 415,789 142,342 256.9 192
Mapo-gu D i-i 1 378,777 142,790 259.3 192
Seongbuk-gu y y 2 446,968 159,810 251.2 192
Yongsan-gu -g-y 4 245,218 91,735 254.8 192
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28 Eunpyung-gu 0 471,873 4,233,007 164,981 255.7 193
Inchun y y 9 2,603,012 894,602 262.1 193
Kangseo-gu y y 2 530,169 181,422 261.3 194
Yangchun-gu y y 1 486,350 158,639 259.1 194
Joong-gu 0 141,603 54,521 253.5 194
29 Chunan y y y 3 462,714 1,878,745 162,102 232.1 196
Nowon-gu 2 643,585 209,521 262.3 197
Seodaemun-gu 0 368,001 134,023 256.8 197
Jinan y y y 0 31,359 11,135 242.2 198
Dobong-gu 4 373,086 122,201 261.4 198
30 Wooljin 2 63,731 180,383 24,155 145.3 201
Kosung 0 58,642 22,478 220.2 201
Hadong 1 58,010 21,365 259.9 202
31 Jongro-gu 0 184,224 1,815,657 70,113 268.1 205
Hwachun # y g 0 24,631 9,784 239.6 206
Icksan y y y 1 336,651 105,012 238 208
Koyang j i y y 3 873,006 302,237 273.7 208
Eujungbu y y y - 7 397,145 137,206 270 208
32 Kimpo y ^ y 0 211,515 2,858,861 71,036 276.6 210
Wanju 0 84,327 28,440 244.6 211
Donghae ^ ^ y 1 102,032 36,092 288.3 211
Jeonju y ^ y 2 622,238 189,042 245.6 212
Kwangju . 3 1,400,683 460,647 290 213
Buyeo y - y g 0 85,682 31,383 246.1 214
Asan 2 196,860 73,498 243.6 215
Yangju y f y 4 155,524 51,607 274.9 215
33 Imsil 0 37,605 520,174 13,604 260.7 216
Kurae 0 30,600 11,722 261.1 216
Nahae y a n g 0 54,392 21,339 262.6 217
Kongju y ^ y 0 131,769 46,378 258.7 218
Kimjae y y y 1 116,211 40,904 257.9 220
Injae y y g 0 32,188 11,738 235.4 221
Dangjin y y g 5 117,409 41,415 299.2 222
34 Jeongeup y ^ y 0 152,574 1,163,530 50,451 279.49 225
Yangyang y y g 0 29,744 11,242 285.3 226
Samchuk y y y 0 75,941 27,748 300 229
Tongyoung # y y 1 133,420 46,547 238.8 231
Paju y ^ y 0 243,757 85,658 291.9 238
Seosan y y y 0 152,494 53,816 319.3 240
Koonsan $ y y 0 278,577 87,989 260.7 242
Yanggu 0 22,146 8,132 250.1 242
Buan 0 74,877 26,344 284.8 245
35 Yeosu 4 f y 2 311,051 1,590,120 100,917 306.5 247
Seochun y y g 0 67,651 25,683 279.5 249
Yaesan Hitt'S- 0 95^#8 33,924 267.1 250
Sokcho # i y 0 89,458. 33,848 301.7 250
Gochang 0 74,227 26,449 306.5 251
Hosung Ÿ y g 0 95,117 33,598 340.6 251
Pochun i y y 1 158,513 55,130 273 257
Gergae y  y  y 0 186,208 61,456 260.1 261
Boryeong j i y y 0 110,880 39,583 365.6 263
Taean y y g 0 64,045 23,767 335.3 263
Chungyang y y g 0 37,194 13,761 263.1 270
Dongduchun 0 76,505 27,495 314.7 270
Chulwon 0 50,450 17,765 287.3 282
Gosung 0 32,868 12,326 324.9 287
Yeonchun 0 50,188 18,348 338.1 306
Haenam 0 90,197 35,244 389.4 372
Note:
C.T.: name of city or town, N.V.: number of visitor, T.D.; shortest travel distance (km) from HHV, T.T.: shortest travel time (min.) 
from HHV
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APPENDIX 2
Zoning Results of ST-ZTCM (JMP)
Zone C.T. N.V. Pop. Household T.D. T.T.
1 Chungsong 36 32,379 32,379 12,674 5.9 10
2 Youngyang y y g 4 21,496 74,193 8J96 39.3 59
Youngduk 8 52,697 19,957 43 65
3 Andong 27 179,587 250,803 61,310 49.2 77
Eusimg y y g 3 71,216 27,706 51.2 80
4 Youngchun y  y y 7 116,523 661,849 42,632 71.7 107
Pohang 3 E # y 39 513,424 167,754 70.1 107
Qunwyei 2 31,902 12,317 72.3 110
5 Yechun y y g 3 55,880 182,183 20,801 81.8 116
Youngju y ^ ^ y 7 126,303 42,918 91.3 120
6 Kyongju : ^ ^ y 10 285,900 325,849 86.5 130
Bongwha 0 39,949 14,944 89 137
7 Chilgok 1 108,304 984,516 36,818. 109.2 143
Dalseo-gu y  y  9- 24 609,106 191,545 122.6 144
Seo-gu y f 8 267,106 91,843 119.3 144
8 Dalsung y y g 4 160,062 1,184,543 51,867 123.6 147
Gumi f y y 7 354,746 118,921 109.5 148
Buk-gu 13 448,539 146,477 118.2 148
Kyongsan ^ y y 5 221,196 76,068 98.7 149
9 Jung-gu 2 84,104 646,350 33,369 120.5 153
Tangyang y y y 0 35,827 13,086 136.4 153
Nam-gu y f 3 186,037 68,478 127.1 154
Dong-gu 6 340,382 117,717 127.2 154
10 Susung-gu 5 449,475 830,968 143,946 109 158
Munkyong y 0 83,955 29,745 122.3 163
Jaechun y y y 1 141,215 49,082 160.8 164
Changnyung y y y 0 67,313 26,359 173.4 167
Goryoung 0 36,688 13,733 169.1 169
Seongju y f y 0 52,322 18,948 158 170
11 Wooljin 2 63,731 531,409 24,155 114.6 174
Sangju y ^ y 1 119,283 43,099 113.6 176
Wonju y ^ y 1 282,025 97,162 191.8 185
Gerchang y  y e 0 66,370 24,664 201.9 188
12 Yangsan y y y 3 210,424 1,010,033 71,471 160.4 191
Kimchun y y y 0 147,760 49,159 151.8 192
Hapchun y y e 0 60,160 23,640 184.8 192
Taeback Eflu«y 0 54,043 19,870 127.2 192
Haman y y e 0 63,435 23,620 215.5 195
Hweongsung 0 44,599 15,852 212.1 196
Masan y y y 1 429,612 143,918 216.1 198
13 Kimhae y  «my 0 407,368 1,912,752 131,948 182.8 203
Woolsan 18 1,078,926 348,058 156.3 204
Buk-gu y - e 6 325,459 102,886 181.4 204
Hamyang y y e 0 42,760 16,986 228.2 205
Gangseo-gu y y e 0 58,239 20,752 177.9 205
14 Dong-gu y e 1 119,918 1,681,828 42,694 180.9 206
Dongrae-gu y H fle 2 284,274 91,529 180.9 206
Cheongdo y  s e 0 51,025 18,960 188.9 207
Yeonjae-gu y y e 1 227,666 74,638 182.6 208
Chungju # y y 1 210,169 71,841 192.1 208
Chanwon y y y 4 510,439 162,053 225.5 209
Gumjeong-gu e y e 3 278,337 91,035 176.1 209
15 Euiyeong y y e 0 32,766 1,823,404 13,600 228.7 210
Suyoung-gu e y e 2 176,838 58,687 187.3 211
Haewoondae 3 404,351 130,595 185.8 211
Sanchung y y e 0 37,783 15,281 240.7 212
Nam-gu y e 0 305,598 100,494 188.3 213
Pusan e y y 1 416,684 140,603 185.6 213
Sasang-gu y y e 1 293,073 93,729 185.7 213
Ockchun e y e 0 57,893 20,730 242.9 213
Youngwol y y e 0 44,134 17,004 191.6 213
Youngdong y : § - e 0 54,284 19,963 230.2 215
16 Milyang y y y 0 117,732 770,922 42,722 212.7 216
Gijang y  y e 0 77,851 26,758 188.4 216
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Hongchun y y e 0 71,733 25,809 240.6 216
Ichun y y y 2 192,611 192,611 241.9 216
Joong-gu # e 0 55,620 21,556 192.4 217
Jinhae y  «H y 1 150,308 50,336 228.7 218
Yeojoo y e e 0 105,067 36,587 230.8 219
17 Seo-gu y e 2 146,622 . 598,497 51,679 193.9 221
Jinju y e y 0 337,319 113,633 249.4 223
Sacheon y y y 0 114,556 40,588 256.6 224
18 Saha-gu y # e 2 379,303 552,378 121,514 197.7 227
Youngdo-gu y  s e 0 173,075 57,639 196.2 228
19 Namwon y y y 1 103,783 4,309,266 34,589 267.9 230
Yongin e y y 1 583,516 199,847 265.9 231
Pyungchang y  y e 0 46,531 17,881 214.8 232
Jangsu y e e 0 30,126 9,714 263.9 234
Kyeosan y  y e 0 40,722 15,720 151.9 235
Choonchun ê y y  ' 0 254,366 89,901 265.1 235
Daejeon y y 1 1,438,778 479,916 263.8 237
Kwangju y e y 0 198,086 67,854 267.2 238
Hanam y y y 0 129,926 47,551 286.9 244
Weoiwang y y y 0 144,458 49,553 287.1 244
Muju e e e 0 29,254 10,339 285.8 245
Jinchun y y e 0 61,667 21,711 287.6 245
Emsung , e y e . 0 88,259 30,163 215 246
Suwon e y y 1 1,040,223 359,103 283.7 246
Osan s y y 0 119,571 40,869 291 246
20 Boeun s e e 0 39,186 1,693,028 14,770 251.6 247
Gemsan e y e 0 61,256 22,935 287.2 247
Guri e y y 0 193,842 66,653 293.1 248
Seongnam y y y 1 970,470 348,934 291.9 248
Seocho-gu y & 2 393,583 138,627 295.6 248
Soonchang e y e 0 34,691 12,596 292.2 249
21 Gangdong-gu y e 1 483,004 3,633,929 164,155 290.5 250
Joongrang-gu e y 1 443,246 154,085 297.3 251
Koonpo e s y 0 276,756 93,689 292.2 252
Kwangjin y y 0 388,478 141,367 297.4 252
Songpa-gu e y 3 649,888 223,754 297.9 252
Anyang y y y 0 608,325 205,981 293 253
Namyangju e y e 1 405,733 138,998 297 254
Ansung y y y 0 153,937 53,556 277.7 254
Jinan y  y e 0 31,359 11,135 277.9 255
Chungwon ^ y e 0 122,562 43,159 290.3 255
Kwachun y y y 0 70,641 25,008 299.1 255
22 Chungju y e y 1 617,254 2,732,001 211,263 290.9 256
Yangpyeong y y e 0 84,171 31,904 249.4 256
Kangnam-gu y y 2 540,813 193,857 301 257
Koseoung e 0 58,642 22,478 255.9 258
Jeongpyoung e y e 0 31,520 11,013 302.5 258
Yeongi y  y e 0 83,815 30,236 298.1 258
Kangreong y y y 0 230,080 82,020 307.6 258
Siheong y y y 0 379,336 131,499 306.3 258
Hadong y e e 0 58,010 21,365 295.6 259
Qeumchun e y 0 264,004 93,056 309.5 260
Dongdaemoon 0 384,356 143,014 306 260
23 Pyeongtaeck y @ iy 2 371,679 2,830,055 128,349 311.3 261
Sungdong-gu y e 0 343,018 123,394 306.5 261
Ansan y y y 1 671,687 236,313 302.4 262
Kwanack-gu y y 0 524,560 197,578 302.7 262
Dongjack-gu e y 1 404,872 144,854 309.9 264
Jeongsun y  y e 0 46,362 18,145 226.2 265
Gapyeong y y e 0 55,725 20,378 286 265
Youngdeungpo y e s 0 412,152 147,838 313.2 265
24 Qwangmyung y y y 1 337,516 3,898,107 118,474 314.6 266
Hwasung # y y 0 249,917 86,289 311.2 266
Kangbuk-gu y 4 0 362,906 126,252 306.6 266
Guro-gu e s 0 415,789 142,342 314.3 266
Mapo-gu y s 0 378,777 142,790 316.7 266
Nonsan e y y 0 136,541 49,732 309.8 267
Buchun e y y 0 852,602 290,377 320.3 267
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Soungbuk-gu y # 2 446,968 159,810 308.5 267
Yongsan-gu e y 0 245,218 91,735 312.2 267
Eunpyoung-gu e y 0 471,873 164,981 313 267
25 Gangseo-gu y y 1 530,169 8,686,747 181,422 318.7 268
Joong-gu 0 141,603 54,521 310.8 268
Incheon y y 1 2,603,012 894,602 319.5 268
Yangchun y y 2 486,350 158,639 316.4 269
Kwangju y f 0 1,400,683 460,647 325.7 270
Nowon-gu s y 1 643,585 209,521 319.6 271
Seodaemoon 0 368,001 134,023 314.2 271
Samchunck y y y 0 75,941 27,748 180.4 272
Dobong-gu s e 0 373,086 122,201 318.8 272
Imsil y y g 0 37,605 13,604 296.4 273
Gurae 0 30,600 11,722 296.7 273
Chunan y y y 0 462,714 162,102 326.4 273
Namhae 0 54,392 21,339 298.2 274
Jongro-gu 0 184,224 70,113 325.5 280
Whachun 0 24,631 9,784 296.9 281
Euijeongbu y y e 0 397,145 137,206 327.4 282
Goyang s y y 1 873,006 302,237 331.1 283
Gimpo y s y 0 211,515 71,036 334 284
Icksan y y y 0 336,651 105,012 332.3 285
Donghae e « n y 0 102,032 36,092 345.7 285
Tongyoung # y y 0 133,420 46,547 274.5 288
Wanju 0 84,327 28,440 338.9 288
Jeonju y ^ y 0 622,238 189,042 339.8 289
Yangju y ^ ^ y 0 155,524 51,607 332.2 289
Buyeo e y y 0 85,682 31,383 340.3 291
Asan y y y 0 196,860 73,498 337.9 292
Gongju Ÿ ^ y 0 131,769 46,378 352.9 295
Injae y y y 0 32,188 11,738 292.7 295
Dangjin y y y 0 117,409 41,415 356.5 296
Gimjae y y y 0 116,211 40,904 352.2 297
Yangyang y y y 0 29,744 11,242 342.7 300
Jeongeup y y y 0 152,574 50,451 373.6 302
Gochang s y y 0 74,227 26,449 371.8 309
Paju y - ^ y 0 243,757 85,658 349.3 312
Seosan y y y 0 152,494 53,816 376.7 314
Yanggu y y y 0 22,146 8,132 307.5 317
Geojae y y y 0 186,208 61,456 295.8 318
Gunsan y y y 0 278,577 87,989 355 318
Buan y y y 0 74,877 26,344 379.1 322
Sokcho e & y 0 89,458 33,848 359 324
Hongseong e y y 0 95,117 33,598 398 325
Seochun y y y 0 67,651 25,683 373.7 326
Yaesan y y y 0 95,568 33,924 361.4 327
Pochun s y y 0 158,513 55,130 330.3 33-1
Boryeong s g y 0 110,880 39,583 422.9 337
Taean y y y 0 64,045 23,767 392.7 337
Dongdochun e e y 0 76,505 27,495 372.1 344
Cheongyang g y y 0 37,194 13,761 357.4 347
Cheolwon l y y 0 50,450 17,765 344.7 356
Goseoung s y y 0 32,868 12,326 382.3 361
Yeonchun y y y 0 50,188 18,348 395.4 380
Haenam y y y 0 90,197 35,244 425.1 429
Note;
C.T.: name of city or town, N.V.: number of visitor, T.D.: shortest travel distance (km) from JMP, T.T.: shortest travel time (min.) 
from JMP
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APPENDIX 5
Field Survey Questionnaires: Pilot Study 1
University of Surrey
Dear Sir/Madam
I am a postgraduate student at the University of Surrey in the UK. As a 
part of my research, I am evaluating the demand for Historic Sites in 
Korea and would be grateful if you would complete the following 
questionnaire.
The questionnaire takes approximately 5 minutes to complete. The 
information you provide will only be used for academic purposes and 
remain strictly confidential.
Thank you very much for your time and co-operation in advance.
Sang-Hyun Han
School of Management 
University of Surrey 
Guildford, Surrey, UK 
GU2 7XH
Tel: (44) 1483 686378, Fax: (44) 1483 686301
E-mail: shanuk@naver.com (Korean); s.han@surrey.ac.uk (English)
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Survey for Valuing of Ha-hoe Historic Heritage Village
► Please tick (V) or describe i
1. HOW MANY TIMES have you totally visited at Ha-Hoe Village?
(Including current visit) .............    (_______ )
2. Do you want to visit Ha-Hoe Village again in the futher....................  □ Yes o No
3. Who do you visit here with?
□ Alone □ Family □ Boy/Girl friend □ Friends/Relatives
□ Group (Colleague) □ Group (school) □ Group (religion)
□ Group tour □ etc.
4. HOW MANY members in your party?
(Including yourself) ____________________________________________(_______ )
5. How many hours have you spent to get here from your house? t h mt
6. HOW LONG have you STAYED here?
□ Less than one night □ one night □ two night
□ three night □ four night □ more than five night
7. How much is the total cost you spent here, while you stay? (per person/ per day)
_____________________________ (about_______Won)
Suppose the following: statement is true:
“It is supposed that there is a DEVELOPMENT PROJECT in Hahoe 
Historic Village to meet the tourist demand. HOTEL, RESORT, 
FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE WILL BE CONSTRUCTED in or 
near the site. THE CURRENT SCENERY WOULD BE CHANGED.”
8. If you want to MAINTAIN THE CURRENT SCENERY.
It would spend much money on restoration and conservation.
Therefore, the visitor should pav much more monev FOR ENTRANCE FEE
than before. In this case, are vou willing to pav the extra monev for ENTRANCE FEE?
 □ Yes □ No
9. (Only in the case of 'Yes' responder on question 8)
HOW MUCH MONEY are you WILLING TO PAY for it (per person)?
.................................................................. Per person:_(______ Won!
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10. Please indicate your GENDER.................................................  □ Male □ Female
11. Please indicate your AGE.
□ 10-19 □ 20-29 □30-39 □ 40-49 □ 50-59 □60-69 □Over 70
12. WHERE do you live?
□ Seoul □ Kyong gi □ Gang won
□ kyong sang buk do □ kyong sang nam do □ Jeol la do
□ choong chung do □ others
13. What is your occupation?
□ Primary industry □ Business □ Officer
□ Engineer □ Salesman □ Specialist
□ Housewife □ Student □ Others
14. How much is your HOUSEHOLD'S INCOME per month?
□ Under 500 pound □ 500- 1000 pound □ 1000-1500 pound
□ 1500-2000 pound □ Over 2000 pound
15. How many members in your household? (Including yourself)
16. What is your EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND?
□ primary school □ Secondary school
□ Undergraduate school □ Postgraduate school
□ Over postgraduate □ etc.
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APPENDIX 6
Field Survey Questionnaires: Pilot Study 2
Uni
University of Surrey
Dear Sir/Madam
I am a postgraduate student at the University of Surrey. As a part o f my 
PhD research, I am evaluating the demand for Historic Sites and would 
be grateful if  you would complete the following questionnaire.
The questionnaire takes approximately 5 minutes to complete. The 
information you provide will only be used for academic purposes and 
remain strictly confidential.
Thank you very much for your time and co-operation in advance.
Sang-Hyun Han
PhD Researcher
School o f  Management
University o f  Surrey
Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7XH
Tel: (44) 1483 686378, Fax: (44) 1483 686301
E-mail: S.Han@surrey.ac.uk
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► Please tick (V) or describe i
Your trip to Warwick Castle
1.
How many times in total have you visited Warwick Castle?
(Including this time):_______________ .
2.
How many times have you visited Warwick Castle over the last 12 months?
(Including this time) :_______________.
3.
Are you visiting Warwick Castle alone or with other people at this time?
□ alone □ with other people
f  I f  you choose ‘with other people^ fo r  Question 3, then go to question 4. Otherwise 
go to Question 6.
4.
Who are you travelling with this time?
□ Family oBoy/Girl friend oFriends/Relatives oColleagues
□Package tour oOthers (please specify) ;_______________ .
5.
How many members in your party on this occasion?
(Including yourself) : _______________ .
6.
What is the main transportation for this trip?
□by Car □by Chartered Bus □by Coach
□by Train □Others (please specify) :_______________ .
7.
How long will you stay at Warwick Castle?
( ___________hours___________minutes)
How long will you stay at Warwick Castle?
□Less than one night □one night □two nights
□three nights □four nights □more than five nights
►► Next Page
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Travel Cost
9.
What is the total expenditure for this trip (per person/ per day)?
per person (about________________________UK Pound)
9-1.
The splits of the total expenditure per person
Amount of money spent (UK Pound)
Transportation
Entrance fee
Accommodation
Meals
Entertainment
Shopping
Other expenses
Satisfaction of Trip
10.
Do you have any intention to visit the Warwick Castle again in the future?
□Yes □No
11.
What is your satisfaction level for your visit to Warwick Castle, this time?
!□---------2u---------3^---------4^---------5^--------- 6a--------- 7a
Extremely
Unsatisfied
Extremely
Satisfied
►► Next Page
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Suppose the following statement is true:
THERE IS A PROPOSAL TO BUILD A BIG MODERN STYLE HOTEL AND AN 
AMUSEMENT PART AROUND THE WARWICK CASTLE IN ORDER TO 
ATTRACT MORE TOURISTS AND INCREASE TOURISM REVENUE FOR THE 
AREA.
12.
Do you support this proposal?
□Yes □No
13.
The conservation of this historic site requires investment, and it has been suggested that 
visitors should pay for the conservation through increases in admissions fees. Do you agree?
□Yes □No
4 I f  your answer is NO fo r  Question 13, please go to Question 15. Otherwise go to 
Question 14..
► NOTE: The current admission fee for Warwick Castle is £12 per adult.
14.
If the new admission fee is set to be ( A ), are you willing to pay for this amount? 
□Yes □No
♦ If your response is Yes, please go to question 14-1.
♦ If you response is No, please go to question 14-2.
14-1.
If the new admission fee is set to be ( B ) instead, are you still willing to pay for this amount? 
□Yes □No
14-2.
If the new admission fee is ( C ) instead, are you willing to pay for this amount?
□Yes □No
►► Next Page
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Note;
The current admission fee is £12 per adult.
The admission fees in Questions 14,14-1 and 14-2 will be different, and the bid 
sets in order of [A, B, C] are
[£16, £18, £14], [£22, £24, £20], [£28, £30, £26], respectively.
That means the bid sets are regularly increased by £2 from £14 to £30.
Questionnaires with different sets of admission fees in Questions 14,14-1 and 14-2 
will be randomly distributed to respondents in the survey.
About You
15.
Your gender?
□Female □Male
16.
Your occupation?
(________
□55 - 64 
□ 65 and over
17.
Your age group?
□ 16- 24 □35-44
□25 -  34 ^45 -  54
18.
The highest qualification you obtained?
□GCSE/ 0-Level □Undergraduate Degree □No Qualification
□GNVQ / A-Level / NVQ □Postgraduate Degree □Other: (_______
19.
Your average annual income?
□Less than £ 10,000 ^£20,000 to £29,999
□ £10,000 to £19,999 ^£30,000 to £39,999
□over £40,000
20 .
Where is your current residence?
(city: , county:_
Thank you very much for your co-operation!
■ End of Questionnaire
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APPENDIX 7
Field Survey Questionnaires: Main Study 1
Uni
Dear Sir/Madam
I am a researcher at the University o f Surrey in the UK. As a part of my 
research, I am evaluating the demand for Ha-hoe historic village and 
would be grateful if you would complete the following questionnaire.
The questionnaire takes approximately 5 minutes to complete. The 
information you provide will only be used for academic purposes and 
remain strictly confidential.
Thank you very much for your time and co-operation in advance.
Sang-Hyun Han
PhD Researcher
School o f  Management
University o f  Surrey
Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7XH
Tel: (44) 1483 686378, Fax: (44) 1483 686301
E-mail: S.Han@surrey.ac.uk
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Your trip to Ha-Hoe historic village
1. How many times have you visited at Ha-hoe historic village in total?
(Including this time):_______________ .
2. How many times have you visited at Ha-hoe historic village over the last 12 months?
(Including this time) :_______________.
3. Are you visiting Ha-hoe historic village alone or with other people at this time?
□ alone □ with other people
If you choose ‘with other people’ for Question 3, then go to question 4. Otherwise 
go to Question 6.
4. Who are you travelling with this time?
□ Family □ Boy/Girl friend □ Friends/Relatives □ Colleagues
□ Package tour □ Others (please specify) :____  -_____ .
5. How many members in your party at this time?
(Including yourself) :_______________ .
6. What is the main transportation for this trip?
□ by Car □ by Chartered Bus □ by Coach
□ by Train □ Others (please specify) : __________
7. How long did the journey last?
( ___________hours___________minutes)
8. How long have you stayed here for Ha-Hoe village?
□ Less than one night □ one night □ two nights
□ three nights □ four nights □ more than five nights
Travel Cost
9. What is the total expenditure for this trip?
per person (about________________________Won)
Satisfaction of Trip
10. Do you have any intention to visit the Ha-hoe historic village again in the future?
□ Yes □ No
11. What is your satisfaction level for your visit to Ha-hoe historic village, this time?
1 □--------------2d----- 3d-------4d--------- 5d---------6d---------7o
Extremely Extremely
Unsatisfied Satisfied
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About whole this Trip
12. Did you visit any other destination before here in this trip? Or Are you going to visit any 
other destination after here in this trip?
□ Yes □ No
If your answer is NO for Question 12, please go to Question 13. 
Otherwise go to Question 12-1
12-1. Where is the other destination you visited / you are visiting in this trip? 
( )
12-2. Is Ha-Hoe village your main destination for this trip?
□ Yes □ No
Suppose the following statement is true
THERE IS A PROPOSAL TO BUILD A BIG MODERN STYLE HOTEL AND AN 
AMUSEMENT PARK AROUND HA-HOE HISTORIC VILLAGE IN ORDER TO 
ATTRACT MORE TOURISTS AND INCREASE TOURISM REVENUE FOR THE 
AREA.
13. Do you support this proposal?
□ Yes o No
14. The conservation of this historic site requires investment, and it has been suggested that 
visitors should pav for the conservation through increasing admission fees. Do you agree?
□ Yes □ No
If your answer is NO for Question 14, 
please go to Question 16. Otherwise go to Question 15.
15. If the new admission fee is set to be 10,000 Won are you willing to pay for this amount? 
□ Yes □ No
If your response is YES, please go to question 15-1 
If you response is NO, please go to question 15-2.
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15-1. If the new admission fee is set to be 15,000 Won instead, are you still willing to pay for 
this amount?
□ Yes □ No
15-2. If the new admission fee is 5,000 Won instead, are you willing to pay for this amount? 
□ Yes o No
About your opinion for re-visit
16. If the historic scenery of Ha-hoe historic village is damaged, would you have any intention to 
visit the Ha-hoe historic village again in the future?
□ Yes □ No
If your response is YES, please go to question 16-1. 
If you response is NO, please go to question 17.
16-1. How many times are you willing to visit here in 12 months?
( )
17. If the historic scenery of Ha-hoe historic village is improved, would you have any intention 
to visit the Ha-hoe historic village again in the future?
□ Yes □ No
If your response is YES, please go to question 17-1. 
If you response is NO, please go to question 18.
17-1. How many times are you willing to visit here in 12 months? 
( )
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About You
18. Your gender?
□ Female □ Male
19. Your occupation?
( )
20. Your age group?
□ 16-24  g 35 —44 □ 55 - 64
□ 25 -  34 □ 45 -  54 □ 65 and over
21. The highest qualification you obtained?
□ No qualification □ Primary school □ Middle school
□ High school □ Junior Undergraduate degree □ Undergraduate degree
□ Postgraduate Degree □ Other: (____________)
22. Your average annual income?
□ Less than 1,000 Man Won □ 1,000 Man Won to 1,499 Man Won
□ 1,500 Man Won to 1,999 Man Won □ 2,000 Man Won to 2,499 Man Won
□ 2,500 Man Won to 2,999 Man Won □ 3,000 Man Won to 3,499 Man Won
□ 3,500 Man Won to 3,999 Man Won □ 4,000 Man Won to 4,499 Man Won
□ 4,500 Man Won to 4,999 Man Won □ Over 5,000 Man Won
23. Where is your current residence?
(city:______________ , county:_______________ )
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APPENDIX 8
Field Survey Questionnaires: Main Study 2
Uni
Dear Sir/Madam
I am a researcher at the University o f Surrey in the UK. As a part o f my 
research, I am evaluating the demand for Ju-wang mountain national park 
and would be grateful if you would complete the following questionnaire.
The questionnaire takes approximately 5 minutes to complete. The 
information you provide will only be used for academic purposes and 
remain strictly confidential.
Thank you very much for your time and co-operation in advance.
Sang-Hyun Han
PhD Researcher
School o f  Management
University o f  Surrey
Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7XH
Tel: (44) 1483 686378, Fax: (44) 1483 686301
E-mail: S.Han@surrey.ac.uk
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Your trip to Ju-Wang mountain national park
1. How many times in total have you visited Ju-wang mountain national park?
(Including this time):_______________ .
2. How many times have you visited Ju-wang mountain national park over the last 12 months?
(Including this time) :  ____________ .
3. Are you visiting Ju-wang mountain national park alone or with other people at this time?
□ alone □ with other people
If you choose ‘with other people’ for Question 3, then go to question 4. Otherwise 
go to Question 6.
4. Who are you travelling with this time?
□ Family □ Boy/Girl friend □ Friends/Relatives □ Colleagues
□ Package tour □ Others (please specify) :_______________ .
5. How many members in your party at this time?
(Including yourself) :_______________ .
6. What is the main transportation for this trip?
□ by Car □ by Chartered Bus □ by Coach
□ by Train □ Others (please specify) :__________
7. How long did the journey last?
( ___________hours___________minutes)
8. How long have you stayed here for Ju-Wang mountain national park?
□ Less than one night □ one night □ two nights
□ three nights □ four nights □ more than five nights
Travel Cost
9. What is the total expenditure for this trip?
per person (about________________________Won)
Satisfaction of Trip
10. Do you have any intention to visit the Ju-wang mountain national park again in the future?
□ Yes □ No
11. What is your satisfaction level for your visit to Ju-wang mountain national park, this time?
In--------2d --------3d ---------4d ---------- 5d ---------- 6d---------- 7d
Extremely Extremely
Unsatisfied Satisfied
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About whole this Trip
12. Did you visit any other destination before here in this trip? Or Are you going to visit any 
other destination after here in this trip?
□ Yes □ No
If your answer is NO for Question 12, please go to Question 13. 
Otherwise go to Question 12-1
12-1. Where is the other destination you visited / you are visiting in this trip? 
( )
12-2. Is Ju-Wang mountain national park your main destination for this trip? 
□ Yes o No
Suppose the following statement is true
THERE IS A PROPOSAL TO BUILD A BIG MODERN STYLE HOTEL AND AN 
AMUSEMENT PARK AROUND JU-WANG MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK IN 
ORDER TO ATTRACT MORE TOURISTS AND INCREASE TOURISM REVENUE 
FOR THE AREA.
13. Do you support this proposal?
□ Yes □ No
14. The conservation of this natural site requires investment, and it has been suggested that 
visitors should pav for the conservation through increasing admission fees. Do you agree?
□ Yes □ No
If your answer is NO for Question 14, 
please go to Question 16. Otherwise go to Question 15.
15.If the new admission fee is set to be 10.000 Won are you willing to pay for this amount? 
□ Yes □ No
If your response is YES, please go to question 15-1 
If you response is NO, please go to question 15-2.
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15-1. If the new admission fee is set to be 15.000 Won instead, are you still willing to pay for 
this amount?
□ Yes □ No
15-2. If the new admission fee is 5.000 Won instead, are you willing to pay for this amount? 
□ Yes o No
About your opinion for re-visit
16. If the natural scenery of Ju-wang mountain national park is damaged, would you have any 
intention to visit Ju-wang mountain national park again in the future?
□ Yes □ No
If your response is YES, please go to question 16-1. 
If you response is NO, piease go to question 17.
16-1. How many times are you willing to visit here in 12 months?
( )
17. If the beautiful natural scenery of Ju-wang mountain national park is improved, would you 
have any intention to visit the Ju-wang mountain national park again in the future?
□ Yes □ No
If your response is YES, piease go to question 17-1. 
If you response is NO, piease go to question 18.
17-1. How many times are you willing to visit here in 12 months? 
( )
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About You
18. Your gender?
□ Female □ Male
19. Your occupation?
( _ )
20. Your age group?
□ 1 6 - 2 4  □ 35 -  44 □ 55 - 64
□ 25 -  34 □ 45 -  54 □ 65 and over
21. The highest qualification you obtained?
□ No qualification □ Primary school □ Middle school
□ High school □ Junior Undergraduate degree □ Undergraduate degree
□ Postgraduate Degree □ Other: (____________)
22. Your average annual income?
□ Less than 1,000 Man Won □ 1,000 Man Won to 1,499 Man Won
□ 1,500 Man Won to 1,999 Man Won □ 2,000 Man Won to 2,499 Man Won
□ 2,500 Man Won to 2,999 Man Won □ 3,000 Man Won to 3,499 Man Won
□ 3,500 Man Won to 3,999 Man Won □ 4,000 Man Won to 4,499 Man Won
□ 4,500 Man Won to 4,999 Man Won □ Over 5,000 Man Won
23. Where is your current residence?
(city:______________ , county:_______________ )
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